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ABSTRACT 

 

Mixtec codices are sacred books folded like accordions and composed of strips of deer hide or 

fig-tree bark that visually narrate activities of deities, supernatural culture heroes, and the actions 

and genealogies of historical Mixtec kings and queens who wanted to emulate them. Recorded in 

a pictographic writing system, Mixtec codices are cultural artifacts that offer the viewer glimpses 

of the complex and layered representations of a specific people from particular places during the 

Postclassic epoch of Mesoamerica. A salient part of these visualized narratives is the act of 

travel. In Mixtec codices, travel typically begins with the physical act of emergence of a 

substance, being, or historical figure. Emergence is a visual point of departure for various 

narratives that pulsate with ongoing movement that we are here defining as travel itself, as the 

itinerant traversing of place, as the formation of visual trails in the landscape and in the narrative 

display and reading of the pages in Mixtec codices. Travel is repeated as a conceptual, visual, 

and performative trope throughout Mesoamerica in various media produced by distinct ethnic 

groups and communities with various levels of power in the wider webs of Mesoamerican praxis. 

Travel in the Mixtec codices connects to the incipient founding of community, to the 

contemporary people, place, and cultural rhythms of communal, ritual life. Through the visual 

narratives recorded in the codices, an understanding of Mixtec identity, memory, and therefore 

history is linked to specific places through specific actions such as emergence from and travel to 

points of origin. By examining such visually codified narratives, this dissertation posits that 

Mixtec ethnogeographies of travel form part of recording a community’s identity and its 

connection to place. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

The despescuezada is an annual ritual that takes place in the Mixtec-speaking town of San Juan 

Mixtepec, Oaxaca, México.  In the linguistic variant of Mixtec called Sa’an Savi, the town of 

San Juan Mixtepec is referred to as “Ñuu Snuviko,” or the “place where clouds are made to come 

down” (Figure 1).  The community of this Sierra Madre del Sur mountainous town comes 

together every June in order to perpetuate a cycle of communal cleansing through the killing of 

several roosters by twisting, pulling, and finally yanking off their heads (Figure 2).  The 

sacrificial blood is symbolic of a purging of wrong words or actions, the community’s sins 

jettisoned so that a fertile rainy season can be initiated (Figure 3).  Perhaps a ritual persistence 

from the pre-contact era, rituals involving the decapitation of birds feature in several visual 

narratives in the Postclassic Mixtec codices or tonindeye, the “histories of lineages,” thereby 

pointing to an indigenous persistence in public rites and ceremonies continued today in the 

Mixteca (Figure 4). 

The public and therefore communal ritual involves many symbolic elements of the 

community’s shared identity, including a reckoning of time, a recognition of the initiation of the 

rainy season, and a purging of the community’s bad actions (Figure 5).  With four males on 

horseback (some more inebriated than others) who represent the four cardinal directions, this 

ceremonial performance culminates when the four directions move together toward the symbolic 

center of town represented by the roosters hanging by their feet on a clothesline.  When they 

arrive at the central point or axis mundi of San Juan Mixtepec, the riders twist, yank, and pull off 

the “pescueza” or neck of the roosters, and fling the decapitated heads into the crowd, an action 

that could be conceived of as a spatial partitioning of the so-called ‘periphery’ from the center as 
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well as an action of extirpating communal sin.   As blood streams down the men’s faces, necks, 

and shirts, ranchera and cumbia music inundates the atmosphere.  Ñuu Snuviko, or the place 

where clouds are made to come down, is cleansed and transformed, its cosmogonic and 

communal scaffolding re-made yet again. 

Among other things, this ethnographic encounter dovetails with a panoply of issues 

involving ritual action and the constitution of a particular Mixtec place through such action.  The 

dynamics of identity, community, agricultural production, the reckoning of a spatio-temporal 

frame for action and understanding, and the issues of movement and geography are concepts and 

actions that not only course through the veins of a modern-day Mixtec place; they also visually 

animate the narratives in Postclassic Mixtec codices, the sacred books painted with imagery of 

similar ritual actions of divine beings and historical kings and queens.  These sacred objects are 

replete with cultural and historical narratives that in many ways underscore the tripartite complex 

of place, emergence, and movement, visually reiterate and codify their interstitial, connective 

tissue in Mixtec pictorial programs.  As artifacts that offer visual narratives apposite for 

understanding the significance of place, emergence, and movement in the Mesoamerican 

ecumene generally and in the Postclassic Mixteca specifically, the codices’ stories of travel link 

place, emergence, and movement as well as provide a conceptual and visual anchor that tethers 

the Mixtec people of today to the Mixtec of the past (Figure 6). 

As an observer of the despescuezada during the summer of 2014, I started to contemplate 

the issues of language, community, landscape, ritual action, place, and movement, how all of 

these categories of culture and environment blended together, coalesced, and intersected.  As part 

of a cohort of Mixtec language students who traveled from the metropolis of the city of Oaxaca 

to the isolated, mountainous town of Ñuu Snuviko, the jagged and elevated landscape of 
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Oaxaca’s mountain range made me think about travel before modern technology, how difficult 

and dangerous it must have been as it is still potentially dangerous with narrow, curving roads 

that often at night have no sources of light to illuminate the road ahead.   And yet, our Mixtec 

professor insisted we attend the weekend events and ceremonies, like the despescuezada, far 

away from Oaxaca in his hometown of Snuviko, the place and therefore source of his identity, 

his family, his history, his landscape of knowledge and spiritual pursuits.  Such insistence belied 

the significance for our Mixtec professor of community, of ritual, of a recreation of and 

connection to one’s own identity and place in the world, of ceremonial rites and obligations 

linked to specific physical landscapes that define and frame the very place of actions pleasing to 

the gods.   

Therefore, hours of travel in a rugged taxi ride from the city of Oaxaca to San Juan 

Mixtepec in order to observe and participate in the despescuezada ritual was movement with a 

purpose, or several purposes, serving as an itinerant pursuit of collapsing time and space in a 

specific place at a specific time in order for our professor, his family, and his community to seek, 

recreate, and refurbish their origins as a people, as a place.  Modern mobility renders travel to 

isolated communities like San Juan Mixtepec more tolerable than it must have been during the 

Postclassic period of Mesoamerica, AD 950/1000-1519.  However, certain communal rituals like 

the despescuezada serve as present-day reminders that, no matter the cost, no matter how far one 

must travel,1 specific rites must be performed in order for the community to survive and thrive, 

in order to restore, if needed, the identity and balance of Mixtec people and the relationship they 

maintain with the environment in which Ñuu Snuviko is located.  

                                                                           

 

1 While in San Juan Mixtepec, I conversed with a young woman originally from San Juan Mixtepec who traveled 
from San Diego, California in order to participate in the weekend’s events and festivities. The despescuezada 
seemingly acts like a centripetal force that brings members of the community who have not visited for weeks or 
months to come back to the center, back to their place of creation, identity, and history.  
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Standing in the falling rain of San Juan Mixtepec—which clarified and verified for me 

that something must have been working through (or because of) the communal despescuezada 

ritual—and observing a present-day Mixtec ceremony, I thought about certain connections as 

well as questions, connections and questions about place, movement, and how these categories 

connect to and often create landscapes of meaning and significance for the Mixtec of today as 

well as those imaged in the codices.  Full of vibrant imagery, yet still in some ways poorly 

understood, Mixtec narratives at various times involve, privilege, elide, obscure, highlight, and 

dovetail with the idea of place, emergence, movement, community ritual action, and supernatural 

deity action.  Mixtec pictorial representations of place, emergence, and movement, and how they 

serve, among other things, a banausic as well as an etiological function, interpenetrate at various 

times and are therefore part of this dissertation’s impetus and ongoing inquiries.   

Travel, whether to engage with and participate in the despescuezada ritual today or, like 

Mixtec kings and queens of the Postclassic period, to travel in order to perform ritual protocol, to 

appease the gods at a particular, originating place in the Mixteca landscape, connects to a 

community’s origins as the act of travel establishes and underscores significant rituals that in 

turn blend the human, the natural, and the supernatural together in a meshwork of the 

ethnogeographies of travel. 

 

The Mixtec and their Sacred Books 

The Mixtec are an indigenous group who anciently occupied much of the region of what is today 

western Oaxaca, eastern Guerrero, and southern Puebla (Figure 6).2  With around 400,000 

                                                                           

 

2 I am aware that some scholars have shifted to using solely the most common autonym for this indigenous group, 
the “Ñudzahui,” (i.e. Jansen and Pérez Jiménez 2011), which, according to Terraciano’s (2001) examination of 
Colonial documents, was the most frequently used name for this ethnic group. But other scholars stick with 
“Mixtec” as it was most likely known by Mixtec elites in the Postclassic as a name for them in Nahuatl (John Pohl, 
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speakers of the Mixtec language in Oaxaca today, this mountainous region contains dozens of 

Mixtec dialects.  Mixtec is a name that derives from the Nahuatl language of central Mexico 

meaning “people of the cloud place.”3  Depending on the dialect, Mixtec refer to themselves as  

“Tay Ñudzahui” or “Sa’an Savi” or “Tu’un Davi,” which means “people of the rain place,” a 

clear conceptual connection of place, the Mixtec people, and a specific climatological attribute of 

the surrounding landscape of earth and sky.   

Mixtec codices, the main objects of this study, are sacred books folded like accordions 

and composed of strips of deer hide or fig-tree bark that visually narrate various activities of 

deities, supernatural culture heroes, and the genealogies of the kings and queens who wanted to 

emulate them (Figure 7).  There are eight extant codices from the Postclassic era, seven that 

reside in libraries and museums in Europe, and only one that remains in Mexico.  In 

polychromatic designs and motifs, these visual narratives embody the communal and therefore 

codified versions of myriad myth-histories.  Recorded in a pictographic writing system, the 

Mixtec codices are cultural artifacts that offer the viewer a glimpse of the complex and layered 

historically positioned representations of a specific people from particular places.  Folded like 

accordions, Mixtec books of remembrance were used in ritual reenactments of the visualized 

                                                                           

 

personal communication). Throughout this dissertation, I will for the most part employ the term “Mixtec” because of 
the Mixtec’s own recognition historically and presently of this term for their ethnic group and language as well as 
because of the various Mixtec dialects that have different names for both the people and the language, complicating 
matters to an overwhelming degree. 
 
3 See Flannery and Marcus (1983), López García (2009), Terraciano (2001), and Spores (1967, 1983, 1984). It is 
important to note that Mixtec autonyms, of which I list only a few, have the same linguistic and conceptual 
connections to ‘people’ and ‘rain’ or ‘cloud’ as the exonym given to the Mixtec by conquering Aztec, Nahuatl-
speaking, forces that invaded the Mixteca in the fifteenth century. The main point that links to issues raised in this 
dissertation is that, whether emically and etically, indigenous groups of pre-contact Mesoamerica often associated an 
ethnic group with their landscape, particularly through a specific aspect or phenomena of that landscape. That is, a 
community’s identity in pre-Columbian Mesoamerica is often tethered to or underscored by the local, experienced 
environment.  
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stories, therefore serving as mnemonic devices for Mixtec storytellers (Byland and Pohl 1994, 

Pohl 2009). 

A salient part of these visualized narratives is the act of travel, which, for the purposes of 

this dissertation, means to physically move from one fixed or static point in the landscape to 

another fixed or static point; that is, it is movement injected with a telos, a purpose.4  The 

significance of place to any discussion about travel cannot be overstated as place is an a priori 

ingredient without which travel cannot occur.  In Mixtec codices, travel typically begins with the 

physical act of emergence, a necessary narrative and visual point of departure that propels and 

pulsates with ongoing movement that we are here defining as travel itself, as the itinerant 

traversing of place, as the formation of visual trails in the landscape and in the narrative display 

and reading of the pages in Mixtec codices. 

Emergence is visualized, written about, performed by rulers in ceremony, and repeated as 

a conceptual, visual, and performative trope throughout Mesoamerica in various media produced 

by distinct ethnic groups and communities with various levels of power in the wider webs of 

Mesoamerican praxis.  The visualization of emergence of a substance or being, whether human 

or supernatural, signifies not only a structural point of departure for a narrative, but it also signals 

the incipient recording of a community’s very own genesis, tethering the primordial movement 

of the substance or being to the contemporary people, place, and cultural rhythms of communal 

                                                                           

 

4 As opposed to “wandering” or ostensibly meaningless travel (perhaps a modern conceptual category), which 
connects to more modern categories of ‘vagabond’, ‘drifter’, or the misunderstood “walkabout” that actually forms 
part of a rite of passage for aboriginal Australians. See Chatwin (1988). Glazier (1983) has explored “fixed” versus 
“flexible” pilgrimages in the Caribbean, meaning sacred travel to visit fixed locations in the landscape as opposed to 
pilgrimages that have much more open or flexible, or in some cases no, destinations. Such flexible pilgrimages 
appeared to Glazier to have significance in terms of sentiments and concepts about the land and about the gods 
associated with particular landscapes. See Adams (2001:191-193) for a discussion of how “walking is a kind of 
ritual whereby one attunes oneself bodily and mentally with the universe and especially with nature.”  
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life, an understanding of a community’s shared identity as it is linked to a specific place through 

a specific action such as emergence from points of origin.   

According to Plate 29 of the Codex Borgia, an indigenous manuscript painted in the 

decades before Spanish arrival, cosmological genesis begins with movement. Placed against the 

circular, black backdrop of ethereal origin, a large, bluish-gray vessel releases its foamy 

substance of creation (Figure 8).  Emanating from this creative substance are several animate 

beings characterized as winds by the central Mexican deity Quetzalcoatl’s traits. Origins, then, 

began with ritualized motion, with the creation of space, time, and being through movement. 

This visualized mythological narrative in the Borgia connects with the Mexica oral tradition of 

creation at the city of Teotihuacan as recorded by Bernardino de Sahagún, one of the first 

Spanish priests who chronicled indigenous culture of central Mexico (Figure 9).  Through self-

immolation in the sacred hearth at Teotihuacan, the deities of the Mexica compelled the newly 

created sun to move, to cyclically traverse the sky’s landscape thereby generating and 

perpetuating the cycles of life, space, and time. 

Although not a Mixtec codex, the Borgia offers congruent scenes of cosmogenesis as 

those in Mixtec codices.  The beginning of the universe and all that is in it occurs because of 

movement, because of deities who travel and then establish various places in the region known 

as the Mixteca (Figure 10).  For instance, after the deity figure Lord 9 Wind descends from the 

celestial realm, as imaged in the Selden Roll and Codex Vindobonensis, he lifts the sky from his 

shoulders, thereby delineating space and maintaining the firmament of the heavens before he 

goes on to establish more than two hundred Places in the Mixtec region (Figure 11).  His descent 

brings the legitimate stamp of divine authority to organize and structure space, meaning to 

establish and define place, which becomes a template for sacred travel imbuing subsequent 
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places in the Mixtec region with the founding presence of the supernatural. Mixtec kings and 

queens shared the title yya or “gods” with their supernatural ancestors and patron deities, 

conceptually and linguistically aligning themselves with the sacred activities visually narrated in 

the codices.  

The Mixtec word ñuu can broadly mean a settled place or more specifically a place with a 

defined territory, but also a community (meaning the people themselves), and the immediate 

geographical landscape (Byland and Pohl 1994; Josserand 1983; Smith 1973; Suárez 1983; 

Terraciano 2001).  Many place names in the Mixtec region today retain the word ñuu as part of 

their names such as Ñunduhua (the Mixtec term for the state of Oaxaca) or Ñundaa (the town of 

Texupa), among others.  Recorded by Spanish priests in the colonial period, the Mixtec people 

called the world in which they lived “ñuu ñayehui,”5 which means “places and people,” 

demonstrating that the Mixtec conceptually viewed themselves as inextricably bound to the 

landscapes in which they lived, a conceptual link articulated in this instance linguistically.  

 Mixtec scribes employed pictorial descriptions of Place by using conventional imagery 

to piece together both the general idea of place and when necessary, specific attributes of a 

particular ñuu in order to visually distinguish it from other places. These place-name glyphs, 

referred to as toponyms, represent the few pictographs in Mixtec writing that do coincide with 

speech.  Four examples of such toponyms are seen in Figure 12: on the far left is the glyph for 

Yucu Dzaa, meaning ‘Hill of the Bird’ in Mixtec or San Pedro Tututepec as it is officially called 

today by the Mexican nation-state (Figure 12).  A Mixtec scribe painted a multicolored hill with 

a protruding bird’s head at the left and a temple-pyramid on top of the hill in order to visually 

                                                                           

 

5 See Cruz Bautista (n.d.), López García (2009), and Terraciano (2001). Our English translations may lose 
something of the precise meaning found in the Mixtec language, but the coupling of ‘people’ and ‘places’ as an 
approximation of Mixtec meaning for the world again utilizes the connections and interactions between human 
beings and the surrounding natural environment, a coupling explored in Chapter Four of this dissertation.  
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specify the town of Yucu Dzaa near the Oaxacan Pacific.  And here is the same place name 

glyph in the town of Yucu Dzaa today, painted inside the patio of the community museum, with 

the Mixtec culture hero Lord 8 Deer Jaguar Claw seated in front of the glyph, forming part of it 

as he merges with its traditional iconographic and linguistically encoded elements (Figure 13). 

One cultural element that at times, as visualized in the codices, visually differentiates the 

Mixtec from other indigenous groups of Mesoamerica, particularly the Nahua groups of central 

Mexico, is their generative autochthonous identity.  In some of the pictorial and literary records 

of the Mexica and Maya, a claim of foreignness to local regions is sometimes employed to 

connect certain Mexica and Maya rulers to the foreign domain of the supernatural.6  The Mixtec, 

however, often employ a different or at least a more repetitive visual strategy of autochthony 

during the Postclassic, one seldom mentioned in the literature (Boone 2000; Byland and Pohl 

1994).  They pictorially construct and therefore claim that their ancestral founding couples 

emerged from localized flora and rivers, such as from trees or stones within the Mixteca itself.  

The Mixtec visually articulate an ostensible primordial and eternal link to the landscapes of the 

Mixteca, the region in which they continue to reside today.  When examining the Mixtec codices, 

                                                                           

 

6 The Mixtec do this as well. According to Fray Antonio de los Reyes’s 1593 Mixtec grammar (Reyes 1889), the 
lords of Apohuallan (Apoala in Nahutal or Yutsa To’on in Mixtec) were originally foreigners who arrived in Apoala 
and established rule. Such a narrative is in stark contrast with visual stories of autochthony in the codices. Also, 
Lord 9 Wind, for example, descends from the Celestial Realm and therefore is not originally from or generated 
within the Mixteca region, thereby tying the places and communities he establishes, after descending, to a 
supernatural action and a divine, celestialized, “extra-local” location and landscape. Readers of the codex are often 
left with questions as to whether action is occurring in a celestial or supernatural place or if it is occurring in this 
realm, on this earth, which presents an ongoing set of questions in relation to Mixtec ideas of place, ritual action, 
and the permeability of various places and/or boundaries between them. The distinction I am offering is layered with 
complexities seemingly little explored in the literature. And I recognize that certain groups within the Maya region 
such as the Tz’utujil of Santiago Atitlan—whose oral traditions narrate that Rilaj Mam, also known as Maximon, 
was originally carved from a local tz’ajtel or Coral tree—claim in various ways a localized generative identity for 
themselves or for their deities (Christenson 2001, 2016; Mendelson 1965; Stanzione 2003). This may problematize, 
to a certain extent, my claim that the Mixtec are unique in Mesoamerica, but their repeated pictorial representations 
of primordial ancestors emerging from local flora and rivers emphasize indigeneity in ways that many central 
Mexican Nahua groups in the Postclassic do not in their visual narratives. The issues raised by such complexity are 
beyond the scope of this project, but will hopefully be further investigated in future projects. 
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it is striking that many supernatural beings and human figures are visually positioned as if they 

are emerging from sky or earth signs, as if they are attached (or even anchored) physically to 

specific place signs or local flora in the Codex Vindobonensis, the first ancestral couple emerges 

from a sacred tree in Yutsa To’on, the very place of Mixtec ethnogenesis (Figure 14).7 

As a culturally constitutive marker of place, and of belonging to the Mixteca since time 

immemorial and place ethnoterritorial, this ancestral geographical assertion visually declares a 

formative cohesion for the Mixtec people, genealogy, history, culture, and the surrounding 

environment in which such histories and narratives occur.  Therefore, place performs a 

significant, integrative role in a Mixtec ontological and epistemological foundation, in the 

cognitive and cultural mapping of communal identity as established through oral narratives, 

many of which are the myth-histories visualized in the codices.  Because the codices were 

utilized throughout the year as mnemonic devices during certain ritual performances of the 

narratives, place would have been immediately and ritually portrayed as imbued with historical, 

ongoing, and sacred, local relevance for a communal Mixtec identity. 

 Anthropologist James Clifford (1997) defines the act of travel as “rootless histories.”  

Clifford’s idea of travel as history without roots, of course, is referring to the modern world’s 

engagement with and practice of travel, but Clifford also points out the binary of travel and 

dwelling; in other words, that movement involves not only the notion of place, but the 

experience of it as well. Travel is layered and complex, a broad category of actions that have 

different meanings at different historical moments for different cultural groups.  The Mixtec, for 

                                                                           

 

7 Again, this is not quite as simple as I may be portraying in this narrative. The Mixtec do share a visual or literary 
claim of autochthonous identity with other Mesoamerican groups at different times and in different ways. However, 
Mixtec pictorial emphasis on primordial indigeneity as pointed out by Boone (2000) is a marker of Mixtec 
differentiation, or at least an attempt at a unique visual claim during the Postclassic world of the Aztec Empire. It 
would appear that more avenues for exploring the multiple complexities and open questions of ethnic identity and 
ideas of difference or “foreignness” need to be examined at greater length. 
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instance, visually depict travel in their codices for several reasons: to perform rituals, to establish 

places, to map a territory, to encounter supernatural beings, to record specific wars, migrations, 

and trade at marketplaces, among other things.  Because the Mixtec pictorially portray such 

framed sequences in the codices, travel appears to be not a deracinated extension into the past, 

but rather a re-occurring event to be remembered and codified in sacred tomes and ritually 

performed by yya, the Mixtec elite.  There could be no such thing as travel without first having a 

static, organized settlement, without first demarcating a local area, thereby differentiating it from 

a foreign or extra-local one. 

 

This Dissertation 

This dissertation examines the interplay of place, emergence, and movement.  Mixtec scribe-

artists painted the myth-histories of the Mixtec people’s ethnogenesis from local flora of the 

Mixteca region, the significance and centrality of place, and the travel or movement between 

various places as performed by supernatural beings and by historical Mixtec kings and queens. 

Many questions point to this seemingly understudied intersection between travel and visual 

culture, the movement of beings, whether supernatural or ostensibly historical, and the ways in 

which scribe-artists visually portrayed or recorded such movement.  Therefore, the project 

presented here is an initial entrance into the expanding field of the ethnogeography of art, of 

how, in this instance, the ancient Mixtec people conceptualized of, interacted with, and 

visualized in the “books of remembrance” their environmental milieu, and why and how travel 

was integrated into these pictorially rendered narratives of the Mixtec and their sacred landscape.  

 In this dissertation, ethnogeography refers to the perceived, conceived, and experienced 

relationship the Mixtec have with their surrounding landscape.  Mixtec codices portray an idiom 
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of locality, of the world created, experienced, and inhabited by the Mixtec and their gods.  Like 

other Mesoamerican indigenous groups, the Mixtec conceive of the landscape as multi-

dimensional; that is, terrestrial geography is a living landscape layered as the physical container 

of the mundane, quotidian realm of human activity as well as the sacred and supernatural 

elements brought about through performance in ritual, ceremony, and supernatural activity.  

Often considered to be divided into the binary of geosacred and geoprofane, the physical 

landscape and its concomitant myth-histories of genesis (or subsequent human narratives of 

interaction with said landscape) are frequently blurred and not very well understood, particularly 

when it comes to parsing out the overwhelming amount of codical imagery in the Mixtec 

histories of lineages.   

Consisting of a complex and diverse topography, mountainous Oaxaca becomes 

compressed in Mixtec scribe-artists’ portrayals of singular toponyms.  Scribe-artists also 

simultaneously distinguish specific human beings not by a precise portraiture of individualized 

physical characteristics, but by gestures, clothing, accoutrement, and other paraphernalia or 

positional representation often of a ritual type.  The visually codified histories of interaction 

with the landscape, whether that landscape involves a Celestial Realm whose milieu lies outside 

of historical time and space or if the imaged landscape consists of the historicized realm of this 

world, underscore in a visualized manner and reify through the material mechanism of the 

Mixtec codices, the pictorial contours and proportions of a Mixtec ethnogeography.   

The very materiality of the Mixtec codices, as paper formed from the bark of 

autochthonous fig trees or animal hide, signals that the visualized and narrated myth-histories 

contained therein are conceptually anchored to the Mixtec landscape in the physical object 

itself.  The events imaged in the eight extant Mixtec codices were breathed into life through the 
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very flora and fauna that served as the primordial physical centers or places of Mixtec 

ethnogenesis.  Ethnogeography in the title of this dissertation acknowledges the connections of 

the materiality, the visualized and performed narratives of histories, and the surrounding 

landscape from which the Mixtec codices were themselves created, even if the pictorial 

representations of the landscape are condensed into singular toponyms that obscure the 

topographical reality of mountainous Oaxaca.  Postclassic Mixtec history, identity, and memory 

are often bound to and explained by the rich corpus of imagery in the codices.8   

This dissertation adds to the growing scholarship of the geography of art by examining 

the Mixtec visual records in general and how the Mixtec conceptualized of, interacted with, and 

artistically rendered the landscape of the Mixteca region in particular.  Art and geography 

overlap in such a study because not only are the Mixtec codices from a particular region of what 

is today the country of Mexico, the polychrome images in the codices facilitate a cognitive and 

experiential framework for their initial production and modern examination.  Ethnogeographies 

emerge, then, in the pages of the Mixtec codices as the viewer reads the stories or, as in ancient 

eras, attendees of cyclical ritual feasts would possibly have witnessed dramatic performances of 

the imaged sagas by actors within the architectural confines of a lord’s palace placed in the very 

landscape depicted in the codical narratives.9   

                                                                           

 

8 John Pohl (2009) astutely observes the emphasis on figures’ heads and hands, referring to the images as “cartoons” 
that, in many ways, parallel graphic designs of personages in cartoons today. See also Smith (1973); Byland and 
Pohl (1994).  
 
9 Byland and Pohl (1994: 9), Pohl (1994: 13), Pohl (2009: 6); see also Burgoa (1934 [1674]). However, there is 
some debate about the objects to which Burgoa, or his indigenous informants, were referring. Rossell y Ojeda 
(2003) as well as Hermann Lejarazu (2011) have argued that the objects could have been single-sheet lienzos or 
perhaps even murals and not the codices. The point I add here is that, whether they were codices or lienzos or 
murals, narrative imagery was utilized in dramatic performances, that is, in reenactments of Mixtec stories that 
served to connect Mixtec history, identity, and community to contemporary concerns about those very categories 
and their understanding.  
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For the purposes of this project, a triad of significant and interrelated themes in the 

codices has come to the fore: the salient ingredient of Place, the Emergence of Mixtec ancestors, 

culture heroes, and supernatural beings, and the subsequent Movement or Travel of those beings 

(visualized and if not visualized, to be understood rather than imaged, or performed by actors).  

These three categories of historical and cultural significance are integral and integrative 

components that interpenetrate and connect in codical stories and are therefore of the utmost 

importance when not only analyzing overarching, general narratives but also individual pages or 

specific scenes of a single page.  Place, emergence, and movement are inextricably intertwined 

and intelligibly linked in codified, visual narratives, as they are constitutive of the experiential 

and representative Mixtec histories of interaction with and movement through the landscape, the 

ethnogeographic frame of Mixtec creation and existence. 

When considering the overall corpus of the Mixtec codices, one line of investigation that 

reaps many benefits—for understanding why the act of travel was significant enough to 

visualize it—is the concept, visually expressed and essentially compressed in the codices, of 

place, landscape, and environment.  Yi-Fu Tuan (1977: 3) contrasts the idea that “space is 

freedom” with “place is security.”  This binary of space and place has a rich literature with 

differing viewpoints as to the definitions of both concepts and experiences as well as how these 

two geographical postulates contain meaning, if any (or if they are even “geographical” at all).  

In terms of how they intersect with the present consideration of the interplay between travel and 

place in the Mixtec codices, between the static, fixed node of a Mixtec community or kingdom 

and historical or mythological movement through the organized setting of a community and the 

unorganized or disorganized landscape of unknown regions (in between or unknown or on the 

horizon or spoken or written about in legendary narratives), their importance for the Mixtec is 
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evident in the fact that the codices are replete with place glyphs called “toponyms” and the 

events that occur there (the rituals, the persons or beings involved, the dates of the occurrences, 

etc.). 

By examining the Codex Zouche-Nuttall, perhaps the most famous Mixtec codex (of the 

eight still extant), the viewer’s eye is continuously, from page to page, directed to several place 

glyphs with individual figures standing atop each glyph’s apex (Figure 15).  Some of the 

toponyms are variant forms of the typical bell-shaped glyph representative of place,10 and 

provide the appropriate space for more than one figure to be pictured as standing on top of the 

place marker.  On page One of the Nuttall, for instance, the glyph in the upper-right hand 

column depicts two figures in profile who occupy the two sides of the top of a place glyph with 

a ball court, a monkey, a bundle, a flower, and intricate swirl designs all within its interior, 

defined outline (Figure 15).  One of the figures, on the left side of this particular glyph, is Lord 

8 Wind (not to be confused with Lord 9 Wind in the Codex Vindobonensis), who is first imaged 

just below the aforementioned glyph as he emerges from a generic earth glyph (Pohl, personal 

communication) or at least from some other place not pictured, only understood. Therefore, he 

is first depicted as entering the space of this earthly sphere and the place of the Mixteca region 

through emergence. In other words, this emergence is a depiction of creation as defined by 

movement and performed by the genesis of Lord 8 Wind.11   

                                                                           

 

10 The bell shape is only one of many variant shapes and designs used to visually signify places in general and a 
specific place in particular throughout the codices. See Boone (2000: 52, Figure 24).  
 
11 Lord Eight Wind could possibly be “literally a personification of the earth itself” (Pohl, 2009: 22). Pohl notes that 
Eight Wind, whether or not he was a historical person, became through the codices a “structural principle in the 
rationalization of the Mixtec social hierarchy and land distribution of the Late Postclassic period,” thereby 
representing a symbolic, indigenous link of Mixtec nobles to the landscape of the Mixteca specifically but also to the 
earth more generally. Viewed through the lens of this dissertation’s main concerns and questions, Eight Wind as a 
structural principle reinforces the claims of primordial Mixtec autochthony and therefore control over and ownership 
of a communal history and identity tied to the Mixteca territory and told through this birth from the earth. Eight 
Wind is only one example of many that visually and therefore conceptually tether the Mixtec people to the Mixteca 
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In connection to origins and movement, the very first image of the Codex Nutall12 begins 

this specific narrative with an emerging figure, with a divinely sanctioned personage (the 

Mixtec kings, queens, and nobles referred to themselves by the title of yya, the very same title 

given to gods and goddesses), presumably leaving one world (the supernatural or otherworld) 

and entering this world or realm (thus bringing with him certain otherworldly knowledge, 

attributes, and information from the unseen and unknown world of powerful and exceptional 

status).13  Such a visualized snapshot of the particular genesis of things in the universe or in this 

world, at least, has written, conceptual, and visualized correlatives in not only Mixtec culture 

specifically, but in Mesoamerican culture generally.   

In the opening sequence of travel in the Codex Zouche-Nuttall, Lord 8 Wind emerges 

from a generic earth glyph, which sits conceptually in stark contrast to the other toponymic 

configurations on the first page of the Nuttall as we are aware what the other glyphic place signs 

represent: the rivers of Apoala (Yutsa To’on) and Cerro Jasmín at the site of Suchixtlan (Figure 

15).  This first glimpse of the culture hero 8 Wind depicts his entrance into ostensibly historical 

space and time disconnected from and unassociated with any particular place in the Mixteca, his 

                                                                           

 

region, land, and geography. Perhaps here an ethnogeogrpahy converges with an ethnoterritoriality. Also, as Pohl 
notes (2009: 7), place signs, such as the ones from pages 1-2 of the Nuttall on which Eight Wind stands, are 
essential for being able to establish specific geographic locations or communities in which the codical events take 
place. What is interesting, however, is that 8 Wind’s “birth from the earth” is quite nebulous in that it is an event that 
occurs “nowhere” and “everywhere” as the generic earth glyph does not specify a place for 8 Wind’s emergence. 
This is a strategy, perhaps, that delights in its vagueness, its lack of specificity employed as a nebulous mechanism 
for defying any kind of placial verification and therefore historicity. This kind of speculation would link with Pohl’s 
idea that 8 Wind could possibly be a personification of the earth in general and of no place in particular.  
 
12 Jansen and Pérez Jiménez call the Zouche-Nuttall Tonindeye. I use the name Zouche-Nuttall or just Nuttall after 
the late 19th, early 20th century owner of the codex, Zelia Nuttall rather than a Mixtec name because we do not know 
the Mixtec city-state in which this particular codex was produced. In fact, Codex Añute (previously Codex Selden) 
is the only codex with a secure provenience (Pohl, personal communication).  
 
13 See Mary W. Helms (1988) for a discussion of the conceptual or perceived connection between the distant 
horizon and geographically foreign places with the supernatural realm as recorded in ethnohistoric and ethnographic 
documents.  
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birth from the earth representative of a symbolic structural principal for Postclassic elite Mixtec 

claims of ethnoterritoriality and connections to the Mixteca in particular and the earth in 

general.14  8 Wind is then displayed astride the Hill of the Monkey glyph directly above (which 

is the toponym for Cerro Jasmín or the town of Suchixtlan ).  8 Wind then steps into the waters at 

Yutsa To’on, the place of Mixtec ethnogenesis in the Nochixtlan district of Oaxaca.  He is next 

shown atop the toponym or place glyph for Yucuñudahui, or Hill of the Rain god (Figure 16).  

This sequence of 8 Wind’s movement frames a narrative of his emergence from an 

unknown and unverifiable point or place in the earth, his travels to the known and established 

place of Suchixtlan, his stepping into the waters of Yutsa To’on, and then his emergence atop 

Yucuñudahui, all significant, lived places within the geographic region of the Mixteca.  8 Wind’s 

physical connection to and emergence from the earth, his visual link to the river of Yutsa To’on 

and to significant hilltop ceremonial sites in Suchixtlan and Yucuñudahui allow the viewer an 

intimate glimpse into the inter- and intra-connections between human beings or supernatural, 

culture heroes and the physical topographies of the Mixteca, intimate because of the processual, 

physical continuity in human movement, place, and the environment in which the narratives of 

ritual action occur, all elements viewed in Postclassic Mixtec codices as well as observed in 

ritual ceremonies like the despescuezada in the Mixteca today.  

 

 

 

                                                                           

 

14 See Footnote 10 above. Also, I would reiterate that these Late Postclassic elite claims to a social hierarchy, 
through a structural principal like 8 Wind’s narrative, linked to control of territory begins ‘nowhere’ as 8 Wind is 
birthed from the earth, that is, from no place in particular. I would argue that it is his movement, then, his travels to 
and through known, verifiable places in the Mixteca region that forms part of the process of what Pohl has referred 
to as 8 Wind’s transformation into a real boy, an historical actor utilized in the visual narratives of pages 1-8 in the 
Nuttall to personify connections and claims to territorial control and management. 
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The Study of Mixtec Codices 

In the early sixteenth century, as Spaniards invaded the area now known as the modern nation of 

Mexico, dynastic histories of various native peoples and communities were still being 

graphically portrayed and recorded in pictographic writing.  These historical documents speak to 

us in an indigenous writing system. Lineage formation, ancestor communication, and the 

significance of genealogy are all interwoven with and connected to specific sites of the 

geographic landscape in the region known as the Mixteca, an area encompassing the western 

third of the modern-day state of Oaxaca as well as parts of southern Puebla and eastern Guerrero.  

This ancient history of the Mixtec people has been referred to as “holy history” by Maarten 

Jansen (1990).  From at least the Late Classic (600-900 CE) through today (Caso, 1949; Spores, 

1984; Spores and Balkansky, 2013), the Mixteca has been occupied by the various groups 

through time, including today, but the prominent ethnic people in the Postclassic are an 

indigenous group usually referred to as the ‘Mixtec’, an exonym in Nahuatl (the language of 

central Mexican Nahua peoples, including the Mexica-Aztec) meaning “People of the 

Rain/Cloud Place.”  

 During the Postclassic era (1000-1521 CE) and most likely before, the Mixtec created 

many screenfold manuscripts that, painted on both the obverse (front) and the reverse (back), 

recorded much information regarding the myth-histories of multiple communities, lineages, and 

individuals.  However, the codices were little mentioned in the early Colonial period because 

when the Spanish chroniclers arrived, the Mixteca was peripheral to the early Colonial centers of 

power, commerce, and rule in New Spain.  Sources from the early Colonial period point to 

recorded aspects of Mixtec religious practices, such as the trial against certain indigenous nobles 

of Yanhuitlan in 1544 (Jansen 1990).   
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The Dominican friars Antonio de los Reyes and Francisco de Alvarado studied the 

Mixtec language in order to better understand how they could become more effective in the 

conversion process.  In the seventeenth century Francisco de Burgoa examined the geographic 

terrain of the Mixteca and recorded the spiritual conquest of what is now Oaxaca. Antonio de 

Herrera y Tordesillas wrote the primary synthesis of Mixtec culture in Historia General de los 

hechos de los Castellanos.  Other sources from the early Colonial period such as the Relaciones 

Geográficas (c. 1580) give us some idea about communities in the Mixteca as well as the 

visualized indigenous conceptions of community, space, and place. 

The rigorous modern study of the eight extant Mixtec codices began with the Mexican 

archaeologist Alfonso Caso (1949, 1966, 1977-1979).  Caso recognized in his examination of the 

Relación Geográfica map of Teozacoalco (called Chiyo Cahnu, meaning “Big Altar” in the 

Ñudzahui language) that the codices previously considered to be created by the Mexica of central 

Mexico actually represented the dynastic histories and genealogies of Mixtec people from the 

Mixteca, thereby pointing to an autochthonous production by tay huisi tacu or Mixtec scribe-

artists.  Caso called this map a “Rosetta Stone” because it assisted him in the visual 

demonstration that these pre-Columbian codices, such as Vindobonensis, Bodley, Zouche-Nuttall, 

Colombino, Selden I and II, and Becker I and II, were Mixtec in origin.  His subsequent articles 

and books, including the posthumously published Reyes y reinos de la mixteca (1977-1979), 

brought together decades of research and investigation of these codices, how they could be 

grouped together and synthesized into a system of visually represented mythological and 

historical narratives.  

 Donald Robertson’s Mexican Manuscript Painting (1959) presents an analysis of painting 

styles found in a range of codices from central and southern Mexico, including the Mixtec 
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codices.  His examination considers and categorizes various iterations of the codical arts as well 

as develops an understanding of what he determines to be different schools of painting in 

Postclassic Mexico.  Roberton’s analysis of Mixtec geographic forms contributes much to our 

knowledge of how indigenous artists pictorially presented and arranged their conceptions of 

space, place, and movement.  Robertson claims that “landscape as we know it does not exist” in 

the codices as Mixtec artists reduced the natural world’s features such as mountains, lakes, and 

clouds to a “vocabulary of forms” (1959: 21).15  This culturally defined visual system is specified 

by “place” signs or toponymic glyphs, as they are called, first mentioned by Robertson as 

stylized hills, as the letter “D” with the straight side horizontally faced down.  These place signs 

are significant for the study of the codices because they name, through additions to the basic 

place sign, specific sites and/or communities in the Mixteca.   

Another significant study, but one that focuses on decoding elements of the Mixtec 

pictographic writing system, Mary E. Smith’s Picture Writing from Ancient Southern Mexico 

(1973) is an overview of the distinct visual components found in Mixtec codices and early 

Colonial documents that represent place signs and the mapping of space.  Smith’s book analyzes 

the various painting styles in Mixtec codices and explicates the pictorial conventions established 

by Mixtec scribe-artists from the Postclassic period into the colonial age.  Smith mentions that, 

as seen in the early colonial document referred to as the Lienzo de Zacatepec, that the space 

between boundary signs defines a general relationship of communities but it is “not equivalent to 

actual linear distance between boundaries” (1973: 103).16  Significant for this present dissertation 

                                                                           

 

15 This “vocabulary of forms” for a complicated, rugged, and mountainous landscape has in many ways not been 
examined or analyzed at length. As the variegated landscape of the Mixteca becomes condensed, for the most part, 
into simplified, standardized (to a certain extent) forms in the codices, this line of art historical and geographical 
inquiry is an open question for future studies. 
 
16 Smith’s observation, coupled with Footnote 14 above (as well as Byland and Pohl’s landscape study in 1990), 
demonstrates that there is much work to be done in a comparative strategy for examining how the real, experienced 
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is her observation that demonstrates the stylistic choices made by Mixtec artists to record a 

distillation of place rather than exact geographic space.   

As will be discussed further below, the concept and visual presentation of ‘place’ is an 

extremely significant and repeated motif in the Mixtec codices because it is tied to and cohered 

with dynastic lineage, history, and geographic terrain.  Several scholars have written about the 

importance of place for the Mixtec people in ancient, colonial, and modern eras (Byland and 

Pohl 1990, 1994; Jansen 1990; Smith 1973; Spores 1967, 1983, 1984; Terraciano 2001).  The 

Mixtec language is a member of the Oto-Manguean language family, the only language family in 

Mesoamerica whose every language is tonal.  This aspect of Mixtec is significant because it 

dovetails with the visual representations of various places in the codices (Josserand 1983; Smith 

1973).  So-called “tone puns” are a visual play on the meanings of words in order to pictorially 

create a definitional understanding of place in the codices.  For example, the word yodzo, 

depending on tone, signifies “plain” or “feather.”  As depicted in the codices, an elongated 

collection of three or four rows of feathers is therefore representative of a field, usually the site 

or place of specific rituals.  This visual trope is an example of a tone pun in that it uses one 

possible meaning of a word to image the intended meaning as contextualized by its visual 

presentation.   

William Taylor has pointed out in Landlord and Peasant in Colonial Oaxaca (1972) that 

an understanding of the Mixtec language is crucial for the comprehension of cultural categories.  

I would argue that it is not only crucial to understand cultural categories, but it is also vital for 

comprehension of the visual compositions expounded in the codices.  Place-glyphs become 

                                                                           

 

landscapes of the Mixteca are reduced visually and why. Another open question that dovetails with these ideas is the 
concept of place, its perceived or defined boundaries today as well as in the past, which, admittedly, is a difficult 
question because of present-day situations in which Mixtec (and other) communities are still engaged in violent, 
antagonistic battles over territory and land. 
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conventional, condensed representations for various kinds of sites that form part of the 

geography of the Mixteca such as fields, trees, rivers, caves, hills, and plains.  These 

geographically depicted types are then toponymically encoded with differing glyphs that specify 

which place, meaning which Mixtec kingdom or community, is represented.  The Mixtec word 

ñuu signifies “place,” “town,” and “people” thereby conceptually connecting the geographic 

place, the built community, and the human and supernatural beings or patron deities of 

genealogical import (Jansen, 1990).   

Because the codices link genealogical histories of dynastic lineages to specific places in 

the Mixteca, the concepts of space and place are imbued with additional significance.  As noted 

by Terraciano (2001: 23), the writers in the Mixteca responding to the questions in the 

Relaciones Geográficas sent from King Philip II of Spain to the New World, visually did not and 

conceptually could not, separate geographical depictions of place from the historical (and often 

mythologized) rulers of those places.  Terraciano (2001: 23) writes that, “they did not think of 

‘maps’ and ‘genealogies’ as discrete categories, as did the Europeans of the early modern 

period.”  To borrow a phrase from Edward Casey (1997), the “specificities of implacement,” 

meaning the very characteristics of tying Mixtec identity and history with specific places of the 

built and natural landscapes, are interwoven in the visual features designed and delineated in the 

extant codices, signaling within their pages a narrative framework established through the 

representation of place as well as through the movement of supernatural beings, culture heroes, 

historical rulers and ritual participants.   

For the Mixtec, as for the ancient Athenian Greeks, place and its indigenous ruling 

dynastic figures are interconnected and therefore culturally configured from the beginning, from 

the original spatio-temporal point of access, often through the ancestral or supernatural 
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establishment of place.  Mixtec ancestors are portrayed as emerging from autochthonous features 

of the Mixteca landscape, differing from central Mexican, Nahua, and Maya migration narratives 

that underscore those groups’ foreignness and origin from somewhere else, from “over there,” or 

at least not “from here.”17  The Mixtec claim through the visual narratives of the codices that 

they live in the very same region where their ancestors were created in primordial time, that they 

inhabit the very same localities established by Lord 9 Wind.   

But this localized Mixtec identity is nuanced through an intensive reading of specific 

origination acts as portrayed in the extant codices.  As will be discussed in the following 

chapters, the culture hero Lord 9 Wind descends from the heavens to establish not only specific 

places in the Mixteca region, but also to bring the Mixtec ancestor couple the accoutrements of 

rulership.  This physical act as performed by Lord 9 Wind is significant enough for the Mixtec 

that they visualize it in several codices.  Read as an example of the Mixtec being connected to 

movement, in this case the movement of a deified culture hero, complicates Boone’s statement 

that the Mixtec viewed themselves as always existing in the Mixteca region of today. 

Casey (1997) observes that place contains primordial significance in mythical and 

religious narratives of creation because place is absolutely necessary for the beginning of things.  

Often more than twenty generations of ruling married couples are depicted in the codices, 

                                                                           

 

17 As noted in earlier footnotes, this visualized Mixtec claim of uniqueness is complex and at times poorly 
understood or examined. In the K’iche’ Maya Popol Vuh, the lineage founders travel to a foreign citadel to retrieve 
their gods. We do not know if those gods, most likely in the form of their effigies, are “foreign” to the K’iche’ Maya 
or if, for various reasons, those effigies located in a distant place had not been contained in local temples or sacred 
places until the lineage founders decided to bring them back home, a decision that motivates the K’iche’ founders to 
travel, retrieve their gods, and subsequently inscribe them (back?) into the local landscapes. However, when one 
compares this pictorial claim of autochthony with central Mexican Nahua groups of the Postclassic (and into the 
early Colonial period as well), the Mixtec indeed differentiate themselves from those Nahua groups who visually 
claim allochthony or an extra-local identity and origination in documents like the Tira de Peregrinación and the 
Mapa de Cuauhtinchan no. 2, among others. Indeed, the Dominican friar Diego Duran recorded in the sixteenth 
century an Aztec legend about the tlatoani Moctecuhzoma Ilhuicamina (r. 1440-1469) who sent a fantastical party of 
Aztec wizards to search for the original Aztec homeland, thereby reinforcing that the Aztec were not from their 
contemporary place of Tenochtitlan. See María Garibay K. (1967) and Elzey (1991). 
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lienzos, and maps from the Mixteca.  This primordial reckoning for various Mixtec polities 

demonstrates again the overt reference to the interconnection between genealogical descent and 

territorial claims.  In Alvarado’s Vocabulario, the contents of the codices are described as 

“lineage songs” or even “lineage relatives” (yaa tú’ú).  The visual and therefore narrative content 

of the codices are elite genealogies and actions, whether performed by ancestors or patron 

deities.  As Mark King has demonstrated for the Mixtec kingdoms as represented in the codices, 

the “history of rulers becomes the history of communities” (1990, 1994). 

Complete analysis in English of one of the most significant Mixtec codices, The 

Complete Codex Zouche-Nuttall (2013), by Robert Lloyd Williams, is a necessary and 

systematic reading of the mythological and historical people, places, and events depicted. 

Williams undertakes a page-by-page reading of this fascinating codex, explicating how to 

understand the narrative structure as well as follow the myriad events unfolding at specific 

locales in the Mixteca.  Williams argues that it is possible to decipher many of the more 

imagistic passages because the particularly iconic writing used in these codices lends itself to 

understanding regardless of the language the reader speaks.  This iconic writing, during the 

Postclassic, has been referred to as Mixteca-Puebla style or as John Pohl now calls it (2009), 

Nahua-Mixteca style, an “international” system used in myriad geographic regions of 

Mesoamerica.  

Mixtec pictographic manuscripts, or codices, are painted narrative sequences of 

pictogram tableaux.  According to Williams, the narrative elements of theme, chronology (the 

element of time does not always conform to a linear, historic chronology), personnel, places, and 

events visually connect the tableaux.  This style of pictographic writing represented oral 

traditions to stimulate the memories of storytellers, the performers who knew the complete 
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narratives, as do modern motion-picture production storyboards (Byland and Pohl 1994).  The 

codices were also performance documents to be sung, danced, and enacted at elite functions as 

Mark King has observed (1990, 1994). The screenfolds were unfolded and situated along walls 

as “minimurals” (Burgoa, 1934 [1670]).  Other artistically produced objects such as ceramics, 

cloth garments, and full-size murals contained codex scenes (Byland and Pohl 1994). The tay 

huisi tacu or scribe-artists had a variety of techniques available to them, so no two codex 

presentation formats are exactly alike (Williams 2013).  

Williams argues that Mixtec codices are intensely political documents because the 

kingdoms in the Mixteca and their particular dependencies rivaled each other and were not too 

distant from one another, visually describing as they do various rituals, ancestral or deity 

establishment of place, and marriage alliances. These city-states became connected through the 

complex marriage alliances not only to grant lucrative trade routes to intermarried Mixtec elites, 

but also to intermarried Nahua-Mixtec and Zapotec-Mixtec elites.  Pohl (2003) refers to these 

marriage alliances as structuring “alliance corridors,” sociocultural and politically valuable 

pathways of territorial control, long-distance trade monopolies, rulership, and mutual benefit.18 

A salient point for the establishment of place, of site-specific polities, is that Mixtec 

human ancestors, human qualities, and patron deities emerged from indigenous places (for the 

most part; see above) of the Mixteca such as from the sacred tree at Apoala cut open by the 

deities 7 Rain and 7 Eagle (and beginnings are temporally associated with sacred dates such as 

year One Reed, day One Alligator).  Such ancestral movement, the emergence of primordial 

human beings, is visually depicted through, and therefore conceptually conscripted by, the motif 

                                                                           

 

18 Pohl writes that some codical narratives “were composed to break with the old social order through a miraculous 
act of renewal, without giving up claims to territory itself” (2003: 64). Pohl is one of the only Mixtec scholars to 
mention travel as an integral part of Postclassic trade monopolies (an economic purpose) as well as its connection to 
rulership and territory. 
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of place within the Mixteca region.  Indeed, in the codices, the founding ancestors often emerge 

from or stand on top of the place-signs themselves, signaling an inherent relationship between 

ruling lineages and territory (Jansen 1990: 102).  Each polity may have produced codex 

manuscripts reflecting its own history and political point of view, further demonstrating what has 

been archaeologically attested in that the Postclassic era in the Mixteca was one of fractured, 

smaller city-states  (Pohl 2009; Spores and Balkansky 2013; Williams 2013).  

Codex Selden, for example, is the royal document of Añute (known as Jaltepec). As such, 

it elides certain historical information in favor of its own political points of view.  Other Mixtec 

codices painted elsewhere favored various city-states, such as San Pedro Tututepec (on the coast 

of Oaxaca), Tilantongo (an important political site whose Mixtec name of Ñuu tnuu means 

“Black Town”), Achiutla, Teozacoalco, and Chalcatongo, but are ambiguous as to the precise 

locality that produced these historical documents.  However, these manuscripts include the 

histories (or at least parts of them) omitted by the Jaltepec scribes and obscure or hide their own 

particular agendas according to political interest.  The Mixtec codices employ iconic symbols 

that are linguistically unavailable, Williams argues in contradistinction to other scholars, but 

symbolically accessible for study because they literally still tell their stories through visual 

narratives.  We do know, however, that certain place-names and toponymic-glyphs in the codices 

are indeed related to the Mixtec language (Boone 2000; Byland and Pohl 1994; Smith 1973). 

Williams’s previous study entitled Lord Eight Wind of Suchixtlan and the Heroes of 

Ancient Oaxaca (2009) also contributes to our understanding of Mixtec codices and the 

narratives represented within them.  Williams refers to the Mixtec manuscripts as discourse, as a 

visual record of support for determining social rank, and as John Pohl has noted, as alliance 

organization (1990: 143).  Non-Mixtec observers are empowered in that they can share this 
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native cultural system of meaning and integrate it with their own. Other contemporary 

Mesoamerican cultures could have read the Mixtec codices and understood much of the content 

because the scribe-artists employed much of the shared symbolic international language of the 

Postclassic epoch.   

The Postclassic era is particularly relevant for an analysis of space, place and movement 

in Mesoamerica precisely because it is the epoch that leads up to and overlaps with the arrival of 

the Spanish, thereby providing us with a wealth of information on Mesoamerican cultures and 

worldviews at contact. Michael E. Smith and Frances F. Berdan edited the volume The 

Postclassic Mesoamerican World (2003) in which several authors discuss long-distance trade 

and exchange, stylistic interactions, and the shared ritual and intellectual culture of the 

Postclassic.  In that volume, Susan Kepecs and Philip Kohl (2003: 14-20) discuss Mesoamerica 

as a macroregion in which the world-systems theory is possibly relevant to a premodern society.  

In the same volume, Janine Gasco and Frances F. Berdan (2003: 109-116) discuss the 

international trade centers of Postclassic Mesoamerica, deriving their information and analysis 

from documents of the early Colonial period.   

John M.D. Pohl is another scholar from the Smith and Berdan volume who contributes 

two chapters to that book, which have become integral to my study of the Mixtec codices 

(2003a: 201-206; 2003b: 243-248).  In his first chapter, Pohl advances our understanding of the 

variability of iconographic styles in several artworks such as ceramics and how the intermixing 

of these elements signify both the physical and conceptual movement of ideologies or cults 

among the disparate regions of Mesoamerica, among diverse peoples such as the Nahua, 

Zapotec, and Mixtec.  In his second chapter Pohl examines the state institution of ‘royal marriage 
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and confederacy building,’ an activity that entails, by necessity, physical travel, movement, and 

interaction and their concomitant effects on alliances of disparate political constellations.  

Byland and Pohl (1990; 1994) builds on previous studies, particularly by Caso, to 

examine the movement of two Mixtec rulers, Lord 8 Deer and Lord 4 Wind, who sought political 

and religious authority by traveling to a central Mexican place, perhaps Cholula, in order to 

participate in the nose-piercing ceremony, a practice that visually inscribed on the ruler’s face 

the authority needed to rule.  This movement of rulers is depicted in the Zouche-Nuttall as well 

as the Bodley.  Lord 8 Deer, after securing the rule of Tututepec, journeys to a “Place of Reeds” 

where a central Mexican priest or ruler named 4 Jaguar pierces Lord 8 Deer’s nose (Figure 16).  

The nose ornament is a distinctive turquoise piece worn by Nahua rulers, called the yacaxihuitl 

(Boone 2003: 213).  Because Lord 8 Deer returns to the Mixteca with his nose pierced, his 

authority is legitimized from a specific place foreign to the Mixteca, but then imbues his native 

territory and land with his conferred right to rule through the performed journey and symbolic 

jewelry now lodged in his nose.  Another of 8 Deer’s journeys, this time to the Sun god, is 

recounted in no less than three of the codices: the Zouche-Nuttall, the Colombino, and the 

Bodley. 

Pohl’s coauthored article (1990) and volume with Bruce E. Byland In the Realm of Eight 

Deer (1994) tackles landscape perception and archaeology of the Mixtec codices, examining 

features of the actual geographic landscape that reflect various places visually depicted in the 

codices.  These geographic ‘realities’ demonstrate that depictions of specific places, like the so-

called Temple of Heaven or Huahi Andehui, was situated at Tilantongo.  The identification of 

archaeological sites with their codical place-names is an informative tool that helps us to 

understand the political and social ramifications of the codices and the available archaeological 
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record of the Mixteca.  Byland and Pohl emphasize the significance of their study because, 

through a thorough investigation of archaeological sites and their distribution in the Mixteca, an 

art historical analysis of the codices is amplified. 

  Byland and Pohl encountered a modern-day relationship between Mixtec people living in 

the Mixteca today and the archaeological sites that still, to a certain degree, determine and 

outline territorial boundaries.  The relationship is described as one in which “the earth and the 

people nourish each other in an endless cycle of life and death, birth and burial. The land gives 

corn to the people, so the people respect the land and give it their bodies when they die” (1994).  

Some of the archaeologically observed vestiges of Mixtec politics demonstrate a connection to 

events that occur in the codical sources.  Byland and Pohl view Mixtec pictorial history as 

recording a specific chapter in the ongoing behavioral patterns of political factions that are still 

of significance to people living in the region today.  

 Another of Pohl’s chapters entitled “Screenfold Manuscripts of Highland Mexico and 

their Possible Influence on Codex Madrid: A Summary” is found in the volume The Codex 

Madrid (2009: 367-413).  In this chapter, Pohl studies the distribution of ceramic styles as well 

as the iconographic and visual similarities between codical images from central Mexico and 

images from the Codex Madrid, a Maya book of calendrical (and therefore agricultural and 

religious) significance.  Ritual processions are mentioned but are used to form connections 

between the two disparate regions of central Mexico and the Maya area, movement and travel 

being implicit in this exchange. 

Any study of the early Colonial central Mexican codices and those from southwestern 

Mexico, namely the Mixtec codices, must include as source material the writing of Elizabeth Hill 

Boone (1991, 2000, 2003, 2007, 2015).  Boone analyzes the codices in several articles and 
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books, delineating the ways in which pre-contact (and sometimes post-contact) central Mexican 

Nahua groups and southern Mixtec and others recorded, and thereby imaged, cycles of time, 

stories of the Mexica migration and conquest, the marking and mapping of territory by the 

Mexica and Mixtec, and how ancestral genealogies established subsequent ruling families and 

polities in the Mixteca.  Boone’s analyses from an art historical perspective shine light on myriad 

aspects of the Mixtec codices, including cosmogenesis, movement, and the founding of place. 

Boone, as well as other scholars (Byland and Pohl 1990, 1994; Jansen and Pérez Jiménez 

2005; Pohl 1990; Williams 2009, 2013), discusses movement, whether that entails physical 

travel or mythological journeys, as an essential narrative component of the Mixtec codices.  

Following seminal studies such as Smith’s Picture Writing From Ancient Southern Mexico 

(1973) and Byland and Pohl’s work, Boone describes the reading pattern of the codices as 

“boustrophedon” or literally “as the bull plows,” which is the movement of the reader’s eyes as 

they glide along the pages in a side-to-side and up-and-down series.  Boone points out that 

footprints found on several pages of nearly every codex are a visual motif that not only denotes 

movement from one place to another, but also genealogical descent.  It is interesting to note that 

the footprint motif is as ancient as the Olmec culture as seen on La Venta Monument 13 as well 

as on various sculptures and codices from the Maya area where they also signify a vertical 

ascension to the throne, thereby denoting the conceptual, legitimate right and authority to rule 

(Martin and Grube 2008).   

 

My Contribution 

In chapter one, I explore travel as a discursive genre in ancient Mesoamerica and some of the 

many ways in which it was documented by different Mesoamerican groups, including, of course, 
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its importance within the context of visual narratives found in the Mixtec codices.  From ancient 

Maya hieroglyphic recordings of ‘arrivals’ of foreign dignitaries and gods, to visualized 

migrations of the Mexica and other Nahua peoples of central Mexico, and to annual Wixárika 

pilgrimages to their primordial homeland of Wirikuta, as well as to visualized peregrinations of 

the Mixtec Lord 8 Deer (and other Mixtec rulers of renown), the movement of people, 

commercial goods, linguistic phrases and structures, artistic objects, deities (most likely their 

effigies or images and cults), and ideologies, appears to have been significant enough to write 

about and reify in images.   

Travel in foreign realms was conceptualized, in certain ways, as being connected to the 

knowledge and experience of supernatural realms, thereby necessitating a connection between 

etiologies, foundational lineages (and subsequent ones) and place, dynastic authority, and the 

rituals associated with the presence of atavistic patron deities whose initial patterns of 

movements established a celestial template to be mirrored in the cultural patterns of actual 

Mesoamerican elites’ mobilities.  In chapter one, I also laid out a foundational basis for further 

examining pictorial motifs such as the human footprint, found in several Mixtec and other 

manuscripts, which has lacked the rich scholarly analysis it deserves. 

Therefore, chapter one in this dissertation represents an initial entrance, a general glance 

through specific case studies of this multivalent and complex set of issues and questions 

surrounding Mesoamerican ideas of emergence, place, landscape, and movement, all broad and 

interconnected categories discussed with various levels of specificity in chapter one as well as in 

subsequent chapters.  The main questions of travel, movement, and mobility are central to this 

dissertation as they pertain to Mesoamerican concepts and images about place, landscape, and 

geography, in other words, as they pertain to a discussion of what I am here referring to as the 
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ethnogeographies of travel.  Indeed, one cannot think or write about the act of travel without 

thinking or writing about the significance of concepts such as space and place, mobility and 

immobility, movement and stasis, and the mytho-historical, cosmotheological narratives, be they 

verbal, written, or visualized, that undergird and explain those concepts.  

Although not an exhaustive list, many questions arise when examining the broad 

categories of travel, such as how it was perceived, experienced, written about and visualized in 

Mesoamerica in general and in Mixtec codices in particular.  Why is travel significant for 

Mesoamericans? How is travel imaged? What role does the concept of ‘place’ have in visual 

scenes of travel as they are graphically represented in the Mixtec codices?  Why would the 

pictorial portrayal of place be significant and what is its connection to travel as imaged in the 

codices?  What is the link between origins and travel?  What does the act of travel state in visual 

media or in other modes of cultural expression?  What are the ethnogeographies of 

Mesoamericans generally and of the Mixtec specifically?  These and other questions provide 

much scholarly fodder, too much, in fact, to all be delved into with this dissertation.  But they 

demonstrate that with chapter one and other chapters, more open questions arise.  As I have 

formulated more questions, I have come to realize perhaps only a smidgeon of the amount of 

work it will take in the future to adequately explore and expound the broad category of travel in 

subsequent research, writing, and teaching. 

In chapter two, I look at the theme of cosmogony and Mixtec ethnogenesis as visualized 

in various codical images, some Mixtec, some from other Mesoamerican cultures.  For 

Mesoamericans in general and the Mixtec in particular, cosmogenesis, or the creation of the 

universe and everything in it (including the Mixtec people and the Mixtec region known as the 

Mixteca), begins with movement, often through the emergence of a primordial ancestor, 
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supernatural being, or a multiple thereof.  Narratives of legendary acts of the gods, divine 

ancestors, culture heroes, and kings and queens were written down, passed down through oral 

histories, and were visualized in codices and other visual media.  These foundational events and 

stories usually begin with movement, whether they are transformative performances by ancestors 

or remarkable deeds such as “celestial ruptures” performed by deities or supernatural culture 

heroes.  And this movement can be of an ethereal foam bursting out of a container (as visualized 

in the Codex Borgia), the necessary movement of the sun and moon in order for life in the 

cosmos to begin (as the sun and moon were conscripted to move because of the sacrificial acts of 

the deities at Teotihuacan), or movement through peripatetic acts performed by culture heroes 

and divine ancestors.    

The central focus of chapter two, then, is a theoretical glimpse of emergence as 

movement, as well as a visual and conceptual analysis of imagery from several codices that 

begin with movement as an initial entrance into subsequent narratives.  Framed by this original 

emergence of space, time, and place in codical narratives, the movement of various entities or 

substances as well as that of ancestors or supernatural beings is a salient component largely 

unexplored in the literature.  Although movement can be viewed as an implicit, structural (and 

therefore neglected) factor of travel, it is an internally integral a priori requirement for travel to 

be defined and practiced as travel.  It is the elementary precondition performed in a primordial 

moment in space and time, thereby generating the cosmos in general and specific places in 

particular, the places needed in order to distinguish the act of travel itself.  Narrative snapshots of 

movement are starting points pictorially employed to convey not only a necessary narratological 

framing of stories, but also to describe the importance of emergence as a generative act itself, 

generative of the ethnogeographies of movement and place. 
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Movement suggests ‘being,’ it infuses the activity of travel with the essential building 

blocks of motion and mobility, it is the animating force intricately formative for and foundational 

of the act of travel itself.  Without movement, there is no such activity as travel.  Human beings 

are part of a large and complex world within which motion, mobility, and even the making of 

trails or roads appears to be part of a biological impulse to explore, to wander, to create order, 

and to produce various histories and identities.  During the Postclassic period in Mesoamerica, 

pictographic specialists even invented a particular symbol to represent the notion of movement, 

an ideogram in the form of an ‘X’.  In what is now central Mexico, Nahua cosmology and 

philosophy involved interconnections of three categories of movement and motion inherent in all 

things.  Therefore, movement, as a category of human and divine action, as well as a conceptual 

notion, connects to various aspects of indigenous systems of genesis of and interaction with the 

environment.  Movement is crucial for Mesoamericans as it is used as an explanatory force in the 

beginnings of the created world. 

Apposite for this analysis and examination of the Mixtec codices, the role and 

significance of place cannot be overstated.  Many Mesoamerican groups, from the Maya to the 

Mexica, to the Huichol, or to the Mixtec and others, view themselves as part of an environmental 

system layered with meaning, value, and an ongoing, cyclical reckoning of space and time that 

feeds into this chapter’s connective and integrative themes of landscape, place, and movement.  

The potency of geography, landscape, and environment derives from the fact that we are all in a 

place, we all experience these categories of being in quotidian life.  Mixtec scribe-artists, and 

Mixtec culture more generally, recognized the value and significance of place, of the category of 

ñuu and its natural framework by and through which all of life is lived, by and through which all 

of the ritual actions and myth-historical events “take place.” 
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As visualized throughout many of the extant Mixtec codices, scenes of travel as 

performed by various yya (again, it is a title shared by historical Mixtec kings and queens and 

divine, supernatural beings and deities), both historical and mythical figures, serve as conduits 

for our comprehension of how the Postclassic Mixtec conceptualized of and visually narrated the 

act of travel.  This conceptualization and visualization is the main theme of Chapter Three.  

Although not an exhaustive examination of the codical scenes of travel (or of any kind of 

movement), this chapter lays the groundwork for future studies of how the act of travel is 

visually integrated into the codical narratives of the Mixtec.  However, this does not mean that 

this chapter cannot or does not contribute to the overall project of this dissertation or to the 

scholarly discourse surrounding travel in Mesoamerica; that is, this chapter explains, by 

analyzing a few pictorially rendered scenes, the movement or travel of three different Mixtec 

figures—Lord 9 Wind, Lord 8 Wind, and Lord 8 Deer Jaguar Claw—in order to find connections 

between the codical snapshots of such travels. 

Much like other Mesoamerican indigenous groups, the Mixtec practiced travel and 

experienced local and extra-local landscapes because of movement through those landscapes.  

Scenes of travel, as I have just begun to adumbrate them and describe them in this chapter, 

connect to Mixtec conceptions of space and place, of how movement is a generative, creative 

action that serves ritual and therefore sacred purposes.  Other purposes, such as going to regional 

markets, war, trade, marriage alliances, and more, also played a role, but will be further explored 

in subsequent projects.  The theme of travel in Mixtec codices is a broad category ripe for 

analysis, but I have come to find that with each new idea about travel anchored in the visual 

material of the codices I see that travel is more broad than previously imagined.   
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Chapter Four analyzes the idea of ‘place’ as it is visually rendered in Mixtec visual 

culture.  Place plays an integral visual role throughout the Mixtec codices and the visual 

documents of the early Colonial period in the lienzos, mapas, rolls, and tiras.  Although certain 

figures are shown in what appears to be “empty” space, most actions, whether ritual or historical 

or mythopoeic or a combination thereof, occur as associated with or visually tethered to a 

particular place, and therefore to a particular identity.  Place signs, also referred to as toponyms, 

have been written about in many previous studies of the codices.  What appears to be lacking is a 

more nuanced discussion of how place, and more specifically place signs themselves, function in 

the stories portrayed in the codices, of how the interplay between movement and place 

emphasizes and underscores various forms of and reasons for travel.   

Indeed, Chapter Four develops certain ideas about place and therefore adds to the 

emerging scholarship on ethnogeography, the ontological, epistemological, historical, perceived, 

and experiential relationships human beings have with the places they construct and inhabit, 

often highlighted by the blending of sacred and profane landscapes in their histories, meaning 

their culturally embedded narratives as individuals, families, and communities.  Because of the 

research and accumulation of knowledge compiled by many scholars before me, I am able to 

hopefully build on previous discourse surrounding the concept, use, function, and symbolism of 

place in the Mixtec codices.   

In order to arrive at not just a basic understanding of how place functions in the codices 

but a more complex and layered comprehension, it is necessary to first examine the proposed 

definitions and perspectives surrounding place in general.  Then I will be able to construct a 

framework within which the signs and symbols of place in the Mixtec codices are seen more as 

narrative agents in particular and as integral motifs of a semasiographic system, meaning not 
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specific to only one language, in general.  The Postclassic period was an era of “international” 

sharing of visual symbols, a mutually beneficial cultural and visual structure for distinct ethnic 

and geographic elites across Mesoamerica.  

As part and parcel of this chapter’s discussion, the category of landscape, particularly the 

aesthetics and visualization of landscape, will be also be examined.  Place and movement are 

intimately connected to the natural and built environments, and therefore are visualized, I argue, 

as narrative agents in the Mixtec codices.  Previous studies have touched upon this aspect of the 

codices, but they have not emphasized the dimension of place, and therefore environment, as part 

of and integral to this analysis of travel.  Visual narratives of travel as depicted in the Mixtec 

codices often entail a physical, pictorial anchoring of the human or supernatural being to a 

particular place, and frequently to a particular time (whether historical or mythological time).  I 

have already discussed certain aspects of this anchoring in the previous chapter.   

 As individual scenes of travel in particular codices are often framed within and 

contextualized by longer, more overarching narratives, it is difficult to tease out in a complete 

and exhaustive manner all the possible angles and potential meanings for how the Mixtec 

conceptualized of and experienced travel.  The ethnogeographies of movement are stories 

visually narrated in the Mixtec codices and they underscore a preoccupation with environment, 

built and natural, as well as with landscapes of meaning, from the Celestial Realm to the earthly 

terrain and the Underworld.  Ethnogeographies of movement center on individual beings who are 

either divine and mythical themselves or are historical Mixtec rulers who have been touched by 

the divine, nebulous powers of the gods, the yya, because they have traveled to and through the 

extra-local places (and spaces) occupied by the supernatural.  These yya are therefore able to 

traverse differentiated realms of space, they are able to establish places and communities, and 
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they are therefore set apart from mainstream Mixtec experience, knowledge, ability, and social 

position.
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

TRAVEL AS A DISCURSIVE GENRE IN MESOAMERICA 
 
 
They had many books made from paper or fabric from the special bark of trees 

 that are found in the hotlands. They tanned and prepared them like bundled  
 parchment, all about the same width. Others were cut and glued together in one 
 piece as long as was needed….The historians inscribed them with characters so 
 abbreviated that a single page expressed the place, the site, province, year, month, 
 and day with all the names of the gods, ceremonies, and sacrifices or victories 
 that they celebrated….They were kept by the sons of the lords having been  

instructed by the priests since infancy on how to form the characters and memorize the 
histories. 

-Francisco de Burgoa (17th c., Palestra Historial) 
 

 
 

Visualized on Plate 29 of the Codex Borgia, an indigenous manuscript painted in the decades 

before Spanish arrival, cosmological genesis begins with the act of movement, with an emerging, 

mobile gust of a foamy substance coupled with various winds (Figure 8).1  This image also 

initiates the ritual narrative visually represented in subsequent pages of cosmographical and 

primordial beginnings, particularly through the lens of the journey of the culture hero “Stripe-

                                                                           

 

1 Several pictorial documents from the Postclassic and early Colonial eras highlight movement of a substance, a 
historical actor, or a divine being—which in many cases means the act of travel—as the narrative point of initiation, 
the catalyst for creation. What is being created is typically a community and therefore its identity and social 
memory, but such creation often involves the delimitation of territory, specific rituals performed, and sometimes the 
framework for subsequent imagery on the document or in other pages of the codex, for example. The Selden Roll, 
the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2, the Codex Zouche-Nuttall, the Tira de Peregrinación, and others are all pictorial 
documents produced by various ethnic groups in Mesoamerica during the Postclassic and early Colonial periods in 
which movement in general or even travel in particular is a vocabulary of narrative forms which compose the first 
step, so to speak, the primordial “place moment” of generative action (to be further discussed in this chapter as well 
as others). Such generative action exemplifies a visual as well as a political strategy for the founding of place, which 
connects a contemporary community to their official histories and constructed identities, for the web of ritual praxis 
dedicated to particular deities, their cults, and images, and for narratives of the creation of the world and all that is in 
it. Travel, in this sense, is not solely about movement or motion but about movement and motion with a purpose 
extending into and dovetailing with the creation of community, identity, history, and therefore social memory, the 
very categories pictorially recorded and therefore preserved in the codices. 
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Eye.”2  Placed against the circular, black backdrop of ethereal origin, a large, bluish-gray vessel 

releases its foamy substance of creation.  Emanating from this creative substance are several 

animate beings characterized as winds by Quetzalcoatl features (Byland, 1993).  Primoridal 

origins, as visualized in the Codex Borgia’s ritual sequence, began with ritualized motion, with 

the creation of being and place through movement, a generative and therefore productive force.  

Because of its visual emphasis on movement at the beginning of cosmological creation, 

this visualized mythological narrative in the Borgia connects with the central Mexican Nahua 

Mexica oral tradition of original creation at the city of Teotihuacan as recorded by Bernardino de 

Sahagún (1950-1982: VII: 4).3  Through self-immolation in the sacred hearth at Teotihuacan, the 

deities of the Mexica compelled the newly created sun and moon to move, to become mobile as 

they traversed the sky’s landscape thereby initiating the cycles of being, space, and time, as well 

as reifying the significance of Teotihuacan as the intial locus of sacred geography, the original 

place of all places.4  Movement in the Borgia’s creation scene also conceptually and pictorially 

links to the obverse side of the Mixtec Codex Vindobonensis (Figure 10).  Beginning on page 52, 

cosmological genesis is associated directly with songs, prayers, and offerings, ritual actions 

                                                                           

 

2 Gisele Díaz and Alan Rodgers, The Codex Borgia: A Full-Color Resoration of the Ancient Mexican Manuscript 
(Mineola, New York: Dover Publications, 1993). 
 
3 Sahagún’s account of the cosmological origins in general and of the creation of the Fifth Sun in particular is 
corroborated by the author of the Codex Chimalpopoca, that the place of origin—where the sacrificial acts of the 
gods initiated the Fifth Sun—was Teotihuacan. See Bierhorst (1998).  
 
4 Teotihuacan is one of the classic places conceptualized and referred to as Tollan or “place of cattail reeds” in 
Nahuatl (see Stuart 2000). Of particular significance here is that the main avenue of the city of Teotihuacan, and in 
many ways the entire, programmatic layout of the city, is composed of a straight line with small ritual buildings and 
large pyramids on its sides. The “Avenue of the Dead” as it is called culminates directly in front of the Pyramid of 
the Moon. Such an architecturally linear and direct road connects with how the ancient Maya constructed the linear 
and straight ‘white roads’ or sacbeo’ob. There are symbolic links in how ancient Mesoamericans perceived and 
experienced (and therefore architecturally constructed or pictorially represented) sacred spaces associated with ritual 
or divine action and the geometric patterning linked to vertical-horizontal axes expressed in architecture, in codices, 
and in other media. See footnote 5 below. 
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performed by anthro-pomorphized representations of day and night, among other concepts, in the 

Celestial Realm designated by the sky band motif, that set off an entire series of subsequent 

generative events (to be discussed in the next chapter).5   

As an understudied cultural element in Mesoamerica, the physical act, visual display, and 

narrative utility of travel certainly forms a discursive genre that performs various types of 

cultural work, both anciently and presently.  Travel was particularly significant as demonstrated 

by the fact that ancient Mesoamericans ritually practiced travel through pilgrimage, they 

recorded in stone and other media the arrivals of foreign rulers or diplomats, and they visualized 

in various media several narratives of migrations and other movements of deities, supernatural 

ancestors or lineage founders, and rulers in pre-contact eras.  Travel and movement function on 

many levels and connect to the founding of place, the rightful authority to rule, the reenactment 

of deity activity, and to specific geographic territories and landscapes, whether real, perceived, or 

                                                                           

 

5 Interesting to note here is how Mixtec scribe-artists are visualizing certain elements of the Celestial Realm not just 
on Page One of the Vindobonensis, but on subsequent pages of that codex as well as in the pages of other codices. 
The skyband motif on Page One, used here to denote the Celestial Realm, is presented as a horizontal line that runs 
the bottom length of the entire page and then cuts up vertically, at a right angle, for close to three inches on the right 
edge of the first page. Such direct and linear visualization must have something to do with Mixtec conceptions of 
space, particularly of space in the Celestial Realm. That is, perhaps when viewing such linear patterns connected to 
the Celestial Realm, we can surmise that it is an ordered, quite geometrically organized space in Mixtec 
conceptualizations as can be seen on myriad pages in the design motifs of circles, squares, and straight pathways 
that do not twist in waves but turn at sharp right angles, much like the reading pattern as one follows the visual 
narratives. Viewed again on Page 48 in the Vindobonensis, such rectilinear representation of the Celestial Realm 
connects to Lord 9 Wind’s descent along a sacrificial cord. The cord drops vertically from a crevice in the skyband 
of the Celestial Realm, makes a right angle turn to the right, then drops down vertically again before making a sharp, 
right angle turn to the left. Many pathways and roads with footprints also follow this rectilinear patterning and 
representation in codical scenes, straight roads being architectural elements in the Maya area (the sacbeo’ob). Even 
the seemingly chaotic moment of creation as visualized on Page One of the ritual sequence in the Codex Borgia 
occurs within a squared-off precinct, with an opening at the far left, of genesis. In Chapter Four of this dissertation, I 
also discuss the Mapa de Teozacoalco, which is a place and community visualized as a sphere, a bounded circle that 
connects to its historical, primordial founding lineages through the connective bridge of straight lines, both vertical 
and horizontal. In the context of this footnote’s discussion, then, the Mapa de Teozacoalco links with Mixtec and 
other indigenous conceptions of space as geometrically defined and connected, all components of indigenous visual 
culture. So, what is this concept of space consisting of linear proportions, represented vertically and horizontally? 
How might we start to unpack and discuss Mixtec conceptions of space when boundaries are visualized as straight 
lines or when beings descend, they descend along straight lines that turn at right angles before descending vertically 
again? I believe that such questions remain open and could possibly serve as starting points for developing more 
detailed analysis in future projects. 
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mythologized.  Indeed, travel was written about, visualized, and ritually practiced by ancient 

Mesoamericans. 

Travel as a discursive genre in ancient Mesoamerica was documented in several ways. 

From the ancient Maya hieroglyphic recordings of ‘arrivals’ and other activities associated with 

foreign dignitaries and gods,6 to the visualized migrations of the Mexica and other Nahua 

peoples of central Mexico, and to the visualized peregrinations of the Mixtec Lord 8 Deer (and 

other Mixtec rulers of renown), the movement of people, commercial goods, linguistic phrases 

and structures, artistic objects, deities (most likely their effigies or images and cults), and 

ideologies, appears to have been significant enough to write about and reify in images.  Travel in 

foreign realms was conceptualized as being connected to the knowledge and experience of 

supernatural realms, thereby necessitating a connection between etiologies, foundational lineages 

(and subsequent ones) and place, dynastic authority, and the rituals associated with the presence 

of atavistic patron deities whose initial patterns of movements established a celestial template to 

be mirrored in the cultural patterns of actual Mesoamerican elites’ mobilities. 

                                                                           

 

6 See Fash et al. (2009) for a discussion about Maya rulers like K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’ who was a foreigner to the 
polity of Copan and who traveled to the central Mexican city of Teotihuacan to conduct various rites and ceremonies 
that bolstered his authority to reign back at Copan in modern-day Honduras. At Tikal, Yax Nuun Ayiin is imaged on 
Stela 31 as a foreigner from the city of Teotihuacan. Stone (1989) observes that claims of foreignness by kings and 
queens at several cities in the Maya region formed a disconnect with the local population, which in turn produced an 
aura and prestige for such foreign rulers and the deities and symbol sets associated with the foreign. And according 
to the sixteenth century Spanish priest Antonio de los Reyes in his Arte de lengua mixteca [1593], the lords of 
Apoala were foreigners who moved in and established dynastic rule there, which stands in stark contrast to the 
images in the Codex Vindobonensis that visualize a primordial Mixtec couple emerging from the great tree at 
Apoala, as not being from elsewhere. In the ancient Andes, a community’s oral histories claim a founder’s 
foreignness that serves to reinforce connections to the supernatural, unknown realm from whence the founder 
ostensibly came. In one interesting account recorded by the Spanish priest Miguel Cabello de Valboa in sixteenth 
century Peru, the mythological founder of Lambayeque, Ñaimlap (whose name is attributed to the Mochica 
language), arrives with his wife and a retinue of courtiers on rafts to the northern coast of Peru. Ñaimlap and his 
court bring a greenstone idol with them named Yampallec (or Yanpallec). As devotees of Yampallec, Ñaimlap, his 
wife, and their foreign court founded the place of Lambayeque (Urban and Eloranta 2017). In just the few examples 
I have given here, it is evident that claims of foreignness provide one strategy for obtaining and maintaining 
sociopolitical power. Such ancient claims were recorded in numerous media in the Maya area.  
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Many images of travel in Mesoamerica involve supernaturals that travel (Wilson-Mosley 

et al., 2010) and deities who were known to have been patrons of merchants, travelers, and 

foreign excursions (Taube 1992; Thompson 1957, 1966; Tokovinine and Beliaev 2013) as well 

as images of travelers themselves—for instance, the Pochteca.  The Classic Period God L of the 

Maya was one such tutelary deity (Bernatz 2006).  During the Postclassic era he is transformed 

by the Yucatec Maya into God M or Ek Chuah (Figure 17), the god of merchants, travelers, and 

cacao, a product that traversed Mesoamerica’s diverse regions (Gillespie and Joyce 1998; Taube 

1992; Thompson 1957).   During the Postclassic, a variety of ethnic groups from central Mexico 

to the Gulf Coast, to the Mixteca, to the Maya region and beyond, invoked patron deities of 

travel and trade, thus pointing to the ancient cultural practice of conceptualizing a connection 

between interregional interaction, movement of peoples, ideas, economic goods, artistic objects, 

languages, and religious cults and the supernatural ancestors or deities responsible for incipient 

and ongoing cultural practices such as travel (for instance, see Seler 1904, for merchant deities of 

ancient Oaxaca).   

The merchant class of the Mexica pochteca (Figure 18) embodies ideas of travel in 

various forms and informs us of one particular aspect of the nature of such movement of peoples, 

goods, and deities in Postclassic Mesoamerica (Hassig 1985; Hoopes 1985; Sahagún 1950-

1982).7  As physically practiced by Mesoamericans, travel also entailed ritual pilgrimage to 

myriad sites in natural and built landscapes of sacred import, rites of investiture (as will be 

discussed in Chapter Four), warfare, and other interregional interactions that became widespread 

                                                                           

 

7 And not just the central Mexican pochteca of the Aztec and other Nahua groups. During the Postclassic period, the 
Chontal Maya of what is today the Mexican state of Tabasco were renown for being merchants, particularly 
merchants who traveled in canoes around the Yucatan peninsula from the Gulf of Mexico to the Caribbean Sea to 
the Gulf of Honduras, which connected them to Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, and Costa Rica. This large and 
diverse area “may well be considered to have formed an economic unit. Although this area contained a large number 
of small, independent states, the entire region was united by commercial relations, which constituted a common 
bond of interest” (Scholes and Roys 1968: 3).  
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throughout the Postclassic, if not before (Andrews 2010; Christenson 1996; Christenson and 

Sachse 2005; Kubler 1984; Lacadena 2010; Masson 2003; Masson and Peraza Lope 2010; Miller 

1982, 1983; Pohl 2003; Smith 2003). 

Various instances of movement and travel are represented in Mixtec codices.  These 

instances focus on the founding of polities, of specific places in the Mixteca.  But they also 

convey information regarding mythical journeys, particularly Lord 9 Wind descending from the 

heavens in Codex Vindobonensis (Codex Vienna) as he carries the accoutrements of rulership to 

disparate places in the Mixteca as seen on Codex Vienna obverse 42bcd (Boone 2000: 93).  

Various places depicted on obverse 42 are accompanied by specific dates that temporally mark 

each place’s date of creation.  Lord 9 Wind (the Mixtec correlative of Quetzalcoatl) bears up the 

sky from the earth’s water, thereby initiating a series of over 200 place signs, as the beginning of 

time therefore coincides with the demarcation of place through the visual organization of space.  

Many of these place signs appear close to each other, suggesting that these may be geo-

graphically ordered as one scans the horizon (Byland and Pohl 1994: 65), but some of them are 

as of yet still unknown. 

 The final 22 pages of the Codex Vindobonensis visually describe the ordering of the 

Mixteca and its many places (Boone 2000; Furst 1978).  Rituals associated with the founding of 

polities are repeated on several pages.  The foundation ritual appears to be some sort of 

construction of edifices, of the architectural delineation of space through the creation of place, 

the drilling of new fire and then the presentation of herbs.  On Codex Vindobonensis obverse 

page 18-17, the left side of the page is filled with place signs accompanied by specific dates.  

The dates apparently are secondary to the primary status of the physical founding of place, the 

material manifestation of the centering of Mixtec authority and rulership.  Jansen (1982: 281-
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288) has argued that the personages in the Codex Vindobonensis are supernatural beings, not 

historic human individuals.  The founding of places by supernatural ancestors is imbued with 

heavenly origins, and therefore divine sanction, as observed in the Codex Vienna on different 

pages.  This series of founding place is also seen in the Codex Zouche-Nuttall 14a where Lord 5 

Flower and Lady 3 Flint emerge from what Boone calls the “celestial Chicomoztoc” (2000: 97). 

What appears to be lacking in the scholarship is a sustained and thorough analysis of 

travel, or how and why movement is not only depicted, but how and why it connects to the 

original founding of place, historical lineages, and territorial delimitation and definition.  Nearly 

all scholars focus on the pictographic conventions denoting place, but space, on the other hand, 

whether conceptualized or visualized as in-between places, has suffered from a disjointed and 

difficult analysis.  As Jansen (1990: 103) has pointed out, the place of Apoala was viewed as an 

important place of ostensible Mixtec origin.8  From Apoala, it was believed that the first Lords 

and Ladies, the first yya, dispersed in the four directions, “giving names to the lands, building 

temples, and celebrating new fire ceremonies” (Jansen 1990: 103).  As Jill Furst (1978) has 

pointed out, the yya sandidzo or “bearers of the holy bundles” were the bringers of doctrine and 

law to the Mixteca, comparable to the Mexica-Aztec teomamas.9 

The mythological narrative trope of the four directions as represented in several codices 

is reminiscent of the first page of the Codex Féjévary Mayer, a central Mexican codex from the 

                                                                           

 

8 As I point out elsewhere, fray Antonio de los Reyes’s 1593 Mixtec Grammar presents an alternative narrative to 
the one visually claimed in the Vindobonensis and other Mixtec codices. That is, de los Reyes was informed that the 
original founders of Yutsa To’on (Apoala) were not from there, but from somewhere else, that they were possibly 
incoming Toltec. This fits with another instance of Mixtec extra-locality in the founding of Teozacolaco. At least, 
according to the Mapa de Teozacolaco (which I discuss in Chapter Four), one of the founding lineages of 
Teozacoalco was not from there, but from somewhere else in the Mixteca region.  
 
9 The teomamas were itinerant priests responsible for carrying the effigy of Huitzilopochtli after the Mexica left 
Aztlan, the place of Mexica origin, and made their way to eventually settle in the Basin of Mexico and establish 
Tenochtitlan. The teomama are imaged, for instance, on the Tira de Peregrinación (Codex Boturini).  
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early Colonial period (Figure 19).  The image portrays a central figure, Xiuhtecuhtli (the Aztec 

deity of fire) encased within a square that is surrounded by the cardinal directions, forming an 

elaborate cross or quadripartite design.  This presentation of conceptual space, common in many 

aboriginal cultures throughout the Americas, connects to references in many of the extant Mixtec 

codices: Heaven (East), Dark Mountain (North), River of Ashes (West), and the Temple of 

Death (South) (Jansen 1990: 102).  How these directions with their named designations connect 

to movement in the Mixteca region, whether in ancient times or even today, is a lacuna that 

needs to be addressed.  As Jansen, Byland and Pohl, Smith, and Williams have mentioned, the 

study of the codices, of the place-names found therein, and of Mixteca archaeology, demands a 

grasp of the geography of the Mixteca as well as an understanding of the Mixtec language (of 

which there are dozens of dialectical variations spoken today; see Josserand 1983). 

In the Mexica-Aztec culture of the Postclassic, one of the ages of creation is referred to as 

Nahui Ollin or ‘Four Movement’, thereby signifying a correlation between time, creation, and 

movement.  The pictorial symbol for movement, a stylized ‘X’ in most cases, is utilized in the 

Mixtec codices as well as those from central Mexico.  Another Mesoamerican culture that 

connects movement with conceptual categories is the Yucatec Maya who linguistically encode 

various conceptions of movement in quotidian speech as expressed in phrases such as “bix a 

beel,” literally “how is your road,” but whose meaning is “how are you;” another phrase 

“tsoka’an a beel,” which literally means “has your road ended,” is used to signify “are you 

married;” and “yaan baax u beelal,” is a common enough expression that means “everything has 

a road,” therefore a telos or purpose whose meaning is couched in speech.  All of these examples 
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are conceptual connections expressed linguistically that employ the metaphor of roads, and 

therefore of travel, to denote something else.10   

These typical expressions conceptually connect physical roads with both metaphorical 

and physical travel.  The use of ‘roads’ in daily or banal language structures a cultural 

understanding of life itself as travel, as a series of movements through various stages of one’s 

life and through the geographic and social landscapes within which life is lived and experienced. 

These linguistic expressions are also visual tropes depicted in codices as pathways marked by 

footprints and as architectural structures such as the sacbeob or “white roads” of Yucatan 

(constructed as early as the Pre-Classic; see Shaw, 2008), or sacred edifices such as the one 

marked by the stylized ‘X’ of movement in the Selden Roll, all of which denote and connect to 

the symbolic and visual representation of movement and travel (Figure 20). 

It is clear, then, that in Mesoamerica the act of movement connects to an etiological 

framework for not only the Mixtec, but for various groups.  Cosmological beginnings or 

cosmogonic imprint for primordial genesis of space and place, of the world and its specific 

topographic landscapes, and even of human beings themselves, are concepts and narratives 

inextricably intertwined with the movement of deities such as 9 Wind or supernatural ancestral 

couples as depicted in Mixtec and other codices (Seler 1904).  This extraordinary primogeniture 

lays out a celestially modeled template to be followed by certain culture heroes such as 8 Deer in 

the Terrestrial Realm of the Mixteca, as his stories of movement or peregrination are visually 

                                                                           

 

10 We linguistically utilize many of the same concepts and metaphors connected to roads or travel in order to 
describe life as a journey, such as daily phrases and questions like “I’m on my way,” “He’s on the right path” and 
“Something is in my way” or “Who knows where this road will take you” (or any number of variant expressions of a 
similar kind that employ “paths” or “roads”). We also express such concepts in questions like “How’s it going” or 
“What is going on,” etc. These “structural metaphors” expressed in our language have a cultural basis, but they 
seemingly arise naturally because we are used to travel in cars and planes, we are accustomed to moving about, 
often covering hundreds of miles in a short amount of time. Metaphors are mechanisms of our human minds that 
may differ from one culture to the next, but that help us to explain and discuss concepts related to our physical and 
social experiences. See Lakoff and Johnson (2003). 
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related in several of the eight extant codices.  The connection of movement to origination, to 

genesis, appears in the Codex Borgia of eastern Nahua production as well as in the codices, 

maps, and visual and literary narratives from the Mexica-Aztec, the K’iche Maya, and the 

Mixtec. 

For the purposes of this chapter, I will first examine what it means to travel and then 

focus on several parallels found throughout Mesoamerica that narrate in visual and literary 

modes the movement of disparate groups, ancestral founders, deities (and their effigies), and 

their cult ideologies, all narratives that underscore the epistemological and ontological 

significance of connecting movement, place, and foundational lineages to an atavistic, 

cosmological origin in Mesoamerica. Place plays a significant role because it represents stability, 

permanence, the known, the quotidian, the familiar, the roots of existence. Travel, then, often 

signifies instability, the ephemeral, the unknown, the irregular, the supernatural domain, the 

unfamiliar, the deracination of a settled existence.   

Therefore, this chapter represents an initial entrance, a general glance through specific 

case studies of this multivalent and complex set of issues and questions surrounding 

Mesoamerican ideas of emergence, place, landscape, and movement, all broad and inter- 

connected categories discussed with various levels of specificity in this chapter as well as in 

subsequent ones.  The main questions of travel, movement, and mobility are central to this 

dissertation as they pertain to Mesoamerican concepts and images about place, landscape, and 

geography.  Indeed, one cannot think or write about the act of travel without thinking or writing 

about the significance of concepts such as space and place, mobility and immobility, movement 

and stasis.  
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Although not an exhaustive list, many questions arose (and continue to) as I started 

examining the practice and visualization of travel in Mesoamerica.  Why is travel significant for 

Mesoamericans? How is travel imaged and why is it imaged in the codices? What role does the 

concept of ‘place’ have in visual scenes of travel as they are graphically represented in the 

Mixtec codices?  What is the link between origins and travel?  What does the act of travel state 

in visual media or in other modes of cultural expression?  What are the ethnogeographies of 

Mesoamericans generally and of the Mixtec specifically? These and other questions will be 

analyzed at varying lengths throughout this chapter and throughout this dissertation.  

 

Ethnogeographies of Travel 

Ongoing debates about what it means to travel entail differing opinions as to what constitutes 

space, place, landscape and time.  Various definitions of these concepts have been offered by 

different scholars attempting to examine and answer distinct questions.  Ethnogeography is a 

way to grapple with the human activity of travel because it is a conceptual combination of human 

beings and geography, of culturally constituted persons and the very places— and perhaps 

spaces, depending on perspective11—and landscapes, conceived, perceived, and experienced, 

within which those beings experience life.   Travel is a generally broad category of human 

activity with myriad definitions that have differed in different times and in different cultures.  

The underlying motivations for and experiences of travel do connect different times and cultures 

                                                                           

 

11 A vast literature exists on the concept of ‘space’ and therefore has produced various opinions about its poetics 
(Bachelard, 1994), its conceptualization (Helms, 1988), its production (Lefebvre, 1992), its representation (Massey, 
2005), its non-existence (Ingold, 2011), and its juxtaposition with ‘place’ (Tuan, 1973). See also Auge (2009) and 
De Certeau (1984). For recent studies of Mesoamerican ideas about space as representation, see Kristan-Graham and 
Amrhein (2015) as well as Carrasco (2015) and Spencer and Werness-Rude (2015). And there is a rich, growing 
scholarship on various Amerindian ethnogeographies. See, for instance, Barrabas (2003), Basso (1996), Christie 
(2009), Griffith (1992), Kelley and Francis (1994), Lane (2001), Monaghan (1995), Nabokov (2006), Thornton 
(2008). 
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together because of the a priori necessity of ‘place’, of an understanding of stasis as opposed to 

that of movement, of stability (ostensibly connected to ideas of permanence) and that of mobility 

(seemingly associated with ideas of movement or flow as some type of change).   

Ethnogeographies, in the plural, are the interstitial loci of human experience, signifying 

history as interaction with and as connected to the physical landscape, the, in some ways, 

constraining frames of the material environments within which life and its stories unfold.  

Ethnogeographies recognize different perspectives and experiences that distinct human beings 

have with their natural and built surroundings, the landscapes of place that configure cultural, 

historical, and relational knowledge about the world.  The ethnogeographies of travel constitute 

an ongoing process productive of place, social relations, and meaning (Sack 1997).  Movement 

from, to, and between geographically and/or conceptually distinct and defined places, is part of 

the continuing production and constitution of those very places throughout time, throughout 

history, throughout the cultural narratives told about those places.   As Massey observes (2005: 

118),  

 
You are part of the constant process of the making and breaking of links which is an 
element in the constitution of you yourself…and thus of space itself.  You are not just  
traveling through space or across it, you are altering it a little. Space and place emerge  
through material practices…this movement of yours is not just spatial, it is temporal.12 

 

I employ the term ‘ethnogeographies’ in order to refer to the links Massey observes, those 

connective threads between ourselves and the places we move to, from, and through, the places 

                                                                           

 

12 According to Massey, then, to travel is to make and break links of identity, of oneself as well as of one’s 
community and relationship to its surrounding landscape (built or natural). This idea of movement as part of a social 
cycle of generation, the generation of space and place, the generation of a community, its deities and their cults, of 
social and cultural praxis, connects to the idea I am writing about in this chapter. That is, beginning with the visual 
example from the Borgia and through other visual objects or cultural, ritual practices, travel connects to this central 
idea of movement as creation and regeneration. 
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we experience as well as create in life.  To use ‘place’ instead of ‘space’ is vital for 

understanding ethnogeographies in general and for analyzing the ethnogeographies of visual 

narratives of travel in the Mixtec codices in particular.13  Places are physical entities that are 

literally ‘implaced’ within the landscape and are therefore defined in many ways: geographically, 

conceptually, experientially, and often visually.  The Mixtec codices visualize ‘place’ in various 

pictorial conventions that anchor narrative events, that link ritual action and movement to 

specific, known locales in the landscape of the Mixteca (Figure 14 and Figure 15).  It is part of 

this project’s purpose to examine the Mixtec use of toponyms or place glyphs in order to 

understand the conceptual and visual vitality that place had (and still does have) for the Mixtec 

people, in a historical context as well as within a modern one. 

Ethnogeographies of travel comprise a conceptual category of analysis by combining the 

historical, lived experience and production of place with the human activity of movement 

between, through, around, and in places.  Such movement may be undertaken for various 

reasons.14  Through mobility, that human action of traversing the landscape, places—and their 

histories, identities, and characteristic properties—continue to be constructed in the cultural 

imaginary.  It is one of my main objectives in this chapter to demonstrate general patterns of 

                                                                           

 

13 Indeed, part of my analysis of visual narratives of travel agrees with Tim Ingold that ‘space’ is too abstract an 
idea to be of real utility, conceptually, linguistically, or otherwise, in terms of defining human activity and 
experience. Place as a concrete, bounded, known, and experienced thing, is differentiated from space and is 
therefore of pragmatic and real utility. In his chapter “Against Space: Place, Movement, Knowledge,” Ingold states 
(2011: 145) “Of all the terms we use to describe the world we inhabit, [space] is the most abstract, the most empty, 
the most detached from the realities of life and experience. Consider the alternatives. Biologists say that living 
organisms inhabit environments, not space, and whatever else they may be, human beings are certainly organisms. 
Throughout history, whether as hunters and gatherers, farmers or herders of livestock, people have drawn a living 
from the land, not from space. Farmers plant their crops in the earth, not in space, and harvest them from fields, not 
from space. Their animals graze pastures, not space. Travelers make their way through the country, not through 
space, and as they walk or stand they plant their feet on the ground, not in space. Painters set up their easels in the 
landscape, not in space. When we are at home, we are indoors, not in space, and when we go outdoors we are in the 
open, not in space. Casting our eyes upwards, we see the sky, not space, and on a windy day we feel the air, not 
space. Space is nothing, and because it is nothing it cannot truly be inhabited at all.” 
 
14 See Appendix B, a list of reasons for travel in Postclassic Mesoamerica.  
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movement in Mesoamerica, the reasons for said movement, and how such travels help us to 

frame and therefore understand visual narratives of travel in the Mixtec codices.   

 

Travel in the Mixtec Codices  

Travel, as part of our definition here, means to physically move from one point in the landscape 

to another point, to traverse the physical environment, and in most cases such movement is 

injected with a telos, with a purpose (or perhaps many purposes).15  The significance of place to 

any discussion about travel cannot be overstated as place is one salient, a priori ingredient 

without which travel cannot occur.  This may seem quite obvious but needs to be mentioned in 

order to weave together the various elements of travel throughout these chapters.  And in the 

Mixtec codices, travel typically begins with the physical act of emergence, the necessary point of 

generative creation, of a departure that propels and pulsates within ongoing movement that we 

are defining here as travel itself, as the traversing from one place to another place, as the 

formation of visual trails in the landscape and in the narrative display and reading of the pages in 

Mixtec codices, which comprises another form of movement. 

                                                                           

 

15 Travel with a purpose was often constrained by uncontrollable factors embedded within or constitutive of the 
physical environments in which indigenous peoples, including Mesoamericans, moved about (see Thornton 2008). 
But ritual action, to be performed in particular places, was and still is viewed as necessary for the renewal of the 
world, for the regeneration of an original compact established and agreed to by human beings and the gods (see 
Christenson 2016). Without pack animals, Mesoamericans were the human agents of motion and movement who 
carried on their backs all that their trips required of them. It is a fascinating marvel that Mesoamericans traveled 
through the diverse topographical environments of Mesoamerica, an homage to the human spirit of adventure, 
purpose, and often ritual duty, of being able to adapt to various milieus, even those that we so easily traverse 
nowadays with our technological wonders of planes, trains, and automobiles. And somehow, to travel as rapidly and 
as far as we do today is often viewed as a burden, as an obstacle rather than the unnatural wonder it truly is. For the 
vast majority of human history, human beings did not, and could not travel the way we do now. Travel in ancient 
Mesoamerica is all the more remarkable when it is contemplated at length and set within its proper historical 
context. 
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 Emergence must be of cultural importance because the act is visualized, written about, 

performed by rulers in ceremony,16 and repeated as a conceptual, visual, linguistic, and 

performative trope throughout Mesoamerica in various media produced by distinct ethnic groups 

and communities with various levels of power in the wider webs of Mesoamerican praxis.  The 

visualization of emergence of a substance or being, whether human or supernatural, signifies not 

only a structural point of departure for a narrative, but it also signals the incipient recording of a 

community’s very own genesis, tethering the primordial movement of the substance or being(s) 

to the contemporary people, place, and cultural rhythms of communal life, an understanding of a 

community’s shared identity as it is linked to a specific place through a specific, originating 

action such as emergence.   

 Throughout the Mixtec codices, supernatural and human beings are moving about 

celestial, terrestrial, and subterranean levels of placial existence (Figure 21).  One of the most 

significant acts found in several Mixtec codices is an emergent action, a breaking into the picture 

plane by individual figures or ancestral couples on various pages, and therefore at differing 

narrative points depending on the codex.  In the Nuttall and Bodley, for instance, particular acts 

of emergence begin the visual narratives.  And throughout the Nuttall, Bodley, Selden, 

Vindobonensis, and Colombino codices, emergence by various beings from trees, from the 

Celestial Realm, from the earth, from rivers, and from other local and extra-local flora, is integral 

to and combinative of seemingly disparate parts of the narratives (Figure 22). 

                                                                           

 

16 In the Maya area, for example, tunnels have been found that lead to platforms within the architectural and spatial 
ceremonial centers designed specifically for ritual performances. It appears that these platforms served as places 
from which rulers themselves or the ritual participants could emerge from the “underworld” in order to re-create 
emergent acts of genesis, and therefore of origins, in a public, often community-wide ritual ceremony and 
performance. The corbelled vault and arches that constituted central components of Maya architecture were 
conceptualized as the durable carapace of the turtle, the carapace from which supernatural beings emerged at the 
moment of creation (Werness-Rude and Spencer 2015; Carrasco 2015).  
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 Narratives in the codices often center around Lord 8 Deer Jaguar Claw, a singular and 

forceful presence in the Mixteca at the beginning of the Postclassic epoch (Figure 23).  His 

stories of becoming a prominent ruler based in Tilantongo and his strategic dominance of other 

Mixtec kingdoms usually entail his own fits of travel, his own capturing of a ‘crown’ and 

territories for which he was not in the hereditary line.  One scene visualized in several codices is 

Lord 8 Deer receiving the necessary turquoise nose-plug at the city of Cholula in present-day 

Puebla, Mexico, a material manifestation tethered to Lord 8 Deer’s physical person that shows 

his legitimate right to rule in the Mixteca, a right he acquires in an extra-local (foreign) place 

(discussed in Chapter Three).  Implicit in this and other scenes of Lord 8 Deer’s ascension to 

political and ritual power is the act of travel, as Cholula and other municipalities were 

established at varying degrees of distance from 8 Deer’s local throne of usurpation, authority, 

and renown in the Mixteca region of what is now known as Oaxaca, Mexico.   

Travel in the Mixtec codices generally and in the narratives of Lord 8 Deer specifically 

will be discussed at further length in the following chapters.  It must be mentioned, however, that 

various elements of travel connect to the larger meshwork of Mesoamerican narratives of 

movement, of traversing different realms, kingdoms, landscapes and places, from the emerging 

of ostensibly historical ancestors at the beginning of Mixtec ethnogenesis, to the delimitation of 

territories, to the retrieval of symbols of power, and the establishment of place, of community 

(and therefore of that community’s history and shared identity).  This dissertation is interested in 

parsing out certain similarities and differences in the visualization of travel in the Mixtec codices 

in order to observe and analyze general Mesoamerican patterns as well as those found to be 

particular to the Mixtec people and communities themselves.    
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Footprints: A Pictographic Convention of Travel 

One often overlooked visual element in the codices and other media is the footprint, an indexical 

mark of the human being’s standing or moving imprint upon the ground, usually not even seen 

by the physical eye in daily existence unless the ground is wet or replete in mud.17  It is often 

explained away as an unremarkable but somehow ubiquitous visual motif (at least in the 

pictographic writing systems of ancient Mesoamerica) and sometimes completely ignored in 

terms of qualifying as an explanatory template for a number of abstractions visually, and 

therefore physically, articulated in a deceptively simple pictorial motif. The footprint is, indeed, 

ubiquitous in ancient Mesoamerica, from the Formative Period Olmec Monument 13 at La 

Venta, to the Early Classic murals of Techinantitla, Teotihuacan, to ancient Maya monuments 

and ruins,18 and a particularistic pattern in the visual narratives of Postclassic Nahua and Mixtec 

manuscripts, codices, lienzos, mapas, and tiras (Figure 24).  Throughout Mesoamerica, the 

footprint motif was used to differentiate roads from rivers, particularly in the early Colonial 

period mapas made in response to item ten of the Relaciones Geográficas.  Interestingly, 

indigenous scribes from various regions of New Spain added the horses’s hoof print on roads as 

a visual signifier—juxtaposed with the ancient Mesoamerican motif of the human footprint—of 

                                                                           

 

17 The footprint certainly plays an integral role in shaping and guiding various scenes in the codices, often 
implicitly, but sometimes quite explicitly. It is not particular to any one culture, let alone employed only by 
Mesoamericans in visual culture. Its glyphic use in the most ancient known cultures of Mesoamerica through the 
more historically recent Postclassic cultures demonstrates its synchronic significance as well as its diachronic 
persistence in visual media. There is much more to explore with this seemingly simple pictorial motif than is 
possible here. In connection to the footprint is this note I am writing here called a “footnote.” This simple term links 
to an acknowledgement of our body’s physical dimensions, part of which is that the feet are “at the bottom” of our 
anatomy. 
 
18 See, for instance, Figure 4.22 in Palka (2014: 189). A footprint has been concretely imaged in a stone celt at the 
Maya ruins of Tonina, Chiapas, México. Curiously, a handprint can be seen on a stucco façade also at Tonina, 
functioning, as it appears in the photo provided in Palka’s book, as the central axis point between four circular 
elements, perhaps as part of the quincunx pattern. These visual markers of human handprints and footprints serve as 
indexes of human presence, but also signify a diverse array of meaning in different contexts. The handprint is one of 
the earliest forms of parietal art, images imprinted on the walls of caves. 
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the newly introduced animal that traveled and carried human beings as well as things (Figure 

25).   

Indigenous scribes continue to employ the footprint in the early Colonial period as well.  

The footprint is a visual trope of movement and travel, of atavistic migrations, of anfractuous 

paths that provide the viewer with a sense of directionality (not only physical but narratological 

as well); it corresponds with the outline of ancient roads traveled by Mesoamericans; it is a 

visually constructed motif that, when initially viewed, appears as a “natural” conceptual and 

visual cue understood as signaling physical movement through space and time.  But it is much 

more.  The footprint motif produces lines that delineate and delimit space, it connects the 

movement of the narrative’s characters to a specific place, and it visually constructs the recurrent 

icon for a marketplace, and of course it generally denotes motion and movement, time and space.  

The footprint also denotes genealogical bonds.  Employed in codices and other objects to 

visually align and connect vertical rows of married couples and their progeny, the footprint 

functions as a connective thread for dynastic lineages and their historical relationships to specific 

places, whether those places are constructed by human beings or they are natural elements of the 

surrounding environment.  In the Maya region, the footprint also specified a ruler’s accession to 

the throne, a vertically conceptualized sociopolitical movement of status and power.19   

Therefore the footprint, this simple and seemingly natural compositional motif, functions in 

many ways and is utilized in various media. 

                                                                           

 

19 Simon Martin and Nikolai Grube (2008) assert that the vertical positioning of footprints on several stone 
monuments in the Maya area signifies the concept of ascension, thus signaling the conceptualization of movement to 
the throne not only as a physical act, but much more as an abstracted upward or vertical movement in political and 
religious rank, a conceptualization common to many cultures around the world. 
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The Mixtec, of course, employed the footprint motif throughout the codices in order to 

signify many of the concepts I have been discussing here.  One particularly clear example of the 

use of the footprint by the Mixtec is from the Nutall on page fourteen (Figure 26).  In the top 

right column of this page we view a scene framed by a reversed, right-angled ‘C’ with footprints, 

one placed (or ‘stepped’) after another (curiously footprints are typically shown as singular steps, 

meaning as they would be experienced in real life walking, one after another and never together 

as they would be when standing still, thereby linking the footprint not with stasis but with 

physical movement).  The six footprints emerge out of the maw of a 45° angle crevice, perhaps a 

celestial rupture in the sky, and are paired in vertically descent in three blocked rectangles (the 

first one is red, then green, then orange), until they then move as pairs, again one in front of the 

other, horizontally to the left in three more rectangular, differently-colored blocks (the first one 

brown, then yellow, then blue).  With one hand, the figure on the right touches the fourth 

vertically descending footprint, and with his right foot (and particularly his toe directly above 

one footprint), he touches the third horizontal footprint, physically interacting not only with the 

female ritual participant to the viewer’s left, but with the framing mechanism as well. 

This particular scene from the Nuttall frames a conversation and ritual interaction of a 

male and female couple, a couple which has emerged from the opening imaged in the upper-right 

corner of the polychromatic band that surrounds the scene.  Curiously, the female in the scene 

does not have any physical, visual interaction with the frame or footprint motif like the male 

does.  The footprint motif in this pictorial scene provides the concept of movement through 

emergence from a visualized crevice as well as a vertical-horizontal partitioning of the place in 

which the ritual action between the male and female occurs on year 7 Reed, day 5 Flower. 
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Another scene from a different Mixtec codex, the Codex Becker II (Vienna fragment), 

visually demonstrates the use of the footprint motif in graphically delineating genealogical 

lineage (Figure 27).  This particular codex is read from left to right.  According to Monaghan 

(2012), the lower register of these pages records a general sequence of the ruling married couples 

whose progeny not in the primary line for rulership are shown in the upper register, uncolored 

and sporadic.  What I would like to point out here is that in several instances on these pages 

vertical lines of footprints, accompanied by vertical lines in black, ascend upward from between 

the couples in the lower registers who are seated on reed mats, the sign of rule and authority.  It 

is interesting to note that the footprints appear in between the seated couple thereby marking the 

subsequent progeny in the upper register as the offspring of the male and female, the male shown 

first on the left and the seated female shown on the right (and this codex is read from left to 

right).  Also, it is curious that the children who are not in line of succession are drawn in black 

outlines and not in polychromatic design and presentation.  Such a visual rendering presents the 

secondary noble children as not in full color, fleshed out in Mixtec colors as the ruling couples 

represented in the lower register are.20 

                                                                           

 

20 Other footprints appear on these pages and typically connect to the seated female in the lower register. These 
footprints descend (as opposed to ascending footprints connected to the secondary children of ruling couples), and as 
they descend, the viewer observes that they descend from probable place signs or toponyms. Most likely these place 
signs denote the chiefdom from which the seated female ruler is. It is interesting to note that these place signs and 
their descending footprints are also drawn in black (and the place signs are in black and not polychromatic), which 
could suggest that the scribe was not yet finished with these pages. This could mean, if the scribe was not yet done 
coloring the images of these pages, that a distinction between the colored-in ruling couples and the secondary 
children outlined in only black is not intended to be a visual or therefore conceptual distinction. Also interesting to 
note is that in the early Colonial period, lienzos, mapas, tiras, and other objects continue to utilize the footprint motif 
for many of the same visual and conceptual reasons discussed here, but often, such as on the Lienzo de Tlapiltepec, 
curving black lines are employed and the footprint is elided or used infrequently. There are footprints on the Lienzo 
de Tlapiltepec, but many black lines on that object do not have footprints (see Brownstone, 2015; Monaghan, 2012: 
fig. 6). Could this erasure or less frequent use of the ancient Mesoamerican motif of the footprint be an influence, 
visually expressed, from interaction with the new Spanish culture? Or could the black lines without footprints on the 
lienzo be demonstrative of a shift in concepts and how they are visually expressed? 
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 Maya ts’íibo’ob or scribes utilized the footprint to visually and linguistically signify 

‘roads’.21  For example, Maya scribes were most likely aware of other Mesoamerican languages, 

and many glyphs written during the zenith of Maya writing (the Classic Period from c. AD 250-

900) demonstrate connections to not only Classic Cholan (no longer spoken), but also to another 

Mayan language, what scholars refer to as Yucatec Maya.22  But Maya scribes probably also 

looked elsewhere in Mesoamerica in order to expand and build upon their indigenous writing 

system, demonstrating scribal interaction in the graphic construction and display of language.  

The footprint motif played a conceptual and visual role in linking different regions of 

Mesoamerica at different times. 

Several Maya graphemes, or glyphic constructions that combine syllables in order to 

spell out words or phrases, utilize the footprint, sometimes in conjunction with a ‘quincunx’ or 

graphic representation of the four cardinal directions with a fifth point in the center, perhaps to 

visually and linguistically tether the pronunciation of the glyphic compound to Zapotecan 

languages (Macri 2010: 204).23  As Macri points out, Zapotecan languages spoken in the Isthmus 

of Tehuantepec do not directly border the Maya lowlands, but are spoken in southern and 

western Oaxaca, a region quite close geographically to Maya cities along the Usumacinta River.  

Such proximity, and given certain explanations for syllabic constructions in the graphic 

representation of words or phrases, underscores scribal interaction in Mesoamerica, which 

                                                                           

 

21 See Macri (2010: 205, fig. 12) for several Maya graphemes expressive of ‘road’. 
 
22 Davíd Mora Marín (personal communication). More than one million modern-day speakers of this language refer 
to it as le maayaj t’aano’ or literally “the Maya speech.” Because it is spoken in what is called the Yucatan 
peninsula, scholars refer to this language as Yucatec Maya. 
 

23 Macri points out that the logograph for the word ‘snake’ (káan or chan) can be read as “syllabic b’i when a 
quincunx occurs on its face or when a foot is drawn in its eye” (see Macri 2010: 204-205, fig. 12). 
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includes Mixtec scribes and historians, as well as the enduring and linguistically transcendent 

visual motif—with its concomitant conceptual understanding—of the footprint.24 

 

Travel to Retrieve Images of the Gods: Lineage Formation in the Popol Vuh 

Written after the Spanish invasion of the sixteenth century (the story reportedly having a much 

more ancient genesis), the Popol Vuh, the K’iche Mayas’ sacred book of creation and lineage 

formation, describes how the four progenitors of K’iche culture decided to travel to a citadel in 

order to retrieve their gods.  According to the authors, creation of the K’iche’an ancestors 

occurred on the “other side of the sea” (Christenson 2003; Christenson and Sachse, 2005).  This 

place of creation is not only significant for its foundational and mythological characteristics, but 

it also provides the impetus for one instance of a journey undertaken by the progenitors’ sons 

who need to receive the proper insignia of rulership from the lord Nacxit, a mythical personage 

whose name is one of several for Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl (Christenson and Sachse 2005: 

4; Nicholson 2001).   

 One of the significant moments in the Popol Vuh is another instance of travel, of 

changing geographic location through which the K’iche’ progenitors “look for one who may 

protect us” (Christenson 2003: 208).  The sequence of events that leads to the necessary sojourn 

reveals the K’iche’an idea of the need for wood or stone to watch over the first mothers and 

                                                                           

 

24 Another example from the Maya area is that of the Akantuns or stone stelae that, during various eras, were 
erected and given human blood offerings as well as incense for New Year’s rituals as imaged in the Maya Dresden 
Codex and Madrid Codex (Christenson 2016: 34-34-47). These New Year rituals highlighted the erecting of the 
World Tree. Seen on the pages of the Dresden and the Madrid, the Akantun resembled stone pillars with several 
visual elements on them, including footprints. Allen Christenson believes that, because the Akantuns were moved 
every year into different places and positions, the footprints could have something to do with that movement 
(personal communication, 2017). Christenson also notes that according to the images of Akantuns on pages 25-28 of 
the Dresden Codex, the footprints appear (on three of the four lower registers) on an object, perhaps a cape, flowing 
away from the Akantun itself, a cape that resembles the one worn by the Classic Maya God L who is the 
consummate traveler (see Bernatz 2006). 
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fathers, the first K’iche’ peoples.  At first the original K’iche’ mothers and fathers did not “call 

upon” wood and stone, they did not yet have a need for images of their patron deities.  As they 

pleaded to the gods for their sons and daughters, as they fasted and desired the dawning of light, 

the progenitors prayed that there would be “true life-giving roads and pathways” (Christenson 

2003: 206).  These roads and pathways not only conceptually connect the living K’iche Maya 

with their creator deities, they also signify a link to life itself, a metaphor that is linguistically 

marked as well as appears in the visual narratives found in codices and in architectural structures 

such as the sacbeob or white roads. 

The need mentioned above for a physical object or visualized representation of the 

K’iche’an gods propels the journey and its concomitant transformation of K’iche society.  The 

authors mention that at this point in time a myriad of nations existed where the progenitors lived, 

marking the conversion from one homogenous group of people into various ethnic groups.  The 

four progenitors, Balam Quitze, Balam Acab, Mahucutah, and Iqui Balam were “great sages and 

wise men, bloodletters and honorers” (Christenson 2003: 207).  As they awaited the dawn, the 

progenitors’ hearts were weary and they did not have any wood or stone to watch over them, no 

material manifestation of the embodied divinities before whom they would pray and from whom 

they would receive protection and guardianship. These four founders are strikingly reminiscent 

of the four “saw-tooth crown” priests of the Selden Roll who carry Lord 9 Wind’s bundle to a 

specific locality in order to conduct the rituals necessary to establish a place, a place then imbued 

with the sacred and divine presence of Lord 9 Wind’s cultic bundle (Figure 28). 

The four founders, then, decide to venture off and search “for one who may protect us. 

We may find one before whom we may speak” (Christenson 2003: 208).  There is a sense, then, 

that the K’iche progenitors were not in possession of one before whom they could speak, 
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worship or conduct rituals, one who would protect them and their progeny.  The need to 

materialize their deities subjects them to the use of travel as a journey with a specific objective, a 

change of geographic place and cosmological ideology that will enable them to no longer “feign 

existence” because of the ability to venerate the physical presence of their deities (Christenson 

2003: 208).  The four primordial lineage founders hear news of a citadel and travel there. 

Balam Quitze, Balam Acab, Mahucutah, and Iqui Balam arrive at Tulan Zuyva, also 

referred to as “Seven Caves and Seven Canyons,” reflecting a conceptual correspondence of a 

specific, generative place with central Mexican and Mixtec narratives of Chicomoztoc, the 

“Place of Seven Caves,” the legendary point of origin for many Nahuatl-speaking groups and 

Mixtec ancestors (Christenson 2003: 208).  It is precisely at Tulan Zuyva that the K’iche’ 

founders receive their gods.  As each god comes out to the four progenitors in succession, the 

lineage founders proclaim that they found that for which they had searched, meaning that for 

which they had traveled.  Their sedentary existence and lack of ritual performance, even after 

their own creation, was transformed by the need and desire to obtain their gods, to move 

throughout an unknown landscape, thereby changing place in order to materialize their 

cosmological originators.  To accomplish this, the four lineage founders had to travel to a place 

of which they had heard, a seemingly foreign, and therefore supernatural, locus of the gods.   

 

The Mexica Migration and the Founding of Tenochtitlan 

Conceptually related to this part of the Popol Vuh, the Mexica migration begins with 

the communal group leaving the legendary place of Aztlan and wandering for one hundred years 

before settling in the Valley of Mexico and founding Tenochtitlan (Townsend 2009: 54-61).  

Among other codices like the Codex Azcatitlan, the Codex Boturini (also known as the Tira de 
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Peregrinación) visually weaves both time and space together as they travel an anfractuous path 

from one location to another.  The journey undertaken by the future rulers of central Mexico (and 

beyond) transforms the group as each episode of the migration defines them and establishes the 

foundation of their mytho-historical narrative (Boone 1991; Elzey 1991).  For the Mexica and 

many Nahua peoples of the later Aztec-centric world, travel, as it is depicted in several codices 

and other pictorial documents, is a transformative process that, whether historically accurate or 

not, visually narrates the changes of the Mexica from a nomadic and lowly group to the 

legitimate and appropriate rulers of much of Mesoamerica.  This transformation is subsequently 

accomplished by retrieving their patron deity and then carrying him wherever the Mexica went 

before finally establishing the place of Tenochtitlan in 1325.25 

 The initial sequence of events, or rather, the impetus for the Mexica migration is the 

obtaining of their patron deity Huitzilopochtli (Figure 29).  These images from the Codex 

Boturini perform a pictorial analogue of the Maya literary narrative from the Popol Vuh.  As 

they leave Aztlan, the Mexica first stop to receive their lineage deity, to retrieve him from within 

a mountain.  Travel is the necessary component for acquiring Huitzilopochtli who will then 

guide the Mexica throughout the duration of their migration.  This mytho-historical trope is 

                                                                           

 

25 Indeed, according to pictorial narratives, it is by becoming mobile, as a group, that the Mexica are able to 
undergo several stops and starts (geographically as well as within a Mesoamerican sociopolitical hierarchy), many 
periods of being ‘implaced’ and of being ‘displaced’ that constitute a new framing of the Mexica as a corporate 
entity in Postclassic Mesoamerica. Therefore, the Mexica are transformed by this change of place both physically, in 
terms of the travels that bring them eventually to found a new place at Tenochtitlan, and sociopolitically. This 
change can also be seen in the individual status and story of Lord 8 Deer in various Mixtec codices of the Postclassic 
era. 8 Deer Jaguar Claw, who was not in line to become king (yya), travels first to the coast of Oaxaca in order to 
found his own kingdom, Tututepec (Yucu Dzaa). Throughout 8 Deer’s visually narrated life, he continues to travel 
in order to meet with the Sun God, and to go to the Postclassic city of Cholula where the cult of Quetzalcoatl is 
centered, in order to receive the noseplug ornament that outwardly expresses a properly-ordained status as a tecuhtli 
or lineage head back in Oaxaca. Again, travel is used by groups like the Mexica (and other central Mexican Nahua 
groups) or by individuals like 8 Deer in order to convey a sociopolitical (and often economic) transformation and 
shift in power (see Joyce et al. 2004). Such instances of transformation and shifts of power connect to physical 
travel, which connects to the extraordinary feats of extraordinary character defined by and imbued within groups or 
individuals such as the Tenochca Mexica or Lord 8 Deer, a similar pattern to those observed in many parts of the 
world.  
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reminiscent of Lord 9 Wind, in the Codex Vienna, moving throughout the Mixtec landscape as 

he established not only specific places, but also provided a generative schema for the connection 

between movement and place. By visualizing the need to change place, to travel in order to 

receive their god, Mexica artists inflected the historical record with a manipulated vision of 

Mexica trials and migration that becomes the visually represented and therefore codified version 

of historic events (Boone, 1991: 130).  

 Huitzilopochtli, the Mexica deity above all other deities, guides the Mexica from their 

place of origin to present-day central Mexico.  It is his teotl (in Nahuatl) or sacred, divine 

essence (k’uh in Maya) that assists in not only the Mexicas’ geographical change of place, but 

their social and political transformation as well (this ties to the Mixtec depiction of Lord 8 Deer’s 

use of peregrination through various geographical places in order to solidify and substantiate his 

claims to sociopolitical power and prestige).  Once humble, lowly, and “uncivilized,” the 

migration and its various components change the band of Mexica into the “civilized,” 

knowledgeable, and legitimate rulers of what is today central Mexico.   

As argued by Boone (1991), the migration history is one in which Huitzilopochtli’s 

superiority is claimed, and as the patron deity from a seemingly foreign locus (foreign to the 

Mexicas’ origin of Aztlan), his strength and power derives from an otherworldly source, but will 

necessarily imbue the place of Tenochtitlan with that divine power and essence.  As the Mexica 

travel, the supremacy of Huitzilopochtli endows the tribal group with spiritual power, thereby 

metamorphosing the Mexica from an insignificant community of people into the religious and 

sociopolitical leaders destined to rule much of Postclassic Mesoamerica.   

Therefore, the Mexica themselves claim a divinely sanctioned process of travel through 

various landscapes charged with “the passage from one social position to another” (Boone, 1991: 
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146).  Arnold van Gennep’s (1960) concept of ritual processes that he calls rites de passage, as 

containing three developmental stages, may be of analytical value for an understanding of the 

Mexica migration.  Although not an exact correlation in terms of Van Gennep’s specific rites, 

useful information is gleaned for analyzing this tripartite processual structure of the Mexica 

migration.  The first and last stages, separation and re-aggregation, are self-explanatory; that is, 

as I am using this process to analyze Mexica transformation through movement, first the group 

must leave their place of origin, their homeland, and in the final phase re-establish and re-create 

their original source of self by founding Tenochtitlan, the sacred precinct that frames the very 

center of sociopolitical, cosmological, and cultural lifeways. 

The middle phase of Van Gennep’s concept is what he referred to as the ‘margin’ or the 

‘limen.’  It is this phase that has received much attention from scholars such as Victor Turner 

(1977) and Terence Turner (1977).  The issue for this chapter is that the Mexica must pass 

through the humbling and troubling ordeals of the liminal phase, the spatial zones (both exterior, 

geographic ones and psychological, interior ones) in between origins and their eventual 

recreation of the place of origins at Tenochtitlan (with the help of their tutelary deity 

Huitzilopochtli).  As Victor Turner observes (1977: 39), a connection is made, for many 

indigenous groups around the world, between a humble origin and eventual elitehood, eventual 

and seemingly inevitable, and justifiable, rulership.  The liminal middle phase also provides 

another metaphor for travel as it too can become “a corridor almost, or a tunnel which may, 

indeed, become a pilgrim’s road or passing from dynamics to statics, may cease to be a mere 

transition and become a set way of life.”   

By the Late Postclassic, the Mexica had transformed themselves from their lowly, 

humble origins, into the rulers of a mighty empire centered in the sacred city of Tenochtitlan.  
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The Tenochca Mexica, once they retrieved their patron deity Huitzilopochtli from a foreign 

locus, passed through the tripartite process that assisted in their eventual transformation.  Travel, 

in this instance migration, was a central component of Mexica metamorphosis.  The exterior, 

geographic places traversed by this humble group of people touched, changed, and transformed 

the interior, psychological zones of the Mexica cultural mind.  Whether or not this original 

migration is historically accurate or a conscious construction is not the point; or rather, perhaps 

the construction of this narrative is precisely the point as it reinforced the idea that travel as a 

ritual performance in the past served the Mexica present, the epoch in which their sociopolitical 

authority and cosmo-theological genesis could not be questioned.  The entire journey, both the 

physical migration and the psychological, political transition of Mexica identity, began with the 

retrieval of Huitzilopochtli (his effigy), which signaled Mexica origins and legitimated 

geographic and other claims as the rulers of much of Postclassic Mesoamerica. 

 Among other aspects of Mexica lifeways, the political economy of sixteenth-century 

Mexico was observed and documented by the Spaniard Bernardino de Sahagún, a Franciscan 

friar who became an ethnographer centuries before that social science formed. Bernardino 

commented on the pochteca, a hereditary group of merchants who also fulfilled several other 

roles within their established networks of alliances and trade (Figure 18).  The pochteca were 

merchants who organized in a guild-like fashion, and they occupied their own ‘barrios’ or 

neighborhoods at Tenochtitlan-Tlatelolco. As far south as Guatemala and as far north as the 

Chaco Canyon area in present-day New Mexico, the pochteca traveled and traded their wares, 

usually items that could be carried by human beings (workers hired to transfer goods from one 

area to another, referred to as tlamemes) as there were no pack animals used in ancient 

Mesoamerica. 
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 Composing a distinct and separate sociopolitical group, the pochteca appear to have been 

a hereditary occupational class, but perhaps there were outsiders who were also able to join their 

ranks. There is much speculation about certain elements of the relationship that the pochteca had 

with the Mexica (and Triple Alliance Aztec) state.  Some scholars conjecture that the pochteca 

were not only long-distance traders, but that they were also spies sent on reconnaissance 

missions to other parts of Mesoamerica, particularly those that had not yet been brought into the 

boundaries of the Aztec Empire. These pochteca could have easily disguised themselves and 

infiltrated sections of the populace, thereby gaining information about systems of political and 

economic significance.  The pochteca could have been divided into different classes or types of 

pochteca, establishing a hierarchy within the merchant class that would have provoked 

competition.  Also, some members of the pochteca were probably trained as warriors, bringing 

into regional and distant lands not only wares and goods to trade but the might to force 

relationships with the ruling lineage of Tenochtitlan as well.   

 There is some speculation that the tradition of the pochteca originated at a much earlier 

time, a millennia before the city of Tenochtitlan was established (Miller 1983; Pool 2007). At 

Teotihuacan, a mural supposedly depicts Yacatecuhtli, patron god of ‘wandering merchants’ and 

the later pochteca (Miller 1983). If the patron deity of the pochteca is portrayed at Teotihuacan 

(and presumably painted when the city was thriving during the Early Classic), then perhaps 

interaction between Teotihuacan with much of Mesoamerica during the Early Classic was 

facilitated by the presence of these merchants-cum-warriors who could have also been spies and 

diplomats, knowledgeable about the many roads, peoples, and places of Mesoamerica.   

The Early Classic pochteca, due to their extensive travels and interactions, could have 

also been bilingual or trilingual, easily incorporating themselves into native Maya, Zapotec, and 
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Gulf Coast populations.  Perhaps their recognizable status as foreign merchants from a distant 

land also contributed to their positions in foreign city-states.  It is noteworthy that the closing of 

roads or the killing of pochteca during the Aztec Empire was reason enough for war (Hassig 

1985). If certain elements of the sixteenth-century pochteca are applicable to a comparable 

Teotihuacan merchant class during the Early Classic, then perhaps this avenue of investigation 

adds another perspective to Mesoamerican interaction and movement during various epochs.  

Economic reasons such as trade for exotic goods connected to the deities like quetzal feathers, 

cacao, jade, and other items could have been motivating factors for travel, trade, and interaction.  

 

Modern-day Huichol Pilgrimage: Re-creating Primordial Journeys of the Gods 

A modern-day sojourn that most likely has roots in the ancient past is the ritual travel of  

the Huichol (whose endonym is Wixaritari and its adjectival form is Wixárika).26  Relevant to 

this chapter are several aspects of this indigenous groups’ movement through a sacred landscape, 

their journey charged with historical and cosmological, even primordial, implications. The 

Wixáritari annually participate in a quest, a hunt, a terrestrial voyage to obtain the sacred 

substance of peyote, a naturally occurring plant that is used in ritual ceremonies for its 

hallucinogenic properties that transform, transition, and position the individual within a larger 

complex of cosmological understanding.   

The journey re-creates (or rather, creates anew) the ritual process of ancestor and deity 

travel, thereby bringing the Wixáritari back to their origins, to the ancient source of their modern 

identity.  The journey entails an understanding of sacred and profane space, cultural constructs 

                                                                           

 

26 The Huichol make this pilgrimage at least four times a year, connecting the number of times with the cardinal 
directions (Tim Knab, personal communication). The yearly sojourn to their primordial homeland also has an 
economic dimension, not just a religious or spiritual one as they sell some of the peyote they collect (John Pohl, 
personal communication). 
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that not only inform and widen comprehension of movement in the Popol Vuh and the Mexica 

migration, but also point to the necessity for travel in order to enter various landscapes and states 

of being as space and time are shuffled, reorganized, or collapsed through such ritual 

peregrination. 

 The Wixáritari sojourn, often several times a year, over two hundred miles (about five 

hundred kilometers) from their homeland in the Sierra Madre Occidental to a sacred land called 

Wirikuta, a desert in the modern Mexican state of San Luis Potosí.  This sacred space is believed 

to be the original homeland, the fountain of Wixárika identity.  It is at Wirikuta that the First 

Peoples dwelled, the ancestors to demigods, human beings, animals, and plants (Myerhoff 1976).  

The sojourn reflects many aspects of Wixárika religion, culture, and history.  This ceremonial 

event affords the Wixáritari an entrance into divine and sacred realms, even those that may be 

inflected with a sense of humor.  

However, the sacred landscape traversed by the Wixáritari is mostly imbued with the 

seriousness and gravity reserved for things of a divine and holy nature.  The mundane activities 

on the “roads” of daily life, specifically for the Wixárika people, blend with this notion of the 

sacred, this conceptual sphere that collapses the Occidental perspective of separation of things 

that are sacred from those that are deemed profane.  An annual journey, such as that traveled by 

the Wixáritari, melds these two worlds of the holy and the banal, the quotidian and the 

cosmological.  The “peyote hunt,” as it is called, is the central component and ceremony of 

Wixárika religion in which the Wixárika and their deities forge a united complex of the symbols 

of deer, maize, and peyote. 

The tripartite complex of symbols becomes a lever, an understanding of the extraordinary 

combination of Wixárika beliefs, a return to their origins and experience of their lived present, 
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and a window through which the mara’akame or shaman-leader may view the future (Myerhoff 

1976: 114).  The Wixárika were once a nomadic band of hunter-gatherers in the desert who then 

developed sedentary communities in the Sierra Madre Occidental.  Moving through the 

landscape at first to hunt deer, and then becoming familiar with a stationary life because of 

maize, the Wixárika engage with travel in order to actively recall the various stages of their 

development as a people by physically recreating the initial steps of their originator gods.  

Because of the need to commune with their gods and with their origins, the Wixárika travel to 

the sacred, mythical land where the First Peoples originated.  Their annual journey re-creates the 

First Mara’akame’s journey, that of Tatewarí, the oldest and most sacred deity of the Wixárika.   

 

Connective Threads: Travel as Performing Cultural Work 

I have included a cursory discussion of the modern-day, annual journey of the Wixárika people 

because its basic structure can be put into a dialogue with the events associated with travel as 

discussed in the Popol Vuh and imaged in central Mexican and Mixtec codices.  The two- 

hundred mile peregrination also demonstrates a continuity of the necessity of travel and 

movement tied to origins as a central component of ongoing Mesoamerican rituals.  The 

constructed mytho-historical narratives of the Popol Vuh and the Codex Boturini underscore the 

movement of peoples through an unknown, foreign landscape in order to retrieve their deities, 

the patron guides that locate and initiate the K’iche Maya and the Aztec Mexica lineages, 

dynasties, culture, and shared origins as connected to a specific place.  Travel, in this sense, is 

about connecting contemporary concerns, spiritual and communal, to their original founders and 

progenitors. 
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While the modern Wixáritari do not journey to physically retrieve and carry off their 

patron deities (or their effigies), movement through over two hundred miles of desert terrain 

certainly pertains to a reenactment of their origins, a ritual performance that re-creates Tatewarí’s 

initial journey that provided the source of being and spiritual connection for the Wixárika people.  

Tatewarí preceded the birth of the sun, thereby initiating with his own birth the creation of the 

Wixáritari and of sacred time-space, which I argue includes movement and place.   

Similar in concept and as a divinely marked sociopolitical place of rulership, the Mixtec 

polities (of the Mixteca) are often visually established in the extant codices (and the 

accompanying oral narrative, hence its performance) through ritual action, through the physical 

movement, the descent from the celestial realm of the culture hero Lord 9 Wind (Figure 21).  In 

the Codex Vienna, Lord 9 Wind, who is demonstrably active on the obverse, descends from the 

heavens, travels through the earth, and emerges via the Mixtec equivalent of Chicomoztoc into 

the quotidian world of the Mixteca region, bringing with him the accoutrements of divine 

authority and political rule (Boone 2000: 152).  Lord 9 Wind’s sacred bundle (Figure 28), carried 

by four priests throughout scenes in the Selden Roll, arrives at a temple-pyramid that contains on 

its architectural facade a repetition of the same pictographic sign, ten times, that signify 

movement (a stylized ‘X’; see Figure 20).  Neither Boone nor other scholars have commented on 

this building’s visual or conceptual significance.  It is, however, a clear visual statement that 

connects Lord 9 Wind with a specific place and with the particular visual signifier for movement.  

Lord 9 Wind is therefore visualized as a deity of movement, as a deity linked with the natural 

forces and elements of motion and mobility.   

In her seminal study of ancient Panamanian cultures, Mary W. Helms (1979) 

demonstrates that travel is an integral component of ritual, rulership, and the pursuit of esoteric 
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knowledge.27  The prestigious cultural symbols of spiritual prowess were evidenced in the 

shaman’s capabilities, knowledge, and power acquired through experiences and travel in foreign 

landscapes.  As Helms points out, the ruling elites of Panama struggled to maintain sociopolitical 

power (1979: 125).  Competition among Cuna shamans produced various means of acquiring and 

maintaining power, namely an intermediary position between the local, known environment and 

the foreign, unknown one.  The acquisition of skills and knowledge unknown in one’s own 

village, that is, from a foreign place, lent the shaman-leader a prestigious air and denoted an 

epistemological foundation derived from otherworldly sources, landscapes, and spaces. 

Travel in ancient Panama, as well as in the many examples of movement aforementioned 

in this essay, elicits a structural and fundamental understanding of space as divided into sacred 

and profane.28  Although some spaces (and therefore places) share aspects of both the sacred and 

profane, space is not generally viewed as homogeneous for religious humans, but rather it 

“experiences disruptions, breaks in it; some parts of space are qualitatively different from others” 

(Eliade 1959: 20).  Travel and movement from one’s own fixed point in space, part of the 

profane milieu of everyday, ordinary existence, into an unknown and chaotic point in space, part 

                                                                           

 

27 For the purposes of the present chapter, I am interested in commonalities evident in ancient Panama, the 
correlative aspects of moving through time, space, and the sacred landscapes of geographically foreign places, and 
why such movement in ancient Panama had cultural capital, why it bolstered positions of power and prestige. As 
shaman-leaders of ancient Panamanian societies desired to highlight their own esoteric experiences and knowledge, 
the physical movement of travel allowed for and bolstered the shaman’s religious and political position because of a 
direct association with the foreign, a distant realm of the unknown and therefore connected to the potency and 
potential dangers associated with the supernatural. See Helms (1979). 
28 Such a binary certainly has problematic issues because of slippage between the two categories of sacred and 
profane, a blending and blurring of supposedly clear categorical distinction. However, such distinctions, in many 
ways, remain true for ancient and modern indigenous cultures and therefore systems of belief, praxis, and 
explanation for conducting rituals at certain places in the landscape at certain times of the year or even at certain 
times of the day (many rituals are conducted at night rather than during daylight hours). See Bassie-Sweet (2008); 
Brady and Prufer (2015); Carrasco (2015); Christenson (2001, 2008, 2009, 2016); Eliade (1959); Maffie (2014); 
Oakley (2009); Smith (1987) for discussions about space and place, about conceptions of sacred space expressed 
visually, architecturally, as well as in oral narratives and ritual praxis. 
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of the sacred environment of the extraordinary, supernatural realm, become necessary 

components for the efficacy of ritualistic action and sociopolitical authority.   

The ordinary, organized, and familiar territories of the local are therefore juxtaposed with 

the unfamiliar, chaotic and potentially dangerous realms of the supernatural, the foreign spheres 

that only shamans can navigate (Eliade 1959: 29-30).  For the ancestral Cuna of Panama, 

spiritual beings and deities inhabited the limits of the terrestrial terrain, the points on the horizon 

that were perpetually “over there” (Helms 1979: 133).  Akin to the K’iche Mayas’ need to travel 

in order to receive their lineage deities, similar to the Mexica migration after receiving their 

patron deity Huitzilopochtli from a foreign locus, and functioning as a structural analogue of the 

Wixárika sojourn into an unknown, foreign landscape to re-create their origins, ancient 

Panamanian shamans traveled in order to contact the extraordinary world of the supernaturals, 

the places of disorientation, chaos and otherworldy power.  The knowledge and experiences 

derived from this journey established the shaman-leader’s authority and prestige, much as the 

journeys of the K’iche, Mexica and Wixáritari solidified their mytho-historical origins, collapsed 

through ritual the distinctive realms of space and time, and associated the foreign with the 

consecrated territories of the supernatural. 

Arrivals of foreigners and their deities paint known places and geographies with the 

colors of exotic experience, of recondite knowledge that specifies and structures the encounters 

with the prestigious doctrines, rituals, and institutions associated with foreign, unknown locales.  

These foreign localities are conceptually linked to the sacred, supernatural realms that render 

travel as a necessary, foundational element of legitimate governance, power, and prestige.29  In 

                                                                           

 

29 The question of legitimacy and the right to rule appears to be a recurrent theme and explanation for obtaining and 
maintaining socioeconomic, ritual, and political power. Travel, often performed through sacred pilgrimage, often 
serves as a crucial component for legitimizing existing power structures in the ancient world. As it pertains to 
Mesoamerica, pilgrimage and other forms of travel, not just for economic trade, underscore the need for further 
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the examples I have considered, travel and movement in Mesoamerica reconstitute and 

recapitulate various peoples’ origins and their ancillary connections to deities. Travel, in this 

sense, becomes the route to re-creation, the ritualized pathway to perpetual reorientation of the 

world to its cosmological genesis, conscripted as it is by movement, by the apparently mandated 

originative and generative travels of deities like Lord 9 Wind, Tatewarí, and others. 

As previously mentioned, travel and the movement of people, objects, deities and their 

ideologies purportedly intensified in the Postclassic era.  However, networks of interregional 

interaction, and therefore routes of travel and exchange, existed long before the Postclassic (Lee 

Jr. and Navarrete 1978; Pool 2007; Rosenswig 2010).  Ancient travel and movement is much 

discussed in other regions of the world, but has not received the same level of scrutiny in the 

Americas.  Reasons for travel in ancient Mesoamerica are as varied as its peoples, cultures, 

languages, and landscapes. Objects from foreign realms could have been perceived as 

structurally similar to objects created in supernatural areas and therefore functioned as indexes of 

not only travel, but of a connection between the foreign and the supernatural, between the known 

place and the unknown one. 

 

The Presence of Place  

Place is a marked and significant visual component of the Mixtec codices as it is tied to and 

coheres with dynastic lineage, history, and geographic terrain.  Several scholars have written 

about the importance of place for the Mixtec people in ancient, colonial, and modern eras 

                                                                           

 

study, examination, and clarification, particularly in how the act of travel, as broad as that category of human or 
even divine action may be, is visualized in richly layered and complex objects such as the Mixtec codices. 
Therefore, this dissertation is an initial step into the general questions of travel and specific queries of travel in 
ancient Mesoamerica. See Casson (1994), Elsner and Rubiés (1999); Helms (1979, 1988), Kubler (1962, 1984); 
Shadow and Shadow (2000); Turner and Turner (2011). 
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(Byland and Pohl 1990, 1994; Furst 1978; Jansen 1990; Smith 1973; Spores 1967, 1984; 

Terraciano 2001).  The Mixtec language is a member of the Oto-Manguean language family, the 

only language family in Mesoamerica whose every language is tonal.  This aspect of Mixtec is 

significant because it dovetails with the visual representations of various places in the codices.  

So-called “tone puns” are a visual play on the meanings of words in order to pictorially create a 

definitional understanding of a specific place in the codices.  For example, the word yodzo, 

depending on tone, signifies “plain” or “feather.”  As depicted in the codices, an elongated 

collection of three or four rows of feathers is therefore representative of a field, usually the site 

or place of certain rituals (Figure 30).  This visual trope is an example of a tone pun in that it 

uses one possible meaning of a word to image the intended meaning as contextualized by its 

visual presentation. 

Place is significant for the study of Mixtec codices precisely because of its connection to 

geographical territory, ancestral and/or deity lineage formation, and its culturally encoded 

presentation of communal memory, of the shared history of various Mixtec kingdoms during the 

Postclassic.  The codices visually depict in similar modes of expression the founding of place, 

movement between different places, and specific ritual actions that are performed at named sites 

or places in the Mixteca region.  In order to unpack the importance and relevance of place in the 

Mixtec codices, it is necessary to first examine various perspectives on what place (and its usual 

juxtaposition with space) signifies.  Because place is culturally constructed and therefore 

understood within social contexts, its visual production and emphasis in the codices draws out 

indigenous conceptions of territory, landscape, and movement or travel within those notional and 

actual parameters. It will also be useful to examine and highlight the continuity of place within 

the early colonial context of indigenous communities’ lienzos, maps, and cartographic histories. 
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As Carlos Rincón Mautner (1999, 2012) has demonstrated that the process of place-

making in northwestern Oaxaca, particularly the Mixteca region, is historically contingent and 

significant for a community’s foundation because it manufactures common sources for shared 

experiences, much like the process does for communities around the world (Basso 1996; Griffith 

1992; Liebsohn 1994; Smith 1987; Tuan 1974, 1990, 2013).  Mixtec codices focalize the 

constituted visual memory of particular polities and their history, whether historical or 

mythological, seen or unseen.  And as will be discussed below, certain mechanisms and 

functions of presenting communal memory and history persist in the early Colonial period.  

Geographic territory in the Mixteca retains its vital importance, and perhaps even gains in 

conceptual magnitude, for the Mixtec elite (and therefore for entire communities) after the 

Spanish arrive.  The visualized and performed repetition of founding events, of the visual 

narratives of culture heroes as they travel in various realms, and of linear patterning within the 

codices, emphasizes and serves as a primer for conceptual nodes of accessing cultural memory.   

An effective approach for understanding the significance of place in the Mixtec codices is 

Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann’s Toward a Geography of Art (2004).30  In this book, Kaufmann 

explores the connection between place, history, and art or architecture.  Kaufmann emphasizes 

the linkages between human groups and their surrounding environment or landscape, the natural 

and built geographies that influence and often determine the complex systems that structure the 

production of artistic styles and traits. In answering the question of how geography and art are 

                                                                           

 

30 Kaufmann’s book demonstrates the need for the field of art history to recognize and engage with other avenues of 
inquiry, other fields of knowledge and experience. Cross-fertilization of ideas is often beneficial for intellectual 
pursuits because connections between things, however disparate they may at first glance appear to be, can be made, 
examined, absorbed, dissected, and therefore explained and placed within a larger contextual frame. Such 
interdisciplinary efforts are part of this very dissertation and my own academic trajectory.  
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interwoven, Kaufmann analyzes space and how it may be conceived as something closed, 

structured, and bounded, and in this way it pertains most obviously to geography. 

Kaufmann defines geography as a "science that deals with the earth and its life, especially 

the description of land, sea, air, and the distribution of plant and animal life including man and 

his industries" (2004: 1).  It has also been conceived of as "the delineation or systematic 

arrangement of constituent elements."  Kaufmann’s book is relevant for the analysis and 

comprehension of the Mixtec codices because it underscores the link of the earth and humanity 

while demonstrating that this association of place with culture is fundamental.31  A broader 

conception of geography, and specifically the geography of art, is not simply concerned with the 

physical or natural environments, as is the subfield of physical geography, but with human 

beings and their culturally specific products that are created by and fed into a representational 

system.  

One cultural element, as visualized in the codices, that differentiates the Mixtec from 

other indigenous groups of Mesoamerica is their generative autochthonous identity.  The Mixtec 

pictorially construct and therefore claim that their ancestral founding couples emerged from 

localized flora, such as a river, tree or stone, within the Mixteca itself (Figure 14).  As a 

culturally constitutive marker of place, and of belonging to the Mixteca since both place and time 

were created, this ancestral geographical assertion declares a formative cohesion for the Mixtec  

people, genealogy, history, and culture.  Place for the Mixtec therefore plays a significant role in 

their epistemological foundation, in the cognitive mapping of their communal identity as 

established through oral narratives connected with visualized and performed myth-histories in 

                                                                           

 

31 Geography, much like travel, is a broad and expansive field of inquiry and contains a literature that is therefore 
constantly being examined, re-examined, added to, changed, refined, and modified. For a general overview of how 
geography has been thought of and written about, as well as why it is a significant and perpetually growing field of 
inquiry, see Cosgrove (2008), Martin and James (1993), Sack (1997), Unwin (1992), and Walter (1988).   
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the codices.  Because the codices were utilized as mnemonic devices during certain rituals 

throughout the year (Burgoa, 1934 [1674]), place would have been immediately and ritually 

portrayed as imbued with historical, ongoing, and local relevance for a communal Mixtec 

identity.  

Local circumstances, according to Kaufmann (and I would add the dimension of locally 

produced histories such as those found in the codices), have always been involved in geography, 

the environmental framework undergirding interaction with the landscape.  He notes (2004: 2), 

"in its most inclusive sense, geographic method is concerned with examining the localization on 

the earth of any phenomenon,” an idea that dovetails with the a priori category and insistent 

privileging of place.  In his treatise Leviathan, Thomas Hobbes (1982 [1651]) observes, “no man 

therefore can conceive anything, but he must conceive it in some place.”  This examination of 

place within the context of the Mixtec codices intersects with the broader studies of cultural 

geography, which is defined as the study of how cultures’ traits, complexes, and systems are 

spread over space, a landscape of spatial possibility then constructed in and tied to specific 

places.  This process of demarcating place takes on a historical component, thereby threading 

together in the codices the founding events, ritual actions, and movement occurring in and 

between specific places and at specific times. 

If history is concerned with chronology, then cultural geography is concerned with the 

theoretical and locational notions of space and place.  The ancient Greeks treated history as 

inseparable from geography much like the Mixtec.  Because art has a history, argues Kaufmann, 

it also is constituted within geographic terrain.  Kaufmann writes “for if the history of art 

conceives of art as being made in a particular time, it obviously also puts it in a place” (2004: 5-

6).  I would also argue that for the Mixtec, place and time, therefore topography, geography, and 
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history, are interstitial loci for the production of codical imagery and narratives; that is, these 

sacred books were created within a cultural understanding of place as a constitutive component, 

not as a circumstantial element relegated to the background of Mixtec identity, history, and 

memory, but as an integral, salient component of the stories themselves.  Indeed, Mixtec 

narratives of cosmological as well as geographical creation begin with the potency and actuality 

of movement implaced, motion as anchored to particular places of action.  Therefore the 

geography of the Mixteca region and the visual narratives of travel as imaged in the codices are 

mutually reinforcing mechanisms of a conceptual, compositional consuetude. 

Yi-Fu Tuan’s book Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience (1977) is another 

source germane to the study of the Mixtec codices precisely because of its discussion of place as 

an organized world of cultural meaning.  Particularly apposite is Tuan’s writing about indigenous 

conceptualizations of landscape, territory, and place.  Landscape, as well as the cultural and built 

constructions of place within, is communal history made visible.  Tuan writes “the native’s 

identity- his place in the total scheme of things- is not in doubt, because the myths that support it 

are as real as the rocks and waterholes he can see and touch” (1977: 157-8).  Recorded in the 

geographical territory, in the land of specific places of the Mixteca, the Mixtec found (and 

visualized in the codices) the ancient stories of ancestors, of deities, and of the divine characters 

from whom they descended, or as Tuan puts it, “the whole countryside is his family tree” (1977: 

158). 

Place is therefore part of a community’s identity and memory, physically and visually 

archiving as it does the achievements and happenings of the past that inspire and inflect the 

present.  Place provides a rootedness in the soil, in the local geographical landscape that 

seemingly never changes, which stands in contradistinction to human beings’ frailty and 
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perpetual change throughout the course of life.  Place is therefore space that has been converted 

from the unknown to the known, from the abstract and undifferentiated to the concrete and 

valued (Tuan, 1977: 6).  For the Navajo of North America, sky and earth are the two regions in 

which any thing must be ‘placed’ if it is to become created, if it is to begin at all (Kelley and 

Francis 1994).32  This conceptual emphasis on the ‘placing’ of things signals the relationship 

between origins, creation, identity and the experience of those structuring cultural categories in 

terms of place. 

Memory certainly pertains to this discussion of the significance of place, particularly for 

the Mixtec people and the creation of their codices during the Postclassic era.  The codices 

function as a visual as well as a performative re-enactment of Mixtec histories.  Dynastic lineage 

is presented as immanently tethered to place in all of the extant codices and in the lienzos of the 

Early Colonial period as well.  These genealogical lineages connect with not only aboriginal 

landscapes, but also with specific places within that geographical terrain.   The codices, then, are 

tangible evidences of the past, of Mixtec origination, of primogeniture and ethnogenesis.  

Through the visual rhetoric created, structured, and maintained in the codices, Ñudzahui scribe-

artists artistically encoded and conceptually formulated a sense of the Mixtec community’s self.  

The events unfolded (and continuously unfolded through repeated performances and oral 

narration) in the codices make the past accessible, shoring up the “crumbling landscapes of the 

past” (Tuan 1977: 187). 

The past is therefore accessible, indirectly or often even directly, and experienced in the 

images of the codices and their accompanying oral performances.  Through pictographic, 

                                                                           

 

32 This binary is atypical in the sense that a third layer or Underworld often comprises another spatial or placial 
level of existence, of the supernatural creation of things. Again, it is frequently much more complicated than the 
spatial partitioning of ‘sky’ and ‘earth’ and all things therein. Kelley’s and Francis’s (1994) emphasis on the 
relationships the Navajo have with a congeries of landscapes is layered and complex.  
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symbolic means, a sense of Mixtec identity is visualized through the imaged myth-histories 

contextualized and narrated in the codices.  Complex cosmologies and their concomitant myth-

histories cohere into a system in which place prominently figures.  The location and depiction of 

place-signs in the Mixtec codices take on a stylized, repetitive, basic form that is then 

transformed by its constituent components to reveal the specific place that the particular place-

sign represents.  Described as a “D” with the straight side of that letter placed horizontally on the 

bottom, place-signs in the Codex Zouche-Nuttall or in the Codex Vindobonensis often appear as 

hills, not only as ruptures of the visual and perspectival space in the codices but as nodes of 

particular events, rituals, ancestors, or rulers.33  These past actions associated with specific places 

collapse the conceptual bridge of temporal distance between the Mixtec world of the present and 

that of the past. 

British anthropologist Tim Ingold philosophizes that persons and things do not so much 

exist as occur.  Ingold states that people are identified “not by any fixed, essential attributes laid 

down in advance or transmitted ready-made from the past, but by the very pathways (or 

trajectories, or stories) along which they have previously come and are presently going” (2011: 

141).  Although the extant Mixtec codices appear to be static objects, they would have been 

accompanied by the oral narratives performed by Mixtec storytellers, thereby producing tangible 

pathways to the past and connecting them to the present.  Geographer Doreen Massey has argued 

that space is a “sphere of…con- temporaneous multiplicity” as well as the “simultaneity of 

stories-so-far” (2005: 10-12, 148, 183).   

                                                                           

 

33 Place signs in the Mixtec codices are actually quite diverse in visual representation as seen in Boone (2000: 52, 
fig. 24), Brownstone (2015), and in Smith (1973). However, the particular ‘skeleton’ or foundational structure of 
many place signs is the convention of an inverted ‘D’ with the arching line of the ‘D’ as the upward or vertically-
placed part of the sign, often compared to a bell shape. For example, see Figures 12, 15, 29. 
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Contextualized within our present discussion, these ideas of space and of how various 

human cultures make and re-make their past are part and parcel of the establishment of place, of 

the demarcation of abstract space into recognizable place that, in the case of the codices, 

delineates and visualizes simultaneous stories of past and present, linking present rulers with the 

primordial actions of deities and ancestors, specifically the physical act of emergence as 

connected to place in the Mixteca.  

Space is the most abstract of terms that we use and could be seen as one of the most 

empty as well, lending place an even greater significance in the conceptual dichotomy of “space 

and place.”  Ingold notes that biologists study organisms that inhabit environments, not space; 

farmers cultivate and harvest their crops in land or fields, not space; artists set up easels in order 

to paint landscapes, not space; travelers move through country, not space; when at home, we are 

indoors, not in space (2011: 145).  These semantic expressions point to a greater 

conceptualization, I believe, within our own Western cultures, but are not unassailable truths, 

putative absolutes beyond debate.  I have adumbrated Ingold’s argument here in order to 

underscore what all of these words are connected to: place!  However, Ingold also argues that the 

counterposing of space and place leads to ever higher levels of abstraction: “my contention is 

that lives are led not inside places but through, around, to and from them, from and to places 

elsewhere” (2011: 148). 

Ingold’s argumentation from a philosopher-anthropologist’s perspective challenges 

previous ideas about the apparent dyadic structure of space and place because human beings 

move throughout landscapes, between ‘centers’ and ‘peripheries’.  We may inhabit specific 

places, name them and conceptualize their origins or witness their continuing growth (or decline 

or decay) in terms of architecture, population, or natural features, but significant for this 
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discussion of place is the factual and human practice of movement.  Ingold writes “places, in 

short, are delineated by movement, not by the outer limits to movement” (2011: 148).  Ingold 

observes that for the native Inuit, as soon as a person moves, he conceptually becomes a line.  

When hunting animals or when searching for a member of the community who is lost, the Inuit 

lays one line of tracks across the expansive landscape, looking for another line of motion. The 

entire landscape is therefore conceived of as a mesh of lines rather than as a continuous surface 

(Ingold, 2011: 149-150). 

In light of Ingold’s observations, the Mixtec codices take on a new dimension of 

producing indigenous forms of knowledge within the imagery, within the visualization of ‘static 

movement’ so to speak.  Knowledge, argues Ingold, is formed by and through movement, in the 

“passage from place to place and the changing horizons along the way” (2011: 154).  This 

conceptual association of movement with place, I argue, can be applied to the Mixtec codices, to 

their ongoing process of producing cultural knowledge of historic and mythological events, 

ancestors, and the original establishment of place.  Movement through landscapes, from place to 

place, is more than just a remnant of the indigenous purlieu; movement, whether by travel or 

ritual action, is constitutive of place.  It can also be argued that place is an a priori of our 

existence on earth (Casey 1997), so movement and place are intricately and intimately tethered. 

Another approach that incorporates movement with the production of communal 

knowledge and identity is found in the work of Vincent Stanzione (2007) on the Tz’utujil Maya 

of Santiago Atitlan, a lakeside town in the highlands of Guatemala.  He claims to be the last 

professional anthropologist of the twentieth century who accompanied several Tz’utujil on a 3-

day pilgrimage to the coast that they no longer make.  Stanzione uses his understanding and 

experience of this sojourn for his study of the early colonial document from central Mexico 
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known as the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 (Figure 31).  Although produced at a different time 

from Stanzione’s own experiences with the Tz’utujil, and from a different region and culture of 

Mesoamerica, several parallels exist that speak to the power of place and the importance of 

movement between places for indigenous people. 

“Walking is knowing. It is not the only way to know but it is one of the time-honored 

ways that knowledge about landscape, ancestors, and mythology has been internalized over the 

millennia” (Stanzione 2007: 332).  As Stanzione connects his recent ethnographic experience 

with the Tz’utujil and the imagery on the indigenous early colonial cartographic history 

presented on the Mapa, it becomes apparent that this way of knowing, of moving through the 

very same environment traversed by ancestors and culture heroes and by visualizing such 

movement in an artistically produced object, has deep historical roots in Mesoamerica for 

various native groups.    

The Mapa has been divided by scholars into its left side, which represents the sacred 

history remembered in storytelling, dance, song, and trance, and the right side that lays out the 

boundaries of the sacred territory of Cuauhtinchan.  Stanzione argues that the right side links to 

his experience in Guatemala by explicating that, in a possible parallel of indigenous conceptions 

of place, and movement to and from place, each Cuauhtinchantlaca or adult male resident of 

Cuauhtinchan “became the ancestor” as he ritually walked the pilgrimage route displayed in the 

Mapa.  Much like the modern Tz’utujil Maya boys who visited the coast during their three-day 

pilgrimage, each Cuauhtinchantlaca would walk the bounded territory of Cuauhtinchan as a rite 

of passage, as an ongoing initiation and instantiation into the community.  This walking helps 

one ‘know’ the stories, legends, songs, ancestors, and events that were implaced in the landscape 

and therefore in the history and memory of the community. 
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Possibly dovetailing with various depictions of place and the events or founding 

ancestors of place in the Mixtec codices, this analysis of movement between places helps 

magnify our comprehension of the significance of place on communal history, memory, and 

therefore identity, particularly because of the codified visual recording of people, events, rituals, 

and other activities in these sacred books.  Communal identity for the central Mexican Nahua 

groups, including the Mexica-Aztec, centered on patron deities, geographical features with 

distinctive names, ethnic affiliation, language, and shared symbols.  These components 

comprised the most basic unit of community, the calpolli.   

Place names were also significant for the calpolli (Lockhart 1992) and usually included 

visual and conceptual markers of the landscape such as Uaxacac, the name in Nahuatl for 

Oaxaca, meaning “Place of the guaje vegetables.”  The ‘c’ at the end of the name in Nahuatl is a 

suffix denoting a locational place, thereby associating a certain autochthonous product with a 

specific site, people, and community.  The Nahuatl name for Mixtec territory is ‘Mixteca,’ a 

place name signifying “Place of the Clouds/Cloud People,” associating the Mixtec people with 

that particular feature of the climatological landscape, just like the Mixtec scribe-artists visually 

portrayed specific ancestral or divine figures with specific places.  Also, linguistically the Mixtec 

word ñuu can mean “place,” “town,” and “people,” thereby conceptually conflating these 

seemingly separate categories. 

In his book Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and Language Among the Western Apache 

(1996), anthropologist Keith Basso explicates how the Cibecue Apache, who call themselves 

ndee (the people) or more specifically Dischíí Bikoh or “People of the Canyon,” have inscribed 

several specific places within their known territory with stories of ancestors and deities.  His 

book is an excellent contemporary examination of the indigenous coupling of identity and place.  
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During a humorous exchange, Basso explains to the reader that at one place he cannot pronounce 

correctly in Apache the name of that place.  One of his native informants and teachers will not 

tell the stories associated with the place until Basso pronounces correctly the place-name (1996: 

10-11).  When he finally does, his teacher says “Yes…that is how our ancestors made it a long 

time ago, just as it is to name this place” (1996: 11).   

The Ndee share striking similarities with the Mixtec, how a contemporary indigenous 

group conceptualizes and speaks of place as imbued with and constitutive of a shared, communal 

history, identity, and memory, of narratives that serve as links to the corridors of generational 

time and the immediate milieu in which those generations live.  Place is not just a random 

setting, a circumstantial convention of culture, a background in the daily cacophony of 

constructing conceptual frameworks.  Place is the framework, the scaffolding for and armature of 

codified narratives for groups of human beings the world over.  Migration stories of myriad 

Nahua groups in the Mapa and in the Historia Tolteca-Chichimeca, and the Mixtec in the Lienzo 

de Zacatepec (among others), for example, all reflect “a more traditional system of cognitive 

mapping in which legends associated with particular geographical features were recounted” 

(Pohl and Byland 1990).  The eight extant Mixtec codices combine various notions of place as 

connected to founding events, ancestors, patron deities, and geographic terrain of the Mixteca in 

order to encapsulate, codify, memorialize, and therefore conserve Mixtec history and identity.34 

                                                                           

 

34 Even today the Mixtec of particular places conserve cultural understandings of place and history. When studying 
Mixtec in Oaxaca during the summer of 2014, our class spent the first few days in Ñuu Snuviko or San Juan 
Mixtepec, the hometown of our Mixtec professor. Painted on the walls that sit almost in the exact center of town, 
codical images from the Mixtec books of remembrance remind community members of the artistic vision of their 
ancestors. I did not have time to interview members of the community of Ñuu Snuviko in order to find out whether 
or not it is typical knowledge that those particular images are from centuries ago, but it is part of ongoing projects 
that, unfortunately, will have to occur in the future (hopefully). Such inquiries could point to Mixtec identity 
formation from and connection to the memories associated with such imagery, if any still exist. However, the use of 
codical imagery on public walls in San Juan Mixtepec signals a contemporary understanding that these images are of 
cultural, historical significance. The images are visual reminders of cultural patrimony and serve as present threads 
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Place surely signifies much for people around the world, in the past as well as in the 

present (although with globalization, there is slippage in the definition and specificity of place 

with many ‘places’ becoming ‘non-places’; see Auge, 2009).  The placial frame expounded in 

the narratives of the Mixtec codices functions as a demarcating boundary within the story itself, 

within the marked terrain of perceptual memory and history.  Events, ancestral movement and 

ritual action all occur in some place, in a specific site of the Mixteca (or of the celestial realm).  

Place is a pause in the narrative.  It is also a trail that traces the movement of not only the 

narrative, but of the personages visualized in the codices as they traverse different places.   

The visual rhetoric of the codices solidifies and structures a communal history and 

identity connected to specific places in the Mixteca, thereby rescuing the past from 

inaccessibility in the present.  Place has polysemic value because of its connection to various 

events, peoples, deities, and the movements in between those different places of ritual action or 

the differently conceptualized realms of action.  In the Mixteca, the land, people, communal 

rituals, and deities function as the organizing, structural principles for communities, even today 

(as can be seen in the ritual I observed, the ‘despescuezada’ I briefly describe in the Introduction 

of this dissertation).  The web of place, movement, and a community’s identity and history 

intersects with or even overlaps, in some ways, the hegemony of time, of the temporocentrism of 

time and space because time and space are defined by the “primordiality of place at the 

beginning of things” (Casey 1997).  Cosmological origins appear to be defined by concrete, 

bounded entities that we refer to here as places.   

The particularity of place, whether built or natural or a juxtaposition of the two as 

visually displayed in the Mixtec codices, constitutes the cultural elements of mythology, identity, 

                                                                           

 

linked to ancestral tapestries of meaning, value, and history connected to the very places, like San Juan Mixtepec, in 
which those cultural tapestries of meaning were first created. 
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character, nuance, and sociocultural history.  For many ancient Mesoamerican cultures, the 

primordiality of place links directly to travel, be it performed by human or supernatural beings.  

An etiological framing of certain cultures’ foundational myths involves the acts of emergence 

and subsequent travel, points of origination for humans or their patron deities who then guide 

humans from place to place or are inscribed into a localized landscape in order to imbue the 

natural and cultural milieu, or place, with their divine, extra-local presence and powers 

cyclically, and therefore eternally, reproduced in ritual performance.   

In subsequent chapters in particular and throughout this dissertation in general, I wish to 

shift prevalent discourse from the much discussed indigenous conceptual and visual 

interconnection of time and space to an examination and analysis of Mesoamerican, and 

specifically Mixtec, ideas of travel and place, of the inextricably intertwined aspects that are 

conceptualized, visualized, and lived in the meshwork of emergence, movement, and landscape.  

Mixtec ethnogeographies are found in the codices through such an examination, a visual and 

conceptual analysis of several narrative scenes that tether emergence, movement, and landscape 

to each other.  Travel is a category of human activity heretofore seemingly unexamined at length 

in Mesoamerican studies, particularly as it pertains to the creation of visual culture and as it 

intersects with “romantic,”35 experienced, perceived, or etiologically framed, geographies.  This 

dissertation is an entry into the broad and expansive area of analysis, through interdisciplinary 

means and methods, of travel.  Travel is a category of human action that raises many questions, 

                                                                           

 

35 Yi-Fu Tuan (2013: 3) writes that, “…there was a time, not so long ago, when geography did have glamour, was 
considered romantic. It was the time of heroic explorations.” In his book Romantic Geography, Tuan further 
analyzes human connections to geographies that provide a glimpse into the ways in which we humans attempt to 
transcend the everyday, the quotidian elements of utilitarian purpose and function; that is, geography, particularly 
“romantic geography,” assists in defining (however foggy that definition may be) the role of adventure and 
enchantment in exploration as it endeavors to expand and amplify the “human spirit.” Tuan’s book is, indeed, a 
“paean to the human spirit” and its connection to environments and geographies of the known and the perceived or 
imagined. 
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far too many to be answered in this project.  Indeed, this project can be thought of an initial step 

of hopefully many more. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

CREATION MOVES: EMERGENCE AS BEGINNING 
 
 
“A represented form that does not owe its existence to a perception of movement is not a form, 
because it is…spiritless and inert.” 
  
     -Hans Hofmann 
 
 

The first visualized action on the first page of the Mixtec Codex Zouche-Nuttall is a figure 

emerging from what can be described as a generic earth glyph (John Pohl, personal 

communication).  The emerging figure, according to his calendar name glyph, is Lord 8 Wind.  8 

Wind is depicted from mid-torso up to his head, covered in an eagle headdress, with his arms and 

hands vertically extended upward toward his name glyph (Figure 32).  His facial and torso 

position as he emerges from the earth glyph on the first page of the Nuttall visually corresponds 

to the portrayal of two Mixtec progenitors, Yya Cahuaco (Lord 1 Flower) and his partner Yya 

Sihuaco (Lady 13 Flower), on a mural found at the site of Mitla in the modern-day state of 

Oaxaca, México (Pohl, 2009: 381).  Perhaps this physical position points to an association with 

the concept of not only emergence, but of procreation or of generative acts “at the beginning.”1  

                                                                           

 

1 Pohl (2009: 383) notes that images in this mural form part of a codex-style narrative painted on a lintel above the 
doorway to the palace within the Church Group at Mitla. Not only does this demonstrate a continuity in codex-style 
painting from codices to murals (and also to ceramic scenes); it also connects two Mixtec progenitors (of the 
dynasties at Jaltepec, Tlaxiaco, and Achiutla), Yya Cahuaco and Yya Sihuaco who were birthed from the rivers of 
Apoala (in other words, they emerged from the localized flora of Yutsa To’on), to other Mixtec narratives of 
emergence and acts of creation, acts of generative power (generative of space, time, place, and ritual action). 
Visualized acts of emergence are found in many Mesoamerican cultures, dating back to the Olmec who portrayed—
in stone objects referred to as ‘altars’ or ‘thrones’—various rulers or divine beings as emerging from caves, as 
holding onto twisted cords called the kuxan suum or “living rope” (see Lundy 2016). Interestingly, Pohl notes that 
the north wall of the so-called Adobe Group depicts the “emergence” (a descent, really) of the first Zapotec 
ancestors as they descend along ropes from the center of Monte Albán to their Postclassic capital of Zaachila. The 
descent along ropes is strikingly similar to Lord 9 Wind’s descent imaged in the Vindobonensis and discussed in this 
chapter, which again connects the act of movement or travel with the founding of place, an action of mobility that 
generates a site of stability and stasis through the ostensible permanence of place. 
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This initial scene of 8 Wind pictorially presents an emergence, a ‘birth’ of Lord 8 Wind, the 

divine figure portrayed in the first several pages of arguably the most famous Mixtec codex.   

 8 Wind’s emergence, then, is an act of movement, of leaving an unseen place (not 

visualized in the codex), most likely the womb of the earth or Underworld, into the known and 

visualized realm of the Mixteca, the geographic region inhabited by the Mixtec people for 

thousands of years, the very places narrativized throughout the Nuttall (Smith 1983).2  He 

emerges into a space filled by a multicolored ballcourt to his immediate left, a temple-pyramid 

with yellow and red (flames? or reeds?), another figure named 11 Crocodile pointing with his left 

hand to 8 Wind’s emergence (perhaps as a way of centering the viewer’s eye to the emerging 

figure), and lastly, the Year and Day glyphs that visually designate the date as day One 

Crocodile, year One Reed, a significant and most likely metaphorical rather than historical date 

of beginning (Boone 2000; Furst 1978; Pohl 2009; Rabin 2002; Williams 2009, 2013).  This date 

is emphasized as a starting point, as an origin of the Zouche-Nuttall narratives visually depicted 

throughout the rest of the codex and therefore throughout the rest of Mixtec history.   

This date of day One Crocodile, year One Reed frames part of the initial sequence of the 

Selden Roll (a concise visual document of unknown origin but with many visual similarities to 

the Postclassic Mixtec codices and early Colonial lienzos), in which Lord Nine Wind is seated on 

his throne in the celestial realm (Figure 33).  The date next to him in the highest of the nine 

celestial levels is day Two Deer, year Thirteen Rabbit.  But as the viewer follows the scene, 

                                                                           

 

2 8 Wind does emerge through a generic earth glyph, which is interesting to note because his subsequent acts, even 
on the same page of the Nuttall, connect to specific place glyphs associated with known places in the Mixteca region 
like Yutsa To’on (Apoala) and Cerro Jasmín at Suchixtlan. This visual strategy of 8 Wind’s ‘birth’ from the earth in 
general, and from no place in particular, suggests both his divine dimension as well as his representation as a 
“structuring principle” for Mixtec rulership in the Late Postclassic. Because of place-specificity, whether of a divine, 
mythological nature like the Celestial Realm (as imaged in Codex Vindobonensis), or of a human, historical nature, 
8 Wind’s atypical birth from a generic earth glyph stands in stark contrast with his subsequent travels to specific, 
known, defined places. 
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footprints lead out of the celestial realm (as well as back into it) through an elongated linear 

crevice that reaches from the highest celestial level to the lowest celestial level and into open 

space.  At the nadir of the rectangular celestial precinct, at the sides of the crevice’s opening, is a 

half-sun and half-moon symbol.  The half-sun is at the right or top position and the half-moon is 

at the left or bottom position. At the side of each of those symbols lies the date day One 

Crocodile (next to the half-moon symbol) and year One Reed (next to the half-sun).  This is the 

same mythological, and therefore not historical, date that signals a beginning on page One of the 

Zouche-Nuttall as Lord Eight Wind emerges.   

The visual appearance of this date physically parallels the opening of the sacred, Celestial 

Realm into the ostensibly mundane, physical arena of the known and experienced world.  

Therefore, the emergence of the mundane terrestrial realm is sparked by movement, by the 

descension of Lord 9 Wind from the Upper World onto the earth, This World.  The Selden Roll’s 

first image visually describes the same actions taken by Lord Nine Wind in the Codex 

Vindobonensis on page 48 (Figure 21).  I argue that 9 Wind’s descent produces the same 

conceptual association, as visualized in this particular scene of the Vindobonensis, of an original 

emergence and an original act of creation.  Similarly, 8 Wind’s vertical emergence from an earth 

glyph produces a conceptual correlation, except 8 Wind appears as a chthonic being whose 

origin is not visually defined. 

 Why would the scribe-artist choose to begin the Zouche-Nuttall codex in this manner, 

with a depiction of an emerging, and therefore moving, figure?  The general, overarching 

Zouche-Nuttall narrative, as well as segments of specific framed narratives in the Zouche-

Nuttall, visually binds the Mixtec people to known and lived places in the Mixteca region.  In 

this manner, the Mixtec scribe-artist wants the viewer to realize that the Mixtec people are 
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autochthonous residents of the Mixteca, they are primordial inheritors of a spatio-temporal 

territory defined by and originating from the initial emergence of yya (“Lord” in Sa’an Savi, a 

title shared by historical Mixtec rulers and Mixtec deities) 8 Wind.  Pohl refers to the glyph from 

which 8 Wind is emerging as a generic earth glyph, but the glyph could also specify the earth as 

the Mixtec earth, as the Mixteca region, the land, landscape, environment, and therefore 

historical framework for all subsequent cultural, religious, and political Mixtec activities.  That 

Lord 8 Wind himself emerges from the earth glyph and initiates the subsequent narratives of the 

Nuttall signifies the central importance of individual acts,3 in this case emergence, as 

representative of the larger Mixtec communal events, histories, and ritual performances that bind 

them to the living landscape as pictorially told throughout the Nuttall codex.  

This autochthonizing pictorial portrayal initiates a sequence of events that occur in the 

Mixteca.  Many of these events are ritualistic in nature and performed for various reasons. 

Because Lord 8 Wind is pictured as emerging into this realm, and the realm from which he is 

arriving is not depicted, the scribe-artist underscores the significance not of that other realm, but 

of this one, of a creative birth emerging from the very earth, which becomes the frame for the 

Mixtec myth-histories in the Nuttall.  Lord 8 Wind’s actions can be perceived as relating to the 

Mixteca and the dynamic interaction between Mixtec people and the living, breathing, powerful 

presence of the landscape.  

 The Mixtec scribe-artist concentrates this opening visual statement on physical 

emergence, on Lord 8 Wind’s first act as one of movement from one, unknown place (or at least 

                                                                           

 

3 As noted elsewhere, such individual actions often function as “structuring principles” for narratives about the 
Mixtec people and communities more generally. In this dissertation, I am utilizing individual stories of specific 
Mixtec yya as my own structuring principle in order to focus on the particularities of those individuals that help 
explain a more general paradigm for how travel and movement function in the Mixtec codices. Lord 9 Wind’s 
descent, Lord 8 Wind’s emergence, and Lord 8 Deer’s peripatetic portraits all serve as archetypal programs for 
eliciting information about the significance of travel for the Postclassic Mixtec. Not all of the specifics of these 
travels are discussed in this chapter, but in other chapters. 
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a place that is not visualized and is therefore not significant for the narrative of the Nuttall), into 

the visualized and therefore somewhat defined place of this realm.  In other words, Lord 8 

Wind’s emergence and subsequent actions affect the known world of the Mixteca.  Mixtec 

origins, therefore, connect directly to the act of movement by an individual in this instance or by 

a couple emerging from another place or realm in other codices like the Bodley, Colombino, 

Selden and others, or by emerging from natural features of the local landscape, the physical 

topography that creates an autochthonous Mixtec ethnogenesis linking directly to past and 

current Mixtec ethnoterritoriality. 

It is fascinating that the very first image of the Codex Zouche-Nutall (the codex that 

Jansen and Pérez Jiménez call Tonindeye) begins this specific visualized narrative with a 

traveling figure, with a divinely sanctioned personage presumably leaving one world (the 

supernatural or otherworld) and entering this world or realm (thus bringing with him certain 

knowledge, attributes, information, and power from the unseen and unknown world of powerful 

and exceptional status)4.  Such a visualized snapshot of the particular beginning of things in the 

universe or in this world, at least, has written, conceptual, and visualized correlatives in not only 

Mixtec culture specifically, but in Mesoamerican culture generally. 

The idea expressed visually in this beginning sequence of the Nuttall signals a matrix of 

inseparability between the Mixtec people themselves and the environment in which they have 

been living for thousands of years.  As Tuan has noted, “…man is, in fact, the ecological 

dominant and his behavior needs to be understood in depth, not merely mapped.”5  Such visual 

                                                                           

 

4 See Helms (1988) for a discussion about how ‘foreign’ realms conceptually parallel supernatural realms because 
of physical distance, unknown landscapes, peoples, and other unknown flora and fauna. There is also a sense in the 
ethnographic and ethnohistoric documents examined by Helms that spatio-temporal components are perceived as 
shifting and changing in unknown regions. 
 
5 Yi-Fu Tuan, Topophilia, 1990: 2. Indeed, Mixtec scribe-artists, I would argue, visualized various stories of 
creation, of movement and other rituals in order to conserve their specific historical identities that were challenged 
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calculus by a Mixtec scribe-artist of Lord 8 Wind’s emergence becomes a detailed 

exemplification of the physical, material, and experienced link between Mixtec origin and the 

Mixteca landscape.  His emergence signals a visual and cognitive “mapping” of humanity’s 

place (in this case the Mixtecs’ place) on the earth, of a generative emergence much like a 

sprouting seed nourished and created by the living and seemingly supernatural forces of cyclical 

reproduction and growth.    

  It is specifically this connection to the earth that the Mixtec scribe-artist renders visually 

as the initiation for narratives to take place in the Nuttall.  Because it is repeated as a visual trope 

many times, although with variations on the theme, the idea of emergence becomes the 

archetypal image for cosmogenesis and ethnogenesis, as viewed in most of the eight extant 

Mixtec codices.  Other visual Mesoamerican documents like the Codex Borgia, the Selden Roll, 

the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No.2, and various central Mexican codices visually construct and 

frame beginnings, whether of space and time, of community and place, or of individual acts and 

events, by and through an act of emergence.   

 Emergence is a physical act of movement.  Similar to the bifurcated plant that emerges 

from Lord 8 Wind’s mouth on page One of the Nuttall as he stands atop a place glyph, which 

perhaps brings the ‘language’ or existence of the Mixteca’s flora into being, 8 Wind’s visualized 

emergence below brings his narrative into being while simultaneously bringing the landscape 

into being.  Additionally, if the narratives visualized in the codices were employed as 

storyboards used as cues for dramatic ritual performances in front of members of the community 

                                                                           

 

in the Postclassic era as larger Mixtec kingdoms or ñuu splintered into smaller, more localized and evermore 
isolated communities. Therefore, Tuan’s idea is germane to our discussion here because the visual narratives 
recorded in the codices are a way of attempting to understand the Mixtec people in general and the various Mixtec 
legends and lore in particular, not just to “map” movements of divine or historical yya and how those movements 
connected them to the natural landscape (part of my line of questioning in Chapter Four).  
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(and possibly foreigner dignitaries as well), the stories emerge through the storytelling and 

reenactments.  Therefore, Lord 8 Wind’s visualized emergence, his very ‘sprouting’, generates 

and is generated by the visual recording of this narrative that is then performed verbally by a 

storyteller or actor within the same landscape in which Lord 8 Wind originally emerged, thereby 

creating a kind of feedback mechanism reverberating from the visualized narrative, the verbal 

performance, and the surrounding landscape.  The landscape emerges as the Mixtec myth-

histories emerge because of the initial emergence of Lord 8 Wind.  All of this is seemingly 

intertwined.  Emergence, therefore, connects movement with Mixtec origin, memory, identity 

and history.  

The sprouting of Lord 8 Wind from an earth glyph not only manufactures a starting point 

for the subsequent narratives in Codex Zouche-Nuttall; it also connects to the act of movement.  

Such movement is literally birthed from the living landscape, from a symbolic, visual 

representation of the earth as experienced by the Mixtec in the mountainous region of Oaxaca 

since time immemorial.6  Movement is therefore conceptualized as integral to and integrative of 

being, of the creative act inherent in existence itself (Escalante Gonzalbo 2010; Helms 1988; 

Ingold 2011; Massey 2005; Tuan 1990).  8 Wind’s emergence from the earth glyph and into the 

Mixteca region becomes a symbolic crossing point, a fixed vector that brings the viewer into the 

visual narratives told throughout the Nuttall.   

                                                                           

 

6 Whether or not this is historically accurate is not, I would argue, the primary point for the Mixtec scribe-artists. 
Lord 8 Wind emerges from a generic earth glyph in order to initiate the rest of the myth-histories pictorially 
portrayed in the Nuttall, but his emergence also collapses any temporal bridge between that origin point in space and 
time and the space and time in which a Postclassic or early Colonial viewer would be reading the codex or 
witnessing a performance of its narratives. The metaphorical date of ‘beginning’ emphasizes the beginning of the 
Nuttall, the beginning of the Mixteca, the beginning of Lord Eight Wind’s narrative, and therefore tethers any 
chronologically subsequent Mixtec viewer to this original point of ethnogenesis and geogenesis for the socioscape of 
the Mixteca.  
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These narratives often center on an individual’s or a couple’s ritual actions, thereby 

recording heroic behavior (Helms, 1988).  This trope is found throughout the Mixtec codices and 

is a salient narrative element.  Narrative sequences on individual pages (that also connect to 

previous and subsequent pages) focus on individual actions such as emergence, “baptism” (8 

Wind is showered with water by a Tlaloc-looking deity or supernatural being), the ritual 

conferring of a nose plug that signifies political authority to rule (as in the case of 8 Deer), as 

well as marriage, war, and other significant events.  Utilized as a narrative mechanism in 

different cultures in space and time the world over, the focus on an individual’s actions and life 

story is a way to frame larger narratives as well as hold up particular behaviors as exemplary, as 

morally and ethically distinct because of their symbolic and practical significance for the entire 

community’s history, memory, and identity as a whole.  As depicted in the codices, emergence is 

connected to the atavistic template of creation embodied by and significant because of deities, 

culture heroes, or ancestors and their heroic, ritual acts of genesis. 

 

Cosmogeneis and Mixtec Ethnogenesis 

For Mesoamericans in general and the Mixtec in particular, cosmogenesis, or the creation of the 

universe and everything in it (including the Mixtec people and the Mixtec region known as the 

Mixteca), begins with movement, often through the emergence of a primordial ancestor, 

supernatural being, or a multiple thereof.  Narratives of legendary acts of the gods, divine 

ancestors, culture heroes, and kings and queens were written down, passed down through oral 

histories, and were visualized in codices and other visual media.7  These foundational events and 

                                                                           

 

7 Mixtec ceramics, gold, turquoise, jewelry, murals and other visual culture contain imagery directly related to, 
inspired by, and constitutive of the narrative codical scenes. Thus, a matrix of Mixtec visual culture reinforces, in 
various pictorial programs, the specific narrative visual vocabulary elaborated in the codices. See Lind (1987, 2015) 
and Pohl (2003a, 2009). 
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stories usually begin with movement, whether they are transformative performances by ancestors 

or remarkable deeds such as “celestial ruptures” performed by deities or supernatural culture 

heroes.  And this movement can be of an ethereal foam bursting out of a container (as visualized 

in the Codex Borgia), the necessary movement of the sun and moon in order for life in the 

cosmos to begin (as the sun and moon were conscripted to move because of the sacrificial acts of 

the deities at Teotihuacan), or movement through peripatetic acts performed by culture heroes 

and divine ancestors in the founding of communities, in the establishing—and therefore the 

spatial differentiation—of place.8    

The central focus of this chapter, therefore, is a theoretical glimpse of emergence as 

creative, originating movement, as well as a visual and conceptual analysis of imagery from 

several codices that begin with movement as an initial entrance into subsequent narratives. 

Framed by this original emergence of space, time, and place in codical narratives, the movement 

of various entities or substances as well as that of ancestors or supernatural beings is a salient 

component largely unexplored in the literature.  Although movement can be viewed as an 

implicit, structural (and therefore neglected) factor of travel, it is an internally integral a priori 

                                                                           

 

 
8 In addition to these, “liturgical movement” performed by human actors (ritual participants) is also of interest as it 
connects to an original action or event, which is a compelling component of ritual activity itself as it often 
underscores a belief and/or practice in primordial action. Koontz (2015: 69) observes that the “gallery-patio space” 
at the sites of El Tajín (in modern-day Veracruz) and Tula (in Hidalgo) were “spaces constructed for a particular 
liturgy.” Koontz discusses that imagery accompanying these liturgical spaces “focused on representing the crowd of 
participants and their processions in and around the space. Moreover, the crowded processions that fill the Tula 
bench are given clear and specific directionality.” Movement, in this case of ritual participants, is not only practiced 
in the spaces at Tula and El Tajín, but also imaged in those very spaces. The images become a visual system of ritual 
feedback by demarcating ritual space used for processions that are echoed pictorially. The motif of the footprint 
plays a role in this, as discussed in Chapter One, and can be seen on mural fragments in the Techinantitla compound 
at Teotihuacan, the central Mexican metropolis that antecedes both Tula and El Tajín. Footprints on murals at 
Teotihuacan could have served the same processional directionality for ritual behavior in those spaces as well as 
functioning as a visual cue for the “reading” order of the murals there. See also Acosta (1957:168-169), Diehl (1983: 
65), and Kristan-Graham (1999) for discussions about paths for ritual movements such as processions. And this is 
just one of many examples of imaging processional movement, whether it is ritually associated movement or 
economically associated movement (as in images of merchants on Río Blanco ceramics from southern Veracruz).  
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requirement for the act of travel to be defined and practiced as travel. It is the elementary 

precondition performed in a primordial moment in space and time, thereby generating the 

cosmos in general and specific places in particular, the places needed in order to distinguish the 

act of travel itself.9  Narrative snapshots of movement are starting points pictorially employed to 

convey not only a necessary narratological framing of stories (Bal 2009) but also to describe the 

importance of emergence as a generative act itself, generative of the ethnogeographies of 

movement and place (Boone 2000, 2007; Christenson 2009; Christie 2009; Weaver and Adams 

Weaver 2007).    

Movement suggests ‘being,’10 it infuses the activity of travel with the essential building 

blocks of motion and mobility, it is the animating force intricately formative for and foundational 

of the act of travel itself (Clifford 1997; Cresswell and Merriman 2013; Ingold 2011; Massey 

2005; Urry 2007).  Without movement, there is no such activity as travel.  Human beings are part 

of a large and complex world within which motion, mobility, and even the making of trails or 

roads appears to be part of a biological impulse to explore, to wander, to create order, and to 

produce various histories and identities (Gros 2014; Macfarlane 2013; Moor 2016).  During the 

Postclassic period in Mesoamerica, pictographic specialists even invented a particular symbol to 

represent the notion of movement, an ideogram in the form of an X (which can also signify 

‘orbit’ and ‘earthquake’; see Jansen and Pérez Jiménez 2005: 18).  In what is now central 

                                                                           

 

9 To travel one needs to have and therefore inhabit a starting point (or Place) as well as a destination (a differing 
Place) or finishing point yet to be inhabited or visited by one. Travel, therefore, entails a “home” and a 
“destination,” a local landscape and an extra-local one. Travel also entails traversed terrain, the landscapes 
interacted with (if only briefly as in our modern, technologically advanced travel).  
 
10 See Ingold (2011). Ingold writes that part of the epistemological and ontological underpinnings of indigenous 
systems of belief and practice is the observable act of human movement, as well as movement of other terrestrial 
creatures (all viewed as ‘created’ by divine, supernatural beings and forces). And not just creatures, either; that is, 
the wind, the sun, moon, planets and stars, as well as other celestial bodies and phenomena ‘move’ and appear to 
thereby possess ‘being’ or some layered essence of animation and agency.  
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Mexico, Nahua cosmology and philosophy involved interconnections of three categories of 

movement and motion inherent in animate things (Maffie 2014).  Therefore movement, as a 

category of human and divine action and essence, as well as a conceptual notion, connects to 

various aspects of indigenous systems of genesis of and interaction with the environment, the 

landscapes experienced and visualized in Mixtec codices (and other visual media from other 

Mesoamerican groups as well).  Movement is crucial for Mesoamericans as it is used, in various 

media, as an explanatory, constitutive force of primordial beginnings of the created world. 

Directionality also plays a role in the theme of emergence as connected to movement 

(Barabas 2003; Boone 2000; Escalante Gonzalbo 2010; Helms 1979, 1988; Ingold 2007, 2011; 

Jansen 1982; Joyce 2015; Maffie 2014; Navarrete 2000, 2011; Oudijk 2011; Urton 1981).  

Emergence, like the sprouting of cultivated plants and other agricultural goods from the earth’s 

surface, tends to imply an upward or vertical movement from a base or foundation, a cave, 

crevice or rupture in the flora of earth, the terrestrial spatial plane dividing this world from other 

ones, particularly those not even visualized (much like the first scene of Lord 8 Wind’s 

emergence on the first page of the Codex Zouche-Nuttall; see Figure 32).  The motion involved 

in emergence generally elicits conceptual directionality along a vertical axis of ‘southern’ to 

‘northern’.  However, I would argue that Lord Nine Wind’s descent from the Celestial Realm or 

Upper World into the earthly realm, although also vertical but conceptualized and visualized as 

downward rather than upward movement, is also emergence.   

Emergence is implicitly associated with movement as well as explicitly visualized in the 

very actions of supernatural, ancestral, and historical figures in the Mixtec codices.  Again, much 

like the sprouting of fruited buds, flowers, or an entire variety of horticultural goods, emergence 

carries with it the idea of transformation, of a change or metamorphosis.  It also denotes a 
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rupture of the perceived spatial barriers between the Upper World, This World, and the 

Underworld (and the various layers contained within those three general ones).  Lord 8 Wind 

emerges from a generic earth glyph thereby signifying that he comes into being, into the space 

and place of the Mixteca, which allows for his narrative, and subsequent Mixtec narratives, to 

commence in the Zouche-Nuttall.  Lord 9 Wind’s descending as pictured in the Vindobonensis is 

a new beginning, a cosmologically imbued and generated creation of the terrestrial geography 

and landscape of the Mixteca region, the Places necessary for Mixtec rulers to pay homage to 

their supernatural deities and the forces of cyclical creation and continuation.  These acts of 

emergence initiate many codical narratives, but they also function as points of origin that signal 

that something has changed, some kind of transformation has occurred. 

The main visual and therefore conceptual claim made by Mixtec scribes in the codices is 

that, through the movement of emergence from local flora, the Mixteca region has always been 

the locus of Mixtec history and identity.  When compared to the narratives, written, visualized or 

other, of various indigenous Mesoamerican groups (see Chapter Two), the Mixtec who created 

the Postclassic codices visually tether their autochthony with the emic cultural geography of the 

Mixteca region itself.  Mixtec gods, culture heroes, ancestors, and even historical kings and 

queens, are all directly connected to the Mixteca’s mountainous landscape and the various stories 

associated with Mixtec places that pepper that landscape.   

9 Wind descends from the heavens (Figure 21) into the primordial space that he organizes 

and traverses in order to found more than two hundred Mixtec places, meaning communities 

(Boone, 2000; Furst, 1978; Smith, 1973).  In the Nuttall, the culture hero 8 Wind emerges from 

an earth glyph and travels to Suchixtlan (Figure 15).  In the Bodley 1 Death emerges from a tree 

before beginning her travels (Figure 34).  The Vindobonensis presents the ethnogenesis of 
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emergence by a Mixtec primordial couple from the great tree at Yutsa To’on in present-day 

Oaxaca, part of the Mixteca region, a visual snapshot repeated in other codices such as Codex 

Añute (formerly known as the Codex Selden).  

An exception to Stone’s (1989) idea of the elite class claiming a foreign lineage that 

distances themselves from the local ethnic identity in order to uphold, legitimize, and maintain 

sociopolitical control, the Mixtec do not make such a claim in the visual narratives of the 

codices.  This autonymic identification as primordially and authentically indigenous to the 

Mixteca, Mixtec scribe-artists enhance Postclassic royal Mixtec identity by anchoring the visual 

narratives in the atavistic Place and creation of the Mixteca.  Mixtec history and identity are 

pictorially combined by visually underscoring the seemingly simultaneous creation of the 

Mixteca region and the Mixtec people in their ‘books of remembrance’.  Mixtec history and 

identity are created and initiated, in many cases throughout several codices, by and through the 

physical act of emergence.  Emergence of divine ancestors and deities is portrayed as integral to 

and integrative of the ethnogeographies of movement and place. 

 Why is emergence significant enough to visually peppered throughout codices and in 

other visual media?  What does emergence have to do with movement in subsequent narrative 

frames?  Is the act itself utilized only as a narratological initiation, a starting point to get into the 

meat of the codical histories?  Mixtec scribe-artists, as well as other Mesoamerican scribe-artists, 

begin visual narratives with their origins as they understand them to be, or as they were 

perceived to be by the elite class, the royalty who could employ the past as a salient framework 

to bolster their contemporary authority, power, and claims to territory through a physical 

ownership of the Mixtec books or records themselves and a conceptual ownership of the stories 

contained therein. As a primordial point of cosmogenesis and ethnogenesis, and therefore of 
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ethnogeography, emergence of a substance or of supernatural beings positions and frames 

subsequent narratives within a larger spatio-temporal context by intricately intertwining stories 

of a powerful, initial creative act of movement with contemporary concerns of demonstrating 

rightful ownership of the records themselves as well as ownership of the geographic territories in 

which the codical narratives take place.   

Emergence therefore becomes an ontic referent, visualized in the codices, as an answer 

for when questions of origin or of beginnings arise.11  All narratives have a beginning, a starting 

point that frames subsequent sequences of events and actions and is therefore pertinent to an 

analysis of the Mixtec codices and other similar documents of value for this study (Bal 2009; 

Basso 1996; Christie 2009; Netherly 2009; Oudijk 2011).  Emergence, however, is more than 

just a starting point.  Mixtec scribes visually tether primordial ancestors and supernatural beings 

to the Mixteca landscape through the act of emergence, through a symbolic ‘birth’ that sparks a 

creative fusion of the landscape itself with the Mixtec people who were formed by and framed 

within the physical surfaces of local flora such as trees, rivers, and rocks.12   

Emergence allows for a starting point but it also visually and conceptually demonstrates 

the persistent embodied entanglement of Mixtec peoples and kingdoms with the living landscape 

                                                                           

 

11 Christenson (2001) notes that for the Tz’utujil Maya of Lake Atitlan, Guatemala, the lake itself is believed to be 
the waters of creation “from which all things emerged.” The Lake, therefore, and its three volcanoes, becomes the 
material, ontic referent for subsequent Tz’utujil narratives and experiences. Bassie-Sweet (2008: 264) observes that 
in the K’iche’ Maya Popol Vuh, creation events, many of which entail some form of emergence, occur at specific 
places in the landscape and therefore physically and conceptually entangle the K’iche’ and other Maya peoples with 
their environmental milieu in general and to the Place of mytho-historical occurrences in particular, known places 
touched by or even generated from divine action, sanction, and purpose.  
 
12 The so-called Classic period Maya “Resurrection Vase” depicts the emergence of Hun Ajaw, the Maize God, 
from a V-shaped opening in the carapace of a turtle (which represents the earth). This specific scene may have 
conceptual correlates with emerging figures in the Mixtec codices because it is an act of genesis, an act of 
movement (in this case a ‘re-birth’) that brings this particular Maya deity back to life. Also, if emergence can be 
conceptualized of as a ‘sprouting’, then V-shaped clefts in Formative Period Olmec imagery (specifically the V-
shaped cleft with a budding plant) could also possibly link to the same symbolic paradigm of the movement of 
emergence as generative.  
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from which it all emerged, from which motion and movement created and constructed 

landscapes of meaning and value.13   The act of emergence, then, is richly layered with a spatial 

understanding of Mesoamerican beginnings, of a remarkable rupture between the visualized and 

non-visualized spheres of being in the codices.   Emergence is a generative act that initiates 

Mixtec history and place, the very ethnogeographies of movement and place that frame the 

Mixtec world visually depicted in various media during the Postclassic and early Colonial 

periods.  

 

Postclassic Mixtec Codices 

In this section I will examine the theme of emergence as visualized in three of the extant Mixtec 

codices that were created in the Postclassic period (ca. AD 950-1521). The Mixtec people of the 

modern Mexican states of Oaxaca, Puebla, and Guerrero had most likely been keeping visual 

records of their myth-histories much earlier than the Postclassic.  Perhaps because the Postclassic 

era in the Mixteca was a time of consolidated kingdoms splintering into hundreds of smaller 

principalities (Byland and Pohl, 1994; Marcus and Flannery, 1983; Pohl, 1994, 2003, 2009; 

Spores, 1967, 1984; Spores and Balkansky, 2013; Williams, 2009, 2013), the need to visualize 

and therefore codify a specific community’s or a particular ruler’s history arose in order to 

address political concerns over territory and legitimize authority to rule over and own that 

territory, thereby “owning” the historical events, claims, and power associated with it.   

 The Postclassic codices become a visual mechanism that enhances a community’s or a 

ruler’s genealogical and historical right to land, its resources, and therefore to the economic and 

ritual power linked to that community’s or ruler’s origin and place.  Emergence of Mixtec deities 

                                                                           

 

13 This “embodied entanglement” is discussed at further length in Chapter Four of this dissertation. 
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and primordial ancestral couples or individuals in the Mixteca region is visually reified in the 

codices as a significant and symbolic tethering of various Mixtec kingdoms to the geographic 

place itself.  This link is pictorially performed with such specificity that the visual records of 

these ‘books of remembrance’ are thought of as authoritative documents, the social contracts 

(Bas Van Doesburg, 2015; Boone, 2015; Jansen and Pérez Jiménez, 2011; Johnson, 2015; López 

García, 2009; Parmenter, 1982; Pohl, 1994) that formally demonstrate and visually substantiate 

claims of autochthony, an embedded and intimate localization of Mixtec identity within the 

geographic terrain first created by the yya or gods.   

 Emergence of Mixtec gods and of Mixtec ancestors in the Mixteca region, as visualized 

in the Postclassic codices, is emblematic of a specific Mixtec distinction for self-identification in 

the larger cultural and historical area of Mesoamerica: that of a fundamentally original birth from 

the very ground upon which the Mixtec lived in the Postclassic and continue to live in.  The act 

of emergence, when retold or performed by using the codices laid out as storyboards for actors 

and narrators at ritual feasts, is a narrative technique that originates subsequent actions, events, 

and places.  Those mythological and historical categories of being, when performed, collapse the 

spatio-temporal bridge between the original, myth-historical actions and the attending Mixtec 

guests in their contemporary space and time.14  Emergence becomes the ontic referent of a 

Postclassic Mixtec identity and history more fully developed and codified by the ritual actions, 

marriages, wars, journeys, and other events imaged on subsequent pages.   

                                                                           

 

14 Guests at ritual feasts would have also been of other ethnicities and other regions of not only the Mixteca, but of 
regions geographically further away. Even if performances of the events imaged in the codical narratives were done 
in the Mixtec language, the images in the codices and the actions of the performing actors would have been 
understood to a certain extent. Also, Mixtec, Nahua, Zapotec, and other elites of the Postclassic would have been 
multilingual and therefore able to understand the spoken part of codical performances. See Pohl (2003, 2009). Much 
of the perceived differences in the Postclassic Mesoamerican ecumene, it would seem, were emphasized not by 
complete ethnic distinction or variations in language as much as by ritual and religious behavior as noted by Durán 
(2010) and Pohl (2003).  
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 As an act of movement and one that brings the Mixteca region and people into existence, 

emergence from the earth or from a tree or river is often performed by individuals or couples 

who metonymically represent a collective Mixtec identity.  Emergence initiates an itinerary of 

social and historical identity for the Mixtec people as deities, ancestors, and rulers perform 

actions and go to and through specific places in order to found communities, fight wars, be 

married, and perform other appropriate rituals.  The act of emergence is integral to the stories 

contained in the codices because it is generative movement, it is the action of a primordial, and 

therefore atavistic, cosmological creation that produces, orients, and frames Postclassic Mixtec 

identity, history, and memory.  In other words, emergence functions as an ontological and 

epistemological frame for Mixtec ethnogeographies of movement and place. 

 

Codex Vindobonensis 

“It was on day 8 Vulture, year 10 Temple, YYA 9 Wind emerged from the Great Flint Knife, he 

was born pointing to the Upper World itself, the Celestial Realm of creative and powerful deities 

and supernatural forces, the realm from which he emerged and to which he is forever 

connected.”  This first sentence perhaps approximates one reading of the scene pictorialized at 

the bottom left vertical column on obverse page 49 of the Postclassic Mixtec Codex 

Vindobonensis (“Vienna” in Latin).  Lord 9 Wind, the Mixtec equivalent of the central Mexican 

Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, is imaged as being born from, meaning he emerges from, an 

anthropomorphized flint knife with the glyphic calendar dates (year and day) directly above the 

polychromatic knife (Figure 35).  He is physically attached to the flint knife by a tan umbilical 

cord attached to his body painted black.15 

                                                                           

 

15 In Mesoamerican visual cultures, black is a ‘color’ often associated with the Sacred and therefore the 
supernatural realms of being, the potentially dangerous and mysterious forces and dynamics of the seemingly 
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 9 Wind’s emergence or birth, however, is just the beginning.  On the following page, 

various iterations of 9 Wind are imaged that highlight and represent several abilities and 

attributes he possesses (Boone, 2000: 92), as well as the accompanying clothing and 

accoutrements that visually underscore the attributes or abilities to which they are connected 

(Figure 36).  Therefore, 9 Wind’s emergence from the flint knife generates this supernatural 

being as well as his creative and foundational attributes that will subsequently infuse the Mixteca 

region with divinely imbued and connected legitimacy, power, and a mytho-historical precedent 

for the founding of communities.   

 By following the boustrophedon pattern of this list of 9 Wind’s many celestialized, divine 

characteristics, the viewer (or reader) notes the very next scene at the top of obverse page 48.  A 

seated 9 Wind is centered and just above the middle of the recognizable Sky Band, visually 

underscoring the Celestial Realm in which this primordial scene takes place (Figure 37).  The 

Sky Band is the same one imaged on the first page of the Vindobonensis, but an additional visual 

component demarcates the upper layer of the Sky Band’s heavenly platform.  In blue, red, 

orange, and brown, a stylized layer of the repetitive stepped-pyramid motif, in both an inverted 

form and a ‘right-side up’ form, complements the polychromatic Sky Band of the Upper World.  

9 Wind is surrounded by differing elements related to his abilities, his divine creation, his sacred, 

legitimate right to rule, and other material, visual manifestations associated with him in much of 

Mesoamerican art (Fields et al., 2012; Nicholson, 2001; Pohl, 2012).  The year of this scene 

appears to be Six Rabbit and the day sign is a flower, but its numerical component is obscured 

and therefore unreadable.   

                                                                           

 

inexplicable. When Lord 9 Wind emerges from the flint knife, his black body could signify how special and sacred 
he is. Indigenous ritual performances throughout the Americas are often done in dark spaces, like caves, or at night 
when connections to the supernatural world are strengthened or at least more open. See Peterson (2012). 
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 Interesting to note is that the physical reading of this part of page 48 visually replicates 

the descending movement of 9 Wind from the Upper World to this terrestrial one.  The act of 

reading this part of the narrative, then, becomes a creative or generative act, a tracing of the 

primordial moment just before 9 Wind manufactures the Mixteca region in general and more 

than two hundred Mixtec places in particular.  The reader’s eye is following the visual narrative 

of Mixtec cosmogony.  A recrudescence, or re-creation, of the narrative is produced with every 

re-telling (or re-enacting or re-reading), making this codified event a cyclical one, a primordial 

event eternally cycled in and through creative acts.  As 9 Wind’s many abilities, attributes, and 

physical signifiers of his divine, royal, and heavenly status are bestowed on him by two larger 

male figures who vertically frame the scene, 9 Wind’s next action is one of movement, of 

descending from the Upper World into the physical space of the unorganized and disordered 

geographic region that will soon become the Mixteca.  9 Wind’s descent through an inverted V-

shaped crevice in the lower part of the Sky Band is propelled along a white and black sacrificial 

cord with the down balls that signify sacrifice (Boone 2000: 93).   

This celestial descent mirrors the earthly emergence of Mixtec primordial ancestors from 

local flora such as trees, rivers, stones, or earth glyphs (although spatially and directionally these 

acts are ascensions) as visually narrated in the Nuttall, Bodley, Selden, Colombino-Becker, and 

others.  Or rather, perhaps the Mixtec scribe-artists, the creators and guardians of the sacred 

Mixtec books, chose this ancestral act of emergence from the local landscape (as opposed to an 

extra-local or foreign one) as a generative and emic mimesis of supernatural, divine, and etic or 

otherworldly actions that anciently affected the earthly Mixtec milieu.   

The combination of these seemingly disparate narratological components of Mixtec 

cosmogony, an autochthonous earthly emergence from local flora and other landscape features in 
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the Mixteca by primordial ancestors as opposed to the celestial, supernatural descent from the 

heavens of Nine Wind, forms a mythic collapsing of time and space that connects the production 

of ancient places with contemporary Postclassic Mixtec communities.  This conceptual and 

visual framework, as portrayed in the Vindobonensis and other pictorial documents, conceives of 

the Mixteca landscape as a supernatural creation while it simultaneously recognizes the 

terrestrial, physical, and experiential or lived topography of such a sacred landscape, a vital 

concept shared with many Native American peoples and those of other faith traditions the world 

over (Christenson 2008; Christie 2009; Kelley and Francis 1994; Lane 2001; Meadows 2008; 

Thornton 2008; Tuan 1990).16  

Two figural companions vertically descend with 9 Wind and are imaged with miniscule 

temple-pyramids on their backs, one temple-pyramid with a sun disc and the other with a 

seemingly human head (Figure 21).  Boone (2000: 93) refers to these figures as 9 Wind’s eagle 

and yahui manifestations, two more aspects of his profoundly endless abilities and innate 

characteristics.  9 Wind descends along this sacrificial cord and is first pictured as walking 

horizontally along the curving line of the cord.17  Next he is depicted almost directly under that 

first image of himself at the bottom of the page.  In the celestial sphere 9 Wind is pictured as 

                                                                           

 

16 And it is just here that the binary of ‘sacred’ and ‘profane’ may breakdown or be more complicated than Eliade 
(1959) and others have imagined. Sacred landscapes may or may not be well defined, or well defined in a visual 
manner, and at times these ostensible boundaries are permeable, blurred, and confounded by the actions of divine or 
even human actors (as seen, for instance, on several pages of Mixtec codices in which 9 Wind or 8 Wind or 8 Deer 
break through supposed spatial boundaries and placial barriers, thereby collapsing such spatial distinctions). 
Indigenous peoples in many parts of the world have a strong connection to and belief in sacred landscapes that 
imbue everything with the value of the sacred, not solely those perceived landscapes of the sacred. See, for instance, 
Hart (2008). 
 
17 Similar scenes or visual correlates are found in other extant Mixtec codices. In one scene on page 19 in the 
Nuttall, two figures (arranged vertically one on top of the other) that carry various accoutrement (such as the “bastón 
de mando”; see Ubaldo López García 2009: 230-234), descend from the framed Celestial Realm along such a 
sacrificial cord. Pohl points out that Zapotec rulers descend along a “sacrificial cord” to Zaachila as imaged on 
murals found at the site of Mitla. There are many other similar images. Also interesting to note from page 18 in the 
Nuttall is that the two figures descend from the Celestial Realm where the sun glyph is centered. And in the very 
middle of the sun is the stylized ‘X’, here in red and blue, the glyph for ‘movement’. 
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naked, body painted black, with several of his personal items and symbols, the paraphernalia of 

divine rulership and authority, surrounding him in space.  His next iteration descends the 

sacrificial cord and is now wearing his personal accoutrements and symbols such as the scepter 

of rulership in his right hand and the quincunx staff in his left.   He wears the buccal mask 

associated with the central Mexican god Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, clearly aligning this Mixtec Lord 

9 Wind with the central Mexican Nahua deity Ehectal-Quetzlacoatl and the Maya deity 

Kukulkan or Gucumatz (Boone 2000; Fields et al. 2012; Furst 1978; Nicholson 2001).    

9 Wind’s next act is to differentiate and therefore organize the physical realm of 

terrestrial earth through his divinely appointed powers.  At the top left of obverse page 47, the 

Mixtec scribe-artist visually depicts Nine Wind lifting an arching sky band held up with his 

hands and the back of his head or headdress on day 2 Rain, year 10 Temple (Figure 11).  The sky 

band is here visualized as an arching horizontal band carried and lifted up into its presumably 

heavenly position by 9 Wind.  The celestial realm (and its clear visual association with the blue 

of water and sky and the presence of heavenly bodies such as stars) is embodied by this spatio-

temporal differentiation from the terrestrial realm inhabited by the Mixtec and other 

Mesoamerican peoples in Oaxaca.   

On the left-most vertical column on page 48, then, Lord 9 Wind is imaged three times: 

his seated figure in the heavenly realm then descends along the sacrificial cord and then again at 

the bottom of the page, ending up directly under the culminating tip of the cord.  This bottom 

figural representation of 9 Wind, with his right foot, touches a glyphic element that contains 

water and a generic place glyph rising from its midst, perhaps signaling the beginning of 9 

Wind’s creative production of Place in the Mixteca, a creation that produces more than two 

hundred places referred to as ñuu or “community” in Mixtec.    
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Another creation scene is the visualized, and therefore conceptualized, initiation of the 

cosmos in the Vindobonensis on obverse page 52, the imaged ritual acts of prayer, song, and 

interaction between individuals or supernatural beings of some kind (who may symbolize certain 

divinely created concepts like day and night, time and space) within the celestial realm.  We 

know these rituals occur in the heavens because of the so-called ‘sky band’ with Venus eyes that 

demarcates the imaged activities as located in the divine realm above this earthly, terrestrial 

arena.  The interaction between various entities underscores the link, in this case visually, 

between movement and cosmogenesis.  The figures painted in black, a visual cue of their 

divinity and sacred essences, gesture to each other and to objects and spaces around them.  This 

physical, celestial movement is pictorially portrayed as part and parcel of origin, of the creation 

sequence being narrated within the images themselves.  Such primordial, reverential gestures 

embody the act of creation itself, which implies, in this first scene, the essence of creation, 

meaning the inextricable link between origination and movement. 

In Mixtec culture, specifically in the Mixtec visual culture of the “books of 

remembrance” or codices, the emergence of the first Mixtec male-female couple is portrayed in 

the Codex Vindobonensis (the Latin term for Vienna, or the codex Jansen and Pérez Jiménez 

call Yuta Tnoho) on obverse page 37.  The ancestral, primordial male and female couple 

emerges naked from a tree that has been split down its middle.  This V-shaped opening at its 

trunk’s zenith provides the necessary exit into the Mixteca region (Figure 14).  The red and 

white-striped tree, with white discs and arrows in its interior is positioned on top of a 

decapitated head shown horizontally in profile that connects the bottom of the tree to the 

standardized Mixtec “field” glyph (a horizontal bar three inches long with three vertical rows of 

interchanging white and tannish-brown feathers that signify a field).   
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The Mixtec portrayal of ethnogenesis in the region of their present-day communities, 

specifically at the place of Yutsa To’on (‘Apoala’ in Nahuatl), denotes a visual and conceptual 

link to that region from the beginning of space and time, from the very moment of primordial 

creation of the Mixtec coupled with the genesis of the Mixtec geographic region as pictorially 

portrayed in the previous pages of the Vindobonensis (Figure 38).  Mixtec origins for 

themselves or for the effigies of their deities, therefore, (at least according to the 

Vindobonensis), do not derive from or dovetail with any historical situation of travel per se, of 

human movement from one place to another (as written about in the K’iche’ Maya Popol Vuh; 

as imaged in the Mexica and other Nahua pictorial documents such as the Tira de Peregrinación 

or Codex Boturini; or ritually practiced movement to mimic the movement of primordial deities 

or ancestors as in the yearly pilgrimages of the Wixárika).  However, movement is again 

connected to the birth of the Mixtec people as the ostensibly atavistic ancestral couple emerges 

from a local sacred tree at Yutsa To’on in the Nochixtlan district north of the city of Oaxaca.   

Generative movement is an activity that underscores and prefixes the act of travel itself.  

As will be discussed in subsequent chapters, Mesoamericans in general and the Mixtec in 

particular engaged in travel for myriad reasons.  Travel appears to contain an element of 

creation, of being a creative or generative act, of connecting to the First Act of emergence and 

origin.  Therefore, as visualized by Mixtec scribe-artists in the Vindobonensis, movement 

through emergence, meaning an act of travel from some place to another place in order to create 

and therefore distinguish the qualitative dimensions of being and place, whether earthly or 

otherworldly, mundane or sacred, dovetails with Mixtec ethnogenesis and ethnoterritoriality.   
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The Mixtec are a particular and unique people in Mesoamerican history and therefore do 

not share in certain aspects of that general history.18  Mixtec scribe-artists claim an 

autochthonous and atavistic communal identity as their ethnic, linguistic, and historical 

significance is tethered to and anchored in the localized Mixteca landscape.  They are 

emphatically stating: “We are from here and we have always been from here”!  As imaged in 

the Vindobonensis, the Mixtec are also claiming that where they are from was materially formed 

and ritually founded by supernatural beings such as the deified culture hero Nine Wind.   

His celestial descending not only brings the proper, celestially formed ritual objects of 

divine authority to rule; it also sparks the creation of various human Mixtec communities spread 

across the geographic landscape of the Mixteca, the natural environment that serves as a 

constant reminder of the significant connection between the geographic experience of a 

supernaturally generated landscape, of the founding and therefore culturally formative 

experience of place, and the sociopolitical establishment and religio-cultural maintenance of 

Mixtec communities through historical and ongoing human action within that landscape.  

Mixtec ethnogeographies of movement and place are directly informed by and connected to 

Lord Nine Wind’s emergence in the Vindobonensis. 

 

 

                                                                           

 

18 In various pictorial scenes, the Mixtec claim, as visually detailed in their Postclassic codical myth-histories, that 
their ancestors emerged from the geographically localized flora of what is today referred to as the Mixteca region, 
the very Place inhabited by present-day Mixtec communities. These narrative scenes offer a claim that differentiates 
the Mixtec from other Mesoamerican peoples who, in Postclassic and early Colonial documents, claim and uphold 
an extra-local or foreign identity for their founding ancestors who came from “over the sea” or “beyond the horizon” 
to establish communities in locales once unknown to them. The Mixtec are, therefore, unique in this claim of 
indigenous distinction. Nevertheless, the saga of Yya 8 Deer, as will be discussed in Chapter Four, demonstrates a 
particular deviation, in certain ways, from this emphasis on autochthony as he, at eighteen years of age, travels from 
his home place of Tilantongo in the Mixteca Alta to the Pacific coast of Oaxaca in order to found his first kingdom, 
Tututepec, or, in Mixtec, Yucu Dzaa. 
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Early Colonial Documents 

Indigenous pictographic writing systems persisted throughout most of the sixteenth century, even 

decades after the arrival of Spanish conquistadores (Asselbergs 2008; Boone 2000, 2007, 2011; 

Diel 2008; Gonzalbo 2010; Pohl 1994; Terraciano 2001).  After the arrival of the Spaniards it 

became necessary for Mixtec nobility and the noble classes of other indigenous peoples to assert 

the historical, and therefore legitimate, claims to political rule tethered to territorial ownership.  

One of the sociopolitical mechanisms employed by indigenous nobility was pictorial documents, 

images used as evidence with the capability of linking the Mixtec and a primordial, genealogical 

tie to their contemporary territory and kingdoms.  These images were painted on codices, lienzos 

or large painted cotton sheets (meaning “canvas” in Spanish), and mapas (such as the Mapa de 

Cuauhtinchan no. 2).  A growing, but already substantial, body of literature demonstrates the 

varied and dynamic negotiating strategies employed by indigenous nobility, often through local 

visual idioms, in early Colonial “New Spain”19 (Boone 2000, 2011; Boone and Mignolo 1994; 

Liebsohn 2009; Mundy 1996; Oudijk 2011).   

 One visual element of persistence in many early Colonial pictorial documents is the 

theme of emergence, a visual and most likely performative (when the stories were acted out) 

starting point for narratives that demonstrates an indigenous historical formula for telling stories, 

                                                                           

 

19 I put this term in quotation marks because not everyone, certainly not many indigenous peoples, referred to the 
area, region, and places of Mesoamerica as “New Spain,” the term employed by Spaniards and modern scholars. 
Many indigenous towns retained their original names for various localities and at different times and in different 
places, place names shifted before reverting back to the original names. In the Mixteca today, for instance, many 
townspeople know the names of their mountainous villages in both Mixtec and Nahuatl because the Nahua Mexica 
invaded and conquered much of the Mixteca in the decades before the arrival of the Spaniards, but the Mixtec 
retained the original names throughout generations, even down to the present. For example, the hometown of my 
Mixtec professor (during the summer of 2014 in Oaxaca) is called ‘San Juan Mixtepec’,  ‘San Juan’ from Spanish, 
of course, and the ‘Mixtepec’ from Nahuatl. However, Profe Marcos also referred to his hometown as ‘Snuviko’, or 
“place where the clouds are made to come down” in the Mixtec variant spoken in Snuviko called Sa’an Savi. The 
name “Oaxaca” derives from the Nahuatl word “huaxyacac,” which demonstrates that the Spaniards did not always 
control naming during the early Colonial period (see Mundy, 1996, especially Chapter Six, “Language and Naming 
in the Relaciones Geográficas Maps”). 
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whether they were visually narrated or dramatized or both (Bal 2009; Byland and Pohl 1994; 

Liebsohn 2009; Oudijk 2011).  Such visual pinpointing of the narrative’s beginning therefore 

demonstrates the persistence and prominence of place, whether historically accurate, meaning a 

real and lived place, or conceived of as mythically located and therefore not archaeologically 

verifiable.  Emergence from a local river, tree, rocks, or mountain, as imaged in lienzos from 

Oaxaca, or from an extra-local cave, as documented in the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan no. 2, the 

Historia Tolteca-Chichimeca and others, signifies part of a localizing, autochthonous identity or 

a foreign, allochthonous one (Boone 2000; Oudijk 1998, 2011).   

 The early Colonial world in Mesoamerica was complex and varied and certain cultural 

elements such as beliefs, languages, rituals, pictographic writings and visual expressions 

persisted.20  Below I present three visual documents that contain pictorial representations of 

emergence.  The Selden Roll may have been created in the Late Postclassic period, but I include 

it in this section because it is not known if it is truly a Mixtec document or if it was created by 

another indigenous hand in Postclassic Nahua-Mixtec signs and symbols or if it could have been 

produced in the early Colonial period using the Postclassic writing system (Boone 2000; Burland 

1955; Parmenter 1982).  Emergence is significant because it initiates all subsequent instances of 

migration or travel.  Emergence is important, even in the early Colonial period, because it 

underscores the visual and conceptual significance of movement as a generative act, one that is 

replicated at various points in Postclassic and early Colonial pictorial narratives. 

 

                                                                           

 

20 Indigenous pictographic writing persisted through the sixteenth century, but started to wane by the early 
seventeenth century. In that century, it had all but disappeared. Indigenous visual modes of expression combined 
with European forms and styles of art, creating a visual hybridity and complexity as the two cultures (although not 
monolithic in many ways) negotiated spaces of visual production and therefore sociopolitical meaning. See Bailey 
(1972), Boone (2011), Leibsohn (1994), Mundy (1996). 
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Selden Roll 

Little is known about this enigmatic pictorial document referred to as the Selden Roll.  The 

narrative images on the roll certainly contain the same Nahua-Mixteca international artistic style 

of the Postclassic because of the portrayal of the cartoon-like figures and the emphasis on the 

figures’ heads.  For example, Lord 9 Wind’s head in relation to the rest of his figural body is 

overemphasized and therefore renders his facial features as well as those of his head as the 

salient diagnostic characteristics of Lord 9 Wind (Figures 21, 33).  He is centered in the image 

that begins the Selden Roll’s main narrative and is flanked by a primordial male and female 

couple, one to each side of him within the celestial space of the Upper World.  The male and 

female couple are both named 1 Deer and the date is day Two Deer, year Thirteen Rabbit, 

signifying that the celestial realm also contains a temporal component, if only symbolic or 

mythical, in human delineated narratives.  

 Lord 9 Wind is seated on a royal throne, marked as such by its seemingly jaguar spots, a 

visual marker of 9 Wind’s status as divine and his authority as connected to the Upper World.  

He descends from the heavens through a long and jagged crevice, which leads him down the 

sacred nine levels of sky-bands and transports him into the mundane, somewhat undefined and 

abstracted space of the terrestrial realm, the realm of human ritual action deemed necessary to 

support the cyclical nature of the cosmos.   

Footprints, the physical and visual indexes of movement and directionality, designate that 

the narrative visually rendered in the Selden Roll moves in both directions, that Lord Nine Wind 

descends and ascends through the same jaggedly defined entrance and exit, a tunnel or channel 

between the Upper World and the physical realm of the terrestrial Mixteca.  Footprints are also 

utilized to direct the gaze and therefore the reading of the narrative from the left of the roll to the 
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right.21  Various footprints are placed with the toes leading in horizontally opposite directions 

and therefore signify the cyclical nature of not only the narrative events depicted, but of the 

reading of the narrative itself.  This pictorial convention of the Selden Roll has received little 

commentary attention, but lends a significant and purposeful dimension to the internal narrative 

events (Boone 2000; Burland 1955; Parmenter 1982). 

 Emergence, then, is also portrayed in the Selden Roll, a visual document of questionable 

origin.  Much like the framing in Codex Vindobonensis of Lord 9 Wind’s descent into the 

Mixteca in order to found over two hundred places or communities, the Selden Roll artist 

chooses to begin this narrative, which culminates with the founding of a specific individual 

community, with movement of a deity.  This movement initiates the subsequent narrative of the 

roll and connects it directly to the Mixtec codices specifically and to the ways in which 

narratives are framed in Mesoamerica generally, with the theme of emergence (of a human, of a 

supernatural being or deity, or of a substance) as initiatory and generative.   

 After descending from the heavenly realm into presumably the terrestrial realm, 9 Wind 

then becomes an effigy sitting in the sacred precinct of a temple-pyramid (Figure 20).22  This 

                                                                           

 

21 Because of the lack of knowledge surrounding the Roll’s origin and therefore provenance, this horizontal reading 
is only one possible reading order or format for the Selden Roll. The Roll could have been viewed or read in a 
vertical fashion, similar to many early Colonial lienzos, and would have therefore been displayed and read from top 
to bottom. 
 
22 In many of the examples of travel I discussed in Chapter One, this narrative pattern appears to be a standard 
component of Mesoamerican narratives, not just Mixtec ones. That is, establishing places and communities 
dedicated to a particular deity or set of deities and their material images, is frequently initiated by movement, 
movement performed by the deities themselves (or their effigies as in the case of the Popol Vuh or here in the 
Selden Roll), or by supernatural beings who become “real” humans, as in the case with 8 Wind. Therefore, travel in 
this sense contributes to eventual, climactic stasis or settlement. Indeed, the very establishing of place is often 
imbued with the presence of the deity, in many cases the presence of a sacred, material image of the deity. In the last 
chapter I discussed in footnote 6 the mythological founder of Lambayeque in the ancient Andes. One interesting 
narrative component of Ñaimlap’s grandchildren is that one of them, named Fempellec, moves the greenstone idol 
his grandfather brought with him from across the sea to another location. The consequence of moving the idol from 
his “proper” place was torrential rains, which led to crop failure and famine. Ñaimlap’s foreign dynasty, begun at 
Lambayeque, ends because Yampallec’s image is moved from its rightful place, thereby causing chaos and disorder, 
in fact it ends the original dynasty. This part of the myth-history, in part, pertains to images (and the deities they 
represent) having a ‘right’ or ‘correct’ place. 
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temple-pyramid is particularly curious because it is marked by ten repeating ‘movement’ glyphs 

on its roof and one of its interior walls.  The structure is attached to a ball court, giving credence 

to the idea that this archaeologically unknown building and place is an actual physical location 

somewhere in the Mixteca.  Lord 9 Wind’s effigy faces outward to greet four traveling priests, 

each with his personal name attached.23  Their names are 4 Monkey, 9 Bird, 13 Lizard and 10 

Temple.  Each priest carries reeds and is wrapped in a kind of rope, perhaps made of paper.  The 

four priests have black masks around their eyes (or their eyes have been painted black) and each 

one wears a crown of spikes (Figure 28).  The date of this ceremonial conference at the Temple 

of Movement occurs on year Four Rain, day Four Movement.   

An additional curious element of this scene is two seated figures behind 9 Wind’s effigy.  

On the interior of this ostensibly architectural structure, 4 Wind and 4 Movement (for those are 

their names attached to them by a simple line arising from 4 Wind’s forehead and the back of 4 

Movement’s head) are seated behind a partitioned wall, cut off from directly interacting with the 

itinerant priests who have come to venerate Lord 9 Wind.  The two named male figures have 

grass-like blades (or perhaps flames?) emanating from their mouths, which could signify a type 

of ritual speech.  They both have fangs that curl downwards, signifying old age or ancestry, as 

the grass-like element projects outwards toward the scene in front of them.  In effect, the grass-

like element visually parallels the grass stalks carried by the four traveling priests. 

By following their footprints, the viewer (or ‘reader’) sees that the four priests continue 

their journey through place glyphs pierced by an arrow.  One place glyph contains a jaguar and 

                                                                           

 

 
23 The fact that there are four priests is quite telling. This visual narrative mirrors, in many ways, the story 
recounted in the K’iche’ Maya Popol Vuh. Four lineage founders travel to a foreign citadel to find their particular 
deities or effigies of their deities. They then bring the deities back to their homeland and inscribe their local 
communities with the effigies in order to autochthonize them (See the following chapter). Could the number four 
signal the cardinal directions? Or is this a myth-history about four lineage heads seemingly shared with other 
Mesoamerican founding traditions?   
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the other toponym contains a perched eagle.  The combination of the jaguar and eagle perhaps 

signifies, with the arrows piercing these place glyphs, the Postclassic Nahua military groups of 

jaguar and eagle.  Could this mean that the priests are part of a military campaign to conquer 

different places on their way to eventually establishing the place of power, the place of Lord 9 

Wind?  Atop this section of the Roll is a single curving path or perhaps a celestial river or road.  

It is marked by the ‘eye’ symbols associated with the celestial realm and it contains what appear 

to be flints inside of the path-like composition.  

 As the narrative unfolds, one of the four priests, 13 Lizard, will eventually emerge from 

the river or road running along the ‘top’ of various sections of the Roll, carrying on his back the 

effigy of 9 Wind.  He then enters into a scene in which his three companions are drilling the New 

Fire and have seated the effigy of Lord 9 Wind above an enormous place glyph or toponym 

(Figure 39).  Multiple activities take place at the founding of this new community that is now 

overseen and therefore ruled by the presence of 9 Wind’s effigy.   

It would seem that the Selden Roll, then, is a narrative about the descension of Lord 9 

Wind from the celestial realm into the terrestrial realm, his conversion into an effigy at the 

Temple of Movement, followed by the travels of a peripatetic band of four named priests who 

carry 9 Wind’s effigy to a specific place in order to establish a new community, a new realm 

imbued with the sacred and powerful presence of Lord 9 Wind.  9 Wind’s presence, throughout 

the Selden Roll, is central to the narrative; it initiates the Roll’s story and visually communicates 

the significance of founding a community based on the presence of Lord 9 Wind’s effigy.  Much 

like the emphasis on 9 Wind’s descent and subsequent founding of over two hundred 

communities in the Mixteca as visualized in the Codex Vindobonensis, the Selden Roll appears 

to pictorially concentrate on the founding of one specific community by and through the physical 
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presence of 9 Wind.  His “emergence” into the terrestrial realm transforms earthly space by 

ordering and organizing it into a specific community ruled over by his very presence, which had 

to first travel through ostensibly various regions.   

The Selden Roll is a seemingly Postclassic pictorial document that has parallels with the 

Mixtec codices and lienzos as well as other visual sources created by diverse ethnic groups all 

claiming a Toltec-Chichimec heritage (John Pohl, personal communication).  One question as to 

why they claim a Toltec-Chichimec heritage regards the distinction between the settled, 

“civilized” Toltec and the wandering, “barbarous” Chichimec (“sons of the dog”).  Could the 

Mixtec and other Postclassic Mesoamerican groups be interested in visually stating this 

perceived, privileged claim of Toltec-Chichimec heritage as a combination of not only a binary 

of “civilization” and “barbarism,” but also as the dichotomous elements of life, that is, between 

“stasis” and “movement,” between nomadic adventure and implaced, settled ritual?  By 

examining the Mixtec codices as well as pictorial documents of other indigenous peoples such as 

the Selden Roll, the visual statements that highlight the founding of communities, whether by 

foreigners or the effigies of foreign gods, involves emergence and subsequent travel until the 

main agents of power settle in some place.  This is a line of investigation that will be further 

explored in the next chapter. 

The Selden Roll presents a visual narrative that begins with Lord 9 Wind descending 

from the celestial realm, an act of emergence, in this case descent, into the unorganized and 

disordered space of the terrestrial realm.  9 Wind’s effigy is then carried by four ritual specialists 

(referred to by the modern Mixtec of Santiago Nuyoo as “rain people”; see Monaghan 1995: 

107-8).  9 Wind’s descent becomes a generative act that imbues the itinerant priests’ journey 

with divine purpose, the purpose of putting his image in its proper, rightful place, thereby 
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establishing a place imbued with his presence and all that that signifies.  The four “rain people” 

establish a community with Lord 9 Wind’s effigy, the earthly material manifestation of 9 Wind, 

the physical, indexical artifact that recalls 9 Wind’s emergence and lends proper authority and 

power to the fledgling community founded in the Selden Roll.  Emergence, again, is a generative 

and creative act that not only initiates the narrative itself, serving as a starting point for the story; 

it also frames and therefore explains subsequent actions pertinent to the founding of communities 

as tied directly to the combination of divine, otherworldly presence in the material manifestation 

of Lord 9 Wind’s image placed within his proper place at the Temple of Movement.  9 Wind’s 

descent pre-fixes the founding of place through primordial travel and his movement establishes a 

paradigmatic or archetypal pattern for subsequent, itinerant praxis and interactional 

ethnogeographies of movement and place.  Mixtec and other Postclassic ethnogeographies of 

movement and place are then visually recorded, captured in narratives like those on the Selden 

Roll. 

 

Lienzo de Tlapiltepec  

As a sixteenth-century large piece of cloth with “picture-writing,”24 the Lienzo de Tlapiltepec 

continues various pictographic conventions established in Postclassic Mesoamerica, specifically 

the codical conventions established in the Postclassic Mixteca.25 Footprints, single lines of 

connection, an emphasis on the heads of figures (which produces a visual disproportion of 

                                                                           

 

24 “Picture-writing” is an apt term employed by Boone (2000), Smith (1973), Parmenter (1982), Robertson (1959), 
Johnson (2015) and others. This dualistic term is quite appropriate as it combines the systems of visual 
representation inherent in pictures and writing, images (pictographs) and written text (alphabetic, hieroglyphic, etc.). 
In Mesoamerica and elsewhere, images are often conceived of as writing (and are often linguistically marked by the 
same words, i.e. “ts’íib” is both “to write” and “to paint” in Mayan languages), if we expand traditional definitions 
of writing (see Boone, 2000). 
 
25 See Brownstone (2015, fig. 1.1). 
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corporeal scale), and the recording of calendar dates as well as personal names, are all visually 

consistent with pictorial mannerisms in the Postclassic codices.  This persistence throughout the 

sixteenth century demonstrates that, at least in Oaxaca, certain pictorial programs were deeply 

enmeshed in the ongoing visual and cultural systems of representing indigenous narratives.  This 

particular lienzo also demonstrates a visual understanding of the standardization of imagistic 

texts, of a community’s narrative history as visualized and therefore codified, to be pointed to as 

a legitimate source of historical truth, to be viewed as an object of authoritative explication for 

the ways things are.  Objects such as the Selden Roll, various lienzos like the Lienzo de 

Tlapiltepec, and other early Colonial visual documents26 lend credence to the power and 

authority of indigenous imagery even after the arrival of the Spaniards.27      

 One specific compositional and narrative element appropriate for this chapter is 

emergence.  At the far left bottom part of the lienzo sits the cave of seven chambers known as 

Chicomoztoc in central Mexican/Nahua legends and visualized in Nahua pictorial manuscripts 

such as the Tira de Peregrinación or Codex Boturnini, the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2, and the 

Historia Tolteca Chichimeca, among others.  This primordial cave is a repeated pictorial motif 

utilized in myriad Postclassic and early Colonial documents and therefore serves a fundamental 

                                                                           

 

26 Other pictorial documents include the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan, No. 2, the Lienzo de Quauhquechollan, the Tira de 
Tepechpan, the Historia Tolteca Chichimeca, community lienzos from places in the Mixteca like Ihuitlan, 
Tequixtepec, Tulancingo, Coixtlahuaca, among others. Also, several mapas from the Relaciones Geográficas, item 
number ten in a questionnaire sent to the viceroyalty of “New Spain” by the Spanish King Phillip V in the late 
1570s, visually retain certain indigenous conventions in order to spatially portray their communities and landscape. 
See Mundy (1996).  
 
27 Indeed, even after the Spaniards arrived, the utility, authority, and power of images (albeit the perceived 
“correct” or “proper” ones) were salient and integral ingredients for establishing Spanish visual and sociopolitical 
hegemony in the Americas. See Gruzinsky (2001) and Mundy (1996).  
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purpose in general Mesoamerican narratives of not only cosmological creation, but of the 

founding and creation of a community (Figure 40).28   

Much like the narrative utility of employing a specific place of origin, but shrouded in the 

mist of myth-histories, Chicomoztoc functions on a similar level as Tollan and Tamoanchan, 

these sites of primordial, paradisiacal, and focused cultural frameworks.  Emergence from and a 

visually narrated connection to places of origin underscores the transformations various 

communities and their ancestors have experienced because of travel, because of movement 

before establishing the static and seemingly permanent place of recreating original spheres of 

power, the rule of lawful, dynastic authority, and divine consent given because of sanctioned 

ritual activity.  And because such visual rendering of ancestral emergence, subsequent travel (in 

many cases, but notably absent in many Mixtec scenes of emergence), and the establishing of 

communities tethered to specific places in the landscape crossed linguistic boundaries in a 

semasiographic format, diverse indigenous peoples could read pictorial documents such as the 

Lienzo de Tlapiltepec (Boone 2015: ix). 

Emergence, then, is a visualized moment of origin on the lienzo people of different 

ethnicities and languages could read and understand.  Two scenes of emergence are visually tied 

to the founding of community in the Lienzo de Tlapiltepec.  The first emergence is of the cult 

bundle of Lord 9 Wind, the yya or deity figure who descends from the Celestial Realm in the 

Codex Vindobonensis to found more than two hundred communities in the Mixteca.  As Boone 

points out (2015: xii), the emergence of Lord 9 Wind’s bundle from the seven-chambered cave 

pictured on the lienzo connects to the sacred framework and religious armature of the Mixtec 

                                                                           

 

28 This particular motif of the seven caves or seven-chambered cave also denotes an atavistic link to the 
supernatural, to the forces generally associated with the Underworld such as clouds and rain generated in caves. 
Caves are also portals through which supernatural beings, mythical figures, and even ostensibly historical people can 
travel to other places. See Brady and Prufer (2005); Stone (1995, 2011). 
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polity.  9 Wind’s cult bundle emerges from the legendary cave, a creative event that generates 

the emergence of ancestral couples who in turn are the founders of the royal lineage associated 

with Lord 9 Wind’s supernatural presence and therefore his divinely sanctioned authority to rule.   

 Directly above the seven-chambered cave and its connection to a tree that stands atop 

four horizontally placed tortoise shells, sit two rivers contained by the same U-shaped frame.  

Each river, placed side by side, has its own unique elements: the one to the left has quetzal 

feathers that float on top of the crests of waves and the river to the right contains circular, linked 

elements that signify precious jade (Johnson 2015: 124-126).  Emergence occurs as two faintly 

visible red lines move from the two rivers to and then through, in a vertical direction upwards, an 

ancestral couple seated facing each other, positioned directly above.  Johnson interprets the two 

red lines that pass through various vertically positioned couples facing each other on reed mats 

as connective ligatures denoting the emergence of the original couple from the two rivers.  Such 

an interpretation is reminiscent of ancestors emerging from the local flora of the Mixteca in 

several codices, a visual marker of not only a spatio-temporal link between Mixtec history and 

autochthony, but a conceptual paradigm of a emergence as a primordial, generative act, in this 

case generative of subsequent genealogical lineage associated with a particular place.   

The Mixtec Lienzo de Tlapiltepec combines the emergence of Lord 9 Wind from the 

seven-chambered cave (an anomalous use of this cave for a Mixtec pictorial document) and the 

emergence of the ancestral couple birthed from the twin waters of converging rivers.  As a 

pictorial narrative of the founding of community that visually showcases generational ties to 

place, and to the richly layered religious, historical elements of divine rule and authority 

connected to that place, the lienzo is another example of the role that emergence plays.  An early 

Colonial document, the lienzo highlights the initiation of the subsequent narrative by framing 
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emergence again through Lord 9 Wind’s presence and the ancestral couple’s own emergence 

from rivers.  These narrative elements of emergence, travel, a generational recording of ruling 

couples, and the founding of place converge and coalesce on the large, single sheet cloth known 

as the Lienzo de Tlapiltepec produced in the mid-sixteenth century.  It is yet another visual 

example of the significant role emergence plays in Mixtec ethnogeographies of movement and 

place. 

  

Codex Borgia 

Although not a Mixtec codex, this agriculturally and astronomically focused sacred, imagistic 

text does not begin with a visualization of cosmogenesis, depending on where one would “begin” 

the overall narrative.  I employ this type of ambiguous language because in the middle of the 

overarching or general narrative focus on various supernaturals and their calendrical 

associations, the probable Nahua scribe from somewhere around present-day Puebla or Veracruz, 

Mexico, switches to a pictorial representation, in several “middle” pages, of a ritual sequence.  

Indeed, this ritual sequence, which breaks from the general narrative of all the other pages in the 

codex, begins with cosmogenesis, the origin of the universe and all things contained therein.   

 On Plate 29 of the Codex Borgia, which is referred to as Page 1 of the so-called ritual 

sequence (Díaz and Rodgers 1993: 49), the universe erupts into being (Figure 8).  Foaming forth 

from the central grey vessel is a frothy substance, the seemingly ethereal but actual essence of 

original life, of animate, anthropomorphized beings and forces that occupied and initiated the 

primordial universe.  This frothy ephemera stretches into the surrounding space with at least nine 

tentacles reaching out into different directions, each attached to multiple red and white eyes 

typically signifying stars or the celestial realm of original creation.  The grey container emerges 
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against a circular backdrop of blackness, the color of the sacred as well as the visual portrayal of 

a conceptual framework that ascribes the very beginning of the universe as an emergent creation 

in obscurity and darkness, the symbolic and therefore visualized frame of the deep from which 

the cosmos began, from which supernatural forces and later, landscapes, human beings, places, 

communities, and all that exists, emerged.29   

Because essences and things such as forces and beings need a dwelling place,30 an 

ordered and organized setting in order to exist and therefore to create (Aristotle included the 

category of ‘where’ as one of his 10 postulates),31 the entire scene of Page 1 of the ritual 

sequence is framed by and contained within a rectangular precinct of origin, an ostensibly 

atavistic and primordial dwelling place that eventually breathes the animate life force into being.  

This rectangular enclosure’s border has four layers to it: first, it contains the red and white ‘eyes’ 

associated with the celestial realm on the outer ridges of this delineated place; second, a thick 

layer of the same foamy substance that pours forth from the central vessel of the scene with its 

                                                                           

 

29 I find it significant that Page 1 of the ritual sequence in the Codex Borgia directly follows Plate 28 of the 
overarching narrative in the codex, which portrays “the five directions with rain deities and the first five years of a 
52-year calendar cycle.” This is integral to the visual explanation narrated in the eighteen pages of the ritual 
sequence in the Borgia because it connects to the all-important five directions (the cardinal directions plus the 
central axis point), which denotes a spatial ordering and understanding of the cosmos, as well as the temporal 
component of the Mesoamerican “century,” or fifty-two year calendar cycle. Because it depicts the rain deities for 
the five directions, Plate 28, the page that precedes Page 1 of the ritual sequence, visually delineates the significance 
of agricultural production, the ritual and seasonal structuring of life. It is also important to note that the eighteen 
pages of the ritual sequence matches the number of “months” in the solar calendar, with each month consisting of 
twenty days (plus an extra period of five days at the end of each year). However, as Byland points out (1993: xxiii), 
the 18-page ritual sequence is more of a narrative and not a calendar like the rest of the Borgia. 
 
30 Much like human beings and their lived experience in the world, ‘place’ becomes the locus for differentiating 
spatial categories of socioscapes, the built and natural landscapes of the activities, peoples, concepts, images, rituals, 
architecture, and occurrences associated with place. 
 
31 Aristotle, Physics (Oxford: Oxford University Press), Book IV, chapters 1-5, 2008. Aristotle’s definition of place 
is basically that the place of X is the first static or motionless boundary of the thing that contains X, where X is. This 
is, of course, a Western philosophical perspective, but ancient peoples the world over have been attempting to 
understand the nature of being, have been developing various descriptive paradigms for ontological and 
epistemological explanation, often overlapping and paralleling each other. See also Casey (2009, 2013), Morison 
(2002 –On Location: Aristotle’s Concept of Place). 
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miniscule and black, u-shaped marks; third is an interwoven and overlapping pattern with red, 

white, and a brownish-yellow color, which could represent a cord or a rope; and lastly, a thick 

layer of solid red, which resonates with the myriad Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl figures spreading 

outward in all directions from the grey container and its tentacles.32 

 Emergence on Page 1 of the visualized narrative of cosmogenesis in the Codex Borgia is 

significant because it pictorially encapsulates and visually reifies this chapter’s theme of 

movement connected to origins.  The specific movement on Page 1 is “performed” by an ethereal 

substance, but this snapshot of the Borgia’s “Big Bang” cosmological moment develops a 

narrative parallel to the subsequent emergence of a significant figure named “Stripe Eye,” who 

emerges in the narrative just a few pages later.  Still a part of the ritual sequence found in the 

Borgia, Stripe Eye’s journey includes many deeds as part of the ceremonial structuring of the 

visualized narrative in the eighteen page ritual sequence.  Byland (1993: xxiv) states that the first 

four pages of the ritual sequence “should be read as a sort of invocation undertaken in 

preparation for the performance of the central events being described in this long passage.”  In 

other words, and for the purposes of this chapter, the initial four pages of the eighteen page ritual 

sequence establish the necessary milieu, the place of ritual and ceremony necessary for the 

subsequent narrative in the following twelve pages of Stripe Eye’s journey.   

 A necessary sequence of events occurs in the first four pages of the ritual sequence so 

that Stripe Eye, much like Lord 9 Wind, Lord 8 Wind, and others in Mixtec codices, can 

                                                                           

 

32 Page one of the ritual sequence contains many more, rich details, but I focus here on the emergence of a bluish-
gray, foamy substance (the visual focus point of the page) because it frames much of the conceptual understanding, 
as visualized, of emergence, of an inherent connection between the origins of the cosmos and movement, of 
initiating animate existence because of some type of emergence of some kind of force linked to being, to existence 
itself. In this case, the emergence of a frothy substance pictorially explains the original point and place of creation, 
generative of all subsequent things that possess a certain ‘being’ through motion and movement.  
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“emerge ready for what is to come.”33  On Page one of the ritual sequence, the winds are 

released, signifying cosmological creation and its connection to movement.  On the following 

page, the rains and winds of the East are appeased.  On the third page of the ritual sequence, the 

sacrifice and death of two other directions, the North and the West, are visualized.  And finally, 

on Page 4 of the Borgia’s ritual sequence, multiple characters referred to as ‘Tezcatlipoca,’ a 

deity associated with the direction of South, is venerated.  These events recounted in the first 

four pages of the ritual sequence eventually lead to initiating Stripe Eye’s journey. 

  At one point in the ritual sequence narrative, Stripe Eye emerges from the gaping mouth 

of an Ehecatl-Quetzalcóatl figure that frames the left side of Page 9 and Page 10 in the ritual 

sequence.  According to Byland (1993: xxv), this emergence of Stripe Eye on Page 10 of the 

ritual narrative signifies the transformation Stripe Eye undergoes because of his presence in 

previous rituals such as the opening of the bundle on Page 8 that releases myriad winds in 

multiple directions.  Stripe Eye’s emergence, then, is significant because he has engaged in a 

supernatural journey connecting him to not just the terrestrial realm, but to the celestial realm as 

well.  Much like various narrative moments in the Mixtec codices discussed above, part of Stripe 

Eye’s journey is the act of emergence, the initial connection to some other spatial configuration 

or sphere, visualized in the Borgia’s ritual sequence but not always visualized in the Mixtec 

codices.   

 Emergence plays a significant role in myriad ways throughout the ritual sequence 

narrative contained in the Codex Borgia.  First, emergence of an ethereal, foamy substance 

contained in a kind of vessel signifies cosmological creation, the generative act of beginnings 

tethered to movement, in this case the movement of winds.  And second, emergence followed by 

                                                                           

 

33 Bruce E. Byland, “Introduction and Commentary,” in The Codex Borgia: A Full-Color Resoration of the Ancient 
Mexican Manuscript, edited by Gisele Díaz and Alan Rodgers (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 1993), xxiv. 
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subsequent travel and therefore transformation, is pictorially portrayed in the Stripe Eye 

narrative, the artistically rendered story of an ostensibly historical ruler who is changed because 

of movement, because of travel.  Throughout his journey, Stripe Eye performs different rituals 

such as sacrificing a victim and pulling out his heart, sitting in a temple precinct as he holds 

ritual appurtenances, and descending into various scenes at the top of several pages, an action 

visually reminiscent of Lord 9 Wind’s descension in the Codex Vindobonensis.   

 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, emergence has been the central pictorial motif discussed.  The act of emergence 

is a generative one in that it initiates subsequent travel, the mobile movements performed by 

deities (as in the Codex Vindobonensis), ritual specialists (as in the Selden Roll), ancestral 

couples (as in the Codex Vindobonensis, Lienzo de Tlapiltepec, and others), and rulers.  As 

demonstrated in this chapter, emergence as a visual frame, as the starting point for various 

codical narratives, persisted from the Postclassic period into the early Colonial sixteenth century.  

Emergence is pictorially repeated in various codices, lienzos, rolls, maps, and other media and 

therefore has a remarkable presence in the visual narratives produced throughout Mesoamerica 

generally, but particularly in the Mixteca. 

 Emergence establishes a visual pattern for the recounting of the founding of communities 

in specific places.  The role of place will be discussed in the next chapter, but for the purposes of 

this chapter, it has been important to demonstrate the connections between emergence, or 

generative movement, and the founding of community, or establishing stasis, a certain type of 

permanence.  The interplay of movement and place, of emergence and stasis, visually 

manufactures in various codices and other media Mixtec ethnogeographies, the cultural 
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scaffolding of history and community, and therefore of a sense of a shared identity linked to and 

embedded in the local landscape.  Mixtec ethnogeographies, as visualized in the codices, is 

singular and distinct from other Mesoamerican traditions, whether oral or visual, in that the 

Mixtec claim an atavistic autochthony, a primordial and eternal anchoring to the various places 

in which ritual and other activities transpire.   

 As stated in the introduction to this chapter, emergence can be likened to the sprouting of 

cultivated goods that, through a cyclical process of emergence and growth, denotes a 

transformation, a significant change that undergirds various levels of being.  Emergence of 

supernatural beings, ancestral couples, and historical rulers parallels such a transformation.  

Movement from one sphere of being to another visualizes a conceptual and actual starting point 

for initiating narratives and for the eventual founding of communities.  Emergence demonstrates 

a transformation of something or someone unseen into something or someone seen, much like 

the process that movement, implicit in the act of emergence and therefore of travel, suggests 

being.   

 Emergence, then, is a visually repeated motif in various codices and other media that 

explains cosmological, cosmogonic, cosmographical, and in the case of Mixtec ethnogenesis, 

primordial origins.  This, in turn, visually explicates emergence and its concomitant, 

foundational action of movement as inherently connected to the founding of place, a creative and 

generative action first performed by deities or supernatural forces (as seen in the Borgia) and 

then ritually re-enacted by human participants.  Place is imbued with the categorical difference 

of stasis and ostensible permanence brought about by an original, primordial movement in the 

act of emergence.  Emergence as a generative act of movement underscores its narrative function 
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as a starting point, as a frame of reference for origins, as well as an action that leads to 

transformation by and through the establishing of place, the subject of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

SOJOURN TO THE SUN GOD: PERIPATETIC YYA OF THE MIXTECA 
 

 
In all modes of exceptional intellectual endeavor where knowledge and, therefore, power is seen 
to derive at least in part from familiarity with ‘outside’ phenomena (whether terrestrial or 
nonterrestrial), those who wish to acquire or manifest such power must, ipso facto, become 
experts on things and places ‘outside’. 
   
     -Mary Helms, Ulysses’ Sail: An Ethnographic Odyssey 

 

 

On the cover of the Dover edition of the Codex Nuttall, a singular image from an 

individual page of the codex draws the viewer’s attention to one framed instance of travel from 

the narratives inside (Figure 41).  The use of this image on the front cover to encapsulate the 

Codex Nuttall is a particular choice that reveals the immense importance of travel, of movement 

as pictured in this scene as well as many others in this specific Mixtec codex.  This narrative 

snapshot of travel highlights a significant historical ruler or yya of the Mixtec during the initial 

stages of the Postclassic epoch in Mesoamerica.  Visually this scene takes up an entire page in 

the codex and is positioned within the larger narratives at work, narratives of long sequences of 

events, ritual actions, and occurrences that, in many ways, are meant to visually narrate and 

therefore legitimize the claims and right to rule of Lord 8 Deer (Byland and Pohl 1994; Jansen 

and Pérez Jiménez 2011; Troike 1974).   

In the pictorial scene on page 75 of the Nuttall, Lord 8 Deer Jaguar Claw of Tilantongo, 

who was a Mixtec king during the Postclassic, is framed by two traveling companions as they 

cross a body of water to reach what could be an island, perhaps visualizing a historical moment 

of travel (Jansen and Pérez Jiménez 2011; Palka 2014: 147-148), but more likely mythological or 

supernatural travel (Byland and Pohl 1994: 151-156).  It is a narrative scene also found in the 
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Codex Colombino 22-23 (Byland and Pohl 1994: 152).  Islands were pilgrimage sites of ritual 

importance for several Mesoamerican groups like the Maya and the central Mexican Nahua 

(Palka 2014: 146-152), which signals that specific parts of the landscape were perceived to be 

important centers or places for encountering, venerating, confronting, or soliciting favor from the 

divine.1  However, as Byland and Pohl point out (1994: 152), large bodies of water are few, if 

there are any, in the Mixteca that could possibly be referenced in this pictorial scene.  Hence, 

Byland and Pohl argue that this scene represents a supernatural journey, not an actual one in the 

Mixteca and they provide evidence from other codical sources such as the Codex Borgia.   

As the narrative continues on subsequent pages in the Nuttall, 8 Deer journeys to meet 

the Sun God, 1 Death, and then he and his traveling companions make a return journey as 

imaged on page 80 (Figure 42), a similar—if somewhat minimized version—of the initial 

sojourn on page 75 (Byland and Pohl 1994: 151-155).  Is this a supernatural journey sequence as 

proposed by Byland and Pohl?  Is it an actual, physical sojourn as stated by Palka?  Would 8 

Deer have traveled far beyond the Mixteca, such as to a Nahua or Maya pilgrimage site in order 

to meet and converse with a particular deity or oracle?  We know through visual evidence that 8 

Deer did peregrinate to the central Mexican place of Cholula in order to receive a nose-plug, a 

physical and visual marker of his legitimate right to rule back home. But is the purpose of this 

                                                                           

 

1 Pilgrimage sites in Mesoamerica retain significance for modern-day pilgrims, as do the sacred images—be they 
miraculous images, ancestor bundles, or places of deity presence— that pilgrims venerate by traveling to see, touch, 
and be near them (Astor-Aguilera and Jarvenpa 2008; Freedberg 1989; Pohl and Urcid 2014; Turner and Turner 
2011). Many of these sites are of ancient origin and importance, sites in the landscape with rich and deep historical 
ties to ancestors and founding deities for myriad indigenous groups today. Also, several Christian churches were 
purposely built on top of or in close proximity to pre-Columbian pilgrimage sites in order to acknowledge but 
locationally overlay such spatial and placial power with the presence of Christian power and imagery. On the topic 
of pilgrimage in pre-Columbian and modern times, see Glazier (1983), Josserand and Hopkins (2001), Kubler 
(1984), Myerhoff (1976), Shadow and Rodríguez-Shadow (2000), Stone (2014), Taylor (2016), Turner and Turner 
(2011). 
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scene to clearly establish the identity of the place, the toponym of a possible island with “caves” 

(according to Palka) to which 8 Deer and his companions travel?  

Or is the purpose and power of this full-page image the fact that 8 Deer travels across a 

large body of water, confronting, as it were, supernatural elements that form part of a supernal 

realm?  Lord 8 Deer’s Mixtec scribe-artist who painted the pages of the Nuttall could be 

pictorially stating, with this singular scene amidst others, that 8 Deer Jaguar Claw is a special, 

unique, and powerful human being who is capable of making such a journey, of confronting and 

conversing with the solar deity, an ability that distinguishes 8 Deer from previous or 

contemporary Mixtec rulers. Moreover, as Lord 9 Wind descends in the Vindobonensis to 

establish more than two hundred Mixtec communities on earth, perhaps Lord 8 Deer ascends to 

meet the Sun God 1 Death in the Nuttall as a way of bridging yet again the terrestrial and 

celestial realms, an outstanding and exemplary capability that belies 8 Deer’s unique, 

transcendent talents touched by and remarkably reinforced within the blessing of divine 

production and connection. However, this particular narrative scene offers many questions, but 

only speculative inferences at the present moment. 

On page 9-V in Codex Bodley (Figure 43), the biographical narrative of Lord 8 Deer 

begins with his emergence as a young man from what appears to be a cave, a standardized 

symbol of the bell-shaped, inverted ‘U’.  It could also be associated with the ‘maw’ of the earth, 

a special point of access to the Underworld, both an entrance and exit.  In this instance, Lord 8 

Deer Jaguar Claw emerges perhaps after conducting specific rituals within the cave that have a 

touch of “divine will and providence” (Jansen and Pérez Jiménez 2011: 374).  I would also add 

that this type of visualized emergence from the chambers of a supernatural realm, in some ways, 

mirror Lord 9 Wind’s descent from the Celestial Realm to this earthly one as well as 8 Wind’s 
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emergence from a generic earth glyph into This World.  This visual statement in the Bodley of 8 

Deer’s emergence from a cave connects him, through original, generative action and the shared 

title of yya, with Lords 9 Wind and 8 Wind. 

 From the mouth of this cave, several footprints lead the viewer’s eye to the figure of 8 

Deer who is framed between the cave behind him to the place glyph in front of him.  After about 

four footprints, 8 Deer’s legs are in the position of walking, and therefore his actual feet take 

over the pathway occupied by the footprints.  Interestingly, after the viewer moves along the 

narrative scene, another footprint in front of 8 Deer connects him to the place glyph in front of 

him.  And behind the place glyph to the right of the scene is a day date of Three Arrow, with the 

three circles signifying the number attached to another footprint that leads the viewer (and 

therefore the narrative) to subsequent scenes. 8 Deer raises one hand and his line of sight 

parallels the place glyph that holds within it a sacred bundle, an element that Jansen and Pérez 

Jiménez refer to as a “treasure” (2011: 375).  This scene occurs, according to the year and day 

glyphs, on day Four Rain, year Three Flint.   

What is relevant for this chapter and for this dissertation as a whole is that Mixtec scribe-

artists visualized narrative moments of travel as part of the creation of the Mixteca’s 

environment and landscape as well as part of Mixtec ethnogenesis, a visual and conceptual 

coupling of stabilizing, static settlements initiated because of the dynamism of mobilities and 

movement.  In other words, creating and traversing diverse places in the Mixteca, as Lord 9 

Wind is visualized as doing in the Vindobonensis, geographic genesis could be viewed as an a 

priori or elementary precondition necessary for Mixtec ethnogenesis.2  That is, the stabilizing 

                                                                           

 

2 Indeed, the very concept and materiality of place, celestial or terrestrial (often difficult to define and determine), is 
imaged in Mixtec codices and other narrative imagery as pre-existent to or sometimes a part of human genesis. 
Emergence of divine supernatural beings or ancestral Mixtec figures, the founding of place, and movement between 
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and seemingly permanent stasis of the sky, mountains, rivers, valleys, trees, stones, and other 

marked environmental features of the landscape are contradicted by and juxtaposed with the 

dynamic, mobile nature of human beings (and other flora and fauna), the landscape serving as an 

unmoving background against which human beings, clouds, birds, rivers, and other flora and 

fauna move about.  Mixtec deities, rulers, and other figures travel in the codices, they move from 

place to place, in order to perform various ritual actions.   

Travel itself, in many ways, is framed as an action of the gods as well as an action of 

Mixtec rulers who perform travel as a conceptual and experiential correspondence to and 

refracted within divine praxis.  In Mesoamerican manuscripts, stelae, images and writing, travel 

has connections to foundational events, ritual actions, pilgrimages, trade and commerce, war, 

marriage alliances, seasonal residences, and many other aspects.3  Travel, therefore, is not an 

empty or neutral cultural category associated with random actions, but is layered with 

significance and value and has a deep, rich history in Mesoamerican visual cultures.4  As I have 

been arguing throughout this project, the very act of travel has, as one of its myriad underlying 

and constitutive components, a dimension of generative creation, of the powerful process that 

intersects the establishment of place (an organized, anchored community) and peripatetic 

practices (disorganized, unanchored action).5  The narrative moment reified in its full-page 

                                                                           

 

different places or realms are all topics discussed in different chapters of this dissertation. Interplay between these 
three components constitutes cosmogenesis and ethnogenesis as visualized in the Postclassic Mixtec codices.  
3 See Appendix B in which I list various reasons and motivations for travel in Mesoamerica. 
 
4 This rich history of travel in Mesoamerica, particularly as represented in the visual cultures of ancient 
Mesoamerica, has seemingly received scant attention in scholarship. This dissertation functions, therefore, as a step 
forward, as an entrance into this large conceptual and lived experience of travel in Mesoamerica. 
 
5 Indeed, in its religious or spiritual aspect, travel can be viewed and practiced in many ways such as in the physical 
acts of pilgrimage and migration, both acts written about, visualized, and ritually practiced throughout 
Mesoamerican histories and regions. It can also be viewed as a psychological action, one in which the supernatural 
is invoked and often lends an invisible, interior dimension to travel, whether in dreams or in shamanic practice. And 
throughout modern day Latin America, for instance, and other parts of the world, the intersection between 
peripatetic Catholic Saints (or others such as folk heroes or saints) and place, is paramount for re-creating that 
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framing on page 75 of the Nuttall demonstrates the significance of travel in the life—and it could 

be argued in the very making of a sociopolitical and religious persona in the figure of Lord 8 

Deer—of one of the most compelling and ever-present figures in the Mixtec codices, that of Lord 

8 Deer Jaguar Claw.   

But 8 Deer Jaguar Claw is not the only yya to travel.  Many supernatural beings, culture 

heroes, and historical rulers are visualized as being itinerant.  Throughout the codices, 

particularly in the Vindobonensis, Nuttall, and Bodley, peripatetic yya are repeatedly imaged as 

performing the act of travel, as participating in itinerancies that propel various yya to create and 

found places or to perform certain ritual actions at specific localities.  The category of travel as 

we know it today is often conceived of in different terms from this period of time the world 

over,6 but particularly in Postclassic Mesoamerica as imaged in the Mixtec codices.  The act of 

                                                                           

 

particular place through ritualized movement, through the act of replication, which collapses the spatial and 
temporal gulf between primordial, generative acts of movement and present-day ones. I have personally observed 
the movements of the effigy of Nuestra Señora de los Remedios in Cholula, Puebla, Mexico and the annual marking 
of her territory by physically carrying her effigy around a pre-determined, circuitous route in Cholula, a route that 
typically culminates with her being placed yet again in the Catholic church that sits atop Tlachihualtepetl or “Man-
made mountain,” the main indigenous temple-pyramid in Cholula, which used to be an important pilgrimage center 
during the Postclassic era (and today is the site of an annual festival and marketplace every September that brings 
hundreds of thousands of visitors from various parts of Mexico and beyond), a ceremonial center visited by Lord 8 
Deer in order for him to receive his nose plug, an emblem of his legitimate right to rule in the Mixteca (as imaged in 
several Mixtec codices). Nuestra Señora de Izamal is another traveling Catholic Saint who, in her effigy form, visits 
ancient Maya places of ceremonial power, now archaeological sites, in the Yucatan (Fidencio Briceño Chel, 
personal communication). Many more saints or deity figures (or objects associated with them and their power) mark 
their territories by traveling, by moving around a certain geographic region. Maximón, a modern-day effigy 
venerated by Tz’utujil Maya (and others) in Guatemala, is said to travel as well as bless devotees who are going to 
travel across borders so that they do so safely. Indeed, in answer to the petitions of devotees to Maximón, if he 
grants the petition, his physical “body” moves, if only slightly. Such movement is said to denote that the petition has 
been efficacious. Movement, then, at least in this modern instance, demonstrates a creative, generative conferring of 
power through blessing of a devotee. The few instances of movement and travel presented here are obviously not 
representative of an exhaustive list of such saints or deities who practice, influence, require, condone, or bless travel 
(and travelers). See Boone (1991), Christenson (2001, 2016), Glazier (1983), Joyce and Gillespie (2015), Mendelson 
(1965), Myerhoff (1976), Stanzione (2003, 2007), Stone (2011), Tarn and Prechtel (1998), and Tweed (2008). 
 
6 Indeed, it was not until the late Middle Ages in Europe that the terms “travel” and “journey” started to have 
similar meanings to how we conceive of those activities today, even though there are still differences because of 
modern technologies that have changed the ways in which and the rapidity with which we travel. Before 
transitioning to a similar meaning with how we conceive of and practice travel today, the concept of a journey used 
to be concretely connected to the necessary elements of movement such as the road (always connected to the 
ground, to the earth), and the money needed to move about. Travel in Europe was then connected to pilgrims and 
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travel is highlighted in several scenes throughout the codices and constructs a specific frame for 

various narrative moments.  Travel is visualized in myriad narratives throughout several codices.   

Therefore, I would argue, travel is an integral and integrative action performed by several 

figures who are conceptually and visually, therefore corporeally, tethered to the very places in 

which rituals and other events occur.  Again, the visual narratives in Mixtec codices contain, as 

part of larger, overarching narratives, a balance of stasis and dynamism, an equilibrium of the 

ostensible permanence of place (meaning its landscape and associated oral histories that in 

myriad indigenous cultures are verbally transmitted in and through genealogical links throughout 

the generations) and the transience or impermanence, the changing qualities of mobility (which 

signifies in many ways an act of change, transition, or transformation).  This dichotomy can 

therefore be included in the complementary dyadic structures of indigenous American 

etiologies.7  

At times the visualization of travel, meaning the step-by-step series of movements or the 

process of physically going from one place to another, is not always depicted.  This apparent 

elision of visualizing the trails, paths, roads, flora, fauna, landscape, and climatological canvas or 

backdrop associated with travel on foot (as it would have been in Mesoamerica without any pack 

                                                                           

 

even later to military expeditions (which, at one point in time, defined a “journey”). And travel in Europe and other 
regions of the world, apart from Mesoamerica, had pack animals such as horses that could be ridden when traveling. 
In ancient Mesoamerica, human beings walked everywhere and transported cargo for local and distant markets 
themselves, which meant that these indigenous itinerants in many ways became that much more familiar with and 
connected to local and extra-local landscapes. See Allen (2004), Casson (1994), Elsner and Rubiés (1999), Helms 
(1988), Lane (2001), Rubiés (1999), Verdon (2003). 
 
7 Many indigenous groups like the Yucatec Maya and the Mixtec (the two groups with which I have spent the most 
time learning their languages) today continue to utilize a conceptual and observable logic of complementary dyads 
such as male/female, day/night, low/high, earth/sky, young/old, light/dark, hot/cold, sun/moon, soft/hard, 
solid/liquid, etc. linguistically as well as in the belief systems and frameworks within which their spiritualities and 
ritual actions manifest, forming a relational framework with external qualities of the world (Fidencio Briceño Chel, 
personal communication). That is, the stories they tell and the very words they use to tell those stories belie social 
and cultural gender roles, various symbolic qualities of objects and materials, and other modes of conceptualization 
for cultural categories of objects, daily action, and linguistic expression.  
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animals or large wheeled vehicles)8 demonstrates an artistic and narrative choice that moves the 

story along its central narrative lines or points chronologically or naratologically as the narrative 

points save time and serve as organizing frames for stories with many more details than those 

visually depicted (Boone 2000, 2007; Leibsohn 1994; Navarrete 2000).9   

Travel is a discursive genre in Mesoamerica, a topic I have considered in chapter one of 

this dissertation.  As a discursive genre, the act of travel and its visualization, its recording and 

embedded structure within codical narratives, performs cultural and historical work, it is part of 

and often frames the visual narratives pictorially rendered in the codices.  Travel has been and 

continues to be a reality of human existence, of quotidian human behavior.  But what does it 

mean to travel?  How do certain sequential scenes of travel function in the Mixtec codices?  Is 

travel a ritual act intended to convey its central significance in the codices? Why is travel an 

integral part of codical narratives?  Throughout this chapter, my intention is to lay the 

groundwork for future research in order to attempt an understanding of how the Mixtec and other 

indigenous groups of Mesoamerica conceived of and practiced travel.   

The codices contain narrative scenes of travel that could help in this examination and 

analysis of the cultural practice of travel.  As travel is a broad and expansive category 

constitutive of cultural praxis, a behavior or set of behaviors understood and experienced in 

different ways and at different times—although similarities and parallels surely exist as well—in 

                                                                           

 

8 Toys with wheels have been archaeologically excavated in Mesoamerica, but no large vehicles such as carts or 
wagons have been found and no remains have been found for pack animals. Yes, Mesoamericans knew and had the 
technology appropriate for constructing the wheel, but travel, and therefore the carrying of cargo, was done on foot 
(another indication of how important human footprints as a visual symbol in the codices were for tying the act of 
travel and movement to human beings and not some other type of animal). Human beings were the practitioners of 
travel and the conduits for supplies, merchandise, gifts, etc. to move from one marketplace to another. See Diehl and 
Mandeville (1987). 
 
9 See Bal (1993) for various cultural practices in storytelling that help frame stories and move them along the 
planned and therefore significant points being made. 
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this chapter I will look at a few narrative scenes of travel and the visual motifs that signify travel 

in order to tease out potential meaning and significance of travel for the Mixtec specifically and 

for Mesoamericans generally.  In this way, specific details such as codical narratives that frame 

the act of travel can play a vital role in observing and organizing general patterns and 

connections in these particular stories of traveling yya, the peripatetic lords and ladies of the 

Postclassic Mixtec. 

This chapter is an exploration, then, of certain narrative scenes that highlight the travels 

of Mixtec lords and ladies as well as divine deities and supernatural beings, all classed together 

as yya or gods.  From the founding of places in the Mixteca to the births of ancestral couples, the 

Mixteca, and by extension the Mixtec codices, is replete with stories of movement, of travel 

performed by various yya.  Although Boone (2000) is correct in that the Mixtec accounts of 

cosmogenesis and particularly ethnogenesis reveal a Mixtec narrative trope of embedded, 

original (and originating) autochthony to the Mixteca region, various narrative components and 

sequences in the Mixtec codices also reveal that travel to and from different places also played 

(and continue to play) a role in Mixtec identity, history, community, and spirituality.10  Indeed, 

the fact that Mixtec scribe-artists included, and in some ways highlighted, many scenes of travel, 

signifies travel’s importance for not only specific narratives, but for the general, overarching 

narratives as well.   

As I started to delineate in Chapter Three, ethnogeography plays a role in the narratives 

visually recounted in the codices.  Ethnogeography, the practice of naming, experiencing, and 

                                                                           

 

10 The trope of travel as connected to the founding of community also plays a part in Antonio de los Reyes’s 1593 
Mixtec Grammar, in which de los Reyes recounts that he was informed that Yutsa To’on (Apoala) was founded by 
outsiders, not by a progenitor couple that at the beginning of space and time emerged from a great tree at Apoala (as 
imaged in Codex Vindobonensis).  
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being familiar with the histories and cultural knowledge of places (those of home, village, 

ceremonial centers, and other places in the landscape, local and extra-local), is an active and 

animating element in the Mixtec codices.  As an active element, and as I utilize it in its plural 

form,11 ethnogeographies are linked to the activity of travel because in the distinguishing of 

difference, in this case of place, the act of physically moving from one place to another is 

defined (and can therefore be visualized as such).   

The ethnogeographies visualized in the codices provide a locational, orientational frame 

for understanding and analyzing much of the travel, and traveling figures, pictured in the 

codices.  9 Wind travels to establish a plethora of places or ñuu and therefore communities in the 

Mixteca as visualized in the Vindobonensis.  8 Wind emerges from an earth glyph on the very 

first page in the Nuttall in order to initiate his subsequent travels, travels connected to several 

sacred places for Mixtec ethnogenesis and ritual action, specifically to historically and 

mythologically significant places in the Mixteca such as the rivers of Yutsa To’on (Apoala), the 

hilltop site of Cerro Jasmín (Suchixtlan), and the Hill of the Rain God (Yucuñudahui) on top of 

which 8 Wind is seen in full eagle regalia.  Through a process of travel associated with and 

connected to various places and the concomitant, specific actions 8 Wind performs in those 

places, he becomes a “real boy.”12  Again, as 8 Wind travels from place to place, his movement 

                                                                           

 

11 I use the plural form of ‘ethnogeography’ because during the Postclassic era of Mesoamerica, interregional 
interactions and the cultural matrices of Mesoamerica combined myriad languages, beliefs, cults, practices, and 
perspectives surrounding various places, deities, and their effigies, and therefore those places’ classifications, 
histories, mythologies, and sociocultural, political formation. The term ‘ethnogeographies’, therefore, is more 
appropriate for understanding and analyzing a diversity of conceptual, cultural links and their concomitant 
narratives, whether oral or visual (or both), to various places for various indigenous groups. For the Mixtec as well, 
a plural of ethnogeographies is appropriate because even today, more than fifty or sixty dialects of Mixtec have been 
observed, pointing to specific forms of speech and therefore ways of thinking in different Mixtec communities so 
geographically isolated from each other in mountainous Oaxaca. 
 
12 John Pohl has remarked that 8 Wind was not a “real boy” until he is baptized by Dzahui, the Rain God, as imaged 
in the Codex Nuttall, that before his baptism by Dzahui, 8 Wind was more of a cultural type, a figure of mythical 
import for the Mixtec (personal communication). I would add that 8 Wind’s particular travels are part and parcel of 
his processual transformation as visualized in the first pages of the Nuttall.  
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culminates in a baptism with water poured over him by the Rain God Dzahui, which signals the 

processual transformation that 8 Wind’s movement generates.  And in another instance of how 

travel connects to place and therefore to a visualized program of Mixtec ethnogeographies, 8 

Deer travels to Cholula (in the modern state of Puebla, Mexico) to receive a turquoise nose plug, 

the visible, physical symbol of his right to rule back home in the Mixteca.13   

Each instance of travel contains various elements, which I will describe and analyze in 

this chapter, among other sequences of travel as well.  The point here is that knowing and 

experiencing place through the act of travel is acknowledging the link between movement and 

ethnogeography, a link richly described in the pictographic program offered in the Mixtec 

codices. Through the visualized, artistically rendered myth-histories in the codices, Mixtec 

autochthony is counterbalanced with various iterations of itinerant action, with the mélange of 

stasis and dynamism, of place and movement. 

If ethnogeography is the naming of place and the concomitant knowledge of the histories 

and stories associated with place, then perhaps movement as practiced in the act of travel can be 

thought of as an experiential and conceptual exchange between a mobile physical body (the 

deity, the human being, etc.) and an immobile contextualizing field or frame (the natural 

environment, the natural and built landscape, the ceremonial complex of architecture, etc.).  

Being mobile is a property of things and people, of beings with ascribed essences, character- 

                                                                           

 

 
13 This traveling sequence or pilgrimage by Lord 8 Deer Jaguar Claw is visually recounted in no less than five of 
the eight extant codices. Therefore, this particular pilgrimage has layers of rich meaning for an overarching Mixtec 
identity, a narrative known by various Mixtec communities who in turn would attempt to, at least visually, claim a 
direct link, genealogical or otherwise, with 8 Deer. 8 Deer’s travels in general and this politically motivated 
pilgrimage to Cholula in particular create an archetypal pattern and person for not only subsequent Mixtec rulers, 
but for subsequent conceptual connections of movement and place, of a symbolic, visualized, and experiential 
interplay between movement and the power of particular places in the Postclassic Mesoamerican ecumene.  
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istics, abilities, knowledge, and experiences (Clifford 1997; Cresswell and Merriman 2013; 

Helms 1979, 1988; Ingold 2011; Joyce and Gillespie 2015; Massey 2005; Tuan 1990; Urry 

2007).  This exchange is an interaction codified in the pictographic narratives imaged in Mixtec 

codices.  Its role has only been touched upon in other studies, but has not been explicitly brought 

to the fore as it is in this dissertation.   

This chapter, then, expands on previous studies (and builds on my previous chapters) by 

explicitly drawing out several strands of thought underpinned by and associated with the 

visualization of travel in Mixtec codices. Travel is a broad and expansive topic rich with layers 

of meaning, dimensions ripe for analysis and examination.  I suggest here that some travel 

visualized in the codices connects to a celestial template originated by deity actions, that 8 Deer 

and other historical Mixtec figures attempted to understand and experience the landscape, and 

therefore the places, of the Mixteca by recreating deity movements performed at the beginning of 

time and space, a mirroring practice that would, in turn, affect a conceptual bridge between the 

celestial realm and the terrestrial one.   

In this way, Postclassic Mixtec yya would be able to demonstrate through the codification 

of visualized narratives that they shared more than just the title of yya with deities; that is, the 

historical Mixtec kings and queens performed actions prescribed by deity actions, the ritual, 

generative behavior imaged in the codices and therefore given the stamp of authority, of divine 

power running through their actions like an electrical current that charges and defines the powers 

of such actions.  The tonindeye or books of remembrance were meant to serve as cultural 

artifacts of a codified, communal memory, of narratives that visually articulated and pictorially 

punctuated selective, official myth-histories.  Therefore, such codified movements could be seen 

as ritualized acts bridging and crossing the perceived and perceptible boundaries of diverse and 
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distinct realms, the regions of experiential earth, those of the observable—and in some cases, the 

unobservable—cosmos, and even hidden or conceptual realms connected to and associated with 

the supernatural (Tweed 2008).14  Indeed, visual narratives of the travels of various yya, whether 

supernatural, divine beings or historical, earthly beings, highlight key components of a world in 

need of generative action, a landscape with which Mixtec yya were primordially and eternally 

connected to and anchored within.   

For many indigenous groups in the Americas, travel, in a very broad way, connotes 

categories of the foreign and the unknown, which link to exotic and potentially dangerous realms 

of supernatural creation, power, knowledge, and exceptional experience (Mata Amado and 

Medrano 2011; Helms 1979, 1988; Stuart 2000).  The following sections form a beginning 

glimpse of how travel is imaged in Mixtec codices and why.15  This does not, however, represent 

an exhaustive examination of all that the category of travel meant for the Postclassic Mixtec, but 

an entrance into and an introduction of possible avenues for further inquiry, research, and 

epistemological understanding. 

 

 

                                                                           

 

14 And according to Boone (2007: 142-144), many Central Mexican almanacs pictorially portrayed the act of travel 
as auspicious on certain days (or even times of day) and as unpropitious on other days and times. However, as she 
notes, not all days that appear in specific almanac scenes that denote auspicious days for travel translate as such in 
other almanac images, so the situation and our understanding of it is complex and at times ill-defined. Nevertheless, 
another possibility for understanding how travel is conceptualized and visualized in Mixtec codices would be to 
gather more iconographic, ethnohistoric, and ethnographic information in order to explore the question of whether or 
not the Mixtec shared with Central Mexican groups some of the same calendric connections of auspicious days for 
travel.   
 
15 As I have stated elsewhere in this dissertation, the category of travel is broad, layered, and complex, far too 
complex to be explained in the few pages presented here. My project in general and this chapter in particular opens 
up some of the layers, it cracks open questions about not only travel in ancient Mesoamerica, but in contemporary 
cultures and regions comprising ancient Mesoamerica. Perhaps within the opening of questions, possible answers 
arise, even if those answers demonstrate that more is needed, that further inquiries into myriad questions 
surrounding how ancient indigenous Mesoamericans conceptualized of, visualized, and practiced the action of 
travel.  
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Lord 9 Wind Descends 

As a conceptual and therefore visual template for the subsequent actions of historical (or even 

mytho-historical) Mixtec yya or “lords” and “ladies,” the descent of Lord 9 Wind in Codex 

Vindobonensis becomes paramount (Figure 21).  9 Wind’s actions are sanctioned by the ancient 

ones, by two governing, powerful males who presumably preside— and are visually depicted as 

residing— in the Celestial Realm.  Such movement between realms can only be performed by 

someone with divinely apportioned power, prestige, and knowledge necessary for and 

necessitated by travel that splices through imagined and/or perceived spatial barriers and 

boundaries.  In this particular instance, travel, as visually accented by 9 Wind’s foundational 

actions for establishing various places or ñuu in the Mixteca, demonstrates an interactional field 

between supposedly separate and differing realms, between the Place of deities and divine forces 

and the human places or communities of the Mixteca.  Therefore, travel between a visualized 

schematic of a hierarchy of Places is possible if performed and experienced by a special being, 

one whose legalistic authority, divinely sanctioned actions, and political legitimacy is bolstered 

by the very act of travel.   

 An aura of prestige and awe is afforded those who, either directly or indirectly, are able 

or expected to become familiar with geographically distant phenomena, who themselves are 

capable of defining and re-defining spatial limits, geographic boundaries and barriers, and have 

the legitimate power to shape the cultural values associated with such spatial and placial 

conceptions.  Therefore, many questions arise about travel, its structure, whether visual or 

conceptual (or both), and how the Mixtec visually described its structure, its various and varying 

reasons or motivations for practicing or performing travel, its central or peripheral significance, 

and how it connects to place, to communities interacting with divine forces, space, and time.  
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And many more questions can be asked of this broad category of human activity of travel.  We 

know that, throughout the visual, mytho-historical narratives in Mixtec codices, travel is 

presented as one of many actions performed by deities, cultural heroes, and historical lords and 

ladies of the Mixtec.  The very act of visualizing travel in Mixtec books of remembrance denotes 

and connotes a certain level of significance for the action itself, that it is not only a part of the 

storytelling, but that it must be captured visually, and therefore remembered.   

Given the fact that Mixtec scribe-artists visually recount in many codices a local, even 

myopically localized autochthony for Mixtec ethnogenesis, how does travel function in the 

codices?16 Why does Lord 8 Deer travel and why would that be significant enough to visualize, 

to codify, and preserve in the books of remembrance? Is 8 Deer associating himself with distant 

regions because he desires to construct this aura of awe and prestige (particularly since he was 

not in line to become a king)? Is 8 Deer ‘tracing’ or ‘mapping’ his territory, an activity many 

rulers around the world in various cultures have done?17 

In the opening pages of the Vindobonensis, 9 Wind is imaged as one of those archetypal 

Mixtec characters with the sacred ability to, with his very movements as performed in the act of 

travel itself, imprint diverse places and communities in the Mixteca with divine presence and 

                                                                           

 

16 We know, for instance, that the Codex Selden (referred to as Codex Añute) is from Jaltepec, the only Mixtec 
codex for which we have its provenance (John Pohl, personal communication). Such knowledge allows the viewer 
or reader of the codex to understand a localized narrative for the Mixtec community of Añute. But other Mixtec 
codices also visually recount tales of primordial Mixtec autochthony, a claim reified in the codices that lends an 
authoritative and authentic legitimacy to historical Mixtec stasis with regards to their territorial ties to their 
contemporary landscape. 
 
17 For example, the rulers of ancient China would move about to ‘map’ and physically recognize their geographic 
territories (see Wheatley, 1971). For ancient Hawaii and the movements of kings who would ‘map’ their kingdoms 
on land and with boats, even from one island to the next, see Sahlins (1985). And for the connection between rulers 
and land, rulership and geographic territories in ancient India, see Eck (2013). Urton (1988) has also written about 
spatial, territorial conceptions of land and movement, of the traditions of mapping territories in ancient Andean 
cultures. In present-day Chinese Central Asia, the ethnic Uyghurs produce and interact with their past through the 
circulation of manuscripts and pilgrims to sacred sites in the landscape, objects and human praxis blending together 
in order to engage with and reproduce in various ways their community’s connection to history and the landscapes 
within which that history ostensibly occurred. See Thum (2014). 
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power.  A direct connection exists, as pictorially portrayed in instances of travel in Mixtec 

codices, between the act of travel and a specialized aura of ability, a nuanced proposition of 

legitimacy inscribed in the acts of deities that can be mirrored by human actions, characteristics, 

and power.  Such a conceptual correlative acts as a metaphoric bridge of resemblance and 

representation, of provisional structuring for not only political purpose, but for divine and sacred 

underscoring that links the human being capable of mirroring the actions of the gods to the realm 

of the gods, of encountering an intersection between the heavens and earth, of becoming a bridge 

between realms of perceived difference and decision.  Not only is this correspondence observed 

in the visual narratives recounted in the artistically rendered pages of the codices; it is also 

highlighted in the titles of Mixtec lords and ladies, that of yya, the title given to the gods. 

My chapter here is on the symbolic construction of travel as imaged in the Mixtec 

codices, which plays an active role in the imaging and visual experience of places in the Mixteca 

region, the ethnogeographies of local versus extra-local, the emic and etic, the autochthonous and 

allochthonous, the indigenous and the foreign, all the frameworks for identifying cultural 

similarity and difference, the categories of value and meaning complicit in and constitutive of the 

very act of travel.  Helms observes that there is a direct association of political elites with foreign 

or distant goods, information, and experiences of landscapes not visible from home, from the 

local, known landscapes whether they be sacred or profane or ambiguously designated (Helms, 

1988: 4).  Helms writes,  

 
I am especially concerned with the political and ideological contexts or auras within 
which long-distance interests and activities may be conducted. Not only exotic materials 
but also intangible knowledge of distant realms and regions can be politically valuable 
‘goods’ both for those who have endured the perils of travel and for those sedentary 
homebodies who are able to acquire such knowledge by indirect means and use it for 
political advantage. 
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Helms describes the dualistic nature of home and travel, of remaining sedentary and of becoming 

peripatetic (1988:4-5), a tension visualized throughout the extant Mixtec codices.  This 

juxtaposition of mobility and immobility often denotes the differences between political, 

religious elites and the hoi polloi unable to experience and therefore know or become associated 

with the foreign realms conceptually linked with supernatural power, presence, and prestige.  She 

writes, “The security of home or the challenge of adventure; the centrality of the axis mundi or 

the lure of the distant horizon where the arching sky dips down to touch the earth. Both have 

their appeal and both have drawn men to them. Although many, indeed most, have stayed at 

home, an inquiring few…have ventured forth to distant perils, riches, and adventures” (Helms, 

1988: 1).  Helms touches on cultural values that undergird the desire for and access to 

movement, to traverse territories unknown and potentially dangerous.  Mixtec kings and queens 

surely had access to either the choices and means to travel or access to individuals who 

performed travel for them and would then regale the elite with stories of their travels. 

 Implicit in all of this, but something that I am making explicit throughout this project, is 

that the act of travel—and therefore the conceptual links to ethnogeographies, which are part of 

and embedded within social memory and communal identity—is not a neutral category of 

ambivalent action for indigenous peoples around the world, particularly in the so-called ancient 

world.  Travel carries with it certain social, political, religious, and therefore cultural 

formulations, motivations, justifications, and consequences.  The act of travel is infused with 

cultural meanings, values, and relevance apposite for examination in the visual narratives of the 

Mixtec codices.  Therefore, travel has a social objective, or many.  Its pertinence to a region as 

vast, mountainous, and difficult to traverse like the Mixteca cannot be overstated (Barabas 2003; 

Barabas, Bartolomé, and Maldonado 2003).   
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Because the Mixtec books of remembrance are cultural artifacts signaling historical 

documentation from which we can glean information not only pertinent for approaching an 

understanding of Postclassic Mixtec culture in general, but for collective social and communal 

Mixtec history in particular, the act of travel becomes one of the many prisms through which we 

can connect the integral threads of movement, being, environment, landscape, community, and 

politically contrived and codified memory (as in Postclassic codices).  All of these categorical 

lenses contribute to a Postclassic Mixtec identity, a common history of interconnected kingdoms 

and people with a particular historical development and a particular emphasis on their cultural 

perception of autochthonous origin and persistence.  Helms comments,  “In considering 

geographical space and distance I am assuming that in traditional societies space and distance are 

not neutral concepts, but are accorded sociological, political, and especially ideological 

significance” (1988: 8-10).  This idea holds true when applied to Postclassic Mixtec claims of 

cultural values, identity formation narrated and conserved in visualized myth-histories, and a 

continuation of dwelling in the landscapes formed by supernatural yya and perpetually re-

established, renewed by the ritual actions of historical rulers and communities.  

The trope of mobility specifically, and of the broad category of travel more generally, is a 

complex constellation of interaction with and conceptualization of the dual (and ostensibly 

interchangeable, although that is problematic and ripe for further investigation and debate) terms 

of environment and landscape.  As Lord 9 Wind descends from the clearly delineated Celestial 

Realm visualized as literally, therefore vertically, above the experiential terrain of terrestrial 

living, his movement demonstrates Mixtec conceptions of socioterritorial dichotomies or a series 

of zones with boundaries.  Such boundaries are often permeable because of certain specific 

abilities attributed to special figures or personages, as they are in Mixtec codices (Figure 21).   
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And space, according to Helms (1988: 9), is “charged with meaning and differentiations, 

with mundane familiarities, and with cosmic mysteries.  It changes shape and form.  Its attributed 

powers and values, its intimacy or its expanse give significance to actions, people, places, things; 

make them accessible or render them ‘distant’, make them mundanely commonplace or instill 

them with foreign exoticism” (1988: 9).  Travel, an action performed within and therefore 

connected to ideas of space and place, environment and landscape, designates and distinguishes 

place, thereby giving meaning to the framed actions of 9 Wind, 8 Wind, 8 Deer, and many other 

yya, whether historical or supernatural, visualized in Mixtec codices.   

The Mixtec, like other Mesoamerican groups, link themselves to specific places, deities, 

actions, and landscapes of meaning.  Tokovinine writes (2013: 57) that Classic period Maya 

narratives “are full of references to historical and mythological characters identified by various 

titles that link them to certain places: places where they are from, places where they rule, and 

places of importance for their ancestors and gods.”   Essentially, common to many cultures 

around the world, place is a contributing factor as well as framework for differentiating “us” 

from “them,” “here” from “there,” and all of the associated cultural values marked by specific 

places within specific frames of time.  Such markers of identity underscore the placial element as 

central in conceptualizing socially and cognitively constituted worlds of cultural interactions, 

traditions, and paths of activity.  However, the Mixtec are particular and distinct from other 

Mesoamerican groups in that they visually claim in codices a localized autochthony for their 

ethnogenesis, a primordial indigeneity that rejects mainstream Mesoamerican claims of 

allochthony, an extra-local origin and identity for either patron deities or ancestral founders or 

even both.  Therefore, Mixtec travel is directly connected to the landscapes of origin, the very 

places of primordial creation. 
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As Lord 9 Wind descends from the Celestial Realm in the Vindobonensis, his vertical 

descent along a sacrificial rope that lowers him from a crack, a V-shaped crevice in the skyband, 

his physical movement from one realm to another is imbued with and embodied by a descent of 

celestial power and presence, a meeting of heaven and earth.  9 Wind’s movements as visualized 

in the Vindobonensis suggest a primary Mixtec concern for an etiological foundation for the 

world around Mixtec communities.  The geographically isolated, mountaintop Mixtec 

communities were splintered groups of a shared primordial ethnic and linguistic connection.  

During the Postclassic era, travel between communities in present-day Oaxaca would have been 

difficult, grueling, and physically trying.  But, partly because of visualized scenes in codices, we 

know that such movement occurred and was motivated by a panoply of reasons.  Human beings 

travel.  We move, we explore, we wander, we parade, we peregrinate, we traverse, we sojourn, 

we journey.  The Mixtec were and are no different than Medieval European religious pilgrims, 

shamans (priests), merchants, warriors, spies, diplomats, and others who traveled for various 

purposes, for various claims to transformation, power, and adventurous experience.   

The visually narrated story of 9 Wind’s travel from the Celestial Realm to this earthly 

one evidences a Mixtec template for explaining how things came to be, how Mixtec ñuu came to 

be where they are and how they are, as well as who produced these things.  The geographic and 

topographic realities of mountainous Postclassic Oaxaca lend the act of travel a particular 

seasoning of specialization, of a powerful force associated with beings, divine and human, who 

are capable of undergoing the physical challenges of travel, who can traverse different spatial 

zones and barriers, who can serve as cultural flashpoints that, with explanatory power and force, 

connect the quotidian rhythms of life to the eternal waves, wonder, and wisdom of the divine.  9 

Wind is a personified figure whose descent encapsulates the interplay between movement and 
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place, between flow and stasis, between a nomadic (and in some ways disorganized or 

disordered) past and a sedentary, organized, and ordered present.  For the Mixtec, visually 

narrating and therefore codifying 9 Wind’s travels means that his story serves an exacting telos 

as it pictorially demonstrates a concern for origins and for the maintenance of a delicate cosmic 

balance forever in need of renewal by and through the ritual act of retelling the stories, of 

reenacting the universal drama of life’s processes found in birth and death and regeneration, a 

common thread in Mesoamerican worldview (Christenson 2016).   

After 9 Wind descends on the left side column of page 48 in the Vindobonensis (Figure 

21), he is next imaged as seated at the top of page 47 in the first vertical column to the right.  9 

Wind sits at the center (and he is the center) of a quadripartite formation with four other 

personages, two in front of him and two behind him (Figure 44).  The two figures he faces and 

points to are an ancient male and female couple who point back at him.  The two figures at 9 

Wind’s back are shown in black (as is 9 Wind) and are pointing towards him as well.  This five- 

figure grouping symbolizes the centrality of 9 Wind’s position on Day Five Reed, Year Six 

Rabbit, in terms of directionality and space before Mixtec geography, identity, history, and 

therefore communities come into existence.18  Next, 9 Wind is shown at the top left of page 47 as 

lifting the sky with his hands, as carrying the skies on his shoulders (Figure 11).   

9 Wind’s actions from his descent to his seated conference with Ancient Ones and divine 

forces, to his separation of the sky from the earth, are all connected to and underscore interplay 

                                                                           

 

18 The quadripartite and quincunx patterns abound in Mesoamerican conception and visual expression. For instance, 
the frontispiece of Codex Fejérváry-Mayer (Figure 14) pictorially displays the seemingly inherent connections 
between space and time in Mesoamerican thought. Boone calls this particular, complicated and intricately designed 
image “the shape of time” (2007: 114-121). Interestingly, modern-day rituals often reformulate and reify the 
quincunx conception of space by connecting it to movement, in this case the movement of four men hanging upside 
down on ropes who descend from the heavens in a counter-clockwise rotation around a symbolic tree until they 
reach the ground. The ritual of the “voladores” or “fliers” is performed in various parts of Mesoamerica, especially 
in Veracruz where I observed it. See Figure 46 herein.  
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of movement, stasis, and then movement.  Even his multiple manifestations of power (before he 

descends) on page 48 (Figure 36), we see a display of his powers and attributes, which are 

mélanges of seated figures and perambulatory ones (Boone 2000; Escalante Gonzalbo 2010).  

Therefore, 9 Wind himself is an amalgamation of movement and stasis, of a cohort of postures, 

gestures, and stylized tension between fluctuation and inertia.   

 

Lord 8 Wind Emerges  

The sequence of travel that the culture hero 8 Wind initiates and performs in the Codex Nuttall 

connects to the themes and cultural values visualized in other Mixtec codices.  I have written 

about 8 Wind’s emergence in chapter two of this dissertation and continue to analyze such 

movement here.  It is significant that the very first act visualized on page one of the Nuttall is 8 

Wind’s emergence.  The act of emergence from an earth glyph portrays 8 Wind as ‘arriving’ to 

the terrestrial plane of earthly existence from, perhaps, the Underworld, a supernatural realm 

replete with potentially dangerous powers and remarkable conditions.  This milieu is the one 

from which 8 Wind is birthed and as he emerges from the earth glyph on Page one of the Nuttall, 

he embodies those supernatural elements, carrying them corporeally into the space and place of 

the earth generally and the Mixteca specifically.  

A correlation is possible with the sprouting of agricultural goods as well as a connection 

to the earth; that is, the Mixtec scribe-artist who painted this first scene in the Nuttall is 

visualizing 8 Wind as emerging from the earth because he is made of the earth, he is part and 

parcel of the earth’s physical material as he passes through the framed boundary of the earth 

glyph.  As 8 Wind emerges wearing his eagle headdress into the earthly realm of the Mixteca and 

its landscape, he begins a visualized sojourn that eventually leads him to being ‘baptized’ by the 
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rain deity Dzahui, which transforms him into a “real boy.”  Along his path, this trajectory of 

travel pictorially represented in the opening pages of the Nuttall, 8 Wind does not travel alone.  

On the first two pages read from left to right, 8 Wind is displayed as emerging from and standing 

atop no less than four place glyphs.  8 Wind is accompanied at each place by another figure.  

First, 8 Wind emerges from the earth glyph into This World’s space and time while 12 Crocodile 

stands to the right and physically points with one hand to the emerging 8 Wind and with the 

other hand 12 Lizard holds a feathered and accoutered staff of ritual (Figure 32). 

Next, depending on the reading order,19 8 Wind travels to various places in the Mixteca 

in order to perform certain rituals but also, I would argue, to become imbued with and embodied 

by the physical touching of the Mixtec landscape, the environment in which the cosmos and the 

earth collided through the actions of Yya 9 Wind as imaged in the Vindobonensis.20  Travel 

makes this corporeal connection to the landscape in general and to specific sites of prominence 

in the Mixteca in particular possible.  Similar to 8 Wind emerging from the earth glyph and being 

the very embodiment of a visual, tangible connection to the earth (as well as possibly the 

Underworld from which he emerges), 8 Wind’s stepping into the river at Yutsa To’on, his 

striding atop of Suchixtlan, and his full eagle regalia stance on top of Yucuñudahui, all visually 

                                                                           

 

19 According to Williams (2013), the reading order of the first two pages, 1-2, and that of pages 5-6 is complicated 
because he believes that those pages can be put together in order to skip over pages 3-4, which visualizes the so-
called ‘War of Heaven’. So, Williams proposes a complex reading order that includes skipping from page one’s 
earth glyph to page two’s portrayal of 8 Wind at Yucuñudahui and then back to page one’s pictorial representation 
of 8 Wind stepping into the waters at Apoala. Or, he writes, perhaps 8 Wind first goes to Suchixtlan, the place glyph 
pictured vertically above 8 Wind’s emergence from the earth glyph before traveling to Yucuñudahui and then back 
to stepping into the river at Apoala (Yutsa To’on). Remarkably, on the first two pages of the Nuttall there are no red 
vertical “reading” lines as on other pages in the Nuttall and in other Mixtec codices that are often helpful hints as to 
the reading order, meaning the preferred sequence of narrative events.  
 
20 It could also be argued that 8 Wind travels to these specific places in order to recreate a pattern of travel 
associated with certain actions performed not only by 9 Wind or other deified Yya, but also primordial, ancestral 
figures like the male-female couple who emerge from the sacred tree at Yutsa To’on (Apoala). 8 Wind steps into the 
waters there as imaged on page one of the Nuttall and the primordial ancestral couple emerges from the sacred tree 
of life there.  
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narrate and pictorially demonstrate that 8 Wind’s travels bring him into close contact with 

myriad places associated with an entire complex of memories, concepts, rituals, deities, and 

occurrences linked to those very places.  

When 8 Wind travels to Yutsa To’on (called Apoala in the Nahuatl language and by the 

many bilingual residents of Apoala today) he is accompanied by 11 Flower who stands atop one 

of the ‘river’ glyphs (Figure 45), which positions him to the right of 8 Wind, much like 12 

Crocodile’s physical proximity and position to 8 Wind in the glyphic composition to the adjacent 

right (Figure 32).  The date for this glyphic compound is day One Movement, year Seven Flint.  

8 Wind himself steps one of his feet into an opening, a crevice in the river glyph at Yutsa To’on 

and points to a figure, 10 Lizard.  8 Wind points through the empty space between the day and 

year glyphs to the figures in front of him.  What is curious about the first two pages of the Nuttall 

is that the date for 8 Wind’s emergence from the earth glyph and his standing astride the 

toponym for Suchixtlan is exactly the same: day One Crocodile, year One Reed.  Additionally, 

the day and year glyphs are the same for the glyphic compounds of 8 Wind stepping into the 

waters of Yutsa To’on on page one and standing on top of the toponym for Yucuñudahui on page 

two: day One Movement, year Seven Flint.  Moreover, 8 Wind’s companion for the earth glyph 

emergence and the standing on top of Suchixtlan is the same figure: 12 Crocodile.  And 8 Wind’s 

traveling companion for stepping into the rivers at Yutsa To’on and standing on top of 

Yucuñudahui is the same figure: 11 Flower.   

This combination of events, places, rituals, and the figure of 8 Wind visually signals a 

standardized narrative element in 8 Wind’s personal histories.  What is more, 12 Crocodile, in 

both scenes on page one, gestures with one hand and carries a staff of authority in the other.  

When shown atop Suchixtlan’s toponym, directly above 8 Wind’s emergence from the earth 
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glyph, 11 Crocodile holds a staff whose main physical component is the quadripartite pattern 

associated with the five cardinal directions: east, north, west, south, and the central axis point.21  

Curiously, shooting out of the top of this quadripartite element is a white flint knife with a 

reddened tip (Figure 47).   

Another formal element that orders and organizes the pictorial presentation of these 

various glyphic, placial frames on page one is the verticality of day and year glyph placement 

(Figure 48).  Not only do the day and year glyphs align vertically with 8 Wind’s name glyph and 

number in the first glyphic compound, they align vertically with 8 Wind’s traveling companion 

in the glyphic compound directly above the opening emergence.  The day and year glyphs, along 

with the names of 8 Wind in the first glyphic compound and 12 Crocodile in the second one, 

move the reader’s eyes upward as the narrative “advances” geographically from an earth glyph to 

Suchixtlan.   

The day and year glyphs combine to bifurcate various pictorial elements from each other 

by visually serving as not only temporal markers but as “lines” as well in order to delineate 

figural space and geographic place.  This visual pattern continues on page two of the Nuttall as 8 

Wind stands on top of the toponym for Yucuñudahui, Place of the Rain God, Dzahui (Figure 16).  

His personal name appears directly above his face and its protruding, bifurcated element.  

Painted directly above that are the day and year glyphs that again divide figural space between 8 

Wind’s traveling companion 12 Crocodile (to the right) and another figure, 2 Lizard, at the left.  

These temporal, visually rendered glyphic markers serve as embodied ambassadors for the 

                                                                           

 

21 The “bastón de mando” (López García 2009: 232, foto 13b) stands for the right and power to rule and the flint 
knife that sits at the top of this staff of power represents, according to López García, “justicia” or justice. The bastón 
de mando held by 11 Crocodile in Codex Nuttall is the very same one held by Lord 9 Wind as he descends from the 
Celestial Realm in Codex Vindobonensis.  
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culturally constructed reckoning of time.  To travel, in many instances, signifies not only the 

traversing of space, but also the passing of time (Boone, 2000; Navarrete, 2000).   

Emergence is a physical act of movement and signifies movement as meaningful, 

movement with the purpose to create, to generate.  Similar to the bifurcated plant that emerges 

from Lord 8 Wind’s mouth on page One of the Nuttall as he stands atop a place glyph, which 

perhaps brings the ‘language’ or existence of the Mixteca’s flora into being, Eight Wind’s 

visualized emergence below brings his narrative into being while simultaneously bringing the 

landscape into being.  Additionally, if the narratives visualized in the codices were employed as 

storyboards used as cues for dramatic ritual performances in front of members of the community 

(and possibly foreigner dignitaries as well), the stories emerge through the storytelling and 

reenactments.  Therefore, Lord Eight Wind’s visualized emergence, his very ‘sprouting’, 

generates and is generated by the visual recording of this narrative that is then performed 

verbally by a storyteller or actor within the same landscape in which Lord Eight Wind originally 

emerged.  The landscape emerges as the Mixtec myth-histories emerge because of the initial 

emergence of Lord 8 Wind.  All of this is seemingly intertwined.  Emergence, therefore, 

connects movement with Mixtec origin, memory, identity and history.  

The sprouting of Lord Eight Wind from an earth glyph not only manufactures a starting 

point for the subsequent narratives in Codex Zouche-Nuttall; it also connects to the act of 

movement.  Such movement is literally birthed from the living landscape, from a symbolic, 

visual representation of the earth as experienced by the Mixtec in the mountainous region of 

Oaxaca since time immemorial.22  Movement is therefore conceptualized as integral to and 

                                                                           

 

22 Whether or not this is historically ‘accurate’ is not, I would argue, the primary point for the Mixtec scribe-artists. 
Lord Eight Wind emerges from a generic earth glyph in order to initiate the rest of the myth-histories pictorially 
portrayed in the Nuttall, but his emergence also collapses any temporal bridge between that origin point in space and 
time and the space and time in which a Postclassic or early Colonial viewer would be reading the codex or 
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integrative of being, of the creative act inherent in existence itself (Escalante Gonzalbo 2010; 

Helms 1988; Ingold 2011; Tuan 1990).  Eight Wind’s emergence from the earth glyph and into 

the Mixteca region becomes a symbolic crossing point, a fixed vector that brings the viewer into 

the visual narratives told throughout the Nuttall.   

These narratives often center on an individual’s or a couple’s ritual actions, thereby 

recording heroic behavior (Helms 1988).  This trope is found throughout the Mixtec codices and 

is a salient narrative element.  Narrative sequences on individual pages (that also connect to 

previous and subsequent pages) focus on individual actions such as emergence, “baptism,” the 

ritual receiving of a nose plug that signifies political authority to rule (as in the case of Eight 

Deer), marriage, war, and other significant events.  Utilized as a narrative mechanism in different 

cultures in space and time the world over, the focus on an individual’s actions and life story is a 

way to frame larger narratives as well as hold up particular behaviors as exemplary, as morally 

and ethically distinct because of their symbolic and practical significance for the entire 

community’s history, memory, and identity as a whole.  As depicted in the codices, emergence is 

connected to the atavistic template of creation embodied by and significant because of deities, 

culture heroes, or ancestors and their heroic, ritual acts of genesis. 

 

Lord 8 Deer Jaguar Claw Peregrinates to Cholula  

As part of what Boone (1992, 2000, 2007) calls res gestae (“deeds done”) pictorial histories,23 

one of Lord 8 Deer’s most visually stated travels is his trip to what is today central Mexico.   

                                                                           

 

witnessing a performance of its narratives. The metaphorical date of ‘beginning’ emphasizes the beginning of the 
Nuttall, the beginning of the Mixteca, the beginning of Lord Eight Wind’s narrative, and therefore tethers any 
chronologically subsequent Mixtec viewer to this original point of ethnogenesis and geogenesis for the socioscapes 
of the Mixteca.  
23 Indeed, Boone refers to many of the Mixtec screenfolds as emphasizing a genealogical connection to the “deeds 
done” element within Mixtec histories, as opposed to the painted Aztec histories of migrations, which ignore a 
genealogical focus while they visually state imperial endeavors.  
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8 Deer Jaguar Claw makes a pilgrimage to the ceremonial center of Cholula, the most sacred 

center in Postclassic Mesoamerica for the cult of Quetzalcoatl (or Yya Qchi in Mixtec parlance)24 

because it is at Cholula where 8 Deer will receive a physical, visible mark of legitimate rulership, 

the turquoise nose-plug, that will visually certify 8 Deer’s right to rule back home in the Mixteca 

(Fields, Pohl, and Lyall 2012; Nicholson 2001; Pohl 2009).  The journey 8 Deer takes to Cholula 

is narrated in at least five of the codices and therefore represents a significant and tantalizing tale 

of travel as performed by an important Mixtec yya.  Such a pilgrimage, because it is narrated 

several times in multiple codices, represents an archetypical adventure of travel with a specific 

purpose, with a politically motivated and culturally contrived positioning of power for 8 Deer at 

home in the Mixteca, a vast, mountainous region adjacent to, but still distant from, the more 

central Mexican site of Cholula in modern-day Puebla, Mexico.  

 Even though many of the images on various pages in the codex have faded (or were even 

possibly defaced anciently), the Codex Colombino is one of the codices in which 8 Deer’s 

peregrination to the city of Quetzalcoatl’s cult in the Postclassic Era, Cholula, or rather his 

journey to participate in the noseplug ceremony is imaged.  In the Codex Colombino, the scene 

                                                                           

 

 
24 See Pohl (2009). Yya Qchi is the Mixtec name for Lord 9 Wind, the Mixtec equivalent for the deity known as 
Quetzalcoatl in central Mexico and as Kukulkan or Gucumatz in much of the Maya region. In the Maya area, the 
planet Venus as morning star, known as Ik’oq’ij, was the star they worshiped “more than any other denizen of the 
heavens or earth, because they held it as certain that their god, Quezalcóvatl, the highest god of the Cholulans, when 
he died transformed into this star” (Las Casas 1967, III, clxxiv: 201). Nicholson (2001: 146) notes that “there is no 
mention of a figure clearly corresponding to Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl” in the Spanish chronicles and Native pictorials 
from Oaxaca in the early Colonial period. Nicholson also notes, however, that there is a statement in the 1674 
Descripción Geográfica compiled by the seventeenth century Spanish priest Francisco de Burgoa that may point to a 
form of Quetzalcoatl, the “bird-snake,” known in Achiutla, which is in the Mixteca region. In addition to this 
possible correspondence in Achiutla, another document (based on a lost pictorial history) from the early seventeenth 
century town of Cuilapan in Oaxaca indicates a known form of Ehecatl Quetzalcoatl, with “possible overtones of 
Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl” (Nicholson 2001: 146). Also, Caso (1949: 23) demonstrates that many of the ruling 
dynasties of powerful polities during the Postclassic and into the early Colonial period, as shown in this example on 
the Mapa de Teozacoalco, claimed descent from Lord 9 Wind himself, the same supernatural being with his 
“snouted Wind mask” as imaged in Codex Vindobonensis descending from the heavens to establish communities 
and place in the Mixteca, to imbue Mixtec ñuu with various accoutrement, rules, symbols, and power of rulership.  
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of Yya 8 Deer’s nose-piercing ceremony performed by a priest at Cholula is visualized and the 

scene occupies more than half of one page.   

 In another of the codices in which 8 Deer’s trip to Cholula is visually recorded, the 

Nuttall pictorially indicates on page fifty-two that his nose perforation is part of a larger complex 

of ritual actions he performs (Figure 49).  Such ritual actions were deemed necessary by not only 

the many kingdoms back home in the region known as the Mixteca, but “Between 1200 and 

1450, confederations of kingdoms throughout the central and southern highlands not only 

empowered Cholula as a major market and pilgrimage center but even submitted to the authority 

of its priests in matters of alliance and factional dispute” (Pohl, 2009: 393).  8 Deer, therefore, by 

traveling to the significant Postclassic place of Cholula in order to submit to the priests of Yya 

Qchi (Quetzalcoatl) through various rituals, one of which involves the perforation of his nose 

with a noseplug, visually demonstrates in various codices 8 Deer’s sociopolitical action as one 

that connects him to larger contexts within a broader scope of the Mesoamerican ecumene.   

 8 Deer travels from mountainous Oaxaca to Cholula in order to insert himself within both 

local and extra-local sociopolitical and religious Mesoamerican contexts during the Postclassic 

period.  One such context was the religious ceremony of receiving a noseplug under the auspices 

of Quetzalcoatl, to whom the ceremony was dedicated and through whom the power and 

legitimacy to rule was granted (Pohl, 2009).  According to Pohl (2009: 394), this particular 

ceremony required that certain princes or heirs to the throne, so to speak, in their hometown, 

were expected to travel to Cholula and submit to the religious, and therefore ritual, authority of 

“two high priests called Tlachiach and the Aquiach.  After a period of prayer and penitence, the 

initiate’s ears, nose, and lips were pierced with sharpened eagle and jaguar bones, and an 

ornament was inserted according to the custom of the kingdom from which the petitioner came” 
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(Pohl, 2009: 394).  The initiate or prince was thereby “declared a tecuhtli, or lineage head, and 

was thereby granted, by Quetzalcoatl’s divine authority, the rulership of a royal estate, or 

teccalli” (Pohl, 2009: 394).   

 The cult of Quetzalcoatl at Cholula, derived from and established by invading Nahuatl 

speakers who referred to themselves as the Tolteca-Chichimeca (who left their capital of Tula 

between AD 1100 and 1200), became highly significant in Postclassic Mesoamerica and was 

therefore conceptually and ritually associated with the specific place of Cholula.  As Pohl (2009: 

394) observes, “The appeal of the cult of Quetzalcoatl and the tecuhtli ceremony was that it 

transcended all local religious customs and bound ethnically diverse peoples together into 

homogeneous social and political units, thereby facilitating elite alliance and economic exchange 

throughout the central highlands.”  And I would add that Yya 8 Deer’s sojourn to partake in the 

tecuhtli ceremony at the specific place of Cholula was one remarkable strategy, as visualized, 

narrated, and therefore codified in several Mixtec codices, for his continued success away from 

the central highlands of Mexico in the mountainous Postclassic kingdoms of the Mixteca in 

southern Mexico.25   

 A journey like 8 Deer’s to Cholula visually expresses a sociopolitical concern with his 

authority to rule—and a concern for recording this journey, thereby pictorially confirming 8 

Deer’s Mixtec identity as well as his special and specialized abilities to connect to and 

communicate with foreign realms—and his practical, experiential connection to the cult of 

                                                                           

 

25 Interestingly, Lord 8 Deer’s travels to Cholula and his participation in the tecuhtli ceremony serve to solidify and 
strengthen his sociopolitical power and advantage back home in the Mixteca region of Oaxaca. As Lord 8 Deer 
travels from Tututepec to Cholula and to other places, he establishes as part of his own character and personal aura 
an air of knowing “things and places outside” as Helms puts it. I would argue that it is not just the tecuhtli ceremony 
at the place of Cholula, or even its preservation and narration in several codices, that demonstrates 8 Deer’s 
connections to recondite knowledge and generally unknown places (to the Mixtec back home), but also a connection 
to a transformation through travel, a link 8 Deer desires to form with Toltec heritage as conferred by the cult of 
Quetzalcoatl, a supernatural who traveled himself.   
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Quetzalcoatl at Cholula, a site-specific cult foreign to the mountainous Mixtec ñuu or 

communities in the Mixteca Alta, Mixteca Baja, and Mixteca de la Costa during the Postclassic.  

As Pohl and others have demonstrated, the deity of Quetzalcoatl was recognized and venerated 

in various regions throughout Mesoamerica, known by different names (because of differences in 

ethnicity, ritual activity, and language) and ritually associated with different ideological and 

social concerns in specific contexts, in particular places.   

What 8 Deer is doing by not only journeying to Cholula in order to receive a noseplug 

from Quetzalcoatl’s priests but by having the journey and its culminating ritual act visualized, is 

framing a narrative of his personal connection to and experiential knowledge of “the outside,” 

the foreign realms which most Mixtec people would never have the opportunity, let alone the 

resources, to travel to.  However, 8 Deer’s Mixtec identity is not questioned, of course, but he 

connects himself not only with a cult foreign to the Mixteca (at least in many of its ritual 

practices and the narratives associated with Quetzalcoatl as opposed to the stories visualized 

about the Mixtec version of Yya Qchi in the Vindobonensis), but to more localized versions of 

such cults and their deities.  8 Deer serves as a connective bridge of the local and the extra-local, 

the indigenous and the foreign.  His noseplug ceremony and ritual participation at Cholula may 

have been part of a broader elite network of religious ritual and economic trade in the 

Postclassic, but it also could be seen as an act closer to home. 

Indeed, what appears to be a ceramic effigy vessel from c. AD 1200 (Figure 50), most 

likely from a Huave-Zapotec cultural connection to the god of rain (Spores, 2012), Dzahui (who 

was venerated by the Mixtecs, the “People of the Rain” as well and as visualized in various 

codices), visually connects a noseplug with a deity or deified force (see Sellen 2002 and Spores 

2012 for a discussion about the conceptualization and veneration of either deities or deified 
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forces that were personified).  One can see that a straight, horizontally placed, tubular object 

(perhaps a bone or a spindle or some kind of noseplug instrument) has perforated this deity’s 

nose, much like the one 8 Deer receives at the place of Cholula.26  By visually displaying in a 

codified narrative (told repeatedly in multiple codices) that he is the happy recipient of a 

noseplug from a foreign cult established at a foreign place, as well as ruling with the noseplug 

similar to the one imaged in this particular effigy—which underscores a much more localized 

Rain God cult back home—8 Deer is pictorially verifying not only his foreign-obtained right to 

rule as a tecuhtli and lineage head, but possibly also establishing simultaneously such authority 

with a connection to an autochthonous cult as well.  This visualized strategy employed by 8 Deer 

signifies a seemingly dichotomous tension between the local and the extra-local, which 8 Deer 

magnificently manages and overcomes. 

 

Lord 8 Deer Journeys to the Sun God  

In Codex Nuttall, Yya (Lord) 8 Deer travels to meet with the Sun god, Yya One Death as 

previously discussed at the beginning of this chapter.  This particular snapshot of 8 Deer’s 

journey fills an entire page, thereby lending it a full frame, a focused and privileged position in 

what scholars refer to as an image of “heroic history,” in this case the heroic history of 8 Deer’s 

saga (Byland and Pohl 1994; Joyce et al. 2004; Joyce 2010; Sahlins 1985).  In Islands of History, 

for instance, Sahlins (1985: 35) views heroic history as narratives of specific actions centered 

structurally on an individual, such as a divinely sanctioned king, whose actions carry social, 

                                                                           

 

26 Also interesting to note is that one of 8 Deer’s two companions on page 75, his companion bringing up the rear of 
the traveling party, has a U-shaped nose ornament. His noseplug differs in color and shape from that of 8 Deer’s 
noseplug, but his beard, snaggle-tooth, and reddened mouth are all exactly the same as 8 Deer’s. Unlike the third 
companion leading the three pilgrims, 8 Deer’s companion to the viewer’s right carries the same shield and arrows 
as 8 Deer and stands on the same framed and stylized ‘boat’ or moving plank that glides across the water. The 
traveler in front of 8 Deer stands on his own, white plank in front of a toponym, setting him apart from 8 Deer and 
he who brings up the rear of the traveling party. 
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political, religious, even economic, weight in the larger society.  Helms (1988) demonstrates at 

great length, by examining the ethnohistorical records from and ethnographic observations of 

indigenous cultures around the world, the conceptual and cultural connections between 

individuals who travel outside of the local spheres of knowledge in order to acquire, maintain, 

and highlight through such travel their specialized talents, abilities, associations with the 

supernatural, and their particular education in recondite knowledge and experience.   

As Joyce points out (2010: 259), in order to understand how the Mixtec viewed the 

narratives of the codices in the Postclassic era, it is important to note that the codical narratives, 

meaning the recorded Mixtec histories, were “personified in elite heroes.”  Therefore, I argue, by 

imaging not only his sojourn to the Place of Quetzalcoatl (Cholula) in order to receive a 

noseplug—and its concomitant right to receive the title of tecuhtli as well as become a lineage 

head back in the Mixteca—8 Deer’s journeys also involve visual narration of his journey to 

“meet” the Sun God, an extraordinary feat that demonstrates 8 Deer’s unique character and 

specialized, even divinely sanctioned abilities to perform such feats. 

 8 Deer’s heroic feats, therefore, as imaged and narrated in a few of his journeys, are akin 

to chiefly endeavors as observed in other indigenous cultures.  For example, de Laguna writes 

that, “A Tlingit chief’s education included the development of a range of abilities: curing, artistic 

skills, knowledge of weather patterns and animal behavior, but especially knowledge of 

traditional songs, histories, stories, language, and ceremonial details not only of his own people 

but of as many outside groups as he could learn about or personally visit” (my emphasis, 1972: 

465-466).  One perspective of why such a journey to the Yya of the Sun was visually narrated in 

the Nuttall is that this snapshot of 8 Deer as performing a heroic feat, one that could not have 

been a part of everyone’s lives (including other nobility), is that it connects 8 Deer to the 
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“outside group” of the supernatural, the realm of divine, nebulous power and authority, an 

authority to not only rule but to position 8 Deer’s individual character as remarkable, 

extraordinary, and heroic. 

As it is visualized, Yya 8 Deer traverses a large body of water with two companions who 

serve visually as framing mechanisms in this particular pictorial portrait of 8 Deer as a 

peregrinating man (Figure 41).  8 Deer’s sojourn across a body of water literally moves him to a 

place in between land and sky, to the unanchored movements often associated with bodies of 

water such as oceans, lakes, and rivers (which are constantly mobile and therefore moving).  

Bodies of water are conceptually contrasted with the firmness and seeming permanence of land, 

its tactile immobility connected to concepts of anchors, of stability, and of traditional agricultural 

life (Helms, 1988: 25).   

Oceans or other large bodies of water, for many indigenous cultures around the world, are 

often thought of as the conjunction of earth and sky, they serve as contact points between 

supposed boundaries (Helms, 1988: 26).  The ocean is viewed as a central or middle domain 

between earth and sky, between the digestible, immobile landscape and lived terrestrial realm 

and that of the expansive, ill-defined, and non-experiential realm (for human beings in the 

ancient world) of the all-encompassing heavens forever spread out above the head as vertical and 

horizontal converge into the sempiternal and infinite celestial canopy. The ability to traverse the 

perceived boundaries of earth and sky, as Yya 8 Deer does, would be considered an extra-

ordinary ability bequeathed to an extraordinary individual.  Because it is imaged in the Nutall, 

and therefore represents an integral part of 8 Deer’s saga, such an extraordinary event in 8 Deer’s 

life was codified and became part of not only his own personal narrative—thereby visually 
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stating another snapshot of 8 Deer’s legitimate authority to rule because he goes on a challenging 

quest—but also part of the official Mixtec historical canon. 

It is interesting to consider this common conception of the ocean and the sky when 

contemplating the image of 9 Wind lifting the sky (imaged as a body of water) with his head and 

shoulders on page 47 of the Vindobonensis (Figure 11).  Yya Qchi (Lord 9 Wind) is visualized 

as functioning as both a connective bridge between different domains, but also as the deity 

responsible for separating space into distinct domains to begin with.  9 Wind performs this action 

as part of a series of movements, of itinerancies linked in a chain of peripatetic rhythms that 

remake space into place, that essentially begin the process of the naming of place—as opposed to 

the unknown and undifferentiated territorial realms of what could be considered to be wilderness, 

and therefore supernaturally-charged space replete with dangerous powers.  The organization of 

place, of community, and therefore of a shared identity and known, codified history, functions as 

a narrative process bound up with the actions of 9 Wind, one of which is his action of travel, of 

continuing to move from place to place as he creates and founds them. 

Lord 8 Deer’s remarkable abilities to travel and to establish himself as a legitimate ruler27 

in the Mixteca are pictorially captured by Mixtec codical artists in several of the extant codices 

like the Nuttall, the Colombino-Becker, and the Bodley.  Such “tangible expressions of 

                                                                           

 

27 To become a “legitimate” ruler is a crucial point for 8 Deer because he was not in line, meaning in the dynastic 
bloodline, to become a Mixtec king. Both of his parents had no ties to the ruling lineages of nobles in Tilantongo 
(Joyce et. al, 2004). 8 Deer eventually becomes the ruler of Tilantongo (his hometown in the Mixteca Alta region) 
and Tututepec (the kingdom he establishes on the coast). One of the strategies 8 Deer employs, as visually narrated 
in several extant codices, is to not only travel to the coast as an 18-year old in order to found a new kingdom, but 
eventually travel to various places and encounter myriad beings, human and divine, with whom he consults (Joyce, 
2010: 261). These important meetings with oracles and supernatural beings again graphically demonstrate 8 Deer’s 
connections to recondite knowledge associated with the “outside” regions and the concomitant experiences he gains, 
which only contributes more power to his manufactured authority in the Postclassic Mixteca region. Travel for Lord 
8 Deer becomes a sociopolitical strategy that adds to his personal aura and therefore his very character as 
exceptional. An exceptional character links him to divine beings and culture heroes who travel, who are imaged in 
various codices as founding places with their otherworldly presence and power, qualities that 8 Deer ostensibly 
commands himself.  
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experiences with distance,” as Helms puts it (1988: 10), underscore 8 Deer’s heroic and divinely 

inspired character and extraordinary abilities—abilities that are visualized in codical narratives.  

Much like Yya Qchi’s divinely sanctioned movement that begins with his descent from the 

Celestial Realm and ends with him establishing over two hundred new communities or places in 

the Mixteca, 8 Deer begins his bid for rulership by establishing a new kingdom on the coast of 

what is today the state of Oaxaca, México.28  8 Deer meets with Lady 9 Grass, an oracle who 

counsels 8 Deer, at her cave shrine in Chalcatongo as part of his adventure to assert power 

through the establishment of a new polity on the coast as well as connecting himself physically 

to the places of the sacred and divine (Figure 51).  By founding a new kingdom to be ruled by 

him (as visualized in the Nuttall), 8 Deer’s scribe reifies the narrative trials 8 Deer must undergo 

in order to begin his reign, in order to found a new polity through the physical act of travel to 

what eventually becomes Yucu Dzaa (“Hill of the Bird”), which highlights 8 Deer’s specialized 

knowledge and experience because of the spatio-temporal distance that polity has from his 

hometown of Tilantongo.   

  

Conclusion   

As visualized throughout many of the extant Mixtec codices, scenes of travel as performed by 

various yya (again, it is a title shared by historical Mixtec kings and queens and divine, 

                                                                           

 

28 And perhaps there is a possible connection here with Yya Qchi (Lord 9 Wind) leaving his “home” in the Celestial 
Realm in order to exercise sacred power in the founding of earthly communities in the Mixteca. 8 Deer, because he 
is not in line to inherit a polity to rule, must leave his hometown and found a new polity at a distance from 
Tilantongo, his hometown. And, Tututepec (Yucu Dzaa) is on the coast of Oaxaca, meaning it is a polity at the edge 
of immobile, seemingly fixed territory and landscape, and abuts a vast coastline of the ocean, a large body of 
moving water with many symbolic and conceptual connotations connected to divine, supernatural realms. However, 
the “highlands-to-coast corridor,” as Joyce et. al refer to it (2004) also provided access to vast resources such as 
“cacao, salt, quetzal feathers, cotton, and fish.” Coupled with the symbolism of a coastal polity (and its distance 
from his hometown), economic access to coastal resources therefore bolstered 8 Deer’s bid to found a new polity, 
his polity. Tututepec, 8 Deer’s founding polity, is established because 8 Deer leaves his home and travels a great 
distance. 
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supernatural beings and deities), both historical and mythical figures, serve as conduits for our 

comprehension of how the Postclassic Mixtec conceptualized of and visually narrated the act of 

travel.  Although not an exhaustive examination of the codical scenes of travel (or of any kind of 

movement), this chapter lays the groundwork for future studies of how the act of travel is 

visually integrated into the codical narratives of the Mixtec.  However, this does not mean that 

this chapter cannot or does not contribute to the overall project of this dissertation or to the 

scholarly discourse surrounding travel in Mesoamerica; that is, this chapter explains, by 

analyzing a few pictorially rendered scenes, the movement or travel of three different Mixtec 

figures—Lord 9 Wind, Lord 8 Wind, and Lord 8 Deer Jaguar Claw—in order to find connections 

between the codical snapshots of such travels.   

 One significant point is that 8 Deer’s scenes of travel in Codex Nuttall underscore his 

extraordinary abilities and character traits as his saga, his sojourn is one in which a hero shapes 

much of Postclassic Mixtec history.  8 Deer’s travels, in some instances, parallel the movements 

of Yya Qchi (Lord 9 Wind) as imaged in the Vindobonensis.  Because he was not genealogically 

in line to ascend to the throne of rulership in Tilantongo, 8 Deer leaves his hometown at the age 

of eighteen and travels from the known, local landscape to a distant shore in order to found a 

new polity.  As an additional layer to Boone’s assertion (2000) that the Mixtec visually declare a 

primordial, and therefore eternal, autochthony by being birthed from the local trees and rivers 

found at places like Yutsa To’on (Apoala), I suggest that 8 Deer’s travels serve as conceptual 

connective tissues between the local and the extra-local.  His visually narrated position as 

peripatetic pilgrim in search of sociopolitical power functions as a rhetorical device that yet 

again underscores 8 Deer’s extraordinary abilities and recondite knowledge because he 

experiences the “outside,” the foreign realm often associated with the supernatural.  This 
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connection could be viewed as an inversion of what Yya 9 Wind experiences as he leaves the 

Celestial Realm and arrives at the earthly one experienced by the Mixtec, both noble and 

commoner alike. 

Much like other Mesoamerican indigenous groups, the Mixtec practiced travel and 

experienced local and extra-local landscapes because of movement through those landscapes.  

Scenes of travel, as I have just begun to adumbrate them and describe them in this chapter, 

connect to Mixtec conceptions of space and place, of how movement is a generative, creative 

action that serves ritual and therefore sacred purposes.  Other purposes, such as going to regional 

markets, war, trade, marriage alliances, and more, also played a role, but will be further explored 

in subsequent projects.  The theme of travel in Mixtec codices is a broad category ripe for 

analysis, but I have come to find that with each new idea about travel anchored in the visual 

material of the codices I see that travel is much more broad than previously imagined.   

 As individual scenes of travel in particular codices are often framed within and 

contextualized by longer, more overarching narratives, it is difficult to tease out in a complete 

and exhaustive manner all the possible angles and potential meanings for how the Mixtec 

conceptualized of and experienced travel.  The ethnogeographies of movement are visually 

narrated in the Mixtec codices and they underscore a preoccupation with environment, built and 

natural, the very landscapes of meaning, from the Celestial Realm to the earthly terrain and the 

Underworld.  Ethnogeographies of movement center on individual beings who are either divine 

and mythical themselves or are historical Mixtec rulers who have been touched by the divine, 

nebulous powers of the gods, the yya, because they have traveled to and through the extra-local 

places and spaces occupied by—and traveled to if not established by—the supernatural.  These 

yya are therefore able to traverse differentiated realms of space, they are able to establish places 
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and communities because of movement, and they are therefore set apart from mainstream Mixtec 

experience, knowledge, ability, and social position. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 

THE NATURE OF PLACE AND THE PLACE OF NATURE 
 
 
 
“The things of the world cannot be known except through a knowledge of the places in which 
they are contained.” 
 
     -Roger Bacon 
 
 
“Landscape is the work of the mind. Its scenery is built up as much from strata of memory as 
from layers of rock.”  
     -Simon Schama, Landscape and Memory 
 
 
“Landscape has meaning. Rivers reflect, clouds portend. Wilderness, for many now a sacred 
symbol of undefiled nature, was once a terrifying symbol of chaos. Some meanings are human 
inventions, and yet significance does not depend on human perception or imagination alone. 
Significance is there to be discovered, inherent and ascribed, shaped by what senses perceive, 
what instinct and experience read as significant, what minds know. Any organism with senses 
has the potential to read and understand landscape.” 
 
     -Anne Whiston Spirn, The Language of Landscape 
 
 
 
In the late sixteenth century, King Phillip II of Spain sent a standardized set of fifty questions to 

the various municipalities of “New Spain,” a geographic region that included much of present-

day Mexico.1  Item (question) number ten petitioned a drawing, a map of the different towns’ 

natural geography and constructed landscape in order to gain a better visual understanding of 

indigenous pueblos and their topographies, the very textures of place that, when this particular 

item of the questionnaire was answered, were visually expressed by mostly indigenous artistic 

                                                                           

 

1 Barbara Mundy, The Mapping of New Spain: Indigenous Cartography and the Maps of the Relaciones 
Geográficas (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996), 17. I put the term “New Spain” in quotation marks 
because, as I have noted elsewhere, not everyone during this period of time referred to this region as “New Spain,” 
particularly indigenous peoples. 
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hands.  The map from the town of San Pedro Teozacoalco is a remarkable image that visually 

ties together certain themes of this chapter specifically and of this dissertation more generally 

(Figure 52).  It is also the very image that assisted Alfonso Caso in identifying the eight extant 

Mixtec codices—with their stylized pictorial conventions once believed to belong to central 

Mexican Aztec culture—as belonging to the Mixtec culture and people.2 

 As one views the Mapa de Teozacoalco,3 it is immediately evident that the indigenous 

scribe-artist chooses to visually depict the place, community, and environs of Teozacolaco as a 

bounded circle, an entity that contains various artistically rendered elements.  One striking 

feature is the visual portrayal of rivers and roads, twisting lines painted in blue (rivers) and red 

(roads) that zigzag and crosscut the entire globular community of Teozacoalco and its 

surrounding landscape.  Jutting across the depicted landscape like living arteries and veins, the 

rivers and roads of Teozacoalco comprise much of the visual attention given to this particular 

place and would have informed King Phillip II of multiple topographical and built features of the 

community.  Such features, because they were visualized by the scribe artist, must have been 

perceived as being notable elements of this particular community and its natural and built 

                                                                           

 

2 Caso (1949). Caso noted several visual motifs and pictorial conventions that linked the Mapa de Teozacoalco with 
the Mixtec codices, saving them from continuing to be conceived of as belonging to central Mexican Nahua groups 
or the Zapotec (as Nuttall and Cooper Clark posited, respectively). Caso’s writing on dynastic histories, genealogical 
reckoning, and pictographic writing itself, all brought him to the conclusion that the codices we now recognize as 
Mixtec are indeed Mixtec. Caso also established four dynasties of the towns of Tilantongo and Teozacoalco. 
Interestingly, Caso concluded that the founders of powerful Postclassic communities in the Mixteca traced their 
lineages to Lord 9 Wind, the supernatural being who, with his divinely sanctioned accoutrement, is depicted as 
descending in the Vindobonensis in order to, among other things, establish more than two hundred ñuu in the 
Mixteca. This aspect of the Mixtec, this claim of their places, their identities, their histories as being imbued with, 
from the beginning, the presence of the divine Lord 9 Wind, fits into parallel narratives from other indigenous 
groups throughout Mesoamerica; in other words, Mixtec visual claims of autochthony are not always so monolithic 
in the sense that they also recognize a foreign presence, in this case supernatural, in their very founding.   
 
3 The name ‘Teozacoalco’ is a corrupt form of the name ‘Hueyzacoalco’, according to Alfonso Caso (1949: 155). 
This name has several meanings, including “Great Site or Place,” “Great Lineage” or “Great Ancestral Home.” 
Therefore, the place name of Teozacoalco contains an inherent, conceptually ancient connection to the founding of 
communities in the Mixteca and to the notion of an organized settting for history to unfold, meaning a place, and 
some of those places were apparently more important than others. 
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landscape, and therefore of its place. 

 The community itself is visually bounded, closed off to the surrounding, ostensibly empty 

space.  Perhaps this testifies to the municipal boundaries of Teozacoalco, as the cabecera, or 

head of a region with its thirteen estancias in the early Colonial period, each estancia represented 

by a church with a cross on top.  El Mapa de Teozacoalco is oriented with the east at the top of 

the map, where the sun resides, which means that the north is to the left, the west at the bottom 

(vertically), and the south at the right of the circle.  Such conceptual and spatial orientation was 

typical for indigenous maps at the time (Caso 1949: 151).  Forty-four place signs surround the 

circle that denotes the jurisdiction of Teozacoalco. 

 Interestingly, one of the red roads with the visual marks of human footprints and horses’ 

hooves, which denote human movement as well as that of a newly introduced animal, visually 

leads the viewer’s eye in a horizontal, drawn line away from the circular, bounded community of 

Teozacoalco off to the left side of the mapa (Figure 52).  This horizontal, peripheral positioning 

of traveling figures has been carried over from various images of travel in several Postclassic 

Mixtec codices such as the Codex Colombino (Figure 53) and the Codex Bodley (Figure 54).  In 

this particular instance, travel is visually connected to one of the dynastic columns, which leads 

vertically upwards from the place glyph of Teozacoalco positioned further down.4  This red road 

that leads from the bounded sphere of Teozacoalco, its local environs and controlled towns, 

functions as a visual, temporal, and itinerant bridge, a connective tissue that tethers the eight 

                                                                           

 

4 This horizontal-vertical axis in addition to the circular, bounded sphere of the place and community of 
Teozacoalco has received sparse attention in the literature. Such geometric shapes and connecting lines could point 
to Mixtec conceptions of space and time, to how these categories are linked not only conceptually, but how they are 
to be visualized aesthetically. As I pointed out in Footnote 5 of Chapter One, geometric patterns and pictorial motifs 
such as the horizontal-vertical depiction of the Celestial Skyband on page one of the Vindobonensis suggest various 
ways in which the Mixtec specifically and Mesoamericans, or even Amerindians, more generally, conceptualize and 
visualize sacred spaces, that such specific patterns of circles, lines, squares, etc. have potent links to representing 
that which is nebulous, inexplicable, and sacred.  
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generational, ancestral couples (plus two apparently male figures, not facing each other, at the 

apex of the lineage column) to the seven traveling figures from the bounded sphere.   

 In the seemingly empty space off to the left of the circular and therefore bounded 

community, the Mixtec scribe-artist places two dynastic lineages in columns that surge vertically 

upward, the most ancient ancestral pairs beginning at the bottom, the youngest or most recent (to 

the sixteenth century) at the apex of both columns.  This verticality of genealogical reckoning 

converges with the horizontally portrayed, peripatetic figures from the place of Teozacoalco.  

The vertical depiction of ancestral pairs, kings and queens who sit on reed mats as they face each 

other, is repeated on the interior of Teozacoalco’s globular visualization.  Placed directly above 

the courtyard space adjacent to the main chapel and bell of Teozacoalco, this vertical column 

perches on top of another horizontal road as it also parallels the vertical columns of ruling 

ancestors that lay outside the main community’s circle.   

 The Mapa de Teozacoalco, produced in the last decades of the sixteenth century as a 

visual response to one of the demanded items listed in King Phillip II’s questionnaire, is a 

fascinating example of the interplay between movement and place, between the Mixtec who 

were living and experiencing the place of Teozacoalco at the time and the surrounding 

landscape.5  Teozacoalco’s historical, dynastic lineage, tethered to Tilantongo’s ruling lineage, is 

visually linked to the bounded sphere inhabited by Teozacoalco and its estancias, by a road, by 

                                                                           

 

5 The Mapa de Teozacoalco contains many more details that are significant, but move this chapter’s discussion 
beyond its primary focus. Therefore, I have not described and analyzed every detail of this particular map and have 
chosen to focus on the visual interplay between place and movement as a way to introduce this chapter’s primary 
concerns, questions, and connections. I will hopefully explore more fully this particular image’s rich and layered 
meanings in subsequent research and writing. One component of this Map that has been little discussed is the 
geometric qualities of not just the bounded circle, but also the horizontal lines of traveling figures, positioned in 
typical codical fashion for denoting traveling or moving figures, as well as vertical double columns of the founding 
lineages of not just Teozacoalco, but of other dynastic lineages as well. There is a sense of connection between these 
geometric shapes and the narratives they are visually linked to.  
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this symbolic thread as woven by the physical act of travel.6  The road, marked by human 

footprints and by horses’ hooves that point in opposing directions (which signifies that the 

narrative, so to speak, flows in multiple directions), functions as a visual connection between 

Mixtec genealogy and place.   

 Place plays an integral visual role throughout the Mixtec codices and the visual 

documents of the early Colonial period in the lienzos, mapas, rolls, and tiras.  Although certain 

figures are shown in what appears to be “empty” space, most actions, whether ritual or historical 

or mythopoeic, occur as associated with or visually tethered to a place.  The study of toponyms, 

or place signs, has been a salient component of previous studies of the codices (Boone 2000; 

Byland and Pohl 1994; Caso 1949; Mundy 1996; Smith 1973).  What appears to be lacking is a 

more nuanced discussion of how place, and more specifically place signs themselves, function in 

the stories portrayed in the codices, of how the interplay between movement and place 

emphasizes and underscores various forms of and reasons for travel.   

Indeed, this chapter explores certain ideas about place and therefore adds to the emerging 

scholarship on ethnogeography, the ontological, epistemological, historical, perceived, and 

experiential relationships human beings have with the places they inhabit, the sacred and profane 

landscapes of their histories, meaning their culturally embedded narratives as individuals, 

families, and communities (Ashmore and Knapp 1999; Basso 1996; Feld and Basso 1996; Ingold 

2011; Kelley and Francis 1994; Lane 2001; Massey 2005; Meadows 2010; Nabokov 2007; 

Norton-Smith 2010; Thornton 2007; Smith 1973; Tuan 1973).  Because of the research and 

                                                                           

 

6 The codices are called tonindeye in Mixtec, which means “lineage of histories,” which has a double meaning: the 
link to genealogical reckoning and the actions, rituals, and events performed by the ancestral or even supernatural 
beings from whom Mixtec nobility, who share the title of yya with deities, descend. (See Caso 1949). The codices 
were conceived of as narratives that delineated genealogies of kingdoms by visually addressing the various places 
and rulers of those places in the region we recognize today as the Mixteca.  
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accumulation of knowledge compiled by these and other scholars, I am able to hopefully build 

on previous discourse surrounding the concept, use, function, and symbolism of place in the 

Mixtec codices.   

In order to arrive at not just a basic understanding of how place functions in the codices 

but a more complex and layered comprehension, it is necessary to first examine the proposed 

definitions and perspectives surrounding place in general.  Then I will be able to construct a 

framework within which the signs and symbols of place in the Mixtec codices are seen more as 

narrative agents in particular and as integral motifs of a semasiographic system, meaning not 

specific to only one language, in general.  The Postclassic period was an era of “international” 

sharing of visual symbols, a mutually beneficial cultural and visual structure for distinct ethnic 

and geographic elites across Mesoamerica (Andrews 2010; Boone and Smith 2010; Hirth 2016; 

Hirth and Pillsbury 2013; Kepes and Kohl 2010; Pohl 2010; Smith 2010; Troike 1982; Vail and 

Hernández 2010).  

As part and parcel of this chapter’s discussion, the category of landscape, particularly the 

aesthetics and visualization of landscape, will be also be examined.  Place and movement are 

intimately connected to the natural and built environments, and therefore are visualized, I argue, 

as narrative agents in the Mixtec codices.  Previous studies have touched upon this aspect of the 

codices (Byland and Pohl 1990, 1994; Smith 1973), but they have not emphasized the dimension 

of place, and therefore environment, as part of and integral to this analysis of travel.  Visual 

narratives of travel as depicted in the Mixtec codices often entail a physical, pictorial anchoring 

of the human or supernatural being to a particular place, and frequently to a particular time 

(whether historical or mythological time).  I have already discussed certain aspects of this 

anchoring in the previous chapter.   
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Apposite for this analysis and examination of the Mixtec codices, the role and 

significance of place cannot be overstated.  Many Mesoamerican groups, from the Maya to the 

Mexica, to the Huichol, or to the Mixtec and others, view themselves as part of an environmental 

system layered with meaning, value, and an ongoing, cyclical reckoning of space and time that 

feeds into this chapter’s connective and integrative themes of landscape, place, and movement 

(Bassie-Sweet 2008; Christenson 2016; León Portilla 1990; Maffie 2015; Rabin 2013; 

Tokovinine 2013).  The potency of geography, landscape, and environment derives from the fact 

that we are all in a defined, named place. We all experience these categories of being in 

quotidian life.  Mixtec scribe-artists recognized the value and significance of place, of the 

category of ñuu and its natural framework by and through which all of life is lived, all of the 

ritual actions and myth-historical events “take place” (Smith 1987).   

Viewed in the Mapa de Teozacoalco, the nature of place and the place of nature serve as 

interstitial loci for dissecting and absorbing the meanings of various narrative scenes visualized 

by Mixtec scribe-artists.7  The community of Teozacoalco is understood to have physical 

parameters, its natural and built landscape is portrayed in the trees, rivers, churches, and roads, 

and its physical connection to a historical reckoning of genealogy visually highlights the 

intricacies of establishing and experiencing a particular place through movement, through travel, 

as a pictorial convention that bridges the gap between place and genealogy, between space and 

                                                                           

 

7 Although the categories of ‘nature’ and ‘place’ have various meanings and shifts in their identities, in their 
movements depending on the time, the culture, and myriad other modes of conceptual and/or experiential 
differentiation, my argument in this chapter is to attempt a definition of nature and place through a visual analysis of 
scenes in the codices. Nature and place are categories pictorially portrayed in the Mixtec codices and they function 
in several ways, informing each other in varying modes of definition and purpose. I do not mean to essentialize the 
categories of nature and place, but rather to demonstrate their visually stated importance for the narratives depicted 
in the codices, and therefore how these interconnected categories are functioning in those narrative scenes.  
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time.8  The nature of place and the place of nature coincide in many visual narratives portrayed 

in Mixtec codices, and are therefore exemplary of certain issues raised by this chapter. 

 

The Significance of Place 

Throughout this chapter, my goal is to add to existing literature about the interaction between the 

Mixtec and the landscapes comprising their mythopoeic and historical narratives, between the 

visual representation of movement and place, the intimately bounded categories that undergird 

other cultural categories of experience.  Indeed, by examining the visual narratives painted in the 

Mixtec codices, certain connections can be averred.  It is these connections that will be carried 

into the final chapter that expounds on travel as an integral category germane to the ongoing 

analyses of the Mixtec codices.   

Place signifies that in order to exist at all, we exist somewhere, in a specific, named, and 

therefore defined, geographic sphere of dwelling.9  We are surrounded by places, we walk over 

and through them, we distinguish between different places by naming, noting, explicating, 

                                                                           

 

8 Caso (1949: 153) observes that the words written directly under the first ancestral couple in the column to the right 
of Teozacoalco’s place glyph state that this column of founding rulers left Tilantongo and traveled to the place that 
would eventually become Teozacoalco. Hence, the founders of the place of Teozacoalco were migrants from another 
Mixtec place. This could be part of a larger pattern, then, in the Mixteca during the Postclassic period as well as 
during the early Colonial period, which would stand in stark contrast with other visual claims of a localized and 
specific autochthony as we see in the primordial Mixtec couple emerging from the tree at Apoala in the 
Vindobonensis. But in Fray Antonio de los Reyes’s 1593 Mixtec grammar, he recorded that the founders of the 
polity of ‘Apohuallan’ (Apoala) were originally outsiders, perhaps even Toltecs. This dichotomy of written, early 
Colonial sources of a foreignness and the contrasting visual claims of indigeneity in various Postclassic codices has 
not been discussed or scrutinized.  
 
9 Because we must exist in some place we must define and often re-define those sites of existence. This does not 
mean that the definition of a given place is the same for all people at all times. Indeed, the meaning of and values 
ascribed to place are framed in different ways by different people at different times. Perhaps such variability is part 
of the very ‘nature’ of place itself, that is, its nature is constantly shifting and changing. It also depends on who is 
responsible for shifts in the place itself, whether they are of a political, social, economic, religious, or other kind. 
Indigenous communities throughout the Americas strive for, in many ways, the permanence of place, the very 
conservation of “usos y costumbres,” those traditional beliefs, ritual practices, and sense of kinship passed from one 
generation to another through millennia, that such social, generational consuetude comprises the very sense of place 
itself.  
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visualizing, and experiencing physical or even conceptual differences in myriad landscapes. 

“Nothing we do is unplaced” (Casey, 1997: ix).  Place is a primal fact, a necessary and salient 

component of how we conceptualize the world, our “place” within it, and the relationships, 

geographic, topographic, or conceptual, of this particular place to that other place. Aristotle 

recognized the primacy of place as he included “where” in the ten indispensable categories of 

every substance.  Aristotle’s discussion of place ignited a debate in the Western continental 

tradition that has lasted through today.  Edward Casey (2009: x) writes that the category of place 

is not empty, as some modern scholars believe, but rather that,  

On the contrary, just because place is so much with us, and we with it, it has been 
taken for granted, deemed not worthy of separate treatment. Also taken for  
granted is the fact that we are implaced beings to begin with, that place is an a  
priori of our existence on earth. Just because we cannot choose in the matter, we  
believe we do not have to think about this basic facticity very much, if at all. 

  

The category of place has been subordinated to other categories of cultural production taken as 

putative absolutes, such as space and time.  Place came to be considered a mere modification of 

space as well as of time.  With this dissertation, I am attempting to shift away from the 

ubiquitous categories of space and time as being inextricably linked to the visualized interplay in 

the Mixtec codices between place and movement, categories of human activity intertwined with 

concepts of and experiences with the local, surrounding landscape of the Mixteca, as well as the 

extra-local, foreign realms of distant kingdoms and supernatural spheres of being.10  

                                                                           

 

10 However, I do indeed recognize the salience of the categories of space and time, and not just in Mesoamerican 
cultures, but in cultures throughout the history of the world (and that statement itself brings up issues of ‘history’ 
and therefore of human distinctions in time). I am attempting to build on the discussion of space and time by 
examining the interconnected categories, as I view them, of place and movement, specifically as they are visually 
recorded in the Mixtec codices. Place and movement, I would argue, are just as intimately bounded together as other 
scholars have argued for the inextricable intertwining of space and time. Soustelle (1956: 120), for instance, believes 
the Aztec and other indigenous Mesoamerican groups did not conceive of space and time as separate categories, but 
as “lugares momentos” or “place-moments.” Therefore, the conceptual binding of place and time (not just space and 
time) underscores that the motif of footprints, as connected to places and events, functions as a frame for the 
connection of place, movement, and time. Indeed, Worster (1994 The Wealth of Nature) recognizes and delineates 
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“Place,” writes Casey (2013: x), has been reduced to “locations between which 

movements of physical bodies occur, vanished from view altogether in the era of 

temporocentrism (i.e., a belief in the hegemony of time) that has dominated the last two hundred 

years of philosophy.”  The Western philosopher’s history of place, as delineated and expounded 

upon by Casey, focuses on place’s latent position in the manifest texts of Hegel, Kant, and 

others.  However, in order to focus our attention on how indigenous Mixtec scribe-artists in 

particular, and Mesoamerican scribe-artists during the Postclassic in general, conceptualized and 

visualized place, we must analyze the pictorial narratives in the codices themselves.  To glean 

information about how the Mixtec conceptualized, experienced, and visualized the category of 

place, we will turn to various visually narrated episodes, which will assist any analysis of the 

connections between the Mixtec and the surrounding landscape, between the aesthetics of the 

natural environment and the Mixtec’s place within that framework.   

Tim Ingold (2011), from a philosopher-anthropologist’s perspective, challenges previous 

ideas about the apparent dyadic structure of space and place because human beings move 

throughout landscapes, between ‘centers’ and ‘peripheries’.  We may inhabit specific places, 

name them and conceptualize their origins or witness their continuing growth (or decline or 

decay) in terms of architecture, population, or natural features, but significant for this discussion 

of place is the factual and human practice of movement.  Ingold writes “places, in short, are 

delineated by movement, not by the outer limits to movement” (2011: 148).  Ingold observes that 

for the native Inuit, as soon as a person moves, he conceptually becomes a line.  When hunting 

animals or when searching for a member of the community who is lost, the Inuit lays one line of 

tracks across the expansive landscape, looking for another line of motion. The entire landscape is 

                                                                           

 

that recorded human histories and the places within which those histories occur are formed by and related to human 
interaction with nature, by writing that, “history represents a dialogue between humanity and nature.”  
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therefore conceived of as a mesh of lines rather than as a continuous surface (Ingold 2011: 149-

150). 

In light of Ingold’s connections between the conceptualization of place and how the flow 

of movement links to the stasis of place,11 the Mixtec codices take on a new dimension of 

producing indigenous forms of knowledge within the imagery, within the visualization of ‘static 

movement’ so to speak.  Knowledge, argues Ingold, is formed by and through movement, in the 

“passage from place to place and the changing horizons along the way” (2011: 154).  This 

conceptual association of movement with place, I argue, can be applied to the Mixtec codices, to 

their ongoing process of producing cultural knowledge of historic and mythological events, 

ancestors, and the original establishment of place.  Movement through landscapes, from place to 

place, is more than just a remnant of the indigenous purlieu; movement, whether by travel or 

ritual action, is originally constitutive of place, of the various dimensions that define what and 

where a place is, and who the people are that occupy that place.  It can also be argued that place 

is an a priori of our existence on earth (Casey 1997), so movement and place are intricately and 

intimately tethered. 

Another approach that incorporates movement with the production of communal 

knowledge and identity is found in the work of Vincent Stanzione (2007) on the Tz’utujil Maya 

of Santiago Atitlan, a lakeside town in the highlands of Guatemala.  He claims to be the last 

professional anthropologist of the twentieth century who accompanied several Tz’utujil on a 3-

day pilgrimage to the coast that they no longer make.  Stanzione uses his understanding and 

                                                                           

 

11 Stasis here refers to remaining in place, not that the social, economic, political, spiritual or cultural identity 
remains fixed throughout time. Of course, as I have mentioned above, places can and do change, experience 
transformations through time, but the place itself remains seemingly fixed geographically (even though the 
parameters or boundaries can shift, grow, or retract). This might be what the Mixtec scribe-artist had in mind when 
imaging the community of Teozacoalco in response to item ten of the Relación Geográfica sent by King Phillip II. 
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experience of this sojourn for his study of the early colonial document from central Mexico 

known as the Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2 (Figure 31).  Although produced at a different time 

from Stanzione’s own experiences with the Tz’utujil, and from a different region and culture of 

Mesoamerica, several parallels exist that speak to the power of place and the importance of 

movement between places for indigenous people. 

“Walking is knowing. It is not the only way to know but it is one of the time-honored 

ways that knowledge about landscape, ancestors, and mythology has been internalized over the 

millennia” (Stanzione 2007: 332).  As Stanzione connects his recent ethnographic experience 

with the Tz’utujil and the imagery on the indigenous early colonial cartographic history 

presented on the Mapa, it becomes apparent that this way of knowing, of moving through the 

very same environment traversed by ancestors and culture heroes and by visualizing such 

movement in an artistically produced object, has deep historical roots in Mesoamerica for 

various indigenous groups.    

Geography is therefore conceived of as a natural and cultural force that weaves together 

our perceptions of nature and its landscape, social interactions and their meanings, as well as the 

historical (and in the Mixtec codices this includes the mythopoeic) framework within which our 

narratives occur, the very places within which they take place (Sack 1997; Smith 1987).  As 

geographer Robert David Sack observes (1997: 13-14), place enables and constrains our actions 

and feeds into an “intellectual ordering of nature.”12  An intellectual ordering of nature, and how 

                                                                           

 

12 Indeed, local histories imbue place and place imbues, undergirds local histories. As Amato points out (2014: 
222), “History in general is self-defining, self-vivifying, and self-authenticating. Local history, with its particular 
allegiance to place…provides the natural link between immediate experience and history.” Part of immediate, and in 
many cases generational, experience is an established “intellectual ordering of nature,” the very beliefs held, the 
very rituals performed by, in this case, indigenous peoples. That is not to say that the places inhabited today by 
indigenous groups in the Americas or in other parts of the world are the same as they were five hundred or one 
thousand years ago; places change and develop differently at different times. However, local histories, much like 
quotidian words used and taught, therefore inculcated into children, are often salvaged from the collapsed buildings 
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human or supernatural beings are tethered to it through place, can be observed in various scenes 

of the Mixtec codices.13  For example, on page 1 of the Nuttall, we see a figure named 8 Wind 

emerging from a generic earth glyph (Figure 32).  He emerges into a particular place that has a 

ballcourt and a temple-pyramid with flames bursting forth from the interior precinct of ritual 

activity and sacred space.  He is accompanied by a figure named 12 Lizard.  8 Wind and 12 

Lizard then travel across two river place glyphs, with 8 Wind stepping into one of the twin rivers 

at Apoala, the primordial place of Mixtec ethnogenesis (Figure 45).   

Such a visual thread in 8 Wind’s biography connects his narrative travels to and through 

the static place of Mixtec founding, and therefore reminds us of how the place of Teozacoalco in 

its mapa connected travel to its own establishment.  Williams argues (2013: 35) that after 

emerging from the generic earth glyph, 8 Wind actually travels to Yucuñudahui, or “Hill of the 

Rain god,” as imaged on page 2 (Figure 16).  Williams is stating that the visual narrative skips 

from one glyphic scene on page 1 to another glyphic scene on page 2 before going back to page 

1 (2013: 35).14  This is not the usual pattern for the first two pages of each Mixtec codex, but is a 

possible interpretation of the visually depicted actions of 8 Wind.   

                                                                           

 

of memory through oral narratives that serve as social, cultural scaffolding for the hallways of remembering, the 
windows of recapturing identity and therefore one’s place in the world. 
 
13 Throughout the codices various examples highlight this ordering of nature, this division of places, landscape, and 
environment. However, for the purposes of this project, I will concentrate on certain scenes already discussed in 
chapter two because this builds on previous ideas and connects the concepts discussed in this chapters with those. In 
this way, a more full understanding of these particular narrative images can be achieved. 
 
14 Williams’ interpretation is just one possibility. Pohl (personal communication) has read the first two pages as a 
narrative that moves from Eight Wind’s emergence from the earth glyph, then going to Suchixtlan, Cerro Jasmín 
(the toponym vertically above Eight Wind’s initial emergence), then Eight Wind steps into the river at Apoala (all 
still on page 1), and then he travels to Yucuñudahui (“Hill of the Rain God”) on page 2. Pohl’s interpretation of the 
narrative’s sequence follows a right to left reading format; that is, the narrative sequence does not skip from one 
toponym on page 1 to another toponym on page 2 and then back to another toponym on page 1. The narrative is read 
through all the pictographs on page 1 before it moves onto page 2. These events, however they are thought of as 
being chronologically narrated, continue Eight Wind’s story on subsequent pages in the Nuttall, but pages 3-4 
narrate the War that Came from Heaven before pages 5-6 continue Eight Wind’s narrative. Pohl has suggested that 
pages 1-2 can fold over 3-4 in order to sync up with pages 5-6 and therefore 1-2 and 5-6 visually narrate Eight 
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Next, Lord 8 Wind travels from Yucuñudahui on page 2 to the place glyph for Suchixtlan 

on page 1.  If Williams is correct in this interpretation, the physical act of travel from the place of 

the fire-temple to Yucuñudahui and then to Suchixtlan is not visually portrayed.  What is imaged 

is the physical connection of 8 Wind to various place glyphs, whether they are known or not.  He 

emerges from an earth glyph, he steps into a river glyph, he emerges in full eagle regalia on top 

of the glyph for Yucuñudahui, and then is shown standing on top of the “Hill of the Monkey” 

glyph, which represents the toponym for Suchixtlan. 

In each of the glyphic scenes of pages 1-2 in the Nuttall, the viewer sees this physical 

linkage between the figure of Lord 8 Wind and various toponyms.  By my count, there are no 

less than thirteen toponyms on the first two pages of the Nuttall.   To initiate the narrative found 

in the Nuttall, page 1 shows 8 Wind as vertically emerging from a cleft in an earth glyph.  As he 

emerges, only his upper torso, head, arms, and hands are depicted.  When 8 Wind steps into one 

of the twin rivers at Apoala on year 7 Flint, day 1 Movement, one of his feet is not visible as it 

sinks into the cleft at the center and top of the river glyph, again physically anchoring his 

corporeal presence in the glyph itself.   

According to Williams’ narrative sequence, 8 Wind is next imaged on top of the toponym 

for Yucuñudahui, dressed in his full eagle costume, with his head positioned in exactly the same 

way as when he emerges from the generic earth glyph on the bottom right corner of page 1 

(Figures 16 and 32).  His head is shown in left profile and in a parallel position to the glyphs 

themselves, pointing in the direction of the top of each page.  However, a few notable differences 

exist between the first two depictions of 8 Wind (as he emerges from the generic earth glyph and 

steps into the river) and the subsequent two depictions.   

                                                                           

 

Wind’s story of being only partially human on pages 1-2, but ends up, after being baptized by the Rain God, Dzahui, 
and getting married, a “real boy” (John Pohl, personal communication). 
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8 Wind emerges on the toponym for Yucuñudahui and he is framed by two bifurcating 

plants.  Another plant sprouts from the back of his head, one from his chest, and a bifurcated, 

seemingly anthropomorphized object emerges from or is connected to Lord 8 Wind’s mouth.  

Again, 8 Wind is shown to be a physical part of the toponym, or place glyph, itself.  His ritual 

actions and ceremonial eagle attire are attributes of 8 Wind himself, but are also visually linked 

to the toponymy for Yucuñudahui, the very place of Lord 8 Wind’s ritual ascension to legitimate 

authority, meaning, and purpose.   

Images of diverse plants, autochthonous to the Mixteca, sprout from 8 Wind’s torso and 

head, they frame his stance on top of the place glyph.15  8 Wind’s corporeal insertion into and on 

top of the place glyph pictorially underscores his ostensibly primordial connection to the earth, to 

the living and breathing elements of nature itself.  The natural landscape of the Mixteca, from 

which 8 Wind initially emerges on page 1 of the Nuttall, is visualized as part of his very person 

and narrative, as part of various places to which 8 Wind and his power are physically connected.   

The proposed narrative sequence by Williams next moves Lord 8 Wind from the 

toponym for Yucuñudahui on page 2 back to page 1, to the toponym placed vertically above the 

first glyph that opens the narrative of the Nuttall.  This place is the “Hill of the Monkey” or 

Suchixtlan/Cerro Jasmín, a site adjacent to Yanhuitlan in the Nochixtlan Valley of Oaxaca.  

Again, the viewer notices the physical link between 8 Wind and the toponym.  8 Wind stands 

                                                                           

 

15 These fascinating scenes of 8 Wind’s physical connection to flora, rivers, and other natural elements apparently 
from the local Mixteca region, are visually paralleled by mural imagery, in the Ñuiñe style, in Tomb 1 at 
Jaltepetongo (see Pohl and Urcid, 2014: 115). A few figures in those murals have plants sprouting from their heads 
or other flora physically connected to them. Many images of Classic Period Maya rulers in stone, in murals, on 
ceramics, and in other media link those Maya rulers to elements of the local landscape (Miller 1992). Of course this 
also occurs in other pages of the Nuttall as well as in other codices, but my point here is to show that this physical, 
corporeal link is imaged in various media and in different contexts (the codices were portable and possibly public as 
well as private objects, the murals were not portable and only viewed in the privacy of a tomb, etc.). Again, this is a 
line of questioning little studied in the Mixteca and warrants further investigation in Mixtec ñuu of today. 
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atop Suchixtlan’s place glyph and his traveling companion 12 Lizard stands behind him on the 

right side of the toponym.  Between the two of them rests the date, year One Reed, day One 

Crocodile, a ritual or mythological date of beginnings.  It is interesting to note that the year and 

date signs float directly above a U-shaped crevice at the top center of Suchixtlan’s toponym, 

visualizing a vertical correlation for time and a horizontal positioning for the actions of 8 Wind 

and his peripatetic partner.16  

Similar to certain visual characteristics of 8 Wind on page 2 where he stands on top of 

Yucuñudahui’s toponym, here on page 1 as 8 Wind stands connected to the place of Suchixtlan, 

a plant sprouts from his eagle headdress while another one emerges from his chest.  The one that 

emerges from his chest is bifurcated at the end.  This bifurcation is mirrored in third plant that 

extends directly from 8 Wind’s mouth.  As with the portrayal of 8 Wind at Yucuñudahui, Lord 8 

Wind’s own body produces and contains plants, a visual cue that embeds 8 Wind in a localizing 

landscape of the natural environment.  It is through such physical attachment and corporeal links 

that 8 Wind, as a culture hero of the Mixtec as visualized in the Nuttall, not only carries with him 

the geography he traverses, but he is symbolically part of Mixtec geography itself.   

As his narrative continues on page 5 of the Nuttall, 8 Wind is again portrayed as 

emerging from a crevice, this time a crevice in the stairs of a temple-pyramid (Figure 55).  The 

same date of year One Reed, day One Crocodile frames the action.  He is next imaged at the top 

right of page 5, again emerging from a cleft in the toponym for Yucuñudahui.  8 Wind emerges 

into the same space as an effigy of Dzahui, the deity of rain, who appears to have plumes of 

smoke emanating from his mouth.  8 Wind extends upward with his arms outstretched and his 

                                                                           

 

16 This very same visual placement of the year and day date is utilized in the scene directly below, that is, the 
opening pictographic moment of the Nuttall with Eight Wind emerging from the crevice in an earth glyph. Perhaps 
this vertical-horizontal relationship between time and action can be further investigated. 
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position is framed by the toponym beneath him from which he emerges and a floating field glyph 

with the severed head of a bird, possibly a turkey, above what could be a codex or sacred bundle.   

Therefore, 8 Wind’s narrative does not occur outside of place or on the outer limits of 

movement (Ingold 2011: 148).  His emergence, ritual participation, and travel are all inextricably 

bound to known places in the Mixteca.17  His visually narrated arc is anchored in and physically 

attached to the toponyms representative of place.  Lord 8 Wind’s movements through the Mixtec 

landscape help define the very places to which he is visually linked.  Or conversely, 8 Wind’s 

actions and appearances at various places in the Mixteca are imbued with and legitimized by 

their attachments to those specific, and in the case of Apoala primordial, places.  Place defines 

and frames many of Lord 8 Wind’s movements and actions as depicted in the Nuttall.18  And 8 

Wind’s own body serves as an extension of and anchor to place, to the very toponyms 

representative of the places themselves.  Lord 8 Wind’s mytho-historical actions assist in 

defining the places within which those actions occur and are retold in the performances of 

codical narratives, while those very places are simultaneously framing 8 Wind’s actions.   

 

 

 

                                                                           

 

17 With the notable exception of his birth from a generic earth glyph, meaning no place in particular, 8 Wind’s 
movements reflect travel throughout the Mixteca region and he is imaged on top of or as physically connected to 
various known places in the Mixteca. Perhaps part of the process of him becoming a “real boy” is the traveling 
sequence in which he travels to known, special or powerful places in the Postclassic Mixteca. Also, as I have noted 
elsewhere, 8 Wind’s birth from the earth cannot be verified as it is not connected to any place in particular, 
providing an interesting beginning point for his birth and emergence, not unlike the cosmogenesis scene in Codex 
Borgia in which the universe begins in no place in particular (except it is in a squared-off type of precinct).  
18 Some of the places 8 Deer travels to are poorly defined or unknown at this time. His sojourn to the Sun God, for 
instance, pictures him as traveling over a large body of water, a geographic, aquatic feature unknown in the Mixteca. 
His journey, therefore, has been defined as a conceptual, supernatural, or spiritual trip as it cannot be attested in the 
physical environment of the Mixteca (see Byland and Pohl 1994: 151-156). But it has also been viewed as an actual 
journey to an island, perhaps (see Jansen and Pérez Jiménez 2011 and Palka 2014: 147-148). 
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Place, Space, and Movement 

Over the last century, scholars from various fields have written about and advanced the 

conceptual frameworks of place and space, this binary of the concrete and the abstract, both with 

synchronic and diachronic dimensions (Ingold 2011; Lefebrve 1992, 2013; Massey 2005; Sack 

1997; Tuan 1973, 1990; Walter 1988).  This rich scholarship has added to discussions about 

Mesoamerican art and visual culture, particularly over the last few decades (Barabas 2003; 

Massey 2005; Monaghan 1995; Mundy 1996; Pohl and Byland 1990, 1994).  For the purposes of 

this chapter, conceptual and visual links undergirding certain narrative sequences, particularly 

those that illuminate and add to discourse surrounding ideas of place, space, and movement in 

the Mixtec codices, will be briefly examined.  I analyze various features of pictorial documents 

that are not Mixtec, but that are directly relevant for this section. 

The Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2, for example, has been divided by scholars into its left 

side, which represents the sacred history remembered in storytelling, dance, song, and trance, 

and the right side that lays out the boundaries of the sacred territory of Cuauhtinchan (Figure 31).  

Stanzione (2007) argues that the right side links to his experience of a Tz’utujil peregrination in 

the town of Santiago Atitlan, Guatemala, by explicating that in a possible parallel of indigenous 

conceptions of place, and movement to and from place, each Cuauhtinchantlaca or adult male 

resident of Cuauhtinchan “became the ancestor” as he ritually walked the pilgrimage route 

displayed in the Mapa.  Much like the modern Tz’utujil Maya boys who visited the coast during 

their three-day pilgrimage, each Cuauhtinchantlaca would walk the bounded territory of 

Cuauhtinchan as a rite of passage, as an ongoing initiation and instantiation into the community.  

This walking helps one ‘know’ the stories, legends, songs, ancestors, and events that were 
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implaced in the landscape and therefore in the history and memory, the very identity, of the 

community. 

Most likely produced in the 1540s and therefore a few decades after the arrival of the 

Spaniards, the Mapa is one visual example of a pictorial narrative that begins with emergence of 

lineage and community founders from the seven chambered cave of legendary Aztlan, who then 

travel through geographically marked terrain, through the place of Cholula to conduct specific 

rituals, before eventually and finally making their way to where the place of Cuauhtinchan is 

established (Carrasco and Sessions, 2007).  If Stanzione is correct in his reading of the visual 

utility for the map as it connects community members to the geographic and historical 

experience of the place and landscape of Cuauhtinchan, then this particular function is of interest 

for the study and analysis of place and landscape in the Mixtec codices.  Stanzione’s insight 

offers a way to penetrate abstract ideas and ideals associated with the categories of identity, 

history, memory, and place, categories that undergird and are refracted through the visual 

narratives in the Mixtec codices.  

Possibly dovetailing with various depictions of place and the events or founding 

ancestors of place in the Mixtec codices, this analysis of movement between places helps 

magnify our comprehension of the significance of place on communal history, memory, and 

therefore identity.  Communal identity for the central Mexican Nahua groups, including the 

Mexica-Aztec and Cuauhtinchantlacas (and many more), centered on patron deities, their 

connections to various geographical features with distinctive names, ethnic affiliations, 

languages, and shared symbols representative of those deities, their actions, their influence on 

and authority over ancestral founders.  These components comprised the most basic unit of 

community, the calpolli.   
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For the Mixtec, place or ñuu, signified by and a signifier of a particular community, is 

often initially or primordially delineated by characteristics within the daily landscape, the natural 

and built milieu within which a place exists.  Place names were also significant for the calpolli 

and usually included visual and conceptual markers of the landscape such as Uaxacac, the name 

in Nahuatl for Oaxaca, meaning “Place of the guaje vegetables.”  The ‘c’ at the end of the name 

in Nahuatl is a suffix denoting a locational place, thereby associating a certain autochthonous 

product with a specific site, people, and community.  The Nahuatl name for Mixtec territory is 

‘Mixteca,’ a place name signifying “Place of the Clouds/Cloud People,” associating the Mixtec 

people with that particular feature of the landscape, just like the Mixtec scribe-artists visually 

portrayed specific ancestral or divine figures with specific places.  Also, linguistically the Mixtec 

word ñuu can mean “place,” “town,” and “people,” thereby conceptually conflating these 

seemingly separate categories (Byland and Pohl, 1994; Kowalewski, 2009; Spores, 1985; Spores 

and Balkansky, 2013; Terraciano, 2001). 

In his book Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and Language Among the Western Apache 

(1992), anthropologist Keith Basso expounds on the ethnogeographies of the Cibecue Apache, 

who call themselves ndee, “the people,” or more specifically Dischíí Bikoh or “People of the 

Canyon.”   The Ndee have inscribed several specific places within their known territory with 

stories of ancestors and deities.  His book is an excellent contemporary examination of the 

indigenous coupling of identity and place, of memory and landscape.  During a humorous 

exchange, Basso explains to the reader that at one place he cannot pronounce correctly in Apache 

the name of that place.  One of his native informants and teachers will not tell the stories 

associated with the place until Basso pronounces correctly the place-name (1992: 10-11).  When 
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he finally does, his teacher says “Yes…that is how our ancestors made it a long time ago, just as 

it is to name this place” (1992: 11).   

The Ndee are obviously not the Mixtec, but Basso’s book demonstrates a striking 

similarity for how another indigenous group, albeit contemporary, conceptualizes and speaks of 

place as imbued with history, identity, and memory, of how narratives, in this case oral histories, 

link the corridors of generational time with the setting of place, the milieu of landscape.  

However, place is not just a random setting, a circumstantial convention of culture mixed with 

and influenced by the natural landscape.  The concrete and experiential dimension of place is the 

framework, the background and foreground, the bounded parameters within which individuals 

and communities name elements of the physical landscape, the geography of life as constructed 

and lived.   

Indeed, place is connected to and defined by the ethnogeographies conceptualized by 

human beings, those geographic characteristics chosen and emphasized in our daily lives, the 

natural and built landscapes that are highlighted and reified in the cultural imaginary and passed 

on to subsequent generations (Basso 1996; Jackson 1994; Netherly 2009; Paxton 2009; Tuan 

1990).  Often, as in Mesoamerican art in general and imaged in the Mixtec codices in particular, 

travel functions as a narrative device that adds to the conceptual layers of ethnogeographies.  

Migration stories of myriad Nahua groups in the Mapa, the Historia Tolteca-Chichimeca, and in 

the Lienzo de Zacatepec, for example, all reflect “a more traditional system of cognitive mapping 

in which legends associated with particular geographical features were recounted” (Pohl and 

Byland 1990: 122).19  In several ways, the eight extant Mixtec codices combine various notions 

                                                                           

 

19 Pohl and Byland demonstrate that in the Mixtec codices, the scribe-artists utilize real places within the lived, 
known landscapes of the Mixteca in order to visually represent their notion of a sacred directionality, the very 
underpinnings of the cosmos and all that is in it. Significant for the collapsing of a sacred versus profane binary, 
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of place as being connected to emergence of ancestors and subsequent founding events—as well 

as the patron deities and geographic terrain of the Mixteca—in order to encapsulate and 

memorialize Mixtec history and identity through visually codified modes of expression.  Place 

surely signifies much for people around the world, in the past as well as in the present and the 

future.   

The placial frame, to use Casey’s term, as pictorially expounded in the narratives of the 

Mixtec codices, functions as a demarcating boundary within the story itself, as the marked 

terrain, landscape, and place of perceptual memory and history.  Events, deity and ancestral 

movement, and ritual action all occur in some place, in a specific site of the Mixteca (or in the 

celestial realm).  Place is a pause in the narrative, a visual and conceptual grounding of Mixtec 

stories, meaning their rhythms and ruptures, as well as a focal point for cultural development and 

explicative identity.  It is also a frame whose trail traces the movement of not only the narrative, 

but of the personages visualized in the codices as they traverse different places and perform a 

variety of ritual, historical actions.   

Visual rhetoric in the Mixtec codices, as in other pictorial documents of Mesoamerica, 

solidifies and structures a communal history and identity thereby rescuing the past from a 

perceived or actual inaccessibility in the present (Boone 2000; Byland and Pohl 1994; Jansen and 

Pérez Jiménez 2005, 2011).  Place has polysemic or multivalent value because of its mythopoeic, 

historical, and experiential connection to various events, peoples, deities, and the movements in 

between places and framed settings of the landscape.  In the Mixteca, the land, people, and 

deities function as the organizing principles for communities, even today (Marcos Abraham 

Cruz, personal communication; see also Barabas 2003; Boone 2000; Monaghan 1995; Pohl 

                                                                           

 

Pohl and Byland (1990) enumerate many ways in which “the qualities of the supernatural world are thus unified 
with the day-to-day world of the Mixtec in this demonstration of their perception of their own world.” 
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1990; Terraciano 2001).  The web of place, movement, and a community’s identity and history 

are part of the cultural meshwork that I am underscoring here.  I recognize the hegemony of time 

and space in Mesoamerican culture (and scholarship), as compared to movement and place, 

because truly the temporocentrism of time and space are defined by the “primordiality of place at 

the beginning of things” (Casey 1997).   

Mythical and religious narratives of creation, the world over, include variations on the 

primary theme of place because of its primordiality at the initiation of things (again, place is an a 

priori factor of all else, of everything that is experienced).  For the Mixtec, as well as for other 

indigenous groups around the world, place is crucial for the cosmo-theological and experiential 

connections to the earth, to the land and sky, and for the Mixtec, place plays a prominent role in 

the visual narratives found in the codices.  In contemporary Oaxaca, place is tethered to an 

individual’s communal identity and is always contrasted with various other places in the 

Mixteca; it defines which variant of Mixtec you speak, which patron saint you venerate, where 

you worship and during which season (Marcos Abraham Cruz, personal communication; see also 

Barabas 2003; Hamann 2012; Monaghan 1995; Smith 1973).  

 As a binary opposite to place, the abstract notion of space, often associated with aspects 

of sacred geography, is usually divided into the three realms of Mesoamericans’ 

conceptualization of the world: Upper World, the Terrestrial World, and the Underworld 

(Aguilar et al. 2005; Brady and Prufer 2005; Fitzsimmons 2005; Hamann 2012; Rincón Mautner 

1999, 2005; Spencer and Werness-Rude 2015; Stone 1995).  However, in this section I question 

such a marked conceptual delineation of the spaces, regions, or realms because there is definite, 

visualized movement between the three.  As imaged in several narrative scenes in the Mixtec 

codices, a blurring of sorts occurs that perhaps relates to an intimate connection between the 
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seemingly arbitrary conceptions of differential space, of the ostensibly physical realms of the 

sky, the earth, and the depths underneath the earth or the ocean, all points with various (and 

sometimes no) levels of accessibility for human beings.   

Therefore, the question arises: are the three levels of the cosmos truly divided in the sense 

that they are separate and distinct places?  In the Codex Vindobonensis, Lord 9 Wind (and other 

characters pictured at other narrative moments) descends from the celestial realm to the Mixteca 

in order to establish more than two hundred places there.  On page 48 of the Vindobonensis, a 

scene renowned for its mytho-historical power because of its creation premise of the Mixteca 

region, many of 9 Wind’s attributes are named before he is visually depicted as the centered and 

seated figure on the top left of the page (following the bottom right to upper right, then to the 

upper left and down to the bottom left of the page reading order; see Boone 2000; Furst 1978).   

The left hand, vertically positioned, side of page 48 visually demonstrates conceptions of 

space and place with the additional narrative component of movement.  As I have argued in 

Chapter Two, such movement as performed by 9 Wind can be viewed as a type of emergence.  

One graphic piece of evidence for this argument is the, in this case inverted, V-shaped crevice 

that allows for spatial interaction between the Celestial Realm—where 9 Wind is seated and 

unclothed—and the space of ostensibly the Terrestrial Realm.  However, if one views this left 

hand vertical column of sorts as divided into three snapshots of generative action, perhaps it can 

be argued that 9 Wind leaves the Celestial Realm at the top of the page, where he is seated, 

descends through a crevice or crack in the celestial ceiling, as it were, moves through space 

along a sacrificial cord of itinerant, vertical descent, and ends up in this world.   

Fully clothed in the accoutrements of divinely acquired and legitimized authority, 9 Wind 

could possibly descend into this world as his foot extends and touches what appears to be a 
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visual marker for the concept of community (Figure 56).20  A broad, U-shaped symbol in brown 

(with leg supports on ceramic vessels) frames a thinner U in red that contains the blue element of 

water.  Rising out of this framed water is a generic bell-shaped place glyph.  In many 

Mesoamerican cultures throughout time, particularly in ancient Mesoamerica visual cultures, 

bodies of water (or their pictorial representations) is usually associated with the Underworld or 

Upper World, the sacred, mythic realms of supernatural dimensions, powers, forces, and 

therefore the space or place of deities (Carrasco 2015; Finamore and Houston 2010; Furst 1978; 

Reents-Budet 1994; Rincón Mautner 1999, 2012; Stone 1995, 2014).   

Not only does Lord 9 Wind’s right foot physically connect to this unusual glyph that is 

possibly a toponym that represents a generic community specifically and therefore This World 

generally, directly behind him are three different glyphs, two of which are temple-pyramids.  

One of the temple-pyramids contains the symbol for the sun and the other temple-pyramid 

contains a human head with closed eyes, a visual cue that this most likely represents a deceased 

ancestor (who also has a white ornament pierced through the nose).  A third glyph sits directly 

behind 9 Wind as well: a square enclosure that contains an empty temple-pyramid glyph set 

against a black and grey square, much like the black backdrop of cosmological genesis in the 

Codex Borgia.  This visual configuration of 9 Wind’s foot touching the generic place glyph of 

                                                                           

 

20 In Central Mexico, myriad Nahua groups conceived of and linguistically marked ‘community’ by combining the 
words ‘atl’ (water) and ‘tepetl’ (hill or mountain) to form the word ‘altepetl’ (Elzey 1991; Lockhart 1994; Schwaller 
2006) to mean “place,” “community,” “people,” etc., much like the Mixtec word ñuu. This combination of water and 
mountain is shared with other indigenous groups. This combination of water-mountain is richly layered with all 
kinds of symbolic and experiential meaning as well as connections to the physical environment. The world over, 
founders of communities typically established settlements near bodies of water, and in the indigenous Americas, 
mountains are topographical features of the physical environment that are conceived of as places of supernatural or 
even divine forces and beings, the very dwelling places of deities or their power, and therefore places of ritual action 
and deity propitiation. However, the Mixteca region is rather bereft of large bodies of water except when one travels 
to the coast or to another region of Mesoamerica, such as Central Mexico where the Tenochca Mexica established 
their ultimate water-mountain or altepetl on Lake Texcoco. Because of the nature of Postclassic Mesoamerican 
cultural and economic interaction, the Mixtec (as well as other ethnic groups) would have most likely been familiar 
with the Nahua concept of water-mountain in language, myth-history, and place.  
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community, the two temple-pyramids, and the one enclosed, empty temple-pyramid could all be 

part of a graphic complex that, when visualized together as they are on page 48 of the 

Vindobonensis, represents This World (Furst 1978). 

Part of my reasoning for this conjecture derives from how the Mixtec scribe-artist 

chooses to paint the descending figure Lord 9 Wind on this part of page 48.  9 Wind is pictured 

three times in a vertical act of descending, of moving along this sacrificial cord on which he is 

shown twice, in two different places.  Is this left side column on page 48 visually depicting 9 

Wind in various levels of the cosmos?  First, he is imaged indubitably in the Celestial Realm, 

framed by two ancestral deities who confer on him all of the material regalia of rulership and 

power, symbols typically associated with Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl of the central Mexicans, 9 Wind 

of the Mixtec, and KuKulkan or Gucumatz of the Maya (Fields, Pohl, and Lyall 2012; Nicholson 

2001: 145-148).  He is next seen halfway down the column holding the staff of rulership, among 

other icons of power, including the quincunx staff representative of the five cardinal directions.  

The final position 9 Wind occupies is directly under a horizontal turning of the sacrificial cord, 

which places him underneath and a tad to the left of his middle position on the page. 

Because 9 Wind is imaged three times on the left hand column of page 48 in the Codex 

Vindobonensis, he could theoretically be traveling through the three major realms of 

Mesoamerican space, the Celestial Realm, the Terrestrial Realm, and the Underworld.  This 

particular scene has never been presented this way, but it is an encouraging possibility.21  What is 

significant for this section and chapter is how page 48 connects to the discourse of notions of 

                                                                           

 

21 “Encouraging” may be too hopeful a word for this particular speculation. I have not found any scholars who 
verify or support this conjecture. However, the fact that 9 Wind is imaged in three different positions (places?) on 
this particular page of the Vindobonensis has not been teased out, it has not been fully explained in any kind of way. 
Why is he pictured three times and as wearing different items (or nothing as in his first Celestial appearance) each 
time and in each place as he descends? These questions and more are, again, fodder for future investigation.  
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space.  According to the images on this page, the three realms of geographic space are 

connected, are linked.  Yes, a supernatural deity, Lord 9 Wind, is the one who can traverse all 

three realms, in this instance because of a sacrificial cord that descends through a crevice, a small 

opening in the seemingly impenetrable Celestial enclosure.  This movement between the three 

spaces of Mesoamerican cosmography, I argue, demonstrates the interconnected, shared links, 

because of and through the deified figure of 9 Wind, of these seemingly separated and bounded 

spheres of existence.  

On page 47 of the Vindobonensis, 9 Wind is next imaged as the central figure positioned 

with two vertically placed figures in front of him and two vertically placed individuals behind 

him (Figure 44).  This most assuredly represents another template for the organization of space 

as it visualizes a Mesoamerican paradigm of five cardinal directions, the four quadrants of north, 

south, east, and west as well as the central point or axis, in this visual example, Lord 9 Wind 

himself.  Just to the left of his position as the central axis of space, 9 Wind is imaged as lifting 

the sky with his hands as it rests on the back of his head and headdress (Figure 11).  Such an 

image placed directly after he is pictured as the central, directional point in space—in terms of 

the narrative reading of this page—underscores again how space and movement are 

conceptualized and visualized by this Mixtec scribe-artist.  It is movement, specifically Lord 9 

Wind’s powerful delineation of, but connective thread to, space that visually encapsulates 

cosmological origins. 

Directly below 9 Wind’s burden of carrying or lifting the sky is the toponym for 

Yucuñudahui, a known geographic location in the Mixteca, therefore, in the Terrestrial realm 

(Byland and Pohl 1994; Kowalewski 2009; Spores 1967, 1984; Spores and Balkansky 2013; 

Terraciano 2001).  And just below the toponym for Yucuñudahui are two vertically placed bands 
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of water with shells and other elements associated with the Underworld.  Therefore, the left side 

column on page 47, in a way, mirrors the left side column on page 48 because it possibly depicts 

three realms of Mesoamerican space, the spheres of mythopoeic and experienced existence that 

are visually represented through these symbols of sky, earth, and Underworld, spaces connected 

to the day and year glyphs that record the interstitial loci of space and time.  Movement, 

however, is typically left out of this discussion.  It is certainly a constitutive element in the 

pictorial scenes I have been discussing in this section. 

The particularity of place, whether built or natural or a juxtaposition of the two as 

visually displayed in the Mixtec codices, constitutes the cultural elements of identity, character, 

nuance, and history.  For many ancient Mesoamerican cultures, the primordiality of place 

directly links to travel, be it performed by human beings or supernatural beings.  An etiological 

framing of certain cultures’ foundational myths involves the act of travel, a point of origination 

for humans or their patron deities who then guide humans from place to place or are inscribed 

into a localized landscape in order to imbue the natural and cultural milieu, or place, with their 

divine, foreign presence.   

Again, with this project I wish to contribute to the prevalent discourse about the much 

discussed indigenous conceptual interconnection of time and space to an examination and 

analysis of Mesoamerican, and specifically Mixtec, ideas of travel and place, of the inextricably 

intertwined dual aspects of movement and landscapes.  It is vital to attempt an analysis of the 

nature of place and the place of nature because for many indigenous peoples in the Americas, as 

well as other regions in the world, nature is not conceived of as being entirely separate or distinct 

from human beings and the places of human action or interaction.   
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Place, therefore, involves the natural (meaning those geographic parts of the landscape 

and of the world that exist prior to, and in many cases, in spite of, human action) and the built 

environment, it involves the primordial actions of deities and ancestors, and the effects of said 

actions, particularly of movement, on the landscape or geography itself.  Moreover, 

ethnogeographies entail the conceived and experienced relational web between humans and 

place, between histories and identity.  It is necessary to further explore these conceptions of 

place, of landscape, and of movement in order to extend the present discussion.  The following 

section is a glimpse at the possibilities of aligning visual evidence espoused in the codices with 

Mesoamerican and Mixtec ideas and perceptions of environment, landscape, and movement. 

 

The Aesthetics of Environment, Landscape, and Movement 

“I am what is around me,” states Wallace Stevens in his poem Theory.  Berleant states, “We are 

coming to realize that nature is not alien to the human world nor is environment an external 

territory. Aesthetics can help us grasp, in both theoretical terms and concrete situations, the 

inseparability of the human and the natural” (Berleant, 1992: xiii).  The inseparability of the 

human and the natural, the categories often employed within certain conceptual frameworks to 

differentiate and draw clear lines or boundaries in order to demonstrate the separation of the very 

categories of the human and the natural.  Given the variability of interpretations of and utility for 

these categories of the human and the natural, I argue in this section for a movement toward an 

understanding of a Mixtec aesthetic of place, of landscape, and of environment.  In particular, the 

Mixtec vision of the world, as presented in the codices, emphasizes the inextricable link between 

the human and the natural, the environment or landscape and the supernatural.  Such an aesthetic 
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presentation of certain scenes in the codices demonstrates a conceptual scaffolding of place and 

landscape as perceived and experienced through movement. 

In The Aesthetics of Environment, Arnold Berleant describes and analyzes how human 

beings perceive the landscapes around them, how we experience the mountains, lakes, forests, 

sunshine, weather patterns, and other characteristics, geographical, topographical, and 

climatological, of our world and how those experiences are culturally formative and 

constitutive.22 The field of study known as environmental aesthetics reflects the growing 

recognition of aesthetic values and meanings in the environment, in the very landscapes of our 

daily lives, activities, and experiences.  It is the “deliberate application of aesthetic values and 

principles to matters of daily life, to activities and objects that serve some practical purpose, 

from clothes and cars to boats, buildings, and behavior” (Berleant 1992: xii). The settings of our 

lives have a profound influence on the possibilities, meanings, values, concepts, and quality of 

our lives (Tuan 1990).  

We need to reevaluate and re-conceptualize our relationship with the environment in 

order to glean its aesthetic dimensions, in order to more fully grasp how the landscapes we 

occupy can, indeed, occupy us.  An entire literature surrounding human geography has emerged 

over the last fifty years in an attempt to investigate the categories of the human and the natural as 

well as the inseparability of human bodies and environments, built, perceived, imagined, 

experienced, or natural (Barabas 2003; Bender 1993; Berleant 1992; Cosgrove 2008; Feld and 

                                                                           

 

22 The term ‘landscape’ is poorly defined, and therefore poorly understood. Dictionaries define it as “an expanse of 
natural scenery seen by the eye in one view” or as “a picture representing a section of natural, inland scenery” 
(Berleant, 1992: 5).  Included at the beginning of Whiston Spirn’s book The Language of Landscape (1998), three 
quotations point directly to this term ‘landscape’ as problematic (and perhaps this is one of the main reasons 
Whiston Sprin wrote the book, to answer or begin to answer the question of ‘what is a landscape’ and ‘does it have a 
language and if so, what is that language’). Other scholars like J.B. Jackson (1970, 1994), Denis Cosgrove (1989, 
1998, 2008), Barbara Bender (1993), and Yi-Fu Tuan (1973, 1990, 2013, 2014a, 2014b) have written about 
landscapes and the various meanings, values, and perceptions human beings, from the world over, have about them. 
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Basso 1996; Ingold 2011; Jackson 1970, 1994; Massey 2005; McClay and McAllister 2014; 

Tuan 1973, 1990, 2014).  As imaged in the Mixtec codices, the interplay of movement and place 

can be interpreted in terms of a Mixtec environmental aesthetic.  A Mixtec understanding or 

conceptualization of the human and the natural is depicted as being, in many cases, inseparable.  

And a certain level of respect for the natural processes of the world, those that exist beyond 

human influence or control, still exists in the Mixteca today.23   

Of the surrounding landscape and ritual activity, how does this understanding of 

environment and landscape function in terms of its visualization in the codices? The idea of 

environment, like all basic ideas, harbors deep philosophical assumptions about the nature of our 

world, our experience, and of our own selves.  Therefore, these are questions, practices, 

meanings, and values bound to our cultural, conceptual frameworks within which any life is 

lived.  Those assumptions, or notions and experiences formed by cultural tradition and 

conditioning, affect not only the environment and its aesthetics; it also affects our views on 

ethics, on social and political theories and governance, as well as policies and practices.  Berleant 

observes (1992: xiii), 

For we discover in the aesthetic perception of environment the reciprocity, indeed the  
continuity of forces in the world- those generated by human action and those to which we  
must respond. And we find in their ultimate identity not only the qualitative directness of  
experience but the immediacy of our engagement. Environmental aesthetics, as theory  
and as experience, can help us achieve a truer sense of the human condition.   

 

                                                                           

 

23 My Mixtec teacher in Oaxaca, Marcos Abraham Cruz, told me that many Mixtec males in his hometown of San 
Juan Mixtepec (or Ñuu Snuviko in Sa’an Savi, the Mixtec linguistic variant spoken in San Juan Mixtepec), take off 
their hats and gesture toward the sun every morning and every evening as the sun “rises” and “sets.” He was taught 
to do this by his father, who learned it from his father, and so on. Such a culturally and generationally formed 
tradition or ritual activity underscores a daily interaction with and acknowledgement of natural forces and objects 
beyond the realm of human influence and control. Indeed, I would argue that this gesture is, among other things, one 
of gratitude in general, and one of respect in terms of the necessity of sunlight for the cultivation of crops and 
subsistence in particular.  
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This question of what does the environment denote is pertinent to my project because of its 

conceptual and visual presence, and therefore significance, in the Mixtec “books of 

remembrance.”  One of the main connections, as well as one of the central questions hopefully 

hedged into within this dissertation, is the idea that environment is not separate from human 

beings, that the physical ecological networks, or “meshworks” to use Ingold’s term, of flora and 

fauna are part of us and we a part of them.  If this concept is true and demonstrable in the very 

visualization of it in the codices, then what does this mean for the act of travel by a group or by 

an individual?   

Why is it significant for the Mixtec that many of their historical rulers and culture heroes 

(or supernaturals and deities) emerge out of the local landscape (or extra-local, in Lord 9 Wind’s 

case), such as the emergence of Lord 8 Wind from a generic earth glyph (Figure 32), from a 

sacred Ceiba tree (Lady One Death in the Bodley; Figure 34), from the sky (Lord 9 Wind 

descends from the celestial realm in the Codex Vindobonensis; Figure 21)?  Do these instances 

of individual movement mean that wherever the traveling figure goes, the local landscape or 

environment travels with them?  What would that mean, then, for how individual itinerants affect 

“foreign” landscapes, and how are those individuals, in turn, affected by those “extra-local” 

territories and regions? And why are these instances visually depicted in the codices?  These are 

all questions relevant for this dissertation and for projects moving forward. 

 As a category of meaning, value, and knowledge, the environment is rarely defined by 

scholars who use the term in their work.  Cultural geographers and cultural ecologists recognize 

that the idea of environment remains elusive and certainly complex and layered (Bachelard 1994; 

Berleant 1992; Carlson 2002; Carlson and Berleant 2004; Morton 2009; Tuan 1990; Whiston 

Spirn 1998).  “For ‘the’ environment objectifies environment; it turns it into an entity that we can 
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think of and deal with as if it were outside and independent of ourselves” (Berleant 1992: 4).  

Where can we locate “the” environment?  “Is it the landscape that surrounds me where I stand? 

Is it the world outside my window? The walls of my room and house? The clothes I wear? The 

air I breathe? The food I eat?” (Berleant 1992: 4).  

Person and environment are continuous, and this is one component of the significance of 

depicting Mixtec ancestors and culture heroes as emerging from and as corporeally connected to 

place, to landscape, to the local and localizing places of the Mixteca region.  In the case of 

Mesoamerican identity and memory, with the Mixtec specifically, their visually stated and 

emphasized autochthony in the Mixteca is a glaring claim of difference to be perpetually 

anchored, through visual mechanisms of the codices, to the Mixteca.  This visual claim 

conceptually positions them in the Mesoamerican ecumene as being primordially “from here, the 

place of our eternal existence,” as opposed to the literary and visual narratives of groups like the 

Maya, the Nahua, and the Huichol, whose ancestral founders and deities came from some other 

place, from some other landscape temporally or geographically exclusive to their contemporary 

locales.24 

 Because the Mixtec visually understood this through pictorially representing such a 

concept (as in the act of emergence, individuals and pairs are often shown as standing astride 

toponymic glyphs and are therefore imaged as part of the toponymic glyph or place itself), the 

act of travel then becomes an activity conducted in a field of continuities, a perceived and 

experiential sphere of temporally-related, social, cultural, political, ritual, and other continual 

patterns that bind human beings in the Mixteca to the landscapes in and through which the lives 

                                                                           

 

24 This complicated binary needs to be further explored and examined. As I have pointed out elsewhere in this 
dissertation, the Mixtec could have claimed on the Mapa de Teozacoalco and they could have provided information 
to Spanish chroniclers that the original founders of Apoala or of Teozacoalco were outsiders, meaning that they 
traveled from some other place in order to establish new places, new communities in the Mixteca.  
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of their deities and ancestors were lived, and through which their own lives are presently lived.  

That is partially why Carrasco’s use of the concept of “ecology of images” is rather significant in 

terms of an intersection between visual culture (in his case for the ancient Maya), ritual activity, 

ceremonial centers and community (place), human participants, time and space, and the idea of 

environment.  Ecology is a system or meshwork of systems defined as the adaptive interaction of 

organisms with their total environment. 

Those who study ecology recognize that “a process of mutual interaction takes place 

between the organism and the multitude of factors that constitute its environmental setting” 

(Berleant 1992: 4).  Therefore, as Ingold has pointed out, and as I clarify for the Mixetc codices 

in this dissertation, travel as movement signifies that we, as human beings, live our lives along 

various pathways within the meshwork of life itself.  Movement, along with the concept of place, 

is one of the definitional features of being.  Travel is the movement from one defined place to 

another (however those places may be defined: geographically, politically, individually, 

communally, etc.).  Through the activity of movement, of traversing various and diverse places, 

a mutual interactive field is created and perpetuated between a human being and the landscape.   

Visualized on page 24 of the Codex Vindobonensis, two glyphic instances highlight such 

an interactive process.  Similar to many ostensibly place glyphs throughout the Vindobonensis, 

Nuttall, Bodley, and others, these two glyphic constructions portray the interactive elements of 

bodies, those of supernatural figures and of perhaps human ones as well, with frames of 

environment.  Page 24 is divided by a vertical red reading line that halves the images of this 

particular page.  The first glyph to which I am referring is positioned halfway down the left side 

of page 24 (Figure 57).  This broad precinct of water and other elements is U-shaped and is of 

similar colors to other such graphic symbols.  A black, barely clothed lower half of a human 
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body descends into the water through a crevice, the head of the figure unseen.  To the left of the 

figure is a circle divided into four divided quadrants, with each diagonally opposite sides in the 

same color, two of grayish black and two of a tannish-brown.   

The four quadrants of the circle each contain a footprint, and the footprints in black form 

a circular, counterclockwise pattern of movement.  This particular circular glyph represents the 

act of movement, of travel.  The top half of this circle is above the bounded body of water, just 

like the legs, or lower half, of the human figure who dives into the crevice of the body of water.  

The lower two quadrants of the circle with footprints is immersed in the body of water, 

paralleling the torso and non-visualized shoulders, neck, and head of the figure in the crevice.  

To the right of the crevice is a human hand outstretched, perhaps holding reeds of grass (Figure 

57).  The entire glyphic assemblage takes place, the viewer is told, on year Five Flint, day Five 

Flint.  And this page is still a part of Lord 9 Wind’s movements as he is imaged conducting 

various rituals on the right half of page 24. 

This particular glyphic construction demonstrates through its visual properties an 

interactive web of movement, the landscape of place (both land and water are represented), 

human action, and the dimension of time.  The combination of a human body, a crevice that 

exists between land and water (perhaps the entrance to a cave), and movement, visually captures 

an aesthetic and visual framing of environment, an artistically rendered reification of a Mixtec 

understanding of the interactive processes referred to as an aesthetics of environment.  Berleant 

defines ‘environment’ as the natural process by which people live it (‘it’ being environment), 

however they live it. “Environment is nature experienced, nature lived” (Berleant 1992: 10).  

This, like many other scenes of the ethnogeographies of movement I have discussed, pinpoints 

that movement between spaces and places is possible and a part of the visualized narratives in 
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various ways.  Movement, as pictured in this scene, connects different realms of the 

environment, or rather, it shows a slippage between what could be conceived of as different 

realms, but really they are interstitial loci for and constitutive of an aesthetics of environment in 

the Mixteca.  

When examining the Mixtec codices, it is striking that many human figures are visually 

positioned as if they are emerging from earth signs, as if they are attached or even anchored 

physically to specific place signs.  But of course these figures, human and supernatural beings, 

do move, they do travel from one place to another.   If movement, as I am arguing, is 

conceptually and therefore visually connected to origins (of the cosmos, of the places and 

communities founded in the Mixteca, of human beings, of ritual practices, of landscapes and 

environments, and of other cultural components or processes) and the cosmographies of 

primogenesis, then certain examples and framed sequences of the ethnogeographies of travel, 

whether by supernatural or historical rulers, are therefore tethered to those narratives, to the very 

processes by which they are created and performed that continue a re-creation of those narratives 

into perpetuity.25  

In other words, the visualized narratives of movement and travel in the Mixtec books of 

remembrance codify the interactive processes of the aesthetics of environment, a localized 

Mixtec understanding and visualization of the human and the natural, both simplified and 

standardized in pictorial fashion as opposed to being represented as the dynamic and variegated 

personalities or topographies that they are in reality.  The interactive processes of environment 

                                                                           

 

25 I believe this to be a salient point precisely because the codices in general and the narrative scenes contained 
within them in particular, signal a concept of preserving histories, histories that can be examined, re-told, re-enacted, 
and therefore drawn from and pointed to in order to explain a community’s identity, a community’s very essential 
structures and existence. The environment certainly plays a role in the codices and therefore in the history and lives 
of the Mixtec people. A Mixtec aesthetics of environment could be thought of as a symbolic participant of as well as 
a material frame for the visual narratives of Mixtec ethnogenesis, movement, ritual action, and history, truly the 
ontic and epistemic ethnogeographies of Mixtec creation and experience. 
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and its aesthetic dimensions are then visualized and narrated, serving as a backdrop against 

which human and supernatural action takes place.  “This is equally true whether the landscape be 

cultivated or wholly reconstructed by human agency into towns or cities. And it holds whether 

the landscape be primitive or wild, for humans have left their mark on every region once 

inhabited. Art and geography converge here” (Berleant 1992: 6).  Indeed, art and geography, 

particularly ethnogeography, coalesce in the pictorial programs of the Mixtec codices because 

the narratives cannot occur outside of the perceived, known, experienced, and imagined 

landscapes of the Mixteca, the places established by Lord 9 Wind in the Vindobonensis. 

Is landscape, as part of the intertwined categories of the human and the natural, visually 

bounded and distant, or is it permeable and expansive?  Berleant argues against such tendentious 

suppositions: “Painting can provide a lesson in the transmutation of landscape into environment” 

(Berleant 1992: 6).  Geographers write about a cultural landscape, one shaped by objects and the 

many changes by which people have “imprinted their practices on the land through distinctive 

field patterns, farming practices, architectural styles, and settlements. The concept of an aesthetic 

landscape also emerges in their discussions, denoting the imprint of human attitudes, meanings, 

values, and sensibilities on their natural habitat. This is the beginning of an integrative view” 

(Berleant, 6).  In order to extend the present discussion, I must view landscape and environment 

as culturally constructed, integrative aspects of not only a visual field or visual object outside of 

Mixtec beliefs and values, but as a salient, inextricably intertwined component or engaged 

participant, an agent, even, in the processes of environment as codified in the narratives.  

What is the definition of ‘nature,’ then? Typically, in the naïve sense of the term, it has 

been viewed as everything outside the human realm, as apart from us and from what we 
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construct, design, build, and inhabit architecturally.26  Therefore, in Western conceptual 

frameworks, nature is considered to be a foreign realm, one that, in some ways, is separate from 

and in conflict with human interests and ends. “Civilization is essentially opposed to nature and 

measured by its capacity to dominate and direct the features and forces of the natural world. 

Human life, then, is seen to be in conflict with natural processes” (Berleant 1992: 7).  However, 

if one examines the ways in which human beings, place, and landscape all coincide visually 

throughout the narratives in the Mixtec codices, a somewhat different picture of nature emerges.  

Human beings are not viewed as being in conflict with nature, but as a part of it.  Certain actions 

must be performed by various ancestors or contemporary rulers in order to maintain a balance or 

harmony with and within nature, but humans are pictorially represented as a part of this 

intellectual and physical ordering, this process by which place and human action converge. 

The Mixteca, according to imagery in the Vindobonensis, was created and formed by the 

actions of otherworldly beings like Lord 9 Wind.  Although nature can assume the cultural 

definition and conceptual understanding as the setting or landscape in which life takes place, it is 

still visualized as a separate entity exterior to us, but it is understood that we must achieve 

balance and harmony with it.  The Mixtec and other Mesoamerican groups conduct rituals, 

anciently and modernly, which are thought of as propitiating the deities who control natural 

forces, and therefore the yya will grant more rain for a more fruitful harvest, the sun and moon 

will continue to cycle in traversing and framing the sky and its horizons, and human beings will 

continue to reproduce both progeny and the landscapes of communities through the ostensible 

permanence of place (Monaghan 1995).  

                                                                           

 

26 For a discussion of how nature has been historically viewed as well as how it is presently viewed in Western 
philosophical thought, see Oelschlaeger (1993). For an interesting and contemporary view of Native American ideas 
of nature and the environment, see Porter (2014). 
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“No longer an alien realm, nature imposes the conditions under which people must carry 

on their activities and attain their goals” (Berleant 1992: 8).  Rituals, images, ceremonial centers, 

space and time, human and supernatural participants, and the landscapes of place are all a part of 

attaining the goal of sustaining life, of appeasing and mirroring the gods in order for natural 

forces to be beneficent rather than maleficent, for the environment to persist, propagate, and 

provide, for serving as a bridge between past, present, and future generations of Mixtec 

communities.  Moreover, in the Mixtec codices an aesthetics of environment and a visual 

ecology of continuous interaction emerge in the pictorial programs of ethnogeographies, 

movement, and communities formed by such human and supernatural action set against a 

primordially established and extant natural landscape, as well as being physically connected to 

place.   

 

Conclusion 

As a way of concluding this chapter, let us take another look at the Mapa de Teozacoalco (Figure 

52).  I here argue that this particular response to King Phillip II’s questionnaire pictorially 

presents one community’s ideas, through the singular hand of a Mixtec scribe-artist, about the 

nature of place and the place of nature.  Various graphic elements, such as genealogical 

reckoning tethered to place and the interactive field of visual connections between dynastic 

lineage and natural landscapes, depict the ethnogeographies of travel in a visually narrated 

format.  This visual format lends the viewer specific information pertinent to the discussion 

presented in this chapter.  The natural landscape is represented through the depiction of trees, 

rivers, and various shades of color that dot this community’s environment.  Spanish churches and 

Spanish glosses are also present, as well as roads and other human architectural constructions, 
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which combine with the depictions of natural flora to create an aesthetics of environment, an 

aesthetic, visual outline of the community of Teozacoalco and its thirteen estancias.   

 The Mapa de Teozacoalco is a visual flashpoint for understanding how Mixtec scribe-

artists conceptualized of—and therefore visualized—the place of Teozacoalco.  This map was 

made at a particular time and in a particular place replete with layers of meaning and value that I 

have not been able to completely describe, analyze, and explain here.  But for the purposes of 

this chapter, it is a significant example of the conceptual bridges between history, place, 

landscape, movement, human existence, and the visualization of all of these things in a single, 

albeit complex, image.  Indeed, the ethnogeographies of movement and place, the very ideas of a 

Mixtec ñuu, are intimately, graphically, purposefully converged in the Mapa de Teozacoalco.  

The bounded sphere encloses and therefore embodies an indigenous representation of place as 

being linked to ancestors, to travel, and to the natural landscapes associated with Teozacoalco. 

 What the Mapa de Teozacoalco does visually is record human influence on and 

connection to the landscape throughout time and space, through travel and its concomitant 

construction of place.  By depicting roads with human footprints and horse’s hooves, as well as 

the built architectural edifices, the Mixtec scribe-artist is conceptually recognizing that the nature 

of Teozacoalco is a combination of human and environmental agency as well as influence, the 

agency and influence of the natural and the human.  Recognition of the natural and the human as 

part of the nature of place, of environment, has a pictorial precedent in the graphically recorded 

narratives of the Postclassic Mixtec codices.  Functioning as a visual holdover from previous 

pictorial conventions, and therefore of persistent cultural understandings viewed through the 

prism of visual formulations, the Mapa de Teozacoalco is rich with many layers for 

comprehending Mixtec conceptions of place as tethered to the actions, in this case travel, of 
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ancestral founders and their subsequent generational, legitimized authority to rule as it was 

bound up with the established, perceived, and experienced landscape of the community of 

Teozacoalco itself.   

The nature of place and the place of nature are visually intertwined and bounded up 

together in the mapa through the action and graphic representation of movement, of various 

motifs of early Colonial mobilities depicted in a vertical-horizontal axis of meaning that links 

through space and time, that blends together the history of a people, a ñuu or Mixtec community, 

and the natural environment in which a community was founded and maintained.  The founding 

of the community and place of Teozacoalco are tethered to the natural and built landscape and 

visually represent a Mixtec aesthetics of environment, serving as complementary aspects of a 

unified community, historically and locationally, and in the case of the Mapa de Teozacoalco, 

visually as well.  By recording the historical, founding lineages, and by graphically depicting 

their connections to a specific, outlined, and imaged place, the artist who painted the Mapa de 

Teozacoalco gives us an indigenous perspective of the nature of place and the place of nature, a 

meshwork of ongoing processes and environmental markers that define and are defined by some 

of the very landscapes in which the visual narratives of the Postclassic codices ostensibly 

occurred.   
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
Mixtec codices are sacred books folded like accordions and composed of strips of deer hide or 

fig-tree bark that visually narrate various activities of deities, supernatural culture heroes as well 

as the historical genealogies of the kings and queens who wanted to emulate them. Mixtec yya, a 

title shared by deities and historical kings and queens, performed various actions throughout the 

rich tapestries of visual narratives elaborated in these “books of remembrance” and “lineage 

histories.”  One particular action peformed by the yya is the act of movement, of traveling from 

one place to another place, the central theme of this dissertation.  A lacuna in scholarly 

discourse, Mesoamericans in general and the Mixtec in particular wrote about, visualized, and 

practiced—and still do to this day—travel, which has been and is an activity shared by human 

beings throughout space and time the world over.   

Because of its importance for exploration and adventure, for economic and sociopolitical 

routes of trade and exchange, and especially for acquiring knowledge of “the outside,” travel 

represents a broad range of human activities, too broad, in fact, to be fully analyzed and 

explicated in this dissertation.  Nevertheless, travel as such a broad category of theoretical and 

experiential analyses offers us not just a singular tree for future investigation in order to gain 

more knowledge and information about how it was perceived, conceived, visualized, and 

practiced in Mesoamerica; rather, it is my hope that this dissertation is just a beginning, an initial 

foray into a field, or really, a forest of research possibilities with fruit ripe enough to be plucked, 

examined, tasted, enjoyed, and utilized in any number of ways.  Such intellectually sweetened 

fruit can only amplify and deepen our fledgling comprehension of how and why Mesoamericans 

wrote about, visualized, and experienced travel in all of its dimensions.   
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There are eight extant codices from the Postclassic era, seven that reside in libraries and 

museums in Europe, and only one that remains in Mexico.  In polychromatic designs and motifs, 

these visual narratives embody the communal and therefore codified versions of myriad myth-

histories. Recorded in a pictographic writing system, the Mixtec codices are cultural artifacts that 

offer the viewer a glimpse of the complex and layered historical representations of a specific 

people from particular places. Folded like accordions, Mixtec books of remembrance were used 

in ritual reenactments of the visualized stories, therefore serving as mnemonic devices for Mixtec 

storytellers. 

A salient part of these visualized narratives is the act of travel, which by definition means 

to physically move from one point in the landscape to another point. It is movement injected 

with a telos, a purpose. The significance of place to any discussion about travel cannot be 

overstated as place is an a priori ingredient without which travel cannot occur. In Mixtec codices, 

travel typically begins with the physical act of emergence, a necessary point of departure that 

propels and pulsates with ongoing movement that we are here defining as travel itself, as the 

itinerant traversing of place, as the formation of visual trails in the landscape and in the narrative 

display and reading of the pages in Mixtec codices. 

Emergence is visualized, written about, performed by rulers in ceremony, and repeated as 

a conceptual, visual, and performative trope throughout Mesoamerica in various media produced 

by distinct ethnic groups and communities with various levels of power in the wider webs of 

Mesoamerican praxis.  The visualization of emergence of a substance or being, whether human 

or supernatural, signifies not only a structural point of departure for a narrative, but it also signals 

the incipient recording of a community’s very own genesis, tethering the primordial movement 

of the substance or being to the contemporary people, place, and cultural rhythms of communal 
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life, an understanding of a community’s shared identity as it is linked to a specific place through 

a specific action such as emergence from points of origin.   

In chapter one, I explored travel as a discursive genre in ancient Mesoamerica and some 

of the many ways in which it was documented by different Mesoamerican groups, including, of 

course, its importance within the context of visual narratives found in the Mixtec codices.  From 

ancient Maya hieroglyphic recordings of ‘arrivals’ of foreign dignitaries and gods, to visualized 

migrations of the Mexica and other Nahua peoples of central Mexico, and to annual Wixárika 

pilgrimages to their primordial homeland of Wirikuta, as well as to visualized peregrinations of 

the Mixtec Yya 8 Deer (and other Mixtec rulers of renown), the movement of people, 

commercial goods, linguistic phrases and structures, artistic objects, deities (most likely their 

effigies or images and cults), and ideologies, appears to have been significant enough to write 

about and reify in images.   

Travel in foreign realms was conceptualized, in certain ways, as being connected to the 

knowledge and experience of supernatural realms, thereby necessitating a connection between 

etiologies, foundational lineages (and subsequent ones) and place, dynastic authority, and the 

rituals associated with the presence of atavistic patron deities whose initial patterns of 

movements established a celestial template to be mirrored in the cultural patterns of actual 

Mesoamerican elites’ mobilities.  In chapter one, I also laid out a foundational basis for further 

examining pictorial motifs such as the human footprint, found in several Mixtec and other 

manuscripts, which has lacked the rich scholarly analysis it deserves. 

Therefore, chapter one in this dissertation represents an initial entrance, a general glance 

through specific case studies of this multivalent and complex set of issues and questions 

surrounding Mesoamerican ideas of emergence, place, landscape, and movement, all broad and 
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interconnected categories discussed with various levels of specificity in chapter one as well as in 

subsequent chapters.  The main questions of travel, movement, and mobility are central to this 

dissertation as they pertain to Mesoamerican concepts and images about place, landscape, and 

geography, in other words, as they pertain to a discussion of what I am here referring to as the 

ethnogeographies of travel.  Indeed, one cannot think or write about the act of travel without 

thinking or writing about the significance of concepts such as space and place, mobility and 

immobility, movement and stasis, and the mytho-historical, cosmotheological narratives, be they 

verbal, written, or visualized, that undergird and explain those concepts.  

Although not an exhaustive list, many questions arise when examining the broad 

categories of travel, such as how it was perceived, experienced, written about and visualized in 

Mesoamerica in general and in Mixtec codices in particular.  Why is travel significant for 

Mesoamericans? How is travel imaged? What role does the concept of ‘place’ have in visual 

scenes of travel as they are graphically represented in the Mixtec codices?  Why would the 

pictorial portrayal of place be significant and what is its connection to travel as imaged in the 

codices?  What is the link between origins and travel?  What does the act of travel state in visual 

media or in other modes of cultural expression?  What are the ethnogeographies of 

Mesoamericans generally and of the Mixtec specifically?  These and other questions provide 

much scholarly fodder, too much, in fact, to all be delved into with this dissertation.  But they 

demonstrate that with chapter one and other chapters, more questions arise with each step I have 

taken in completing this project.  As I have formulated more questions, I have come to realize 

perhaps only a smidgeon of the amount of work it will take in the future to adequately explore 

and expound the broad category of travel in subsequent research, writing, and teaching. 
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In chapter two, I explored the theme of cosmogony and Mixtec ethnogenesis as 

visualized in various codical images, some Mixtec, some from other Mesoamerican cultures.  For 

Mesoamericans in general and the Mixtec in particular, cosmogenesis, or the creation of the 

universe and everything in it (including the Mixtec people and the Mixtec region known as the 

Mixteca), begins with movement, often through the emergence of a primordial ancestor, 

supernatural being, or a multiple thereof.  Narratives of legendary acts of the gods, divine 

ancestors, culture heroes, and kings and queens were written down, passed down through oral 

histories, and were visualized in codices and other visual media.  These foundational events and 

stories usually begin with movement, whether they are transformative performances by ancestors 

or remarkable deeds such as “celestial ruptures” performed by deities or supernatural culture 

heroes.  And this movement can be of an ethereal foam bursting out of a container (as visualized 

in the Codex Borgia), the necessary movement of the sun and moon in order for life in the 

cosmos to begin (as the sun and moon were conscripted to move because of the sacrificial acts of 

the deities at Teotihuacan), or movement through peripatetic acts performed by culture heroes 

and divine ancestors.    

The central focus of chapter two, then, was a theoretical glimpse of emergence as 

movement, as well as a visual and conceptual analysis of imagery from several codices that 

begin with movement as an initial entrance into subsequent narratives. Framed by this original 

emergence of space, time, and place in codical narratives, the movement of various entities or 

substances as well as that of ancestors or supernatural beings is a salient component largely 

unexplored in the literature.  Although movement can be viewed as an implicit, structural (and 

therefore neglected) factor of travel, it is an internally integral a priori requirement for travel to 

be defined and practiced as travel. It is the elementary precondition performed in a primordial 
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moment in space and time, thereby generating the cosmos in general and specific places in 

particular, the places needed in order to distinguish the act of travel itself.  Narrative snapshots of 

movement are starting points pictorially employed to convey not only a necessary narratological 

framing of stories, but also to describe the importance of emergence as a generative act itself, 

generative of the ethnogeographies of movement and place. 

Movement suggests ‘being,’ it infuses the activity of travel with the essential building 

blocks of motion and mobility, it is the animating force intricately formative for and foundational 

of the act of travel itself.  Without movement, there is no such activity as travel.  Human beings 

are part of a large and complex world within which motion, mobility, and even the making of 

trails or roads appears to be part of a biological impulse to explore, to wander, to create order, 

and to produce various histories and identities.  During the Postclassic period in Mesoamerica, 

pictographic specialists even invented a particular symbol to represent the notion of movement, 

an ideogram in the form of an ‘X’.  In what is now central Mexico, Nahua cosmology and 

philosophy involved interconnections of three categories of movement and motion inherent in all 

things.  Therefore, movement, as a category of human and divine action, as well as a conceptual 

notion, connects to various aspects of indigenous systems of genesis of and interaction with the 

environment.  Movement is crucial for Mesoamericans as it is used as an explanatory force in the 

beginnings of the created world. 

Chapter Three analyzed the idea of ‘place’ as it is visually rendered in the codices. Place 

plays an integral visual role throughout the Mixtec codices and the visual documents of the early 

Colonial period in the lienzos, mapas, rolls, and tiras.  Although certain figures are shown in 

what appears to be “empty” space, most actions, whether ritual or historical or mythopoeic, 

occur as associated with or visually tethered to a place.  Place signs, also referred to as 
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toponyms, have been written about in many previous studies of the codices.  What appears to be 

lacking is a more nuanced discussion of how place, and more specifically place signs themselves, 

function in the stories portrayed in the codices, of how the interplay between movement and 

place emphasizes and underscores various forms of and reasons for travel.   

Indeed, chapter three explored certain ideas about place and therefore adds to the 

emerging scholarship on ethnogeography, the ontological, epistemological, historical, perceived, 

and experiential relationships human beings have with the places they inhabit, the sacred and 

profane landscapes of their histories, meaning their culturally embedded narratives as 

individuals, families, and communities.  Because of the research and accumulation of knowledge 

compiled by these and other scholars, I am able to hopefully build on previous discourse 

surrounding the concept, use, function, and symbolism of place in the Mixtec codices.   

In order to arrive at not just a basic understanding of how place functions in the codices 

but a more complex and layered comprehension, it is necessary to first examine the proposed 

definitions and perspectives surrounding place in general.  Then I will be able to construct a 

framework within which the signs and symbols of place in the Mixtec codices are seen more as 

narrative agents in particular and as integral motifs of a semasiographic system, meaning not 

specific to only one language, in general.  The Postclassic period was an era of “international” 

sharing of visual symbols, a mutually beneficial cultural and visual structure for distinct ethnic 

and geographic elites across Mesoamerica.  

As part and parcel of this chapter’s discussion, the category of landscape, particularly the 

aesthetics and visualization of landscape, will be also be examined.  Place and movement are 

intimately connected to the natural and built environments, and therefore are visualized, I argue, 

as narrative agents in the Mixtec codices.  Previous studies have touched upon this aspect of the 
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codices, but they have not emphasized the dimension of place, and therefore environment, as part 

of and integral to this analysis of travel.  Visual narratives of travel as depicted in the Mixtec 

codices often entail a physical, pictorial anchoring of the human or supernatural being to a 

particular place, and frequently to a particular time (whether historical or mythological time).  I 

have already discussed certain aspects of this anchoring in the previous chapter.   

Apposite for this analysis and examination of the Mixtec codices, the role and 

significance of place cannot be overstated.  Many Mesoamerican groups, from the Maya to the 

Mexica, to the Huichol, or to the Mixtec and others, view themselves as part of an environmental 

system layered with meaning, value, and an ongoing, cyclical reckoning of space and time that 

feeds into this chapter’s connective and integrative themes of landscape, place, and movement.  

The potency of geography, landscape, and environment derives from the fact that we are all in a 

place, we all experience these categories of being in quotidian life.  Mixtec scribe-artists, and 

Mixtec culture more generally, recognized the value and significance of place, of the category of 

ñuu and its natural framework by and through which all of life is lived, by and through which all 

of the ritual actions and myth-historical events “take place.” 

As visualized throughout many of the extant Mixtec codices, scenes of travel as 

performed by various yya (again, it is a title shared by historical Mixtec kings and queens and 

divine, supernatural beings and deities), both historical and mythical figures, serve as conduits 

for our comprehension of how the Postclassic Mixtec conceptualized of and visually narrated the 

act of travel.  Although not an exhaustive examination of the codical scenes of travel (or of any 

kind of movement), this chapter lays the groundwork for future studies of how the act of travel is 

visually integrated into the codical narratives of the Mixtec.  However, this does not mean that 

this chapter cannot or does not contribute to the overall project of this dissertation or to the 
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scholarly discourse surrounding travel in Mesoamerica; that is, this chapter explains, by 

analyzing a few pictorially rendered scenes, the movement or travel of three different Mixtec 

figures—Lord 9 Wind, Lord 8 Wind, and Lord 8 Deer Jaguar Claw—in order to find connections 

between the codical snapshots of such travels. 

Much like other Mesoamerican indigenous groups, the Mixtec practiced travel and 

experienced local and extra-local landscapes because of movement through those landscapes.  

Scenes of travel, as I have just begun to adumbrate them and describe them in this chapter, 

connect to Mixtec conceptions of space and place, of how movement is a generative, creative 

action that serves ritual and therefore sacred purposes.  Other purposes, such as going to regional 

markets, war, trade, marriage alliances, and more, also played a role, but will be further explored 

in subsequent projects.  The theme of travel in Mixtec codices is a broad category ripe for 

analysis, but I have come to find that with each new idea about travel anchored in the visual 

material of the codices I see that travel is much more broad than previously imagined.   

 As individual scenes of travel in particular codices are often framed within and 

contextualized by longer, more overarching narratives, it is difficult to tease out in a complete 

and exhaustive manner all the possible angles and potential meanings for how the Mixtec 

conceptualized of and experienced travel.  The ethnogeographies of movement are stories 

visually narrated in the Mixtec codices and they underscore a preoccupation with environment, 

built and natural, as well as with landscapes of meaning, from the Celestial Realm to the earthly 

terrain and the Underworld.  Ethnogeographies of movement center on individual beings who are 

either divine and mythical themselves or are historical Mixtec rulers who have been touched by 

the divine, nebulous powers of the gods, the yya, because they have traveled to and through the 

extra-local places (and spaces) occupied by the supernatural.  These yya are therefore able to 
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traverse differentiated realms of space, they are able to establish places and communities, and 

they are therefore set apart from mainstream Mixtec experience, knowledge, ability, and social 

position. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

FIGURES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
      Figure 1. The Landscape of Ñuu Snuviko. In San Juan Mixtepec, Oaxaca, Mexico.  
      (Photo by author) 
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Figure 2. Rooster Gallows in Ñuu Snuviko. San Juan Mixtepec, Oaxaca. (Photo by author) 
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            Figure 3.  The Despescuezada Begins. One of the four men on horseback  

approaches the roosters and then yanks off its head. (Photo by author) 
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                (a) 
 

                                       
      
      (b) 
 
Figure 4. Decapitated Birds. (a) The “pescueza” or neck and head of the rooster after being 
pulled off. (Photo by the author). (b) At the top center of this image on page 5 of the Codex 
Nuttall, a decapitated bird’s head rests on a sacred bundle, perhaps even a codex (Photo by 
author of facsimile) 
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      (a) 
 

                             
  
      (b) 
 
 
Figure 5. Pulling and Twisting; And the Blood. (a) Shown here are a few of the men on 
horseback who ride up to the roosters tied upside down on a clothesline and then yank off the 
roosters’ heads. (b) One of the four horsemen after the roosters’ heads have been pulled off, his 
white shirt drenched in blood. (Photos by author) 
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Figure 6. Map of Mesoamerica. The Mixteca region is highlighted in red. (Image courtesy of 
http://www.crystalinks.com/mixtecmap700.png) 
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Figure 7. Codex Vindobonensis. A Mixtec example of the accordion-folded books. Codex 
Vindobonensis, 52 leaves (Austrian National Library, Vienna, c. 22 cm x 26 cm). (Image 
courtesy of mesolore.org) 
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Figure 8. Visualizing Cosmogenesis in Codex Borgia. It begins on Plate 29 of the Codex 
Borgia, 39 leaves (British Museum, London, c. 27 cm x 27 cm). (Photo by author of 
facsimile) 
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Figure 9. Avenue of the Dead at Teotihuacan. In central Mexico, Teotihuacan is the place where 
the gods sacrificed themselves in order to make the sun and moon move. (Photo by author) 
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Figure 10. Page 1 in Vindobonensis. Notice the vertical-horizontal Skyband of the Celestial 
Realm on the bottom to the right edge and up. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 11. Lord 9 Wind Lifts the Sky. Page 47 of Codex Vindobonensis, separating the heavens 
from the earth. (Photo by author of facsimile)  
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Figure 12. Toponyms. Place-glyphs in the Mixtec pictographic writing system. (Image courtesy 
of http://www.ancientscripts.com/mixtec.html) 
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Figure 13. Lord 8 Deer at Yucu Dzaa. He is juxtaposed with the toponym for Yucu Dzaa or San 
Pedro Tututepec, Oaxaca. (Museo Yucu Dzaa, Oaxaca. Photo by author) 
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Figure 14. Primordial Emergence in Codex Vindobonensis. Emerging from the Great 
Tree of Yutsa To’on of Santiago Apoala, Oaxaca is the first Mixtec couple. (Photo by 
author of facsimile)  
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Figure 15. Lord 8 Wind Emerges in Codex Nuttall. Lord 8 Wind emerges from a generic earth 
glyph (lower right) and then travels to various places in the Mixteca, standing on top of Cerro 
Jasmín at Suchixtlan, Oaxaca in the upper right. Codex Nuttall, 47 leaves (British Museum, 
London, c. 19 cm x 25.5 cm). (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 16. Lord 8 Wind Stands on top of Yucuñudahui. On Page 2 of Codex Nuttall, Lord 8 
Wind stands in full eagle regalia on top of the toponym for Yucuñudahui, Hill of the Rain god 
Dzahui. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 17. Ek Chuah. He is the Postclassic version of God L of the Yucatec Maya. 
(Image courtesy of Wikipedia) 
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Figure 18. Traveling Pochteca. These central Mexican merchants were known  
for moving and selling goods around Postclassic Mesoamerica. From Chapter 2 of the 
Florentine Codex: General History of the Things of New Spain, Book 9: The Merchants 
(Image courtesy of https://chocolateclass.wordpress.com/ 
2015/02/20/the-role-of-pochteca-merchants-in-aztec-cacao-consumption/). 
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Figure 19. Frontispiece of Codex Fejérváry-Mayer. Created in possibly Puebla or 
Veracruz, this visualizes the link between time and space with the central Mexican god of 
fire, Xiuhcoatl, in the middle square. (Image courtesy of Wikipedia) 
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Figure 20. Lord 9 Wind’s Temple of Movement in Selden Roll. Notice the stylized ‘X’ that 
appears in vertical and horizontal rows in the middle of the architectural structure, most likely a 
temple-pyramid housing Lord 9 Wind’s effigy. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 21. Lord 9 Wind Descends in Codex Vindobonensis. He descends from the Celestial 
Realm along a sacrificial rope that hovers in vertical and horizontal lines. Page 48 in Codex 
Vindobonensis. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 22. Descending Figures in Codex Nuttall. Another scene of descent from the Celestial 
Realm. Codex Nuttall, Page 18. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 23. Lord 8 Deer Jaguar Claw. His calendrical name glyph, 8 Deer, appears in front of and 
above his face. Behind and above his feathered headdress is the claw glyph that represents his 
personal name, Jaguar Claw. Page 43, Codex Nuttall. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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(a) 

 
 
 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 24. Footprints. (a) Olmec Monument 19. Perhaps the figure is a diplomat. Notice the 
footprint to the left behind him. (Image courtesy of mesolore.org). (b) Mural fragment from 
Techinantitla, Teotihuacan. Notice the footprints below. (Image courtesy of mesolore.org) 
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Figure 25. Map of Texupa in Relaciones Geográficas. Notice human footprints are juxtaposed 
with horse hoof prints on the red-orange roads. (Image courtesy of Biblioteca Digital, Real 
Academia de la Historia, online digital archive) 
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Figure 26. Mixtec Couple Emerges in Codex Nuttall. Two primordial Mixtec emerge from a 
crevice in the upper-right corner on Page 14 of the Codex Nuttall. Notice the vertical and 
horizontal pattern for the pictorial display of footprints. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 27. Genealogy and Footprints. Footprints lead from a seated couple in the lower register 
upward to their progeny, signaling another use for the footprint motif. Codex Becker II, 4 leaves 
(Museum fur Volkerkunde, Vienna, c. 26.5 cm x 28.5 cm). (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 28. Four Priests of Selden Roll. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 29. Leaving Aztlan in Codex Boturini. Folio 1, The Codex Boturini, 1530-41 CE. MS 35-
38. Ciudad de México, D.F., Museo Nacional de Antropología. (Image courtesy of Wikimedia 
Commons) 
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Figure 30. Yodzo in Nuttall. In Mixtec this means “plain” or “feather” depending on the tone. 
Here are three ritual participants on page 18 of Codex Nuttall walking on a plain. (Photo by 
author of facsimile) 
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Figure 31. Mapa de Cuauhtinchan No. 2. Cuauhtinchan, Puebla. Single, folded sheet of paper (c. 
204 cm x 109 cm). (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 32. Lord 8 Wind Emerges on Page 1 of Nuttall. He emerges from a generic earth glyph on 
page 1 of Codex Nuttall. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 33. Lord 9 Wind in the Celestial Realm. Selden Roll. Note the dates of beginning at the 
bottom left, One Crocodile, and bottom right, One Reed. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 34. Lady 1 Death Emerges in Codex Bodley. She emerges from a tree at the 
beginning of Codex Bodley before she begins her travels. Codex Bodley, 23 leaves 
(Bodleian Library, Oxford, c. 26 cm x 29 cm). (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 35. Lord 9 Wind’s Birth in Codex Vindobonensis. He is born from an 
anthropomorphic flint knife on page 49 of Codex Vindobonensis. (Photo by author of 
facsimile) 
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Figure 36. Lord 9 Wind’s Many Attributes. of Lord 9 Wind follow his birth. Codex 
Vindobonensis Obverse, p. 48. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 37. Lord 9 Wind in the Celestial Realm, Codex Vindobonensis. He is seated in the 
Celestial Realm between two ancient deities on page 48 of Codex Vindobonensis. (Photo 
by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 38. Aerial View of Yutsa To’on or Apoala. Located in Oaxaca, birthplace of the 
Mixtec people according to Codex Vindobonensis. (Photo by author) 
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Figure 39. Lord 9 Wind’s Effigy on top of Coatepec toponym. This is an enormous place glyph 
for “Coatepec” or “Serpent Hill” on the Selden Roll. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 40. Emergence from Chicomoztoc in Historia Tolteca-Chichimeca. Folio recto 16, The 
Historia Tolteca-Chichimeca, early 16th century CE. Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France. 
(Image courtesy of the Bibliothèque Nationale)  
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Figure 41. Lord 8 Deer Travels to the Sun God. Page 75 of Codex Nuttall.  
(Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 42. Lord 8 Deer Returns. A return journey performed by Lord 8 Deer on page 80 
of Codex Nuttall. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 43. Lord 8 Deer Emerges from a Cave. The cave is imaged as the maw of an earth 
creature on page 9 of Codex Bodley. (Photo by author of facsimile). 
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Figure 44. Lord 9 Wind Sits as Center of Quincunx. Page 47 of Codex Vindobonensis. (Photo by 
author of facsimile) 
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Figure 45. Lord 8 Wind Steps into Rivers at Yutsa To’on. He and his traveling 
companion 11 Flower step into the rivers at Yutsa To’on (Apoala) on page 1 of Codex 
Nuttall. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 46. Voladores at El Tajín. Also known as “fliers,” the men start on top of a 
symbolic tree and descend to the earth from the heavens. El Tajín, Veracruz, México, 
November 2015. (Photo by author) 
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Figure 47. Lord 8 Wind and 12 Crocodile Stand on Suchixtlan. 12 Crocodile carries the “bastón 
de mando” with the quadripartite design (the five circles against red) and the flint knife at its top. 
Page 1 of Codex Nuttall. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 48. Year and Day Dates in Nuttall. Year One Reed (the ‘A-O’ glyph) and Day 
One Crocodile glyphs appear vertically above the emerging Lord 8 Wind (below) and are 
arranged exactly the same between 8 Wind and 12 Crocodile (above). Page one of Codex 
Nuttall. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 49. Lord 8 Deer Receiving the Noseplug at Cholula. He travels to Cholula to receive the 
noseplug of a tecuhtli as imaged on page 52 of Codex Nuttall. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 50. Ñuhu Dzahui. A ceramic figure with a noseplug much like that of Lord 8 Deer. 
Mexico, Isthmus of Tehuantepec. Huave-Zapotec, AD 1200 (Museo 
Nacional de Antropología, D.F., c. 90 cm x 42 cm). (Photo by author) 
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Figure 51. Lord 8 Deer Consults Oracle. She is Lady 9 Grass. Page 44 of  
Codex Nuttall. (Photo by author of facsimile)  
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 Figure 52. Mapa de Teozacoalco. From the Relaciones Geográficas. (Single sheet, c. 142 

cm x 177 cm). Benson Latin American Collection, University of Texas at Austin. (Image 
courtesy of famsi.org) 
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 Figure 53. Traveling Figures in Colombino. They are akin to the figures 
 traveling on the Mapa de Teozacolaco. Codex Colombino-Becker I, 24 leaves in 
 Colombino, 16 leaves in Becker I (c. 19 cm x 26 cm). (Photo by author of facsimile)  
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Figure 54. Traveling Figures in Codex Bodley. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 55. Lord 8 Wind Emerges at a Temple. He emerges on Year One Reed, Day One 
Crocodile on page 5 of Codex Nuttall. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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 Figure 56. Lord 9 Wind’s Toe touches this World. (Photo by author of facsimile) 
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Figure 57. Frames of Environment. Page 24 of Codex Vindobonensis. (Photo by author 
of facsimile) 
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APPENDIX B 
 

REASONS FOR TRAVEL 
 
 
 
There were plausibly myriad reasons to engage in the act of travel throughout Mesoamerican 
history. I have compiled a list of such reasons here. My hope is to shed some light on various 
categories of travel in Postclassic Mesoamerica, their ancient significance, and their possible 
ongoing importance in the nation-states that currently comprise the region we refer to as 
Mesoamerica. 
 
 
1-Religion 

A. Pilgrimage to Cholula- Cult of Quetzalcoatl 
i. annual (currently the beginning of every September) 
ii. year-round 
iii. perform/participate in specific rituals associated with particular places/deities 

 
B. Visits to Shrines throughout Mesoamerica 

i. annual 
ii. patron deity’s place (mountaintop, cave, streams, etc.) 
iii. visit effigies of deities (i.e. Rilaj Mam today in Guatemala) 

 
C. Missionary, Evangelism? 

i. Cult of Quetzalcoatl, Cholula brings disparate groups to Cholula 
 
2-Trade 

A. Commercial Relations  
i. over land (Pochteca of Central Mexico) 
ii. over sea (Chontal Maya of Tabasco) 

 
3-Work 

A. Tenochtitlan 
i. Mixtec artists brought to Tenochca Mexica capital 
 

B. Crops/Fields 
 
4-Diplomacy 

A. Embassy? 
 

B. Marriage Alliance 
 

C. Land/Territory Consolidation 
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5-Warfare 
A. Spying 

 
B. Captives for Ritual Sacrifice 

 
6-Hunt 

A. Follow Animals 
 

B. Obtain Ritual Substances (i.e. Huichol “hunt” peyote) 
 
7-Forced Movement 

A. Migration (Volcanoes Erupting, etc.) 
 

B. Displacement from Warfare (Villages Destroyed by other humans or by 
environmental forces, etc.) 
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APPENDIX C 

RILAJ MAM: A MODERN-DAY DEITY OF TRAVEL 

 

Maximon. San Simon. Rilaj Mam. El Mam. Don Pedro. Hermano San Judas. El Viejo. El Tío. El 

Abuelo de los Abuelos. He has many names and narratological permutations, his many guises 

and sobriquets demonstrative of his multifarious vocations and abilities. In Santiago Atitlan 

(anciently called ChiYa), a town of sixty thousand residents on Lake Atitlan in the Pacific 

highlands of Guatemala, an effigy or religious icon called Maximon “wakes up” at 7:30am and 

“goes to sleep” at 6pm. Known by several names among his Maya devotees, Maximon is revered 

as the Mam (spelled M.A.M, not M.O.M.) or the Grandfather of all grandfather deities. He could 

possibly be a permutation of an ancient Maya deity designated by Schellhas as God L, visualized 

here on Classic Period ceramics as an aged, smoking god who wears a broad-rimmed hat and in 

certain contexts is associated with traveling merchants. 

Among all of Maximon’s fascinating aspects, including his taste for cigarettes and 

alcohol, is his divergent image in various towns throughout the Guatemalan highlands. In the 

towns of Zunil, San Andres Itzapa, Nahualá and San Jorge la Laguna, variations of Maximon are 

periodically venerated. A religio-political and economic tension exists between the various towns 

citing their own Maximon as the “mero mero” Maximon, the truly authentic divinely animated 

effigy of this ostensibly ancient deity. As of November 2015, symbolic effigies of Maximon 

pepper various geographic regions with the physical presence of his simulacram, signifying the 

profound national import of Maximon’s cult in the highlands, the locus of his image. 

But Atitecos, or the residents of Santiago Atitlan who venerate the Mam, claim that their 

wooden doll dressed in human garb with a mask made from the tz’ajtel or coral tree is the “mero 
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mero” Maximon, the authentic, divinely endowed being of the Mam imbued with all power and 

an all-knowing presence centered in the place and community of Santiago Atitlan. Atitecos speak 

Tz’utujil and have lived in Santiago for millennia. Maya who speak different Mayan languages 

and live in different regions travel to Santiago to petition the Mam, to supplicate before his 

earthly image. Many ask for health, economic assistance, help with their fledgling business, or 

the ability to travel across borders safely. The Mam himself is known to travel and is endowed 

with the ability to speak all the languages of the world, thereby granting him the quality of 

mobility, of not being restricted by or fixed to physical or conceptual boundaries and borders. 

This is a curious concept given his icon’s visual stasis tethered to the place of Santiago Atitlan. It 

raises significant issues because the icon as a representational index, in other words an 

artefactual body (as noted by Alfred Gell), is harnessed to a specific place while the deity for 

whom the image serves as proxy exists outside of space and time. Deities and supernatural 

beings, it would seem, are hard to pin down. 

Maximon’s looming presence breathes into the daily cultural geography and religious life 

in Santiago. The natural beauty and marvelous wonder of Lake Atitlan, with its three volcanoes 

believed by the Maya to represent the three hearthstones from the center of their cosmological 

model, is amplified by this extraordinary personage, this ancient deity who, as one cofrade or 

religious brother who takes care of the Mam told me, is older than five hundred years, a 

recognition, of course, that the Mam must have existed in Santiago before the arrival of the 

invading Catholic Spaniards in the sixteenth century. Maximon therefore represents a prevalent 

historical continuity or temporal bridge that mobilizes an interstitial flow between the Atiteco 

past and present. He also symbolizes the integral role of ritual associated with a pre-Catholic 
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spiritual tradition focused, in this case, on a sacred image endowed with social agency because of 

a perceived personhood emanating from the material idol itself.  

The name Maximon possibly means “He who is bound.” The first three letters, M.A.X. 

(or “MAX”) mean “tobacco” in several Mayan languages, which connects him to his penchant 

for smoking tobacco. Smoke from tobacco as well as from incense, or the food for the gods, 

produces a fuliginous atmospheric “othering” of the ritual space inside Maximon’s houses of 

worship, adding to the sense that Maximon’s quotidian dwelling is a symbolic cave, a natural 

feature of the local landscape viewed by the Maya and other Mesoamericans as a locus of sacred, 

powerful, and generative forces. Maximon is said to be bound by oath to and controlled by the 

original supernatural ancestors referred to in oral histories and mytho-poetic narratives as the 

Nawal Taq Winaq or “Ancient People.”  

The Nawal Taq Achi, the founders of Santiago Atitlan, were traveling merchants who 

sought wealth and good fortune for themselves and their community, which underscores the 

physical creation of the image of Maximon and his subsequent apotheosis as inextricably 

intertwined with movement, with the mobility of the Ancient People who founded Santiago 

Atitlan. According to Vincent Stanzione, Nawales were beings who existed between two worlds, 

the natural and the supernatural. They occupied a liminal space that granted fortunate access to 

heavenly powers and unfortunate association with earthly frailties. I would also add that their 

liminality extended into the oscillating interplay of establishing a fixed place for community in 

Santiago and their primary occupation as traveling merchants.  

 The Nawal Taq Winaq needed someone to do their bidding, to help establish order in 

what is now the town of Santiago Atitlan, wedged as it is between two volcanoes and the lake. 

They asked all the trees in the surrounding area if one of them would provide a being “whose 
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essence was spirit but whose body was human.” The Nawal Taq Winaq created a human being, a 

rbanoum acha, a “made man,” an imaginative imitation of the human form who would be 

connected to Nawal potency and remain under Nawal control. The image presented here is from 

the 16th century Florentine Codex compiled by Bernardino de Sahagún in what is today central 

Mexico. The bottom right image visually demonstrates the indigenous creation of a wooden idol, 

which parallels the creation story of Maximon because he was carved from a local tz’ajtel tree 

when he whistled out in order to gain the attention of the Nawal Taq Winaq.  

In ancient Mesoamerica, a standardized component of cosmogenesis is the making of 

noise through prayer and ritual coupled with movement, as visualized on the first page of the 

Mixtec Codex Vindobonensis or as pictorially portrayed in the initial sequence of the creation 

narrative in the Codex Borgia. In Mesoamerica, movement or mobility is a constitutive and 

generative component of the origin of the cosmos and was therefore visually recorded in codices, 

written about in hieroglyphs, and re-enacted, even today, through peregrinations that structure a 

recrudescence of primordial sojourns performed by supernatural ancestors and deities at the 

beginning of the cosmos’ spatio-temporal manifestation.  

Arguably the primary focus of the image of Maximon in Santiago Atitlan is the once 

white (as some of his masks have become darkened over time because of rituals involving 

smoke), bearded mask carved from the tz’ajtel tree. This narrative and material element signifies 

an autochthonizing conceptual mechanism that tethers with profound specificity the physical 

image of the Mam to the landscape and cultural geographies of Santiago Atitlan. Karen Bassie-

Sweet has pointed out that the Popol Vuh and other indigenous documents underscore the 

Highland Maya belief that creation events occurred at specific places in their landscape, such as 

the genesis of Maximon’s artefactual body, rendering those sites an exclusionary significance not 
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ascribed to other places. Each cofradía or confraternity, one informant told me, supposedly has 

its own bearded mask. Maximon’s mask was the object of local and international religious and 

political controversy throughout the twentieth century, which reinforces the centrality of 

Maximon’s face to his identity as a powerful Tz’utujil Maya deity with efficacious remedies 

magnanimously granted to his devotees as his iconic image resides in Santiago. 

The Santiago Atitlan Maximon’s body is not visible as he appears to be wrapped almost 

like a sacred bundle. His clothing consists of two wide brimmed hats that serve both ritual and 

practical functions. One hat is used to transfer to his devotees during the ritual process through 

physical, tactile touch Maximon’s sacred power, known to the Maya as k’uh or to the central 

Mexican Nahua groups as teotl, a supernatural and divine force associated with deities, 

ancestors, temple-pyramids and specific places such as mountaintops. This k’uh emanates from 

Maximon’s supernatural essence as well as his physical presence in the cofradías’ houses of 

worship, which actually belong to the Mam, one of the wealthiest residents of Santiago Atitlan, if 

not the wealthiest.  

The gap between his two hats is a perfect resting place for the Mam’s lit cigarettes when 

ritual specialists tilt him back to assist him with imbibing alcohol given in a respectful, ritualistic 

acquiescence by believers who have come to ask for favors and blessings. Maximon’s clothing is 

a mélange of western silk scarves and woven Maya belts of all colors. The aj q’iij or ritual 

specialist and other cofrades (the male guardians of the Mam) wear similar Maya belts around 

their shoulders, a visual signifier of the ritual and conceptual link between themselves and 

Maximon, their atavistic deity who is presented at the very center of the Maya cosmological 

schema.  
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Maximon sits alone on a wooden bench directly behind four vases that represent the four 

cardinal directions with the fifth direction, the center point as Maximon himself, the conduit 

between not only the four directions horizontally but the three vertical levels of the celestial 

realm, the earthly realm and the underworld. Seen here in the cofradía de Santa Cruz, Maximon 

sits in a symbolic cave that connects him to multiple realms and reifies his artefactual body’s 

physical position on the shores of Lake Atitlan, the very center of cosmogenesis for the myriad 

Highland Maya groups. Because Maximon sits at the center of cosmological creation on Lake 

Atitlan and serves as an axis mundi or world tree, his devotees believe him capable of ascending 

and descending the vertical layers of creation, as well as moving horizontally across the face of 

the material world. When offered guaro, a diaphanous alcohol, and cigarettes in addition to 

prayers, if Maximon’s effigy moves, even slightly, it means that he is granting the devotee’s 

petition, that he will do something for the devotee, but one must be completely cognizant of the 

Mam’s shifting or movement in order to realize that the supplication before the Mam has 

worked. 

 Other highland Maya towns claim to have the “mero mero” Maximon as well, but his 

visage and overall presentation in towns such as San Andres Itzapa, Nahuala, and Zunil diverge 

from the Santiago Maximon. These other Maximons are presented in verisimilitude of the human 

form, rather than as a sacred bundle with a carved mask. He still smokes, is mustachioed, and 

typically wears a hat, but is visually presented as a ladino, designated by the Guatemalan 

government as a distinct ethnic group who claim Spanish as their maternal language and who are 

usually the lighter-skinned elite of mainly Spanish origin.  

But these variants of the Mam are venerated equally by his devotees, K’iche’, Kaqchikel, 

and other Maya groups arrive in Zunil, Nahuala, and San Andres Itzapa to pray before him, to 
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petition him, and to commune with his divine presence. Within this religious frame of reference, 

with Maximon’s distinctive images worshipped in different towns, the question of the authentic 

Maximon or the authentic prototype of his image, and which town’s claim is validated by its 

possession, is problematic at best and creates a screen of epistemological uncertainty even as his 

devotees circulate to their chosen town’s effigy to perform the social objectives tied to ritual 

transactions. To quote Alfred Gell, “whatever the idol looks like, that, in context, is what the god 

looks like, so all idols are equally realistic, because the idol-form is the visual form of the god 

made present in the idol.” I have here privileged the Maximon from Santiago Atitlan because, in 

the limited scholarship about this deity, anthropologists and folklorists have centered their work 

on him as well. The topic of the original Maximon and his various iterations in different towns 

presents a lacuna in need of further exploration.  

In their fascinating account of Maximon and Santiago Atitlan, Nathaniel Tarn and Martin 

Prechtel recount how in the early 1950s, one or possibly two of Maximon’s masks were stolen 

by a Catholic priest and transported to Europe. While living for decades in Santiago Atitlan, Tarn 

played a pivotal role in the return of Maximon’s mask in the 1970s, two full decades after it had 

been taken. A possible conceptual correlative with the contemporary idea that Maximon travels 

the entire earth (as well as the world of dreams and visions) is the fact that his face, his mask 

physically created in Santiago, left Santiago to connect with unknown regions, the places not 

experientially observable by the residents of Santiago Atitlan.  

For many indigenous cultures around the world, including many of Mesoamerica, the 

unknown regions of “over there” or “beyond the horizon” intersect with and conceptually 

represent the supernatural realm. In the Popol Vuh, the founding K’iche’ Maya dynasties, once 

they have received the effigies of their gods at the foreign citadel of Tulan Zuyua, carry off the 
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patron deities Tohil, Auilix, and Hacavitz and relocate them into their own indigenous 

landscapes; one is inscribed into a local mountain, another in a nearby canyon, and another into 

the local forest. This peregrination performed by the K’iche’an ancestors associates the act of 

travel with the foundational principle of venerating the gods through their images, through 

representational indexes imbued with sacred, divine power and presence.  

The original attaining of deified effigies narrated in the Popol Vuh is an inverse of the 

modern Tz’utujil narrative of Maximon’s genesis. Maximon is literally rooted to Santiago 

Atitlan as he whistled from the coral tree to get the attention of traveling merchants who then 

decided to establish the place that becomes Santiago Atitlan. Santiago Atitlan, then, appears to 

emphatically be, in a sense, a place where extremes meet, where the celestial heavens meet the 

earthly realm, where the Tz’utujil past, present, and future collide in an ongoing cycle of ritual 

performance for and veneration to the effigy of a deity who travels, whose own mobility 

encompasses the material as well as the dream world.  

Maximon is not only connected to the theories and experiential practice of physical 

movement or travel. He represents economic mobility and social capital for each cofradía as they 

guard and maintain his effigy for one year in which devotees, domestic and international tourists 

flock to his feet in order to get a glimpse of the Mam, in order to revel in his unorthodox 

presence. Maximon’s devotees become vertically mobile, meaning socially and economically on 

a hierarchic scale established because of the Mam’s notoriety and prestige physically tied to the 

place of cosmological genesis for the highland Maya, Lake Atitlan. Visitors pay good money to 

snap a few photos and some, such as this art historian in training, are intrepid enough to pay a 

few hundred Quetzales to be given a “bendición,” a supposed distinctive blessing and prayer 

performed by one of Maximon’s ritual specialists.  
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 A salient ingredient of this bendición is the perceived transference of Maximon’s divine 

blessing through the sensual placing on the head of one of his hats with a scarf attached. Such an 

experience exemplifies another Maximon mobility, that is, the movement of his sacred power, 

rooted in the place of Santiago, from his physical proxy onto a human individual through the 

paid ritual specialist’s navigation of that power. Whether the person being blessed is a domestic 

or international tourist or devotee, Maximon’s transferred power through objects that touch him 

or that rest on his head then travels back to the person’s locale in the form of experiential 

memory; in other words, as a mental image.  

Mediated by ritual specialists serving as his high priests, Maximon has ostensibly 

endowed individuals from around the world with his divine essence, thereby creating for himself 

a vast international network of human beings, the very loci of images according to Hans Belting, 

who share in this ritual and cultural fund of sympathy for Santiago Atitlan as the place where the 

geography of an image, a social fact of Atiteco life, becomes recursively self-producing. 

Maximon is an ever-present reality in the highlands of Guatemala whose modern status as a 

growing global icon speaks to his image’s possibilistic geography as that of the entire earth, 

which collapses Santiago Atitlan’s past, present, and future as the founders of Santiago Atitlan, 

the Nawal Taq Winaq, were traveling merchants who walked the face of the earth. 
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